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FOREWORD _"

Title IV of PL 91-604, signed into law on December 31, 1970 by the President, I_.i

directed that the Environmental Protection Agency conduct "a full and complete inves-
tigation and study of noise and its effect on public health and well'are" and to report, ,-'

'.vithin 1 year, the findings to tile Congress. To those ends, authorizution was giveu 7_
L=

to the Administrator to hold public hearingsand to conduct research, experiments,

demonstrations, and studies, The public hearings wore held in eight major cities [_

throughout the country, where some 225 witnesses representing the soientlflc corn •

munity, industry, and the public gave testimony on all aspects of the noise problem. J._

In addition, the Agency, through its Office of Noise Abatement and Control, developed r_

contracts and otherwise worked closely with a variety of noise experts, both within '_
¢.h4

the Government and from tile private sector, to review all aspects of current knowl- ! :

edge about the effects of noise and methods'of controL.
i i

The result of these extensive efforts i ,_ this report to the President and the

Congress of the United States, Hopefully, this document will be helpful in the current i._

deliberations on Federal noise control legislation. It should also be useful to state and

local governments and the general public in making decisions that will more rapidly -!_

solve a problem that affects more Americans than is generally realized.

xiv ',I
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iNTRODUCTION

_ NOISE, commonly definedas unwanted sound, isan environmentalphenomenon to

- which man isexposed beforebirthand througi_outlifo.Noise can _tlsol_eonsldcred

an environmentalpollutant,a waste productgeneratedInconjunctionwithvariousactiv-

itiesofman. Under thelatterdefinition,noiseisany sound - Independentof loudness-

that may producean undesiredphysiologicalor psycho ogicaleffectInan individualand

.. that may interfere with the social ends of an individual or group. Those ends include

all of man_s activities -communication, work, rest, recreation, and sleep,

As waste products of his way of life, man produces two general types of pollutants.

- The generalpublichas become wellaware ofthe firsttype,the mass residuals(sucll
i

as associatedwithair and water pollution)that,toa greateror lesserdegree, remain

_" in tile environment for extended periods of time, However, only recently has attention

focused on the second generaltypeofpollution,the energy residualssuchas thewaste

heatfrom manufacturingprocesses thatcreatesthermalpollutionofour streams.

-_ Energy in the form of sound waves constitutes yet another kind of energy residual, but,

fortunately, one that does no__t.tremain in the environment for eoffended periods of time.

The totalamount ofenergydissipatedas sound throughoutthe earthisnotlargewhen

compared tootherforms ofenergy;itis onlythe extraordinarysensitivityofthe ear

,_ thatpermits sucl|a relativelysmall amount ofenergyto adverselyaffectman and

._, other biological species.

-- It has long been known that noise of sufficient intensity and duration can induce

temporary or permanent hearingloss, rangingfrom slightimpairment tonearlytotal

i
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deafness, in general, anysouroe of sound produelngnoiso levels of 70 to 80 dBA : i

atthe ear can contributetoa patternofexposurq thatmay produce temporary

hearingthresholdshiftsifexposure islongenough,and thisinturn couldlead toper- ,,

manen_ hearing impairment. Is addition, noise can interfere with speech communise- ,--

tion and the perception of other auditory signals, disturh sleep and relaxation, be a

source of annoyance, interfere with an individual's ability to perform complicated tasks, I I

influence mood, and otherwise detract from the quality of life,

Society has, since antiquity, made attempts to abate and control noise. The Romans I

enacted perhaps the f_rst prohibitory noise law when, by poptllar decree, chariot move-

ments were prohibited in the streets of Rome during the night. In England, the first ....

reported court decision concerning noise abatement is dated in the thirteenth century, i i

Today, many communities in the United States have ant[noise ordinances, ulthough

these statutes vary widely in standards, scope, and degree of enforcement, l.i

=

With the technological expansion that began during the Industrial Revolution and ,._
f

that has accelerated since World War II, environmental noise in the United States and ""

other industrialized nations has been gradually and steadily increasing, with more geo-
L..

graphic areas becoming exposed to signtficarit levels of noise. Whereas noise levels

sufficient to induce some degree of hearing loss were once confined mainly to factories L_

and occupational situations, noise levels approaching such intensity and duration are

today being recorded on city streets and, in some cases, in and around the home.

There are validreasonswhy widespread recognitionofnoiseas a significanton- I'_
t

vlronmentalpollutantand potentialhazard or, as a minimum, a detractorfrom the

quality of life has been slow in coming. In the |trot place, noise, if defined as unwanted _

sound, is a subjective experience. What is considered as noise by one listener may be

co sir ered dos rob e )_, ar other. Even in the sanlo Individual, want(,d sound on one '• ===

occasion may be considered as noise on another. II

so[
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Seeqndly, noise has a rapid decay time and thus does not remain in man's cnvirm_--

ment for extended periods of time, as do air and water pollution. By the time the

average individual is spurred to action to abate, control, or, at least, complain about

i sporadic environmental noise, the noise in many situations may so longer exist.

-- Thirdly, the physiological and psychological effects of noise on man are often

--" subtle and insidious, appearing so gradually and slowly that it becomes difficult to

associate cause and effect. Indeed, to those persons whose hearing may already lmve

been affected by noise, it may not be considered a problem at all.

__ Further, the typical citizen is proud of this nation's technological progress and

_; is generally happy with the things such progress has given idm in the way of rapid

.... transportation, labor-saving devices, and new recreattonat devices. Unfortunately,

'-: many technological advances have been associated wlth Increased environme,|tal noise,

and there has been a tendency in large segments of the poputhtlon to accept the addl-

! tional noise as part of the price of progress.

The scientific community has already accumulated considerable knowledge con-
-?

oerning noise, its effects, and its abatement and control. In that regard, noise differs

from most other environmental pollutants. Generally, the technology exists to con=
trol most Indoor and outdoor noise. As a matter of fact, this is one Instance in

which knowledge of control techniques exceeds the knowledge of biological andi

physical effects of the pollutant. These facts have been brought out In previous
i

Federal reports on this problem such as "Noise: Sound Without Value" (Office of

Science and Teclmology} and "7_e Noise Around Us" (Commerce Technical Advisory
'd

Board, Department of Commerce}.

[
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"2

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT i,

This report first addresses the effects of noise o11living things and property. '--
i;
t ,

Revimved are: human auditory, psychological, physiological, and sociological effects;

effects on wildlife and other animals; effects of sonic boom and similar impulsive

noises; and physical effects of noise on structures and prope_'ty.
I ;

Chapter 2 deals with the sources of noise and their current environmental impact. _. i

Included in this chaptcrare discussions on community noise; transportation systems; .._
I i

devices such as lawn mowers and chain saws powered by internal comhustion engines; *" i
J

noise from industrial plants; construction equipment and operations; household appll- _ ': i

ance and building equipment noise; and an assessment of the environmental impact i

of major noise sources, ,=,,_!

Chapter 3 discusses present and future control technology for the noise sources

discussed in Chapter 2. '_,1

Laws and re6mlatory schemes are dealt with in Chapter 4. Considered are cur- _*t

rent governmental noise regulations and regulatory schemes and their effectiveness,

Chapter 5 is concerned with government, industry, professional, and voluntary

nolse control activities,
[7

Chapter 6 presents an assessment of noise concern in other nations. Among items ,.-

reviewed are legislation and regulations relating to noise sources and noise environments. I'_
i i

Finally, for those unfamiliar with the terminology of acoustics and noise, a glossary

is provided. , !

The emphasis in this report on noise source control technology should not ol_scsro

the importance of other noise abatement procedures. A comprehensive, systematic

approach to noise abatement should include, in addition to source control, such features I !
E

as land use planning and zoning, requirements for noise control in huildlng codes,

and standards for enforcement of regulations. _l[

J
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The reader of this report is cautioned that the material presented herein ls a

condensation of the extensive technical and detailed material contaiued in the

_ appropriate EPA Technical Information Documents and in the transcripts of the public

hearings held by the Agency. As a condensation, generalities may occur, altheugl_

"- every effort has been made to qualify statements when required for clarity. _mse

interested in more detail or verification of information sources should consult the
p ,

appropriate EPA documents, and the specific references cited therein,

i

1
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

,....
The Character of Noise as an Environmental Problem ,'_i

That sound and hearing play an important role in human life is a proposition so

self-evidentitrequiresno furthercomment. However, some effectsofnoiseon !

man, such as interferencewith sleepand communication or noise-producedirritation ,_
I,

and annoyance, are difficult to define and evaluate with objective precision. '"

Sparse informationisavailableon typicalcumulativeexposures tonoiseassoci-

atedwith a varietyofsources normally presentinmost ofsociety'scurrentenviron-

ment. Much of theinformationcontainedinthisreportisconcerned with specific .,

sources, althougl_firsteffortshave been made toestimatethe magnitudeofcumula-

tiveexposures oftypicalsegments ofthe U.S. population. Lr,

Furthermore, there is a general lack of information on the effects of noise on various _
m l

D,_0

living nonhuman organisms. It is evident that under certain conditions there may be

some ecological effects, particularly when new noises intrude into wildlife habitats.

At the same time, certain species seem to show some adaptation to noise. The pres-

ent state of Imowledge in this area is incomplete. _,

Reasonable evidence exists of the damaging effects of high intensity noise on _-:

inert objects, Physical damage to property from sonic booms generated by aircraft

has been repeatedlyconfirmed. As the scaleofintensitydecreases, tlmreisinsuffi-

cientvaliddata regardingdirectstructuraleffectson property. Insofaras the effects

of noiseon property valuesare concerned, the evidenceremains inconclusive. ;

The datadevelopedinthisreportand itssupportingdocuments indicatesthat

noise has an impact on the people in the United States. This impact mangests itself ]"

by interfering with speech communication, disturbing sieep_ and creating other dis-
p

turbances oflifethatlead toannoyances. Inadditlontsome noise levelsencountered

tl
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"-': in non-occupational situations may also contribute to the risk of hmurrlng bearing

impairment. Since the subject of occupational noise has been extensively covered In

: connection with the Occupational Safety and ttealth Act, it is dealt with only by refer-

ence in this report.

• Noise Control Technology and Possible Changes in the Noise Problem
to the Year 2000

.... Current technology and that expected to be available in the next 5 to [0 years in-

- dicate that a substantial reduction in the noise from various sources is feasible.

-- Application of available technology is lagging because of lnadeqaato social, coo-

'-" heroic, or governmental pressures for noise abatement. Further, there must be a

balance between application of technology to noise sources and the other measures re-

_ quired in controlling the total noise environment, such as land use pl_noing and regu-

_tion of source use. In this connection the requirements of the National Environmental

/_ Policy Act relative to Environmental Impact Statements (See. 102(2)C, PL 91-190) and

[_ of the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970 (Title IV, PL 01-004, Sec, 402(c))
provide a basis for noise control associated with both phnmed and existing Federal

activities. Procedures to accomplish these requirements are amy being implemented.

The projeations of noise impact conducted for this report clearly indicate the need

for aggressive efforts at all levels of govermnent, Without such efforts, residual

_, noise levels in typical urban communities can be expected to rise from the 1970 level
i I

t._ of slightly over 40 dBA to just under 50 dBA by the year 2000 (the residual level as

I'°_ used in this report is the lower, noise level boundary that is exceeded approximately

90 percent of the time). Of more concern is the estimate that the noise energy from

highway vehicles would double by the year 2000. On the other hand, the early and

._ vigorous institution of available technology and comprehensive plannlngb th conjunc-

_-- tion with effective enforcement and regulatory schemes, could reduce the residual to

._ xxi
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42 dBA and the noise energy from highway vehicles by a ratio of nearly 4.5 to l, This _-"
I;

latter figure takes into account the estimated growth in tile number of noise sources.

An additional significant measure of the situation may be obtained by considering _,

the size of noise-impacted land areas near airports and freeways. The

total noise impact area in 1070 is estimated at approximately 2000 'e.l

sqanre miles, and this area could increase to approximately 3300 square miles by the

year 2000. The projected increase in the impact of aircraft noise could be reduced

through a combination of actions such as the'development and use of quieter airt:ruft l_i

engines, changes in aircraft operating procedures, and tigilter regulation and enforce-

mont. More work Is needed to clearly identify the relationships among the various _i

actions required, their cost, their effect ca impacted areas and the benefits that _,_
t

would result, Comparable actions regarding highway vehicles could also reduce the

impact of vehicular noise. As with aircraft noise, the relationships among tile various _

actions required and their costs and benefits need additional investigation.

Methodologies for Noise Measurement and Evaluation t '

A considerable variety of methodologies and terminologies are presently used to

describe, measure, and evaluate noise. Some of these are complex and confusing

even to those well versed in acoustics. This bewildering array of terminology, such _
t ,

as PNdB, EPNdB, NEF and CNEL (see the Glossary for description of these terms)

represents efforts cn the part of voluntary institutions, members of the professions, _',

and segments of governmental authorities to deal with specific situations, problems of
_

measurement, and needs for evaluation techniques. Many terms have some degree cf

commonality, if not [nterehangeability, while others simply are not comparable. _ I

Similarly, few, if any, were developed with the idea that they might be incorporated in

a statutory procedure for noise abatement and attendant legal and emforeement _ I

provisions. Even with existing statutory requirements at Federal, stats, and local

levels, widely different and sometimes conflicting procedures exist,

x.xil
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This prebtcm is further compounded by differences in scientific semantics _tsso-

i ,- elated with noise control and evaluation in tile private and quasl-gevernmentui usage,
i :
i Tile terms criteria and standards have come to have specific meaetngs regarding lhe

i _ environment as pertains to air and water pollution and other envlvonmental atress_s,
i
] These terms are looselyused interchangeablyin relationtonoise. Illmost textsutld

nongovernmental standards documents, they often have the same meuning. There Is

a clear cut need to develop a uniformly understood, adequate scheme for measure-

_, ment and evaluation of noise.

_: Economic Implications of Noise and Noise Abatement

" Information on the adverse effects of noise and the costs associated with various

types of abatement measures are contained in several chapters of tills report, hi addi-

tion, a significant portion of the data developed in the eight publlc hearings hold by

! the Agency under PL 91-604 relates to economic aspects of tile noise prol_tenL

-, As background material for this report, EPA commissioned u study of tile

-_ econmnlc impact of noise, which is referenced in tile body of tile document. Ilow,_.rnr,

at this time, the rudimentary state of lmowlsdge regarding costs, benefits, end th,;
_2

hnpaet of abatement expendRurvs upon the nation's economy make it extremely dill'i-

7
cult to perform meanlnl.fful economic analysis related to tile problem of enviromnont_/

,.,,d

noise.

I
-_ In order to t_valuate alternative noise abatement strategies, there urn thl,oe re;i-

- jot typos of economic festers to he consldsred, It Is desirable to know the naagnlttuk,

of the benefits derived from proposed actions In terms of damages avoided and i)osi-

tire gains attained. A second factor is tile cost of attaining euch of tile levels of con-

trol under study. Ftaally_ an analysis of the impact of those costs upon the economy

Is needed. With such Information, economic analyses can be undcrtukvn to fucilitat_

_, rational decision-making,

i xxiil
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Unfortunately, in the noise area, the currently awtiluble data is often imprecise

and relates to some limlted problem such as tile effects of highway noise on property i

values in selected locations. In general, tile data does not exist that would permit r-

good aggregate estimates of the magnitude of noise damage and the cost and impacts

ofabatementmeasures.

There is a need for additional research on and analysis of the economic aspects of

noise as an environmental problem. More needs to be knmvn about the adverse effects ! 1

on such factors as health, the quality of life, productivity, and property values; the r-

cost of attaining various levels of control; and the impact of abatement costs on the !'!

economy. With a better understanding of these economic considerations, it should be
e_4

possible in the future to evaluate alternative control strategies and identify cost-

'effective solutions.

SPECIFICS OF A PROGRAM FOR THE FUTURE I_!
The material developed in preparing this report, and discussed ill detail in sup- _,

porting documentsj is supported in the EPA public hearings on noise and leads to

one over-riding conclusion: there is a need'for improved and comprehensive efforts

at all levels of government for environmental noise control. The local and state _._

governments have the primary responsibilities, in most respects, for tile uctions
tm

necessary to provide a quieter environment. This includes land-use planning and !

zoning, building codes, use regulations and the necessary enforcement programs. _-,
!:

However, there are some functions that are best carried out by the Federal gov- "_

I r *'1ernment, The Administration s legislative proposals now being considered by tile

Congress provide the basis for these needed functions. Specific recommendations

to achieve the needed objective of a sihmifieant reduction of noise over the next 5 to ! I

10 years are embodied in tile following recommendations. _.

l r
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1, Federal Leadership in Noise Abatement and Control

Federal governmsnUtl programs relating directly to noise research and ccaltl'fd

are among the activities of several Federal departments and agencies, Thc_'e

is a need for improved coordination of this effort. To that end, it Is rec-

-- ommendedthat:

a. The Envlronmeatal Protection Agency shuuhl provide tile leadcrsblp and

should promote eoordtnatten of efforts of the vartetls agencies that would

be responsible for their respective activities.

. _ b. The Federal government should provide leadership In centre|ling noise

: associated with Its activities.

- - e. Programs of technical assistance to staten and their political snhdlvlsioss

--_ for regulations and enforcement should be developed.

2. Standards and tlelq,ulations

A regulatory scheme should be established, ;tad accelerated noise ahatcmc_t

efforts should be made by local, state, and Federal govcremente as folltn_,s:

_d' a. Federal noise emission standards should be established for the principal

,-_ sources of environmental noise including:
_J

(1) Transportation equipment- lncludlng aircraft, for ,s,hlch EPA should

...j have authority to approve FAA stamlards fo_" regulation of ah'cratt

0else.

• i (2) Construction equipment.

_'1 (3) Internal combustion powered devices.
[

_-_ b, Product labeling authority requested In legislative proposals present y

i being considered Is a necessary element In an overall noise almtemeet

and control program.

t
J
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c. Uniform noise codes, re_,mlations, and standards should be developed
r-

by EPA and other Fedorel agencies, in accordance with the above- J,

mentioned plan, and should be emmted into law by st:ttcs and localities.

Technical assis_nee shoald be provided by E PA on enforcement and other _ :

related activities, r-_
I

I ,

3. Research and Analysis Needs '"

Some investment of effort and funds in noise research has already been made .,!

at the Federal level (and to a lesser degree in the priwtte sector as broughl

out in this report). There remain, however, numerous gups ie knowledge ].;

and extensive areas of technical and scientific disagreement that require a

continuing research effort. To meet these seeds, the follmvlng steps arei

i
r recommended:
! !

a. Present Federal research and development on specific noise source !

control should be continued and expanded, hut with a more direct focus _ i

on environmental aspects. Such a program should directly Involve the
r_

considerable expertise ah'eady existing in the professional and academic

community and in Industry. 1

b. Federally planned, directed, and supported research for hnproved

methodologies of measurement and evaluation ar5 needed. In pnrtlcul_lr, i'_

a critical assessmeut of a large number of the varying measuring sys-

J!
toms and methodologies now In use is required. Simplification, stan-

dardization, and interchangeabiliiy of data should be the goal of this I-'?
I

project.

,--r
c. Continuing efforts to determine the noise exposure of the American I .i

public should receive early attention.
t;
L
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d. llcsearch on pilysiologiea] and psychological effects of noise should be

continued. Such research provides the basis for tile necessary crRerla

doel,;dents to be used in setting standards and in formulating state and

: local regulations.

c. Analysis of the economic implications and economic Impact of noise elm-

- trol is essential in the decision-making process and for the dcvelopnmnt

i ofrealisticstandardsand shouldbe undertakenas partofthe existingEPA

investigationofthebroader issueofenviru_mentaieconomies.

_i 4. Education and Public Awareness

,_ Althoughthere isawareness ofsome aspectsofthenoise problem and control

-_ techniques, the typical citizen, while vexed by tile intrusion of envirunmeetal

noise into his life, is generally utmware that methods to alleviate the problem

are already at hand. The efforts called for in the above recommendations will

"_, lead to the improved Information ueeded to move ahead with effective measures

to lessen the impact of noise.

.-. 5. Legislative Recommendation

_-_ Legislation proposed by the Administration in Febrnary 1971 would provide the
!

authority that is needed to meet the problems revealed in the studies lending

f tothisreport.

,_J
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_ CHAPTER1

EFFECTS OF NOISE ON LIVING

-_ THINGS AND PROPERTY *

The definition of noise as unwanted sound implies that it has an adverse effect

• on human beings and their environment, including land. structures, and domestic

animals. Noise also affects natural wildlife and ecological systems. Canes and

effect relationships between noise and its adverse effects are net always readily

• demonstrable. Conversely, certain effects of noise on people are clear cut, such

-" as with anise-induced hearing loss.

Physiological and psychological changes in people exposed to noise are less wall

established than the hearing loss response, since for the most part they are subtle

: and cannot be distinguished from similar changes produced by other environmental

stresses that are byproducts of our advanced technological society. Regarding
i

-- * This chapter is based on material prepared by the Staff EPA Office of Noise
Abatement and Control as result of testimony received during public hearings
and on data contained in EPA reports NTID300.7, "Effects of Noise on People"

(EPA contract 68-01-05000, Central Institute for the Deaf); NTID300.11, "Social
Impact of Noise" (_tsrageney agreement with National Bureau of Standards), and-1
NTID300. 5, "Effects of Noise on Wildlife" (EPA contract 68-04-0024, Memphis

-_ State University). See Appendix A regarding procurement of these source materials,
wilich contain bibliographic references, ) The material on the effects of noise on
humans in pages I-5 to 1-52 was reviewed by a special committee composed of
members of CHABA of the National Academy of Sciences, National Research
Council.
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domestic animals, only sparse research data on noise effects is nvallable; and virtually

no research data is availahle regarding wildlife, There also appears to be little infer- ! i

marion available regarding effects of noise on plant life.
J!

Extrapolation of human data as to effects of noise on domestic animals {or vice

versa) cannot be aeeompllshed with any degree of validity, and similar cautions must i

be applied concerning affects on wildlife. Conclusions derived from such extrapolated

data must therefore be labeled tentative, possible, or probable.

P
The effects of noise, particularly sonic boom and other high intensity intermittent I_;

sources, on man-made er natural structures are reasonably well understood. ItIs

possible to conduct well controlled and verifiable damage studies on Innnimnta materlal,

: i
and such studies have been undertaken, as cited briefly in this chapter, For ethical and ,_,'

other reasons, it is impossible to conduct such studies on people and animals, This is
L;

not to say, however, that the entire subject area has not been extensively investigated

by a wide variety of researchers and reported in the literature. This chapter summa-

rizes available knowledge on the effect of audible noise on living th rigs and prolmrtv" _

It does not consider the effects of nonaudible, high or low frequency sounds (ultra- er

i ,
infraeound),

As brought out by many expert witnesses appearing at public hearings on noise held [-i
l.

under Title IV to PL 91-604, sound and hearing play a subtle and not well understood
¢ i

role in human life. Whether it be the hum of a mosquito or the ringing of a church bell,

the hearing process conveys many communications resulting invarying responses: i"I

pleasure, annoyance, and, In some instances, intense emotional reactions. Unlike sight

i
_=_
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with a directionallimitationofcoverage*, the hearingresponse allowstheeomprvhcn-

ofsignalsfrom diversesources (suchas simultaneousreceiptofs[ganlsfrom a cry-

: Ing baby, a ringing telephone, and the audible signalling of the completion of the work

cycle of a home appllance.-- situations familiar to many housewives).

J From the foregoing, it is evident that one of the major values of hearing, in addl-

e" tlontoverbalcommunication, isthedetectionofobjectsand events, This phenomenon
)

isevidence ofclosetiesbetween hearingon the one hand and psychologiealand physlo-

• logicalnetlvationon theother. Humans can be aroused and alertedby sound (asis

trueof many animals). Sound oftentriggersmuscular and emotionalresponsestlmt

appropriatelyprepare peopletocope withpossibleeventssignalledby thesound.

Of even greaterimportance is theroleofsound and hearinginhaman speechcora-

l muniontion. Perhaps more than any other attribute,thisabilitysetshuman beings

apartfrom lower animals. The combinationofhuman vocni capabilitiesfortrans-

mission of sound, the human response in hearing, and the operation of the large com-

plex human brain is fundamental to effective speech communication and the progress

of civilization. Much of human social and intellectual life is dependent on the phone-

• mane of speech communication and language. The aesthetic quality of life as reflected

inmoods and experienceare vastlyinfluencedby what isheard. The importanceof

thisconsiderationisnot a newly discoveredmatter ofenvironmentalconcern, As

!-I
quoted by James L. Hildebrand in his article '*Noise Pollution: An hRrodaation to the

-_ Problem and an Outline for Future Legal Research, "Schopenhaner in 1844 said, *I

* The central field of vision for the human eye is approximately 21 °, whereas the
__ ear perceives omnidirectionally.
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have longheld theopinionthatthe amount ofnoisewhich anyone can bear undisturbed

standsininverseproportiontohis mentalcapacityand may thereforebe regarded as _i

a prettyfairmeasure ofit,. . Noise isa torturetoalliatollectnalpeople.*" ;I

When unwanted sounds intrudeintoan environment so as toaffectthe abilityof

peopletoreceiveauralcommunications,noiseexists. Sounds thnthave value inone ,,

locationmay traveltootherlocationswhere they may disruptusefuland desirednctlv-
LI

Itles,thus changingtheircharacteras an element of the environmentand becoming

noise, J;L.i

The affectsofnoiseon peoplehave beenextensivelystudied,classified,and, to "I

!J
some degree, quantified.Inthe main, theeffectof andlble-acoustlealenergy on people

t*m_

falls into four general overIapplng categories: ,.il

I. Demonstrable hearingloss,accompanied by any socialramificationsofthat !_

loss.
r',

2. Interference with the ability to communicate or to hear desired sounds or _r

acoustical signals, r'_i

3. Annoyance and irritation effects of varying degrees, such as interference with

v;
sleep,distractionfrom desiredavocations,orother responses associated

with the receipt of an audible signal. !"i
L,

4. Other physiological reactions.

These, at least in view of present knowledge, are characteristic of human responses to

other stress stimuli and are not peculiar to noise or acoustical energy. The four cats- !I

gorlesofeffectsare discussedinthe followinganhsecttonsof thischapter,afterwhich
I:

material on effects of noise on wildlife and other animals and upon property will be found.

J
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AUDITORY EFFECTS

The most obvious effects of noise on people are auditory. One set of auditory

_. effects is noticeable after a noise has disappeared; this consists of temporary hearing

loss, permanent hearingloss, and permanent injuryis theinnerear. Another setof

auditory effects is noticeable while a noise is present; this consists of masking and

interference with speech communication. Both sets of auditory effects are adverse

in terms of human response.
r

Exposure to noise of sufficient intensity for long enough periods of time can pro-

_ dane detrimental changes in the inner ear and can seriously decrease the ability to

hear. Some of these changes are temporary and last for minutes, hours, or days after

the termination of the noise. Aflor recovery from the temporary effects, there may

be residual permanent effects on the car and bearing that persist throughout the re-

mainder of life. Frequent exposures to noise of sufficient intensity and duration can

i produce temporary changesthatare chronic,althoughrecoverablewhen the seriesof

V! exposures finally ceases. Sometimes, however, chronically maintained post-exposure
, r

changes lose their temporary quality and become permanent.
r" I

I The hearing changes that follow sufficiently severe exposures to noise include dis-

tertians of the clarity and quality of auditory experience and partial loss of the abilityI'7
t_J

to detect sound. These changes can vary in degree, from only slight impairment to

r nearly total deafness.

Ear Damage

_-: The primary site of auditory injury produced by excessive exposure to noise is the ;

receptor organ of the inner ear, the organ of Corti. Cross-sections of this organ are !

i
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shown on Figure 1-1 in normal and injured states, Such injuries result from excessive _
I I

exposure to noise.
m

"rhe sensory cells of hearing are the hair cells in the organ of Cortl and tim fibers i J

of tile auditory nerve, The integrity of the sensory cells and tile organ of Cortl Is ira- _'_

portent for normal hearing. The injuries shown on Figure 1-1 are in single locations.
E

I For proper prespectlve, it is important to realize that tlle human organ of Corti is i_i
I

! about 34 millimeters long .and contains abotit 17,000 bair cells. Tile degree of hearing

I loss depends not only all the severity of the injury at nny one location but also on the

spread of injury. _,,,i

Intensesound can producevibrationsofsuch severityin fileorgan ofCortithat _

some ofitisshnply tornapart, Or, severe exposures tonoisecan cause structural
M

damages that lend to rapid breakdown of the processes necessary for maintaining the ;,,J

lifoofthe cells, Such an injuryistermed an acoustictrauma. Anotherkind ofinjury _
t.#

resultsfrom prolongedexposure tonoiseoflower levels.Such an injuryisa noise-

tnducsd cochlear injury and is probably th.o result of requiring the cells to work at ice

high a metabolic rate for too long a period of time. In a sense, the cells of the organ ) :

of Cortl can die from overwork.

M
21m results of both kinds of injuries are Indistinguishabte. Once the cells are _.-

destroyed, they are lost forever. They do not regenerate and cannot he stimulated to !'_1

regenerate.
L '

Hsarino Loss

The primary measure of hearing loss is depicted by the hearing threshold level,
I

The hearing threshold level is the lowest level of a tone that can he detected. The
| L

I
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greater the hearing threshold level, tlle greater the degree of hearing loss or portia]
t I

deafness. In 1905, the Committee on ltearing of tile Amerleen Academy of Ophthal-

2
j _

mology' end Otolaryngology offered tbe following definitions regurdll_g henring loss,.

i. IlearlngImpairment. A devintlonor change for theworse ineitherstructure

or function, usuallyoutsidetilenormal range.

2. l_earingIIandicap.The disadvantageimposed by an impairment sufficientto

affect one's efficiency in the situa'tlon of everyday living. F

3. I{earingDisability.Actualor presumed inabilitytoremain employed at full
r"

wages. _'_

By thesedefinitions,any injurytotileear or any change ina hearingthreshold _i !

levelthatplacesItoutsideofthe normal range constitutesa hearingimpairment.

Whether a particularimpairment constitutesa hearinghnndienpor a hearingdisability i_'_r

be judgedonlyInrelation1oan indivlduaPslifepatternand occupation. _
can

A guldellneforthe evaluationofhearinghandicap ispresentedon Table I-I. The

guidelineuses only thethresholdsfor tonesinthe regionmost Imperfectfortherecep-

tionofspeech, and Judgments ofhandicapare based on thenssoclatedabilitytounder-

standconnectedspeech inquietsurroundings. While most authoritiesagree thata
f?i

person in Category B or higher has n bearing handicap, there is debate over whether

handicap existswhen a person inCategoryA alsohas largebearingthresholdlevels

above 2000 liz.

An increasein a hearingthreslloldlevelthatresultsfrom exposure tonoiseis a

!i
thresholdshift.A thresholdshiftflintputsthe hearingthresholdleveloutsideofthe _j

normal range constitutesa hearingimpnlrment. _I
.#
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Table 1-i
!

-- HEARING HARrDICAP GUIDELINE

__ Average Hearing
Threshold Level for

Class Degree of 000, 1000, and 2000 Ilz Abilitytoin the Better Ear*
"_ Handicap Understand Speech

" More Than Not
More Then

No significantdifficulty
. A Not significant 25dB withfaintspeech

Difficultyonlywith
__ B SlightHandicap 25 dB 40 dB faintspeech

" Frequent difficultywith
C Mild Handicap 40 dB 55 dB normal speech

D Marked Handicap 55 dB • 70 dB Frequent difficulty with
_' loud speech

Can understand only
E Severe Handicap 70 dB 90 dB shouted amplifiedor speech

"_ Usually cannot understand
F Extreme Handicap 90 dB even amplified speecl_

•Measured Ina properly designedaudiometrlcexaminationfacilityusing
_] anaudiometer calibratedto meet ANSI standards.

!
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Some threshold shifts are temporary and diminish as the ear recovers after the

i

termination of the noise. Frequently repeated exposures can produce temporary , J

threshold shifts that are chronic, though recoverable, when the exposures cease. Aflar f-_

recovery from temporary threshold shifts, there may be residual threshold shifts that
r..
[ I

are permanent. _' '

The amount of threshold shift produced by an exposure to noise depends on many _,
tLJ

factors, The intensity level and the frequency content of the noise, the temporal char-

scteristles of the noise, and the susceptibility of the individual'ear are all ira- _'_

portent. ,,
L,i

Sometimes permanent threshold shifts result from a single exposure (or a small

number of exposures) to noise. These permanent threshold shifts have their nnatomi- _J

eat base in acoustic trauma. Intense impulsive sounds such as those produced by gun-

fire, firecrackers, and hammering on metal can be especially hazardous in this regard.
n

The high amplitudes and frequency content of these sounds may produce acoustic trau- .._

ma of the organ of Corti.

However, people rarely encounter a single noise exposure so severe as to produce

a permanent thresheld shift. More often, such shifts develop as one is repeatedly _,._

exposed to noises over a period of many years. Permanent threshold shifts result ! :

from noise-induced cochlear injuries, ,.._
J

Whether a person will suffer permanent threshold shifts from exposure to noise

often depends on the pattern of exposure from all sources of noise that he encounters. _'_!i

Some of these exposures from particular sources of noise may be innocuous in r,-i

t ,
; i
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-, isolation. But these same exposures, which ere hmoeuous by the]nselves, may combine

v+dthother exposures from othersourcestoproduce permanen t,thresholdshifts.

Ingeneral, thehigherthe noiselevelsand themore years ofexposure, the greater

the riskofdevelopinga hearinghandicap, For example, itis estimatedthattheper-

: •' centngeofpeoplewho may developa hearinghandicapas a resultofexposure for20+

• -" years to a noise levelof95 dBA would he approximatelytwicethenumber ofthosesx-

i _ posed to 90dBA for 15years, From studiesofhearinglossfrom occupationalexpe-
l

i • sures tonoise,one can identifypatternsofnoiseexposure thatinand of themselves

-" increase the incidence of hearing handicap, *

Masking and interference with Speech Communication

-" Noise can interfere with the perception of audth]e signals. 'l_ls is called masking.

; By masking, an auditory signal can be made inaudible or the signal can he changed in

._ qualityand apparentlocation.Importantauditorysignals,the soundof an npprnnehlng

vehicle for example, can be lost in noise,. The facts of auditory masking are well

+ * Hearing loss due to exposure to noise can be eliminated if exposures to noise are:

__ (1) held to sufficiently low levels; (2) livid to sufficiently short durations; or (3) el-
i lowed to occur only rarely. Another approach is the use of earplugs or earmuffs

when hazardous exposures to noise are encountered, Effective devices are avail-
able for this purpose, but they must be carefully selected and used. In spite of the
effectiveness of earplugs or earmuffs, people will often refuse or neglect to use
them for reasons of appearance, comfort, and convenience. A hearing aid can
be somewhat usefultoa person withanise-inducedhearingloss,althoughthe re-

: salt is not always satisfactory. While the modern hearing aid cnn amplify sound
-' and make it audible, it cannot correct for the distortions that often accompany

injury to the organ of Cortl.

J
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established, and the masking effects of noise can el'ten he caleulnted from measurements

?
of the signal and the noise.

An important instance of masking is the interference with speech cemnmnlcation i !

that results from noise, Figure 1-2 summarizes the relations between interfertug .q

iJ
noise and the possibilities for speech cemmunlcattun. The vertical axis is the A-

weighted sound level of the interfering noise, while the horizontal ants Is the distance

between the talker and listener in feet. The area near the bottom of the graph (the

lightly hatched region below the heavy curved line) represents the combinations ef

distances and levels ef interfering noise for which speech communication can he nearly

normal. Speech communication situationsinvolvingfamilygroups or pairsefindtvld-
b_

ualsofteninvolvespanker-listenerdistancesof 5 to12 feet,correspondingtolevels

(for interfering noises)ef 66 to 55 dBA, _

The relationships shown in Figure 1-2 are for young adults with normal hearing, ,_ i

speaking the same dialect. Children under about 13 years of age, people beyond retire-

ment age, burd-ef-hesring patients, and cemmunicstlng pairs with dialect differences "_

are likely te require even quieter conditions than those indicated en the figure if tbey 7"_
!1

are to enjoynear-nol_nalspeech communication.

In a highly intellectual, technical society, speech communication plays an extremely !"!
k,J

importantrole. Noise can reduce theaccuracy, frequency,and qualityofverbalex- _1
" J

change. Inexcessive noise,formal educationinschools,occupationalefficiency,

family life styles, the quality ef relaxation, and the enjoyment of life can all be ad-

versely affected, Speech reception by elderly persons seems to be especially affected ,,

by noise.

¢!
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/ i

Interference with speech communication by noise is among the most significant

adverse effects of noise on people. Free and easy speech communication is probably

essential for full development of individuals and social relations, and freedom of speech ,_
II

is but an empty phrase if one cannot be heard or understood because of noise.

LJ

r_
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GENERAL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Noise not only has direct auditory effects but also produces behavioral effects of

a more general nature. Noise can interfere with sleep. Further, it van be a source

of annoyance and can lead to community actions against those producing noise or those

i - _ responsible for its regulation. * Noise may interfere with tl_e performance of tasks,

i£ plays a role in privacy, and is sometimes associated with psychological distress. All
4

! of these topics are briefly treated in this discussion.
r_

i
_ Interference with Sleep

_ Sleep is not a single state but consists of a series of stages that can be graded from

light to deep. Physiological measurements allow one to identify the stage of sleep.

Everyday observations suggest that noise can and does interfere with sleep, and

research, both in the laboratory and the field, confirms these observations. Messages

from the sense organs reach the highest centers of the brain even during the deepest

I
sleep, Whether a sleepingperson is aroused by a stimulusdepends on a varietyof

_actors. Arousalcan be recognizedby briefchanges inphysiologicalfunctions,by

shifts from deeper to lighter stages of sleep, or by behavioral evidence of awakening.
r..

i During normal sleep, arousal by noise depends upon ths following factors: the

intensity level of the noise, the fluctuation of the intensity level of the noise, the moti-
r

"J cation of the person to be aroused by particular sounds as established while awDke, the

depth of sleep, flze amount of accumulated sleep, previous sleep deprivation, and the

.J

P

__ * See also discussion in this chapter entitled, "Sociological Impact of Noise."

"'i
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person's age and sex. Other factors such as drugs and psychological disorders can _

also _fect the ability of u person to sleep through noise. ,"

The greater the intonsfty of a brief noise, the greater are the chances that noise

will arouse a sleeping person. In a quiet bedroom, noise levels below 30 dBA do not _ +

ordtharily have any arousal effect. As the noise level increases from 30 to 100 dBA,

the chances of awakening increase. Brief noises with levels of 100 to 120 dBA aw_cn

nearly everyone, i,_J

The chnnces that a particular noise will arouse a particular individual depend upon

numerous personal characteristics of that individual. For example, the stronger the

motivation to awake, the more easily one can be aroused by noise. The lighter the L,,

stage of sleep and the greater the amount of accumulated sleep, the more easily one _,
., Lt

san be aroused. Elderly people are much more cosily awakened by noises than arc

middle-aged people and children; and once awakened, elderly people have more diffl- "_

culty returning to sleep than do younger people. These differences with age arc large _!

and dramatic. While the difference between the sexes is not nearly as large in this
i

respect, it does appear that middle-aged women are more easily aroused from sleep

by noisethan are middle-aged men; and there is also evidence that male patients suf- _

feting from depression are more easily aroused from sloop by noise than are normal

Men or WOMSn. a_

Much less Is known about the effects of steady noise on sleep. One investigation of

complaintsaboutnoiseproduced by airconditioningand heatingequipment has sho_ql _I

tbat, in bedrooms, steady noise levels of 33 to 38 dBA resulted in occasstonal com-

plaints, wbtlc those with levels greater than 48 dBA resulted in numerous complaints.

1-16 j



Itisnotknown whether thesecomplaintswere duo tcinturferoncewith sleepor toother

factors, Itisknmvn thatsteadynoisesproduceless sleepdisturbancethando fluctuat-

tug noises, Some products arc, infact,currentlybeingsoldforthepurpose ofprodue-

._. tug a steadynoiseto mask outexistingunsteadynoisesso thatsleepmay be enhanced.

•_s Whllc everyday observationsuggeststhatsome peopleadopttonoise and can learn

tosleepthrough anything,thisobservationhas notbeen confirmed by laboratoryo2'

.-_ fieldstudies,althougha few relevantexperimentshave been done. However, thereis

clearevidenceof adaptationtothetotalsleepingenvironment, Itmay be thatloud

: noisescontinueto awaken or arouse a sleepingperson,but as hebecomes familiar
_J

.-_ wlth the sounds ha returnstosleepmore rapidly. Also, sinceone cannotoftenrnmam-

bar awakening,Justas one oftenCannotremember dreams, itispossiblethatha may

erroneously believe that noises lose their power to awaken.

Whether sleep disturbance by noise constitutes a health hazard is debatable. The

changes in sleep patterns produced by noise are away from the patterns of good sleep

and toward the patternuu_poor sleep. But, normal parsons deprivedof sleepcom-

_- ponante by spending more time ill deep sleep, by becoming less responsive to external

• stimuli,and by napping. Thus, itmay be difficulttodeprivea normal person ofsleep

. to the extent ef adversely affecting his health.

._._ In light of present knowledge, it seems roosonable that sleep disturbance by exces-
[

sirs noise will reduce an thdivlduaPs feelings of well being, Furthormern, when noise

r conditionsare so severe as todisturbsleepen a regular,unrelentingbasis,thensuch

sleepdisturbancemay constitutea hezordto physicaland mentalhealth.

..L
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Annoyanceand Community Rssposm i 1

Annoyance by noise is a response to auditory experience. Annoyance has its bnsc '_

in the unpleasant nature af particular sounds, in the particular activities that are dis-

turbed or disruptedby a purticalarnoise,in thephysiologicalreactionsto a purticu- i J

lar noise,and intheresponsestothe meaning or messages carriedby u particalar I"_

noise. The degree ofannoyanceisalsorelatedtootherfactors:

1. Differences among individuals in their sensitivity to annoyance by sound. _J

2. Attitudes of exposed persons toward the noise source, e.g., whether they

consider the noise-producing activity to be important for their social and

economic well being and whether they believe that tbe noise is a necessary

by product of the nctivit_ producing it. ! I

3. Whether they believe that those responsible for the creation of the noise-

producing activity and its regulation are concerned about their (the exposed =_'

populationls)welfare. _i

4. Factors specifictopartlcularsound sources, such as neighborhooddisagree-

ments over barking dogs and fear of aircraft crashes, or the belief that sonic "_

booms cause propertydamage.

That individualscan mnlcefairlyaccurateand unbiaseddirectestimatesoftheirown

degree ofannoyance from noiseisconfirmed by subtleand sophisticatedquestionnaire

and interview techniques. * I!=
_J

• But see cautionsregardingindiscriminateextrapolationofsuch datainthe tel- :'_
discussionofsociologicalimpact ofnoise.

1-18 _I
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The degree of annoyance averaged over a largo number of individuals near a noise

monitoring station can be predicted, in a statistical sense, from the physical chorea-

-, terietics of the noise. Each individual's degree of annoyaceo cannot be as accurately

predicted as can the average annoyange. This is true because individuals differ con-

i

_ sidorably in the exact noise exposure they receive (due to variations in environmental

"? acoustics), because individuals differ in their sensitivity to disturbance by noise and
L_

because individuals differ in ether relevant psychological and social attitudes.

!

_. Community noise exposure can be measured and summarized by several compet-

,7_,. ing mathodsp as discussed elsewhere In this report, There are alac many slmilari-

ties in these various techniques. Each takes into account several of the following, not

necessarily independent, variables:t_

1. The levels and durations of identifiable noise events.
2. The number of occurrences of noise events.

l_ 3. The residual noise level.

4. The variability of noise levels.

5. The time of day.

6. One or more special factors related to perceived noisiness or loudness of

i_l sounds.

As previously stated, such acoustical measurements allow fairly accurate pre-

diction of the level of annnyacce averaged over n large number of individuals exposed

_ to the noise as It might be measured at a monitoring station. Whether citizens will

tvJ_e action against those producing the noise or those responsible for its regulation

is more difficult to predict.
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Individual action against noise sources has been studied, and action may be a corn- , l

plaint in the form of a letter or telephone call to someone responsible for the operation

of n noise-malting activity or its regulation. Persons who complain, as defined, in
i

general do not appear to be unusual. Neither are they unusually sensitive to noise.

In fact, they may represent only 2 to 20 percent of the highly annoyed people in a com-

munity. Organized community actionagainstnoiseincludesmore than mere complaint

and depends not only on the intensity level of the noise but also on the leadership within iI

thecommunity and on the variouspsychologicaland attitudinalfactorspreviouslymen- _I

tloned.

Although thelikelihoodofindividualcomplaintsand group actlonagainstnoise _

sources can be estimatedfrom acousticalmeasurement of thenoise,as discussed _

above, such procedures arefallible,and numerous exceptionscan i)ecited. New and

;Jdifferentschemes ofnoiseevaluationmay allowmore accuratepredictionofcomplaints

and community response than has been achieved in the past. W_!J r

Two speculations about possible future community actions in response to noise

may be worthy of note. Right or wrong, ':hose speculations serve to illustrate how

!.-I

attitudes and beliefs might combine with actual exposure to noise to influence anti- I !

noise actions.

In a recent survey, members of a sample of about 8,200 people who live near the '_

f'l
approach and departure paths and within 12 miles of airports in seven major cities of _ I

the United States were asked whether they would he able to accept increases in noise !..!
Ir

exposure from aircraft operations. Fifty-four percent replied that they could not_ ,..

di

mht
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This, coupled with the fact that fear of aircraft crashes strongly enhances the annoy-

ance produced by aircraft noise, loads to the speculation that substantial increases In

i aircraft traffic, along with a few crashes In populated areas, could result in vigorous

community action against aircraft operations and those responsible for its regulation. *

_ It can also be speculated that if members of a community believe noise is neces-

-_ sary to an approved activity and if they believe people are free to move away from the

noise, tilen they wlll be less likely to institute or support action against the source of

___ noise than if they disapprove of the activity or believe there is no freedom to move to

_ escape the noise. If this speculation is coI_rect, then perhaps an increase in the total
i

area or number of persons exposed to aanoylng noise levels in such an area would not

-_ necessarily result in an increase in support for antinoise actions,

" i There is one final point to be made, Complaints and group actions are difficult
i

to predict from the physical characteristics of noise; loudness, perceived noisiness,

,_ annoyance, and disturbance of activities are more closely tied to the physical

I characteristics of the noise itself. However, whether or not one complains, the quality

• _ of one's life can be disturbed by nolse.

"-_ Other PossiblePsychologicaland SociologicaJEffects

' _ ; Human Performance

1

If a task requires the use of auditory signals, either speech or nonspeech, then
[

"- noise at any level sufficient to mask or interfere with the perception of those signals

. * Testimony from numerous witnesses at EPA public hearings indicates widespread
dissatisfaction with the noise associated with aircraft operations around airports.

; This is also commented upon in Chapter 2.
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will interfere with the performance of the task. When mental or motor tasks do not , ,

involve auditory signals, steady noises without special meaning do not seem to inter-

fore with the performance of skilled mental or motor tasks unless noise ievsl exceeds

about 90 dBA. Even above these levels, performance is sometimes unaffected. On i i

the other hand, irregular, unpredictable bursts of noise may influence performance

when their noise levels are less titan 90 dBA. *

The effects of noise on performance are often conceptualized in terms of arousal, _l

distraction, and specific effects. Arousal of bodily systems can result in either bene-

ficial or detrimental effects on performance. Distraction can be thought of as lapses
pa_

of attention or diversion of attention from the task st hand; it can be the result of r_- _I

spanses to the anus(1 itself or of responses to the messages carried by the sound. _i

Specific effects include auditory masking and certain patterns of muscular activation.

Many physiological and psychological responses to sound diminish or disappear

when the noises are regular or predictable. Also, strategies can sometimes be learned I I

so that detrimental effects of particular noises on specific tasks can be avoided. For

these reasons) people sometimes achieve excellent performance or even temporarily _

exceed their normal performance in spite ef the presence el noise. !'_

Noises, however, are often not regular and predictable, adaptation is not always

complete, and appropriate strategies to eliminate the effects of noise are sometimes _a

t

not learned. Furthermore, the fact that distraction or disturbance may be the result

• An Increase of 5 to 10 dBA above tile existing noise level appears to cause atten-

tion and reactionby most exposed persons. _!
mmr
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of the message carried by tile noise rather titan tile result of th_ noise per so may be
i

i of little interest to the citizen. An ideal acoustical enviromneat is one that does not

i disturb human performance either because of fundamental properties of noise that may

: be present or because of irrelevant messages carried by the noise. The trick, of

i "_ course, is to eliminate disturbing noises while maximizing the chances that relevant

messages carried by sound reach the appropriate listener.
_J

Acoustica/ Privacy

"-_ Without opportunity for privacy, either everyone must strictly conform to an slab~

' orate social coda or everyone must adopt highly permissive attitudes. Opportunity for

privacy avoids the necessity for either extreme. In particular, without opportunity

"" for acoustical privacy one may experience all of the effects of noise previously de-

J scribed end, in addition, one is constrained because his own activities may disturb

others. Without acoustical privacy, sound, like a faulty telephone exchange, often

reaches the wrong number.

It would be helpful for both owner and renter and for both seller and buyer if stand-

_'i ardlzed acoustical ratings were developed for dwellings, These ratings might include

measures of acoustical privacy as well as other measures of acoustical quality. Such

ratingswould be particularlyusefulsincethe acousticalpropertiesofa dwellingare

_-_ not immediately obvious to the nonspeeialist. If such ratings were available, the par-

ties involved could balance the acoustical value of a dwelling in relation to such values

• _ as appearance, size, convenience and cost.

%,

i
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Intersensoty Effects i_
mm

Background noise levels can influence the judgment of time. Very intense noise i

can alsoinfluenceothersensory functionssuch asbalanceand vision. Fortunately,

II

intensitylevelssufficienttoproduce theseeffectsare notnormally encountered.

Mental Disorder, Anxiety, and Psychological Distress _.l

There is some evidence that admissions to psychiatric hospitals are higher in =_

i,I
areas with high noise levels than in quieter areas, but such evidence is not entirely

convincing. There isno evidencethatexposure tonoise can resultinmental illness. LI

However, an ofthe factsclearlysupportthe contentionthatnoisecan be s source of

psychological distress through annoyance, disturbance of activities such as sleep and

,.4

speech communications, and so on. Psychologicaldistress,inturn,can contribute i,_J

toa listofsymptoms such as nausea, irritability,generalanxiety,and changes in _

' mood.

r I
z t
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GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS *

There are general physiological responses to transient noise, and it has been

proposed that there may be general physiological responses to persistent noise. It

has also been proposed that noise can be a significant source of stress and can in this
_7

' way increase the incidence of health problems. Each of these topics is discussed

' below.

Transient PhysiologicalRsjponseto Noim

, There are three classes of transient general physiological responsns to sound:

7 1. Fast responses of the voluntary musculature that are mediated by the somatic

nervous system.

3
.__ 2. The slightly slower responses of the smooth muscles and glands that are

_7 mediated by the visceral nervous system.
.L

3. The even slower responsns of the nouro-endocrins system.

Responsesof the Voluntary Musculature

Muscular responses tosound can be studiedby visualobservationofbodilymove-
[

meats orby electricalmeasurements of muscular activity.By thesetechniquesithas
_'7

" been shown that people are equipped with on elaborate set of auditory-muscular reflexes

,_7 that serve the basic functions of orienting the head and eyes toward s source of sound

and of preparing for action appropriate to an object or event signalled by sound. These

', * For n comprehensive review of current professional opinion on this subject, see
tbe transcript of the EPA Public Hearing on Noise held in Boston.
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reflexes operate at low levels of sound, where they can be detected by sophisticated
r"

electrical measurements, as well es at high levels of sound, Such auditory-mascular _ _l

reflexes underlie muscular responses to sound that range from rhythmic movements -_
E _

and dance to the body's startle response to impulsive sounds such as gunshots or sonic

booms, ii

The body's startle response to impulsive sounds can interfere with human perform-

ance and is one of the factors that underlie the annoyance produced by sudden noises.
i

The startle response has been studied in detail and includes an eyeblink, a typical fa- i_i

sial grimace, bending of the knees, and, in general, flexion (inward and forward) as
l,l

opposed to extension of bodily parts. The startle response to a nearby gunshot, even
p_

when expected, may undergo various degrees of diminution with repetition, depending _ IJ_J

upon the individual, the rate of repetition, and the predictability of the impulse sound. ,*,

Some individuals show little diminution of the response with repetition, others show

marked reduction. The eyebltok and head movement persist even in experienced L,

marksmen when shooting their own guns.. _!

Auditory-musanlar reflexes can have more subtle effects on human activity than

those of the startle response. Interestingly, the greater the tension in a muscle, the ,_

greater its reflex response to sound. Therefore, the influence of auditory-muscular _-_

reflexes on the performance of a given task depends on posture and the pattern of mus-
g,t

cular tension as well as on the movements required by the given task. For example,

when a given task requires a movement of flexion and the resting posture heightens !l

tension in the flexor muscles, then a burst of sound st an appropriate time can speed

I
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._ the required movement. Under other conditions, the burst of sound can greatly in-

• terfere with 'this movement.

i In summary, the ebb and flow of muscular actlvitT is closely linked to and influ-

enced by the rise and fall of sound. The obvious effects of the startle response and

- ether auditory-muscular reflexes often diminish with repetition of the sound stimulus.

However, even aRor many repetitions these reflexes may continue to operate in s

.-. subtle manner, and their effects will depend on the details of posture and resting mus-

" - cular tension, on the details of the task at hand, and on the physical properties of the

' sound stimulus.

Responsesof the Smooth Muscles and G/ands
_r

=

In response to brief sounds, there is general constriction in the peripheral blood

vessels, wtth a reductton in peripheral blood flow. There may be acceleratton or de-.J
celerution of heart rate, changes in resistance of the skin to electrical current (an

r

_'_ indication of activation of the peripheral visceral nervous system), changes in breath-

ing paltoml, changes in the motility ef the gastrointestinal tract, and changes in the

,... secretion of saliva and gastric Juice. These responses are obvious when the noise

_-' level exceeds 70 dBA. For sounds below this intensity level, it is doubtful that the

i recording techniques have been sufficiently sensitive to decide whether or not these

responses occur. In any case, they are either small or nonexistent. Some aspects

of these responses diminish and seem to disappear with predictable repetition of the

I _i;' sounds, while others may not.

Some of these responses to sound are part of a pattern of response known as the

• " orienting reflex or "what is it?" response. The orienting reflex disappears rapidly

1-27
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,l
as the stimulus becomes known or predietab'.e. Others of these responses to sound

are probably part of a response known as the defense reflex, which prepares an or- :_i

ganlsm to escape or accept injury or discomfort. Defense reflexes occur in response .-_
t I

to warnings of painful stimuli, to painful stimuli themselves, or in response to wry

intense stimulation of any sense organ, l_espanses that are part of the defense reflex i 1

disappear more slowly with stimulus repetition than do those of the orienting reflex.

Sometimes they may never completely disappear.

Neuro.endocrins Responses i, J

Loud sounds as well as other intense stimuli, such as forced immobilization, forced
}J

exercise, cold, pain, and injuries, can activate a complicated series of changes in the

endocrine system. These changes, in turn, can cause changes in hormone levels, !.}

blood composition, and a whole complex of other biochemical and physiological changes. _._

Poulble PersistentPhysiological Re=genre=to Noise

It has been proposed that frequent repetition of the transient physiologthal re- '_

spouses to noise can lead to persistent, po.thologieal changes in nonauditory bodily I'l
I:

functions. Also, it has been proposed that such repetition of these transient responses

might aggravate existing disease conditions. However, it is true that the transient }m_

physiological responses to sounds are often useful because they help to protect people _,_
g4

from potentially harmful events. It is also appropriate that these responses diminish
f'l

when repetition of the noise signifies that particular noises do not represent a threat-

6 t

entng condition. The crux of the question is whether man is so designed as to adapt I;
=.

to nonthreatentng noises that are also quite intense or whether the modern environment

1-28 _P
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presents such ever changing noises thai the transient physiological responses are

chronically maintained.

"-" At leastsome ofthe transientphysiological,responses tonoisedo appear tobe

ehranleallymaintained. Furthermore, there Issome evidencethatworkers exposed

.: to high levels of noise have a higher incidence of cardiovascular discuss, acr-noso-

_' and-throat disorders, and equilibrium disorders than do workers exposed to lower

levels of noise. However, it is also possible to explain these observations in terms

• of non-noise factors such an age, dust levels, occupational danger, or life habits.

"- Also, thereisevidencefrom animal research thathigh sound levelscan interfere

with sexual-reproductivefunctions,can interferewith resistancetoviraldisease,and

__, can alsoproduce otherpathologicaleffects. These experiments,however, have often

• not been well controlled_ i, e., fear, animal handling conditions, and so on have not
.i

been equated between noise-exposed and non-noise-exposed groups. * Further, rodents

'_ were used as experimental subjects, and those animals are kno_rn to have special sus-

_l ceptlbillty to the effects of certain sounds. Finally, the sound levels were well aboveF

those encountered by most people.

.. The evidence taken as a whole hints that chronic exposure to sufficiently variable

_" or intensenoise may contributetononauditoryphysiologicaland anatomicalpathology.

However, the case isfarfrom proven and merits furtherresearch and investigation.

"i
i

• InaddiUonto theEPA Hearing in Boston,see the transcriptofthe hearingheld in

New York City.
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Stress Theory ' '

The nouro-endoerine responses previously mentioned seem similar to the responses _ l

to stress. Responses to stress have general characteristics that appear in response to

all streanors and special characteristics that ere linked to specific streanore.

The response to stress, called the general adaptation syndrome, consists of three
14

stages: an alarm reaction, a stage of resistance, and a stage of exhaustion. If a stres- p.q

sor is severe and is maintained for prolonged periods of time, an organism passes in _l

succession through the stages of the alarm reaction, of resistance, and of exhaustion.

In the extreme case, the end result is a breakdown of bodily function and death. Even

in the less severe cane, a price may be paid for continued stress during a prolonged _-i

stage of resistance. This price may include increased susceptibility to infection and, _i

perhaps, specific diseases known as the diseases of adaptation. Such diseases may

include,among others,some typesofgastrointestinalulcers,some types ofhigh

bloodpressure, and some typesof arthritis.Many medical anthorltiesdo not accept i .

the theorythattherearc diseasesof adaptation.Rather, theytheorizethateach dissane
t

has itsown specialsetofcauses.

Stress theory, even as presented by its strongest advocates, is complicated. _'_!
t_J

These advocates speak of interactions between conditioning factors that set the scene

tin#
for disease, specific reactions to particular stressors, and genernl reactions to non-

specific streesors.

While it is pluuslbls that frequent exposure to intense noise ann act ss o stressor,

the details of its action as a stressor have not yet been identified, and its implications "_

1-30 !
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tIMPLICATIONS OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSESTO SOUND

While physto]ogicalarousalinresponse to sound can be of groatbenefitwhen cop- _ i

ingwith possiblydangerous events,unnecessary arousaltoirrelevantnoisescan pro- !

vide a basis for annoyance and can interfere with performance of tusks, Nolsos that ' '

are of high level or are sufficiently varied may maintain chronic arousal and in this !_

way may contribute to the incidence of nonauditory disease, However, if noise control
t

sufficienttoprotectpersons from ear damage and hanringloss were instituted,then it i_

is highly unlikely that the noises of lower levels and duration resulting from this effort

could directly induce nonsuditory disease.

Of course, general psychological distress produced by noise can add to the over- i,_

all stress of life and, in this way, may increase the incidence of nonauditory disease. _,j

Ifowsver, at this time it is not possible to evaluate tbo contribution of noise in relation

to all of the other sources of stress encountered in normal activities.

t2
1

I

I'I
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SUMMARY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

It has not been dnmonstrnted that people are having their liven al_ortened by ox-

-' posure to audible noise. Perhaps the stress of continued exposure to high levels of

noise can produce disease or mvke one more susceptible to disease, but, overall, the

evidence in not convincing. The effects of noise on people have not been successfully

measured in terms of axcens deuthn, shortened lifenpan, or days of incapacitating

illness. There are only hints that such effects might exist. Of course, there may be

accidental deaths or injuries because warning signals were not heard or were misan-

dersteod due to noise.

There is clear evidence that exposure to noise of sufficient intensity and duration

-- can:

1. Permanently damage the inner oar with resulting permanent hearing losses

that can range from slight impairment to nearly total deafness, i
r

"_ 2. Result in temporary hearing losses, and repeated exposures to noise can

: result in chronic bearing losses.

It in also apparent that noise can:

-- 1. Interfere with speech communication and the perception of other auditory

: signals.
_J

2. Disturb sleep.
i

"-_ 3. Be a source of annoyance.

_ 4. Interfere with the ability to perform complicated tasks and, of coarse, can

especially disturb those tasks that demand speech communication or response

-" to auditory signals.
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5. Adversely influence mood and disturb relaxation, i I

These latter effects are difficult to quantify, since they affect the eseentlal nalure

of human life--Its quality. But alone they are sufficient to require more efforts to-

; t

ward controlling the problem, ,"

_i :

Li

L
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! SOCIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF NOISE

_ Tbe reactions of groups and anmmunittce of individuals arise, in part, from the

i

i -_ aggregation of the varying individuals and personalized responses and from the

interaction therewith of a wide variety of sociological Influences. For example, duc

to ethnic background, one group of families may accept a noisy environment lu their

"_ homo that would be considered unacceptable by these of differnnt cultural orientation.

They may in fact create conditions that, while acceptable to themselves, are con-

. sidered noisy by ethers,

,_ This phenomenon must be taken into account in assessing the attributes of noise as
, =

a sociological problem, ft also must be given careful attention in translating results

of various studios on noise as related tee particular source and affecting a speclfia

-- population (such as the variously cited studies en transportation noise mentlened else-

whore in this chapter and in other portions of this report) to other sources, situations,

or populations. This caution was cited in Karl KrytcrTs recent work The Effects of

Noise on Man (Aosdsmiv Press, New York, 1970) in relation to possible national dff-
i

feranans in tolerance te road noise. He further dlsoussea the many factors tu this

regard that must bs taken into account in assessing the validlW of various studies and

_i study techniques. *
..Z

The following discussion provides an ovorview ef additional sociological factors

that are important in the consideration of noise offsets on community envirenmeetal

_ quality. Roughly 130 million people live in metropolitan areas subjeat to the noises

from transportation or construction preJcets, crowding and congestion, and widespread

• See especially h s chapter devoted to Environmental Noise and Its Evaluation.

I-_5
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manufacturing activities. * Social surveys registering the public reactions to o variety

of those noises have found people disturbed by such exposures to have increased from I

23 percent in 1948 to 50 percent in 1961. Such annoyance is typically due to disruption r'_

of privacy, rest, rel_ation, and sleep.

i ,
A close relationship exists between expressed annoyance and level of noise Intsn- i,,

atty. In community surveys based on 3500 people in widely separated ercas, it has

been found that the number of people expressing annoynncn increased steadily an the

!1
noise level increased and that the number of complaints were a'guod indicator of the t.,._

degree of annoyance, An English study of noise around Heathrow Airport indicated

that 22 percent of the rospoadents said they wore sometimes kept from going to sleep
r"

duo to aircraft noise. This figure rose to 50 percent with an increase in noise levels. ** _.1

A still greater proportion, also increasing with a corresponding increane in noise

level, complained of being awakened by noise. A traffic noise survey in Sweden noted

that the proport!on of people annoyed increased linearly with increasing noise levels

from 50 dBA on, based on o 24-hour energy overage; it was also reported that symp-

toms such _s headache, insomnia, and nervousness are associated with noise exposure.
.PI

r'l

• Compared with the approximately S0 million possibly seriously affected by noise. _'I
J

• * For more details on later studies in London, see the transcript of tits EPA Hear-

inga on Noise held in Boston. 'r4
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These studiesand othershave demonstratedthatsounds atnight are more an-
! --

L
noyingthanthose occurringduringdaytime. As discussedearlierinthischapter,

noise interferes with rest and relaxation and especially with sleep, Complete with-

• drawal from theworld around us, throughsleep,isan obviousnecessityforphysical

: ' and emotionalhealth,less complete withdrawalintothe quietofour framesmay also

hanecessary.

As demonstratedthroughoutthisReport, theassessment oftheeffectsofnoiseon

_ the population at large has been based on data from many sources and is presented in

" a varietyofforms. The resulthas been a compilationofinformation(some highly

quantitativeand precise, some primarilydescriptiveinnature)on such thingsas ccm-

_, munity responses, physiological and annoyance measures, numbers of people "deaf-

enod", etc., all used to indicate the nature and scope of noise problems. In dealing

with this vast array of data it Is easy to lose sight of the fact filet they all deal with
r'l

t
basically the same problem and therefore should net be treated independently. Rather,

it is extremely important to integrate these diverse findings by means of one or more

unifying concepts. Perhaps one method of accomplishing this objective is to focus on

--: itscumulativeaspect.

_ Scientists concerned with hearing loss are in general agreement that the effects

of noise are additive. The major source of disagreement is the specification of the

! minimum level(s) at which these effects become important. Any overall evaluation

ofthe hearingloss problem inthenationmust takeintoaccountaxposures on the basis
.J

oflifetimeexperienceratherthanindustrial,transportation,or household exposures.
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Table 1-2 provides a sample of the conditions of noise exposure experienced by

many members of typical U.S. urban communities. Since this information Is included i I

only for illustrative purposes, there is no attempt to specify age ranges or exposure

data,

In a sense, the noise problem of today Is both qualitatively and quantitatively dif- I,

ferent from what it was yesterday. Noise can be thought of as a lanulized and confined

problem. For example, large cities have always boon associated with noise since,

by definition, they were the centers of activities involving industries, transportation, _?_

power facilities, large populations, eto, Certain industrial operations have long been

associated with noise, as lmve large airports. Many persons living within cities have
g_t

often considered noise as being a necessary evil that must hs toloraled in exchange for _.i

the convenience of living either near places of work or in proximity to pal)lie transpor- t_

tation routes. The accelerated growth of suburban areas outside of most center cities

and the mobility of our population have radically altered the scope of the noise problem,

Population increase and greater mobility have combined in converting areas that were r_
I

previously quiet into smaller versions of the inner city. Land usage has been changed

to accommodate industry and transportation requirements associated with danentrall-

zation, The labor-saving devices that were possible only in industry several decades i_._

ego have been moved to the home environment. Because of now highways and small

airports, motorized vehicles can now penetrate into regions that were only a short while

ago considered remote, i_!
f
.J

With areas of the continental United States obviously remaining constant, the

rise in the totals of noise sources, as well as in their power, has resulted in a _ '
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Table 1-2

LIFET]_IE EXPOSURE TO NO]BE (ILLUSTRATION)

Childl_ood Youth Maturity

___ CapPistols x

Firearms x x

. _ Rock & Roll Music x

--_ Transportation
:

,.: SchoolBUS x x x

Automobile x x x

._ Train (subway, elevated) x x

Aircraft x x
=

._ Household Appliances x x x

_ ConstructionEquipment x x x

_. Community (roadside, flight path x x x

Recreational Vehicles x x

._, x = EXposure tonoise source[
=

i considerableincreasein the average sound levelsproduced throughoutthenation, This

. factor,combined withan increasedavailabilityofmajor transportationactivitiesand

_ facilities,has made noise a much more pervasiveproblem than itwas even a short

! while ago.

• Many scientistsand members of theprofessionsconcenmd withnoiseare con-

•J vineedthatnoise levelsnet intenseenough tocause permanent damage cannotsimply

] be disregarded as a nuisance that is a necessary waste product of technological
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progress. That view is shared by many members of the public at large, who see noise ,

as adversely affecting the quality of lifo, The reasons for this widespread interprets-
l]

tion are partially rooted in the characteristics of sound and the types of effects asso-

ciated with noise. Experimental findings have consistently demonstrated that when i :

visual and auditory signals are concurrently presented, subjects tend to respond to the I I

auditory signals first, presumably because of some attention-demanding quality. IRe-

searchers designing warning devices have made use of this characteristic for years. L-t

Another characteristic of noise causing annoyance is that It affects people who are
u:

in tbe position of innocent bystanders. That is, in many instances those people respon-

sible for producing noise are not the same as those severely affected by the noise; also, _,,

the receivers of the noise in these instances have no control over the noise source, It

has been stated that noise annoyance te closely esscciatod with the degree to which the

iq
noise producer is concerned with and doing something about the effect of noise on its ,o.

receivers. Studies have substantiated this in that subjects showed significantly lower _

tolerance or greater attitudes of frustrattcu afar exposure to unpredictable noisethan
?!

when the noise source was under the control of thc subjects. This aspect of the problem -J

is important because it has been repeatedly demonstrated that wl_enthere is no benefit i' !

to a person associated with an activity and yet there are adverse consequences te be
L

suffered, there is little tolerance for those consequences. For example, if two people

Iive near a highway and one uses it for commuting while the other walks to work. the !'I

!-
i

!,b
i ,
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walker is much more likely to complain about noise, air pollution, ate,, due to auto-

mobiles than is the person who drives, all other things being equal. *

Tile problem is not new or unique to noise, as the following quote from James L.

_. llildebrm_d_s Noise Pollution and the Law (Law Book Publishers, Buffalo, N.Y., 1970)

- says, "For hundreds of years, indeed throughout most of the history of the common

law as we know it, courts have been struggling to reconcile the conflicting interests

of two property owners--one who believes that his ownership entitles him to use his

_: property as be wills and the neighbor who believes that his ow'norship entitles him to

enjoy his property without annoyance. , . hvo major principles bare evolved:
_J

"First, each person must put up with a certain amount of annoyance.

'_8eeond .... tbe gravity of the harm to the complainant ebeuld be weighed against

the utility of the conduct of his troublesome neighbor.

"The first of these tells us what every city dweller experiences every day of hls

life .... The second Is less easy to understand.., in determining the utility of the

defendant's conduct one must consider In addition to the social value of his conduct,

_ its suitability and the impracticability of preventing or avoiding the aunoymace. '*
I ;

t,d The pervasiveness of noise, combined with tbe cbaracteristles already noted.

I"_ makes it a problem of special concern when psychological wall-being Is considered,

l_loet competent medical practitioners, as well as those engaged in health research,
r- 7

' ]

• Based on testimouy of witnesses at several of the EPA Hearings.
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agree that there Is an absolute requirement for rest and recreational activities at

regular intervals in order to mainlain adequate mental and pbysical health. It is ! j

evident when we consider the quality of life that the need becomes of major importnnan
1;

to human welfare. Since the home environment is considered to be the principal haven

for most persons to obtain such needed rest, the impact of noise thereon is a major

consideration.
In considering noise within the home, it is useful to make the distinction between

single-family dwellings and other houses. In multiple family buildings, the lack of !._

acoustical provaey is n major source of difficulty. Acoustical privacy can be d0fined ..

IPd

as the expectation that sounds generated within one household will not be broadcast to

other households throughout the building. This particular problem deserves attenllon _i

because of the changes in construction techniques that have been slowly evolvthg. There

is a trend toward using lightweight construction having relatively poor sound insulating"

properties. If this trend cantinues (without modification of the sound insulating proper- i_'

ties), the homes of the future will have far less acoustical priw_ey than did the homes F
of the past. Privacy, as welI as annoyance, are difficult concepts for scientific investi-

gators to objectively contend with, The two have been somewhat equated by indieattug _

that annoyance due to noise may he thought of essentially as the resentment one feels ¢._

toward an intrusion into his physical privacy. The existence of the problem, though,

has been documented in a variety of community studies conducted in this country and

abroad. _I

Noises in the home can be generally categorized into three sources: those gen-

erated by family members, building noises (fans. hlowers), and those originating
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-- outside of but penetrating into the home, Tile mechanical helpers within tbe home arc

a major source ofcomplaintby Imuseholdors(seeChapter 2), Althoughwashers,

dryers, garbage disposerunits,otc,,have made householdtaskseasiertoperform

. physically,they have exacteda psychologicalcost. The relativelylong cycletime of

many ofthesedeviceshas resultedinnot merely anoise nuisancebutis a persistent

one as well Despitethe factthatthe familybenefitsfrom theprimary noisesources

-- withinthe home, such noisesore oftena source ofconflictamong familymembers en-

gagingin incompatibleactivities;e.g., thehousewifevacuuming the rug and her ohil-

drun who are studying.

_- The community noisestudiescitedalreadyand discussedinChapter 2 are insub-

- stantlalagreement thatnoiseserously affectsmany of the activitiesengaged inst

hmuo, Ithas been shown thatnoisesinthe home outnumbered allotherdisturbances.

-. Best and relaxationare difficult,and there isinterferencewith TV viewing, listening

to music, reading,conversation,and many othersocialand recreationalactivities,

These and other investigations indicate that the homo appears to be the recipient of

noisefrom a greatnumber ofsources inthecommunity. Among the major causes of

-- complaint,the followinghave been citedmost frequently:traffic,aircraft,industrial

plants,construction,and neighborhoodrelatedsources such ms dogs and powered

--_ lawn mowers.

When rest and recreation cannot be successfully accomplished at home, there is

.] a tendency for people to seek these diversions elsewhere. This, along with other fac-

tors beyond the scope of this report, has led to an intensive use of tbe outdoors and

has resulted in large recreational industries based activities such as camping, fishing,

._. 1-4:3
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boating, and skiing, The function performed by recreation is primarily that of unwind- i

ing and relaxing as a necessary counterpoint to the often hectic day-to,day work and [i

homemaking activities, Since the goal is identified boa cally with getting away from .._
[ i

the usual am_oyance, any interference with the achievement of this objective is, in the _

main, not well tolerated. Disturbances that are normally considered relatively minor I

therebyresultin a sense offrustrationwell beyond thatnormally occurring, r!
i i

Interference by noise with outdoor recreational activities Is almost a universal '_

phenomenon in that it occurs regardless of the time of day and in all seasons of the ! ;
_..a

year, Winter vacations are now being disrupted by the advent of the snowmobile in

the stone way that motorboats have upset the tranquility of many of our lakes and

rivers, The simple enjoyment of nature by hikers and families enjoying picnics is

ofteninterruptedby transportationnoisesgeneratedby nearby roadways or aircraft. ,.

There is a growing trend of noise seriously disrupting the serenity of many formerly

secluded retreat areas such as national park and forest areas.

Outdoor spectator events are also seriously affected by noise, especially that r-

produced by aircraft,The Watergate concertsintheWashington, D.C., area }|ave "_

for years undergone regularinterruptionsas a resultofoverflightsassociatedwith I

National airport, with the enjoyment of the music being made extremely dffficult by !_

the almost continuous pattern of takeoffs and landings. As a result, there are plans

to abandon Watergato as a concert site, These problems were repeatedly cited by

witnesses at the various public hearings held by EPA during 1971 and are documented

in the transcripts,
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-. Among the activities most seriously affected by noise are those cantered in public

buildings. Recent studies concerned with aircraft noise in tl_e community of Inglewood,

California, provide an example. In the local churches, it was Indiasied that the con-

-, duet services was virtually impossible. The effects on several schools were so severs

that new schools had to bo built to serve the community. Other surveys have indicated

that serious disruption of classroom activities has been a major effect of noise. Ls it

.- not reasonable to assume that the quality of education is going to suffer even when noise

levels are not so great that they cause the closing of schools ? Conditions suitable for

adequate speech communication are necessary for classroom activities in which disrup-

tion by noise can readily lead to the necessity for repenting material, miaunderstand-

"_ ing of assignments, and difficulty in concentrating on complex subject matter (which is
r!

especially vulnerable to noise interferencn). Activities in public libraries, theatres,

r. I and hospitals are also vulnerable to the disraptive attributes of noise. While acousti-

cal treatment can be designed and applied to provide for satisfactory interior environ-

ments in such situations, fl_ey are extremely costly if added to existing buildings. *

,,_ Although the occupational noise exposure regulations promulgated under the ennu-
i

paflonal Safety and Health Act are designed to control noise exposure within the work

q
enviromnant, this continues to be a major problem area, to be taken into account as

_. part of the total daily noise exposure of a significant part of the total U,S. population.

• Regarding problems of schools, see also the transcript of EPA Hearings in Noise
- . held in Boston.
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It is estinlated that the number of workers in the U.S. exposed to noise potentially

_=_

hazardous tohearingare in excessof 6 millionand may be as highas 16 million. It !.

isnow becoming evidentthatmany occupationsshouldbe consideredamong thosein

which noiseiss hazard. Inadditiontothe workers involvedin theheavy industries

traditionallyassociatedwith noiseproblems, constructionworkers, textilemillcm- L.,

ployeos, truck drivers, and pilots of both fixed and rotary wing aircraft are exposed _,
I!

to excessive noise. The new computer-based organizations are not immune to this

hazard either. Keypunch and paper tape devices and equlpment'such as the optical

character readers and letter-sorting machines used in post offices produce noise that

may ultimately affect the hearing of their operators.

It is important to note that workers exposed on file job to levels of noise considered LJ

hazardous do not spend the remainder of their time in a noise-free environment (as was _-

assumed in the occupational noise limits established under the Occupational Safety and

Health Act). Instead. after leaving work they may be exposed to the same noise levels L

at home and in the community as everyone else. Since there is fairly general agree- r_
]

i ment that total noise exposure is an important determinant of hearing loss, it might be

conjectured that the aforementioned figures give a rather conservative estimate of tbe

scope of theoccupationalhearinglossproblem.

Based on testimonypresentedduringEPA publichearings heldinChicago

on July 29,1971the extentofhearinglossinthe populationis estimatedas follows: ._F!

V_
I J

r:
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_ Hearing Loss (Moderate to Profound)i

Loss of Noise-Associated

-- Age Range Population Totals
(in thousands) Hearing Totals Hearing Loss

(thousands) (thousands)

0-5 17, O0O 850 ?
5-10 20,000 1, OOO-I, 400 *200

10-18 32,500 650- 975 *'150
15-65 113, OOO 2,260 2,000 (Approx)

Over 65 20,000 4,000 400-600

TOTALS 202,500 8,700-11,135 2,750-2,950

* Most common cause is explosions from toy caps (20% sensory-neural hearing loss),
** Firearms and toy caps (based on approximately 20_, sensory-neural hearing loss).

For severalyears, many investigatorshavo expressed concernabout timpossible

adverse consequencesof music heard atgreatlyamplifiedsoundlevels. Entering

-- freshmen college students have been found to have hearing disorders that were attri-

Touted to exposure to music played at intense levels, In a series of audtometric examina-

tions given to more than 7,000 students ranging from sixth graders to college freshmen.

_, the findings indicate a steady increase in hearieg loss at high frequencies, as measured

by a screening examination. While only 3.8 percent of the sixth graders failed this test,

approximately 10 percent of the 9th and 1Oth graders and more than 30 percent of in-

_! coming college freshmen failed. A test of the next freshman class (Fall, 1909) yielded

"-i the most disturbing findings of all: 61 percent of them failed the audiometrie screening

test. There is evidence that the hearing acuity of young persons 21 years of age and

under is becoming prematurely reduced possibly because of voluntary exposure to

sounds thaL are at a damage-risk level. These implications lead to the speculation that
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the currentpopulationofyoung peoplewillencountermuch more serioushearingprob-

lems in their middle years than the present group of 50 to 60 years olds. * i J

One otherdirectconsequence ofnoise isa possibleincreaseinthe occupational

rate. A Britishattldyindicates,and itseems reasonabletosuppose, thatifhighnoise

levels increase, tile number of errors during work will increase. The increased levels !J

willalsocause errorsinsafetymeasures and, consequently,may cause a higherrate
LJ

of accidentsthanwouldoccur in quieterconditions.Another possiblecause ofacci-

dent is the masking of an auditory alarm. Since danger signals' often take this form, ,,!,.i

itcan be reasonablyexpectedthatsome such signalswillbe masked inenvironments

typicalofheavy industryoporattens,constructionactivities,and mid-city trafficdur-
ra

ing shopping and commuting hours. ._

While examining the affects of noise on people and groups, it is easy to lose sight

of an evident but important fact. The "average" person or "typical" group simply does
F

not exist. It should be noted that rospens.ea to noise by individuals, as well as by L.

classes of people, differ markedly from one another. A segment of tim population r-t

(estimated from 2 to I0 percent depending upon the source) is considered to be highly

susceptibletonoiseatalmost any level,whilesome individuals(possibly20 percent

of thepopulation)barelyrespond tonoisesconsideredintenseby others. The I

• By way ofcontrast,testimony receivedatthe EPA Itearingon Noise Associated
withAgriculture,Denver, indicatedthatchildrenfrom farms, who were exposed ,

! I

to farm machinery noise, had a higher percentage of hearing impairment than any
otherchildrenfrom urban communities,
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__ foIlowlng factors have been found to be the most important, frmn o soclologicaI stow,

in enhancing or decreasing noise acceptability:

1. Feeling about the necessity or preventability of the noise,

2. Feeling of the importance of the noise source and tim value of its primary

functions.

3. Types of living activities affected,

4. Extent to which there are other things disliked in the resideatial environment.

• !
H, O, Parrack, in the llandbook of Noise Control, 1957, provldsd data on the

characteristics of people more likely to complain about noise. IYe noted that they were

., generally of higher socioeconomic stains, ware higlfly educated, and were lihely to

have politlcaf affiliations, He also found &at those people engaging in mental as con-

trasted to physical occupational pursuits were more likely to complain aleut noise.

This latter finding is consistent with that of the London noise survey and many others.

The recently issued study by TRACER, Inc. (a NASA report entitled Community Re-

actionto AirportNoise, 1971)indicatedthat,on theaverage, complainantsare older

and more affluentand have a highereducationlevelthannoncomplainers.*

-" * There are indications, however, that the lack of complaint is not a true measure
of response, as brought out in testimony regarding Logan Airport, at tim EPA
Hearing in Boston, Mass, ; and furtber that those of lower sects-economic status,
while not "complaining" are personally disturbed or have adverse social reactions
to the noise source,
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Prof. A,C. McKennell {ofthe UniversityofSouthampton, England)ina recent

articleentitled"Complaintsand Community Action",which appeared InTranaporta- _]

tion Nolses_A Synlposium on A_ceptabllity Criteria, evaluated the results of many "_i =
community surveys in the following terms: W_Voknow a certain amount about the char-

acteristica of the reactions of communities to events which deeply affect them. A

small, middle class group actively protesting In the presence of an apparently indif-

ferent majority is a common occurrence, It is when these activists groups gain the
m

support of the larger, normally acquiescent majority, that serious community conflict .i

can result. Under these conditions, what starts as a specific issue often sparks off n
l

more generalized local conflict. **

The day when planners could concern themselves solely with technical and economic L,

considerationsIspast. Ina paper entitled"Predictingthe Future", which also

appears inthe previouslycitedsymposium volume on transportationnoises.Prof. 1%
r-,
I

A. Bauer of the Harvard Graduate School of Business notes: "If we are moving into a

period in which individual citizens increasingly expect to be freed from various forms

of environmental nuisance and if all citizens groups are tending more and morn to take
i

an active role in the decision ranking process, then it is probable that complaints and

effective organized protests will occur at lower levels and frequency rates of noise ex- _

posure than in the past." He further stated that, "For a variety of convergent reasons,
f,i

i

r
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we appear tobe enteringa periodinwhich peeplewillbe more disposed toorganize ,
i

for direct participation in policy decisions affecting them. "* r

,._ As a ceuntsrfercetothispressure exercisedbythe community, associations ,i
l

and organizations representing the noise producers can be expected te act concertedly,

In this manner, large and politically powerful groups with differing beliefs and objee-

.J tives can be expected to press for _heir interests, This type of situation requires

"- that all the facts relevant to the issues at hand be breught into the arena of public dis-

course and be used in the decision making process, in an orderly manner,

There is an upsurge of activity regarding enactment by states and cities of new

": regulatory provisions en noise, Many states are currently considering legislation

relating to control of noise, This activity is clear indication of file increasing im-

-] pertance of noise as a sociological and environmental quality consideration. Vigorous

"__ statements at EPA public hearings concerning the lack of corrective action on the part

of the Federal government were received.from mayors and other elected leeal officials

and irom numerous congressmen. Such statements reflect the awareness of the respec-

"7 tire constituencies ef tbe general noise problem and the widely held view that there is

little or no reeoorse, short ef court action or acts of Congress, to the solution of this
-1

--' major problem. This, in spite of the extensive investment of the Federal gevernmant

-- * There are clear implications in this as to the importance ef the Environmental
Impact Statement provisions of PL-91-190 (See, 102(2)e) and the noise nustance
control features of PL-91-604 (Sac. 402(e) ).
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THE EFFECTS OF NOISE ON WILDLIFE AND OTHER ANIMALS

• ; Acoustic signals play a major role in animal species survival in terms of main-

talcing viable population dynamics and an individual animal's growth behavior. For

-. example, a single startle event may stop the brooding cyclc of wild game birds for
]

an entire season. Continuous noise may mask tile detectlon and avoidance relation-

ship behveen prey and predator causing buddling or ponlo-lmhavlor or may induce

-- population dissipation and migration, Unfortunately, a tilorough searcb of the scion-

_- tifle literature from 1950 to the present reveals an almost complete lack of informa-

tion concerning tbe effects of noise on wildlife, Scientific literature dealing wlih the

effects of noise on laboratory and farm animals is sparse but can provide some clues

regarding the possible effects on wild animals.

I Extreme caution should be used in interpolating from experimental data obtained

on animals receiving acute high level sound exposures when estimating probable re-

sults to be expected from animals experiencing lower sound levels for longer terms

or variable durations. Also, it should be recognized that experimental animal data

,--:, may not always be relevant to humane.
• I[

It is important to nots that audible freqecney ranges vary widely from organism

to organism, This might be expected to be a significant fan[or in studies to determine

,-_ the effects of sound on tim organism. However, little or no mention of this is found

in the available scientific literature nor Is there any evidence of concern about this

._: factor.

! The sound pressure lcvels that have been used to study laboratory animals wore
i

mostly high or intense, and the duration of exposure in most eases was typically acute
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rather than chronic, A danger in generalizing from acute high or relatively bigh in-

tensity level studies to chronic low levels of stimulation is thct there may be no re- , ,

latteaship at all. The longest exposure duration in studies reviewed was 150 days, --
!

This should probably be considered a chronic exposure; however, the next longest

exposure was 42 days, which would hardly qualify as a chronic exposure except per- _,I

hapa for organisms with relatively short lifespans. The levels of stimulation were as _-

high as 160 dB, with most in excess of 100 dB and with few below 90 dB. These are
• r"

higherlevelsthanthoseanimals would normally be exposedtoaround most airfields, ,...ii

industries, highways, or other man-made sources that may invade their habitats.

Studies using laboratory animals have demonstrated loss of hearing after exposures

to sound pressure levels of 90 dB or less, depending upon the animals studied and up- Li

on the frequency characteristics of the sound. Spectra varying from pure tones to F

narrow and broad band noise have been used. Most of the studies conducted have uti-

lized high intensities of sound, usually of narrow- or broadband noise.

Effsctl of Noise on Wildlife ,"'

A thorough search of the scientific literature from 1950 to the presant reveals an

almost complete lack ofinformationregardingtheoffcetsofnoise on wildlife,flow-

ever, there have been a number ofselectivestudiestodetermine the effectsofnoise I'i

on particularfishand insects. These studieshave cetabllshedthatintrusivesounds

can affect the locomotor patterns of fish and, if sufficiently intense, can also resalt in

their death. Studies of insects indicate that their life span and reproductive capacity

may be affected by exposure to certain sounds.
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-- Effects of Noise on Laboratory Animals

Tile best documented effect of noise on laboratory animals, as on man, is tbc

i productionofloseofhearingor damage to theauditorysystem. Brief exposures to

--_ intensesound or prolongedexposures tomoderate levelsofnoisecan cause beerlag
_.__

loss. Impulse sounds are sounds inwbicb thepressure from tilesound wave risesIo

i
L_ Itsmaxinmm Intensityquickly(withina few millionthsofsecond). IfsufficientlyIn-

.-- tense, such sounds can damage the ear before protective mecbnsisms (the aural re-
I
I

flex) can help compensate for the pressure increase.

Loss ofhearingduo tonoiseexposure has been demonstratedina varietyofnsi- i

realssuch as guineapigs,rats,chinchillas,dogs, and eR_S, llisiologlcstudiesbare l
]

-- z_evealcd damage to the ironer ear, such as destruction of hair calls and, In some cases, !
I

: disruptionofsupportingcellsand damage tothebasilarand tectorlnlmembranes. I

--- Nonsuditory effects of exposure to noise I_ave been demonstrated in _miaea pigs,
J

mice, rats, and rabbits. There is evidence that noise influences stress responses

M
inan animal, producingneuraland hormonal changes ufi'cctlngurinary, adrenal,and_=_

reproductivefunctions.
J
;

Insummary, hlghlevelsofnoisestimulationof laboratoryanimalsfor fairly
t_-,

i

.._ short durationshave produced resultssuggestiveofsignificanteffectson sunh thlngs

.-_ assexual function,bloodchemistry, auditoryfunction,and seizuresusceptibility.
I

Effscti of Nolm on Farm Animals

There has been a considerable amount of speculation concerniag detrimental

effects of noise on domestic animals of economic importance such as horses, cattle,

swine, poultry, mzd especially mink. However, controlled studies typically reveal

i
]
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little or no effect other than startle response to sudden loud sounds. Sound in itself ''

apparently produces responses ranging from momentary alerting and searching re-

actions to (rarely) signs of panic or fright. In general, panic reactions occur when

a visual stimulus, such as a low-flying airplane, occurs alone or in conjunction with

the loud sound. The larger farm animals (horses, cattle, and swine) appear to adapt
t ,

readily to high levels of noise, Several studies have revealed that sonic booms and

simulated sonic booms have little effect on mink, despite many large claims against

the government for noise-related losses. !._

Poultry may not adapt as well as do the large farm mammals. Loud noises have ,.,

I-
been demonstrated to disrupt broodiness (cessation of egg laying and initiation of ln-

r_
cubation) in turkeys, producing a rapid return to egg production. Little effect on the I I

J_J

hatehabllity of chicken eggs as a result of sonic boom exposure has ho_n shown, In

general, insufficient research on effects of noise on farm animals precludes drawing

any firm conclusions. However, sounds that are meaningful to a particular animal i !

seem to communicate specific information that results in changes in behavior and ,=.
|

internalphysiologicalstates.

Possible consequences of some of the behavioral changes effected by noise are

difficult to evaluate. Decreased exploratory behavior, immobility, and things of like _.

nature could have significant consequences if they occur under conditions of chronic

stimulation and the exposed animals do not adapt out over time. Any panic type behavior,

sueh as pilingup orhuddllng,couldwellleadtoproblems ofsurvivalofan animal. Also, ,_

avoidance behavior could restrict access to food or shelter and could therefore adversely

affectan animal's, or even a specle's,chancesfor survival. !i
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The prey-predatorsituationcouldbe drasticallychanged. The animal thatdepends

on itsears tolocateprey could starveifauditorysensitivityacuitydecreased, or the
, i

..... animal thatdepends on hearing todetectand avoiditspredatorscouldbc killed.Re-

"- ceptlon of auditory mating signals could be diminished, therefore affecting reproduc-

tion. Masking ofthosesignalsby noiseinan area couldalsoproducethe same effect.

•_ Detectionofsounds ofthe young by the mother couldbe hindered,leadingtoincreased

rates ofinfantmortalityor decreased survivalrates, Distressorwarning callsmay

not be received,againsignificantlyaffectingsurvival.

In view of the potential economic impact of noise effects on farm animals, it

-_ would appear worthwhile to study in more detail the effects of noise on such things as

fertility, egg laying, weight gain, and health, under precisely controlled conditions and

in realistic, chronic exposures. In any such investigations, the frequency character-

ietiee of stimuli to be used should be carefully selected to correspond to the audible

range of hearing of the animal to be studied in order to enhance the likelihood of

' valid and realistic results.

Summary of Effects on Wildlife and Other Animals

With the exception of the extensive and systematic body of literature exploring the

, !

_- effects of noise upon auditory structures and hearing, well controlled and well designed

'_ experiments substantiating nonauditory effects of noise on animals are rare. In the

_. case of wildlife, such studies are virtually nonexistent.,i
The uncertainties, ambiguities, and even conflicts in reports of nonaudltory phys-

..i

- _ iologieal, metabolic, sexual, and other physical effects of noise suggest the need for

I
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a thorough and clearly defined research program to systematically study the effects '_ J

of long-term, low level chronic noise exposure in animals. Concurrently, and with i
t J

carefut examination of possible physiological and psyellologieal effects of noise on ani-

mals, the effects of noise on true wildlife in its nstlve habitat requires detailed in- ;"

tigativas on, _ ,

f?

y_
• Li

b_p_

t.,I

r_
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-- EFFECTS OF SONIC BOOM AND SIMILAR IMPULSIVE NOISES ON PROPERTY

The effects of impulsive noise will be discussed here mainly in terms of the effects

produced by sonic booms. However, the discussion is applicable to the sounds of

chemical explosions and to other impulsive noises if the appropriate physical param-

eters are known.

The Federal government has carried out a comprehensive series of observations

_' on tim effects of sonic booms produced by supersonic aircraft flights. Three of the

series were observations at cities in the Midwest. The cities, dates, and total num-

_J her of overflights producing booms were as follmvs: St. Louis (1961-62), 150;

Oklahoma City (1964), 1253; Chicago (1965), 49, Another series of experiments was

carried out at Edwards Air Force Base in California (1966), Most of the results sum-

marized in the following discussion are drawn directly from the report of the Sonic

Boom Panel of the International Civil Aviation Organization, which included data from

the four series of tests.

Nature of Sonic Boom=and Other Impulsive Noises

Impulsive noise has its origin in transient events thai generate sound pressure

waves Jumping nbrnpily to some peak value, then decaying slowly wtth time and,

r
finally, (for a sonic boom) abruptly Jumping again. The pressure Jumps of sonic booms

'_ are shock waves and are audible us two sharp bangs separated by a short time interval.

A rise in the pressure of the air may always be observed immediately in front
• 1

-_ of any solid object, e.g., an aircraft, that is in motion relative to the surrounding

; air. At subsonic speeds, the pressure decreases rapidly with distance away from the

aircraft. However, when rite relative velocity between the aircraft and tlm surrounding

d !
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air is greater than the local speed of sound, not only is the air ahead of the aircraft * J

compressed, but a coneshaped shock wave is formed with the aircraft at the vertex, i '1

As the slmck spreads out, the shock cone Intersects the earth's surface and is heard

E,
by the observer as a sonic boom. It should be emphasized that sonic booms occur in

tim wake of a supersonic aircraft st all times when it is traveling faster than the speed ii

of sound and not just at the instant when the aircraft passes from a subsonic to a super-
sonic speed. '_

The intensity of the sonic boom and the region on the ground over which the sonic ! ;

boom will be observed (known as the boom carpet) are dependent on atmospheric con-

ditions and airplane characteristics. The volume, weight, length, lift characteristics,

altitude and Mach number of the aircraft affect both the amplitude and duration of the

boom. The total width of the boom carpet is, typically. 20 to O0 miles. Outside of
t,

the carpet, the passage of the aircraft is beard only as a low-pitched rumble.

When the effects of the sonic boom on structures ore being considered, it should

bs noted that most of the mechanical energy of the boom is contained in a band of low, ,..

L
inaudible frequencies. A convenient measure, for discussing the effects of sonic booms

is the number of boom-person exposures--the experience of one sonic boom by one L

person. It is used as a measure of the times a sonic boom is experienced, either on _,,

different occasions by the same recipient or on the same occasion by different recipients.

Rosponssof Structures to Sonic Soomz J '

Sonic booms can induce transient vibrations in various typos of structures. The _

manner in which a given structure vibrates is basically the result of the pressure
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signature distributed over the entire structure. The structural response will depend

-'; on the strueturets location, size, shape, type of construction, manner of assembly,

and state of maintenance and on file specific form of sonic boom pressure signature

_J and its variation over the structure. The resonance characteristic of the structure

will also have major influence. Seismic transmissions--vibrational energy transmitted

through the earth--may also play a minor role in exciting the vibrations.

• _ It follows, then, that structural response to sonic booms will be highly variable

j among structures, and unpredictable for a particular sttnleture. But the response of
_J

a large collection of structures, such as the'hulldlngs in a community, will be fairly

predictable in statistical terms.

Physical Effects on Buildings I}
I

It appears that the structures most susceptible to sonic boom loads are buildings, [

residential, public, commercial, or otherwise, By and large, the damage caused by

_ sonic booms will be confined to brittlesecondary structures, such as window glass

and plaster. Thsreis, however, asmalll_robability of a greatly magnified boom (as

from aircraft turns and accelerations} striking a building With an exceptionally weak

or faulty primary structure.

Studios involving flights of aircraft over instrumented and monitored structures
,-_
, l

_-J have been completed for a number of residential and commercial building structures

_"I and for a variety of window configurations. The results of these studies are presented

in Table 1-3.

i
I

,==N
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Table 1-3

b

STUDIES AND SURVEYS ON SONIC BOOM

COMMENT NOMINAL PEAK PRESSURE RESULTS ;
J _

Laboratory Test:
plate glass windows
Tx7'xl/4" and normal I ,t_J

construction mounting 960 N/m 2 No damage i

If
Laboratory Test: , '_'
residential sash window 144 - 960 N/m 2 No damage

Field Test: L! I
(White Sands) with 20 [

different type of rest- -- j
dential and commercial _j
structures and 1200
supersonic overflights 158 N/m 2 No damage

Field Test:
residential and commercial
buildings and pre-test
structural survey monitoring. _,
(St. Louis, Wallops Station,
Oklahoma City,Edwards AF

N/m 2
Base) 288 No damage L

FieldTest:
Flightscontrolled,butno
monitoringof building
structures(St.Louts,
Oklahoma City,Edwards,

Chicago) 48 - 154 N/m 2 Some dam-
age claimed

!-:
_4

!,1

J i
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Between 1961 and 1965 field studies of sonic boom effects wore conducted by

syalemmatlc supersonic overflights of three cities: St. Louis, Oklahoma City and

-" Chicago.

As an illustration of the type of damage reported, the information in Table 1-,t is

i presented from an analysis of the complaint reports in the St. Louis area.

Table 1-4

__ PERCENT OF VALID CLAIMS FOR CATEGORY OF DAMAGED ELEMENT

"-_ Type Element Damaged Percent of Units Damaged

•-_ Glass only 37.0
Plaster only 22.0

I Glass and Plaster 11.0
Bric-a-brac 18.5
Tiles and fixtures 7. 5

-7 Other structural damage 4.0

-_ Evaluations were made of a portion of.the complaints received) and it was Judged

by competent engineers and architects that about one-third of the alleged damage

incidents were valid. The validated complaints included those in which the sonic boom

was interpreted as a possible triggering mechanism in the presence of other factors
L:

_- affecting structural integrity.
'i

Measured vibrational accelerations and displacements in all monitored structures

,_:
! indicatu that such occurrences as door closing, door slamming, and pedestrian traffic

create accelerations in the structure of the same order of magnitude us those measured
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duo tosonic'booms, In additiontothe statisticalnatureofglassbreakage, some in- iI

consistencybetween laboratoryand community dataundoubtedlyoxlstodduo tothewill- _"

ingnessofclaims adjusterstoallowsmall claims ratherthan topursue the invastlga-

tlontoproofofdamage cause, _:

Cost of Damage to Buildings _"

In the foregoing discussion, the physical nature of the sonic boom damage problem

! i

has been treated. Another measure of the extent of damage is the number of claims '"

filed, In this connection, Concords 001 carried out 43 supersonic flights over France

under conditions different from expected commercial flight operations in that, for

example, a great number of focused booms were generated during supersonic maneu- L-I

these flights, 27 focused booms due to transonic accel-vers. Furthermore, during

station reached the ground. For 40 million boom-person exposures, 56 claims wore

lodged and are presently being processed. The flananoial settlement of claims Judged _'J

to be Justified is not presently known.

In the last decade, military aircraft have logged over 15,000 hours of supersonic I _

flight training time over the continental United States. Typical peak overpressures " =
t

under the flight path are 96 N/m 2 (2 lb/ft2), although overpressuros two to four times , '

greater may arise during maneuvering, Of the paid damage claims resulting from Air ,-I

L'
Force training flights, 65 percent were for glass and 18 percent were for plaster

i:
damage.

The previously mentioned sonic boom tests in throe cities --account for the over- _.,

whelming bulk of the systematic study of boom-person exposures inpublished reports

!,
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to date. The data on boom-parson exposures, numbers of complaints, claims filed,

and, finally, value of damage awarded arc given in Table 1-5. The data is analyzed

and reduced on the basis of boom-person exposures in Table 1-6. Perhaps the most

, , useful yardstick of structural damage is the amount of money paid out in settlement of

, damage claims per million boom-person exposures in these three highly publicized

tests. For those surveys, tbis averages to about $220 per million boom-person ex-

_-, posurex.

Care must be taken in applying the above estimate of damage costs per million

boom-person exposures in other contexts; for example, at other average boom intnn-

"- sltiss. The samples of costs underlying the estimate vary by more than a factor of

"_ two; thus, no consistent pattern of costs among the cities has emerged. (Errors in

consistency in estimating the population affected in the different cities may be a
_7

-- factor). Also, structural damage susceptibility, varying building codes, repair costs,

7_ reimbursement policies (whether lenient or strict) probably vary widely among cities

and counties.

_- Effect of Sonic Seems on Natural Structuresand Terrain

Earth Surfaces

Sonic booms apply moving pressure loads to the earth's surface. On land there

are two major effects_ The first, and largest, is the static deformation that travels

_-: with the surface load, and the second is a train of Raylolgh surfacn waves that travel

at a different speed.

_ The ground response to sonic booms in terms of soil partiale movement is onto-

• parable to that associated with the footsteps of a man, The effective areas covered on
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Table 1-5

SONIC BOOM DAMAGE DATA

Median

peak over- Boom-
Metro- Total SS pressure person Number Number Number Value

Boom dates politan over- N/m 2 exposures ofcorn- ofclaims ofclaim_ ofclaims
population flights (Ib/ft2) (millions) plnlnts filed mid paid

St.Louis, 1961-62 *2,6OO,OOO 150 86 (1.8) 390.0 5,OO0 1,624 826 $ 58,948

Oklahoma City, 1984 +512,000 1,253 58 (1.2) 642.0 i5,452 4,901 289 123,061
Chicago, 1965 6,221,000 49 86 (1.8) 304.5 7,116 2,964 1,442 114,763

Tote] 9,333,000 1,452 -+84 1.76 1,336.6 27,668 9,489 l2,556 1296.472

*Metropolitan area as given in National Geographic Atlas, 1963 edition, rounded off to nearest thousand
,-_ population.

+Greater St. Louis population affected by boom.

++Average.

Table 1-6

ANALYSIS OF SONIC BOOM DAMAGE DATA

Complaints Claims per Pald-out Paid-out
per million million claims per damage per
*BPE BPE millionBPE millionBPE

St. Louis 12.8 4.16 2.11 $151
Oklahoma City 24.1 7. 63 .45 192
Chicago 23.4 9.75 4.74 377

Weighted average 20.6 7. 10 1.91 $222

*Boom person exposures



i
i

the ground are, of course, different; the boom-lnduced motions are correlated over

distances on the order of miles, whereas footstep-induced motions decay within several

_. feet. Earthquake tremors that are measurable with sensitive instruments but imper-

- ceptible to humans are also of this magnitude. Sonic-boom-induced particle velocities

are, on the average, approximately two orders of magnitude (thatis,n factorofI00)

less than the damage threshold accepted by the U.S. Bureau of Mines and other agen-

_ cles for blastingoperations.

Further significant findings of the sonic boom tests were flint the disturbances

_ were limited to a thin surface of the earth and that no evidence of focusing of seismic
i

_! energy was observed, Although reports have been received concerning cracked con-

" crete driveways and broken underground pipes due to sonic booms, investigations

._ produced no scientific support for such allngatlons.

Avalanches

:_ Of particular concern is the possibility of avalanches being triggered by sonic

booms. A series of 18 flights that generated nominal pank pressures up to 500 N/m 2
, i

were conducted over a anew covered area exhibiting potential avalanching conditlons.

No avalanche or effect on the creep behavior of the snow layers resulted. Hmvever,

the snow conditionswere such thatthe U.S. Forest Service ratedthe possibilityof
J

• J

avalanchetobe few. The results,therefore,are inconclusive.

J Landslides

i There have been reports of landslides and cliff failures attributed to sonic booms.

- However, these reports have not been documented at this time.
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Water Surfaces

"2
In deep water, a moving underwater pressure field accompanies the boom carpet ,

over the surface, Theoretically the pressure wave formed Just beneath the surface of r_
i

calm water is almost identical to that of the wave in air, both in the amount of peak

pressure and in wave form, hut it is rapidly attenuated with depth. Furthermore, the ', i

pressure Jumps disappear and are replaced by slowly varying pressures. It does not _"

seem probable that a pressure field in water could cause structural damage.

Summary of Effects of Sonic Boom _,_;

• Laboratory and controlled overflight experiments with monitored structures

were generally negative regarding sonic boom damage from peak pressures

up to 960 N/m 2 (20 lb/ft2), i.,_ :

• Controlled overflights with unmonitored structures subjected to a range of _ !,

r. 2
nominal peak pressures from about 48 to 1_4 N/m (1 to 3.2 Ib/ft 2) resulted

in damage claims, predominantl}, for glass, on the order of one per ]00,000

population per flight, i.o., 100,000 boom-person exposures, with about one ,"_i

in three being Judged valid.

$ Flight test series in Oklahoma City, Chicago, and St. Louis resulted in over

1 billion boom-person exposures. The associated property damage resulted

in paid out claims averaging about $220 per million boom-person exposures,

Numerous small claims were paid without investigation or inspection.

s On the average, frequency of paid claims for glass damage far exceeded I i
t.

that for plaster damage.

!-!

t q
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a Ground motion due to sonic boom is smell, but measurable (two order• of

magnitude less than U.S. Bureau of Mines dam•g• threshold for blasting

operations. )

i

$ Although no direct evidence exists, sonic booms may trigger avalanches if

unstable snow conditions exist.
..J

• Although no documented evidence exists, unstable terrain features could b•

- affected by sonic booms.

p-,

• A structure may accumulate damage (often not visible) from vibration,

weathering, and ngiag that eventually terminates its life. The sonic boom
i

"_ could be another such cumulative contributor.

I _ • An uncertainty concerning the effect• of the sonic boom is bow it compares

with the structural aging effects due to the existing environment.

• Sonic boom pressures over water are rapidly attenuated and converted to

slowly varying pressure• and probably have no effect on structures.

In summary, the effect• of sonic boom on ground motion nmst be further explored.

J

i
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PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF NOISE ON STRUCTURES AND PROPERTY

There is little data available regarding the effects of acoustical energy on strue- _ j

tures other than aircraft, in which case high frequency, high intensity noise has been
iJ

implicated in metal fatigue in certain components. High intensity, low frequency

acoustical energy, such as associated with pulsejets and other high intensity pulsation I ;

sources, has been observed to set structural components such as windows, light
1=

aluminum or other sheet metals into sympathetic vibratory motlons. There Is little

valid information regarding the transition zone between acoustical energy and vibra- L.I

tory response phenomena and possible effects on structures, machinery, and equip- _'_

meat. Since shock and vibration de play a major role in certain types of mechanical

deterioration and equipment failures or malfunctions (in which noise generation may ,_,ii

be a symptom oftheoccurrence),itisevidentthata complex relationshipexists, r-

The heavy concentrationofconstructionequipment incertainurban areas may

producea combinationofvibratoryenergy transmissionthroughsoiland supporting _!'

e_

structures, which could conceivably affect fragile structures such as glass and certain i

particularly susceptible materials including plastics and thin aluminum panels. Fur-

thor investigation is needed on the exact nature of this problem. _,

i

1
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-" CHAPTER 2

SOURCES OF NOISE AND THEIR

CURRENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT*

A eharaeterlzatlonofthe sources ofenvironmentalnoiseand anassessment of

their impact on the quality of llfe is central to the fol'mulatten of a balanced environ-

mental noise abatement program. Clearly: such a program must be predicated on a

"' quantitative understanding of tile contribution of each of the broad array of noise-

producing devices. Most people are aware, at least qualltatively, of the impact of

_: aircraft noise on airport communities, and many are aware of the numerous diesel

truckspresentlyon our roads. But noisefrom othertypesofvehieles,construetten

._ and industrialoperations,and appliancesare also recognizedas s problem In various

"" segments of society. People will, however, assess tile relative and absolute impact

_- of these sources differently. Such impressions are generally closely tied to an in-

' divlduaPs life style and experience and cannot be used as the basis for the estabilab-

meet of national policies. An objective and quantitative description of noise sources

* This chapter is based upon material prepared by the staff EPA Office of Noise
Abatement and Control as a result of testimony received during publle hearings
and upon data contained in EPA Teehnlnal Information Documents NTID300.1.
"Noise From Construction Equipment and Operations, Building Equipment, and
Home Appliances" (EPA contract 68-04-0047, Bolt, Bernnek and Newman)_
NTID300.2, "Noise From Industrial Plants" {EPA contract 68-04-0,t4, L. S.

• GoodfrlendAssociates);and NTID300.3, "Community Noise" (EPA contract6s-
04-0046, Wyle Laboratories);NTID300,13, "Transportatlo,Noise and Noise

_ From Equipment Powered by InternalCombustion Engines (EPA contract 88-04-
0048, Wyle Laboratories).
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and effects is needed to establish priorities and to cast the problem of envlronmentel

noise in proper perspective, More important Is the need to determine the average _ i

cumulative noise exposure of typical individuals In our complex society.

Sources may be characterized individually and in the aggregate. To assess rela-

tive importance and as a basis for impact evaluation, it Is generally adequate to doter-

mine a simple measure of the noise level (e.g., dBA) of a source at a particular dis-

tance. For examples by comparing the A-weighted sound levels of appliances at a _
i,,i

3-foot measuring distance, one can tentatively conclude that refrigerators generating

42 dBA are likely to be a far less serious problem than vacuum cleaners generating _,.:

72 dBA. F_rther0 noise levels at other distances and in other situations characteris- ,..
!

tic of personal exposure may be estimated by accounting for changes in level as hound *_'

propagates through the air and structures.

Characterizing noise levels in a more collective sense Is also of use In assessing

impact. People tend to respond differently to the noise characteristics of a distant iI

highway .or construction site than to a readily identifiable single incident such as a

passing truck, Highways for example, are typically characterized by a nearly con-

tthuous baelcgruund level, with fluctuations owing to vehicle spacing and the various It

source levels of each vehicle, Single events are different In that they may Intrude

excessively in otherwise quiet environments t and annoyance is strongly related to J

both the peak level and duration of exposure.

b ,

One step further than aggregating vehicles into highways is to consider the noise

generating in the community. This means the comb[eat[on of all sources creating a _

k.
total noise environment. The value of considering community noise as a whole,

!-i
rather than evaluating each source in isolation, is twofold. First, human behavior

Is not arithmetically additive_ reactions to individual acoustic stimuli do oct provide

a simple measure of the reaction to concurrent stimuli. Secondly, the myriad

2-2 i!
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sources around us make the synthesis of a community noise profile difficult. To ac-

quire an indication of realistic community situations it is more useful to have u total

_- noise picture, established from actual field measurement.

As with noise source levels, the community impact must be treated quantitatively,

-" and in terms that can be readily Interpreted. It Is not necessarily of great interest

that a piece of construction equipment may generate as much as 95 dBA at 50 feet.

_ What is of interest is that this noise level will contribute to the hearing loss of con-

__ stroctlcn workers and other people exposed daily for several hours, will prevent

_- intelligible conversation, and could affect the sleep of people living nearby. Also of

_ great significance Is the number of people disturbed In these ways and the extent of

their disturbance. In a sense_ the magnitude of tile noise problem is proportional to

__ the number of people whose lives are significantly degraded by noise.

It is neither practical nor desirable to identify and characterize all sources of
S
-- environmental noise. Every piece of machinery, from a jot aircraft to an electric

clock, produces sound; but not all of these sounds are of sufficient significance to merit
study. Furthermore, the appropriate depth of treatment varies with the slgniflc_nec

of the source. To ensure that the most significant sources of environmental noise

are treated, the following categories of sources are Identified and analyzed in this

,_ chapter.

!,_ 1. Transportation systems

_'_ 2. Devices powered by Internal combustion engines

_"1 3. Industrialplants

4. Constructionequipment

-i 5. Householdappliancesand butldtegequipment.

Transportationsystems includeaircraft,road and tallvehicles,ships,and such

.... recrsatlonaivehiclesas snowmobiles and all-terralnvehicles. The secondcategory
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includes such devices as gasoline-powered lawnmowere and chain saws, which are

not treated elsewhere. Although Industrial plants have traditionally received atten- il

tlon because of occupational noise problems, they may also generate noise that is

propagated to the community. Constraetlon equipment and operations are responsible !.,1

for intense levels of noise, though they are not as ubiquitous as certain other sources.

Numerically,probablythe most widespread source of noiseishouseholdappliancesand

building equipment, which includes 1 billion home appliances, as well as electric tools,
I

and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning machinery. As a prelude to a discussion of r-

thesesources, community noiseistreatedIngeneral. The chapterisconcludedwith i_

an evaluationofthetotalimpact ofnoise on theenvironmentand a comparison among _.
L_

the various source categories.

E
E

L

I
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COMMUNITY NOISE

The description of community noise requires inclusion of all of the noises in Um

outdooracousticalenvironment. The outdoornoiseenvironmentvariesfrom the quietp.

suburban areas tothe din oftrafficinthe downtown citycanyonand itgenerallyvaries

-- with time of day in each location, being relatively quiet at night and noisier in the late

afternoon during the 5 p.m. rush. Its effects may be experienced by people either in

or out of doors. Thus, the task of describing community noise is to determine the

variations in the outdoor noise environment with time and place throughout the com-

munity so that the descriptions are relevan_ to noise effects on people.=_

_ Description of the Outdoor Noise Environment

• A physical description of a sound must account for its frequency characteristics,

_ magnitude, and temporal pattern. A sound level meter, when used with the

A-welghting characteristie_ accounts for the frequency characteristics of a noise and

magnitude of outdoor notse by weighting the amplitude of the various frequencies ap-

proximately in accordance with a person_s hearlng sensitivity as illustrated in the
[

,.. example in Figure 2-1.

,_ Because the A-weighting is not a perfect solution for the accounting of man's per-
r

"_ ceptten of the frequency characteristics of a sound, other scales have been developed

that attempt to better quantify loudness and noisiness. One of these, the tone-

corrected Perceived Noise Level, better accounts for the ear's frequency response

function and certain other characteristics of the noises; that is broadband noises

,.? containing strong high frequency pure tones (c. g., whine in jet noise). Presence of

'_ such tones results in a higher Perceived Noise Level. This scale requires complex

"-_ measurement and analysis tn its quantification. However, because it is somewhat

more exact than the A-weighting in relating the physical characteristics of a sound

to perceived noisiness, particularly for aircraft noise, it has become a major

2-5
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element in the noise scale used for certifying aircraft. For most sounds, the Per-

eelved Noise Level exceeds the A-weighted noise level by 13 dB, the difference

ranging between 11 and 17 dB, depending upon the amount of the correction for pure

tones. The complex Perceived Noise I.avel is used in this report only for describ-

ing aircraft noise, since the A-weighted sound level adequately describes the outdoor

noise environment in a community,

_- To complete the description of the outdoor noise environment at a specific loca-l

lion, it is necessary to account for the temper'el pattern of the A-weighted noise level.
j_

The temporal pattern is most easily observed on a continuous graphic-level recording,

such as the two samples illustrated in Figure 2-2. Tim first strflcing feature of these
, r

:_l two samples is that the noise level varies with time over a range of 33 dB, wi_ich is

greater than an eightfold range of noisiness. *
i

The second major feature of the samples is that the noise level appears to be

_j characterized by a fairly steady lower level, upon which is superimposed the Increased

levels associated with discrete single events. This fairly constant lower level will be

i : relined the residual noise level for purposes of _hls report. The continuous noise

" _ heard in the backyard at night when no single source can be identified, and whinh seems
i:j
t to come from all around, la an example of residual noise. Distinct sounds that are

; superimposed on the residual noise level, such as aircraft overflight, cars, and dogs

barking (Figure 2-2), can ha classified as intrusive noises. Further, they can be sop-
T"I
...j areted into intrusive noises from outside the neighborhood, such as aircraft and the

cars oo boulcva_xis and local neighborlmod noises, such as dogs barking and local

cars passing by.

• A change of approximately 1.0 dB represents a doubling, or halving, cf perceived
loudness or noisiness of a sound. Thus, a 33-dB reege of variation represents

-" more than 2x2x2, or eightfold, range of possible variation in loudness Or noisiness.
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- Tile third feature in these two samples is tile difference in the noise level-time

patterns among the various sounds. The noise level of the aircraft in this example

is above that of the residual noise level for approximately 80 seconds, whereas the

noise levels from the passing cars are above the residual noise level for much shorter

durations,rangingbetween about5 and 20 seconds, Clearly, ifthenoise associated

_-_ with these single events wore of sufficient magnitude to intrude on an indlvlduaPs
, i

_-, activities -conversation, thinking, watching televlslon -the duration factor might

"2 be expected to affect the degree of annoyance. Similarly, It might be anticipated that

the number of times such an event occurred would also affect the degree of annoyance.

; The detailspresentedIna 24-hour recordlngsuch as Figure 2-2 aids Inunder-

standingthenatureofthe outdoornoiseenvironment atany neighborhood location.
M
LJ However, to quantify an outdoor noise environment so that it can be compared with

others, It Is often necessary to simplify ifs description by eliminating mush of the
detail. One way of accomplishing this simplification is to measure the value of the

residual noise level and the values of the maximum noise level for specific single-
event sounds at various times, using either a simple sound level meter or the con-

tlnuousgraphlo-levelrecordingofitsoutput.

Another method ofquantifyingthe noiseenvironment istodetermine the statistical

properties of the noise level, through use of u statistical analyzer In conjunction with a

_ sound level motor. The data from the statistical analyzer can be used to determine tile

percentage of time the value of the noise level remains between any two set limits.

I,I
Alternatively,the datacan be used toobtaina cumulativedistributionInterms ofthe

level exceeded for a stated percentage of the time.

2-9
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Both the direct reading and the statistical methods have been applied to 24-hour

recordings of the outdoor noise level at a typical suburban residential location. The i!

results are illustrated in Figures 2-2 and 2-4. The variation of the hourly and the day, _.
I

evening,and nighttimevaluesof thevariousstatisticalmeasures, togetherwiththe i

minimum and maximum valuesread from a continuousrecording,are summarized in _.

Figure2-3. The periodhistograms, showingthe percentageoftime thatthe levelwas

in any stated level interval, are shown in Figure 2-4. _,

The maximum noise levelsare oftenmuch greaterthanthehigheststatistical

measure, L1, which is the value exceeded 1 percent of the time. Consequently, for I.)

many communities inwhich the residualnoiselevel(Lg0)isrelativelytow and the
L.,

statisticaldistributionisskewed far from the normal distribution,one must monitor

almostcontinuouslytodetermine the maximum environmentalnoiselevel.

Allof the statisticalmeasures in Figures2-3 end 2-4 show thetypicaldaytime-

nigbttimevariationinnoiselevel. Intb_,_example, the residualnoise leveldrops _Ii

sharply after midnight, reaching a minimum value between 4:00 and 5:00 a.m., and _i

rises between 6:00 and 8:00 a.m. to its almost constant daytime value. This time

variation of the noise is generally well correlated with the amount of activity and par- I :

ticularly well correlated with the amount of vehicular traffic in urban areas, which is

generally considered to be the basic source of the residual noise. For this report the

level exceeded 90 percent of the tLme, Lg0 , will be used as the statistical measure of _.

residualnoisewhere thereare no identifiablestead-statenoisespresent. The median

noiselevel(Ls0)isa usefulmeasure ofthe "average'*noiseenvironmentinthe sense _'_!J i
uw

thatone-halfofthetime itisquieterand one-halfofthetime itisnoisierthan L50.

The dashed linein Figure 2-3, labeledLeq, isthe Energy EquivalentNoise Level ,._!I

(Leq)affectedby beththedurationand themagnitude ofallthe sounds occurringin J.,

the time period. Itsvalueequalsthatofa steady-statenoisethathas thesame

2-10 _ Ii
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energy during the period analyzed as that of the actual time-varying noise. The t i

energy equivalentnoise levelisone ofthemost importantmeasures oftheoutdoor i

noiseenvironment forthe purposeofcorrelatingnoiseand community reaction. These

statisticalmeasures simplifythequantificationofthe outdoornoise leveland willbe I:

used inthisreportto compare theoutdoornoiseenvironments invariousplaces. How-

ever, theymust be supplementedby otherobservationsffthecharacteroftheoutdoor Ii

noiseenvironment istobe understoodbeyond thesimple statisticsofthenoise levels.

Rangeof Outdoor Noise Environments

To definethe range ofoutdoornoiseenvironmentsencounteredby people Intheir
D_,J

normal activities,a seriesof24-hoaroutdoornoiserecordingswas made ateach of

18 sites,as part ofthe researchfor preparationofthisreport. This exploratory _..

measurement survey was designedto sample noisesinalltypesof locations,with
L

major emphasis on the suburban and urban residentialareas, and toincludeexamples

more significantnoiseproblems. Thus, thesurvey presentsa preliminaryof the

cross-sectlonofthe noise environment,but sinceitwas notdesigned tobe weighted

by population density, it cannot give a tree statistical picture of the noise environ- L

ment interms ofa nationalbaseline.

' I

The rangeofdaytime outdoornoise levelsat the18 locationsispresentedinFig- "

ure 2-5. The locationsare listedfrom topto bottom ofthefigureindescendingorder i'i

of theirdaytlxneresidualnoiselevels(L90). The noisiestlocation,outsidea third-

storyapartment overlookingan eight-lanefreeway, isat the top ofthelistwlth its

daythne residualnoiselevelof77 dBA, and the ruralfarm isnext tsthebottom of

the listwith itsdaytime residualnoiselevelof 33dBA. That allcitizensdo not =J

enjoy the same quality in their noise environment is exemplified by the case of the ! 1

owner of the third-story apartment near the freeway who has trouble renting because

of the noise from the freeway, i_

2-12 !1
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LOCATION

A 3rd Floor Apartment, next to Freeway

S 3rd Floor H[ Rise, Downtown Los Angeles

C 2nd Floor Tenemen|_ Now York I A

D Urban Shoppln s Canter

E Popular Beach on Pacific Ocean A_rcraft Landing

F Urban Ralidontlol Near Major Airport

G Urban Residential Near Ocean.

H Urban Relidantail 6 mi, to Major Airport [ ' mA I

i Suburban Realdantial Nelr RIR Tracks I I

J Urban Residential I _ I

K Urban Residential Near Small AIrnort _ z-- Aircraft Takeoff

it_ L Old Ralidantl01 Near City Center

¢'_ M Suburban Ra;idantlal at City OLJt|kirts I | Aircraft Overfflght

N Smell Town Residential Cul.da.Sac
h

O Small Town Relidantlal Main Street I I Main Street Tralfic

p Suburban Re_ldential _n Hill Canyon I I Canyon Traffic

Q Farm in Valley

R (NorthGrand CanyonRim) ' _ l--Sishtseoing Aircraft [ Latlendi_ S0of PercentD.Ia _-

L l I J.. L J L L J......
IS 20 30 40 50 50 70 80 90

A Weighted Outdoor Noise Level in dB re 20 N/m 2

Fign_re 2-5. Daytime Outdoor Noise Levers



The Grand Canyon measurement was made at a remote camping site on the north

rim. Even in this remote location, crickets raised the outdoor residual noise Level I

toapproximately 22 dBA for a few hours intheeveningand earlynighttime, For the

remainder ofthe 24 hours, the residualnoise levelswore extremely low. The outdoor :,1

daytime residualnoiselevel(L90)of 16 dBA isclosetothe internalnoisethreshold

ofthe fieldmeasurement system and shouldbe representativeofthequietestlocations

inthiscountry. The d|-fferencebetween thisextremelylow residualnoiseLeveland i
t,

the mueb highernoiselevelsLnthe cityIsrepresentetLveofthe contributionofman

! I

and machine tothe outdoornoiseenvironment. Inthissmall sampln ofmeasurement _.,I

locationstthe average residualand median noiselevelsare over 20 dB greaterinthe

citythan inthe detached residentialhousingareas forbothdaytime and nighttime,as

seen inthecomparlsons inthe firsttwo columns ofTable 2-1.
c
_J

Inthissurvey_ the nighttimenoisewas lessthanthatmeasured duringthedaytime,

as tsgenerallythe case, except insummer when cricketsabound. The average of L

the differences between the daytime and nighttime residual noise Levels at each of the

ii locationsinthe residentialareas isS.8 dB. A similarcomparison ofthe differences

between the maximum daytime and minimum nighttimeresiduaLnoiselevelsshowed _"

a difference of 13 dB, averaged over the same 11 locations. The comparison between

maximum and minimum Isvelsgleesfullweight tothequietnighttimeperiod,which

was illustratedinFigures 2-3 and 2-4 examples ofa normal suburban residential

neighborhood.

The average value of the daytime residual noise level is 4_ dBA for this limited ._
T

number ofmeasurement locations.This value lleson the borderlinebetween the day- "_

time residualnoise levelranges chosen to representnormal suburban and urban resi-

dentlal areas, as given in Table 2-2. Since the qualitative descriptions of these 11

residential locations included four descriptive categories that ranged from quiet

2-14



Table 2-I

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE DAYTIME AND NIGIIT
TIME OUTDOOR NOISE LEVELS

Average Daytime Average Nighttime Difference Between
(7 a.m. -7 p. m. ) (10 p. m. -7 a. m. ) Day and Night

Standard

General Category 1_mge Arithmetic Standard Arithmetic Standard Average DeviationMean Deviation ltnnge Mean Deviation Difference of " •
dBA dBA dB dBA dBA dB dR Difference ,

dB _

Residual Level (L90)

city 61to 69,1 6,1 ,51to 50,8 6.3 8.3 2.1
* (4 Locations) 77 69B=d

¢.n

Suburban and Urban 38 to 45.6 4.6 35 to 39.8 4.1 5.8 3.6
Detached Housing 53 ,16
Residential
(11 Locations)

Median Noise Level (L50 }

City 64 to 73.0 6.23 55 to 65,5 7.2 7,5 3.0
(4 Locations) 80 75

_burbanand Urban 44 to 50.9 4.1 38 to 44.2 4.3 6.7 2,6
Detached Housing 59 50
Residential
(11 Locations)



I

Table 2-2

QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTORS OF URBAN AND SUBURBAN DETACHED _m
HOUSING RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND APPROXIMATE DAYTIME

RESIDUAL NOISE LEVE L (L90)

Description TypicalRange Average dD(A)
dB(A)

Quiet Suburban Residential 36 to 40 inclusive 3S

m

Normal Suburban Residential 41 to 45 lncIusive 43 ._:,1
Urban Residential 46 to 50 inclusive 45

Noisy Urban Residential 51 to55 inclusive 53

Very Noisy Urban Residential 56 to 60 inclusive 58

suburban residential to noisy urban residential, it Is not surprising thai. the average

residual level for these locations Is close to the average of the four categories in !_I

Table 2-2.

intruding Noisssand Community Reaction _J

There are two basic types of identifiable intruding noises that increase the out-

door noiselevelabove the residualnoise_level- steadyor quasl-steady-statenoises

r-
andintermittentslngle-eventnoises. A steadyor nearlyconstantlevelnoise intru-

sionmay result from a nearby freeway, industry, or air conditioner. The Intermittent __.
i

single-event noise is exemplified by the noise from an aircraft flyover, a single ear L.

passby, or a dog barking. [-,,
h,=#

Constant.Level Noise Intrusions

One of thebastknown examples of constant-levelnoiseIntrusionisthenoiseen-

vironment withina busy city. The high daythne noiselevelswithinthe citymake It

Ldifficult to have an outdoor conversation at normal voice levels. For example, if the

outdoornoiselevelis76 dBA, a conditioncommonly encounteredincities,it isnee- I!

essary to talkina raisedvoicetoachieveintelligibilityata 2-footdistance.

2-16
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"_ The maximum distances for intelligible conversation at various voice levels have
, i j

! been calculated in accordance with the data In Chapter 1 for the outdoor daytime median

! noiselevels(Ls0)measured ateach ofthe 18 locationsinthe exploratorysurvey. The

median noise level{L50)ratherthanthe residualnoiselevel(L90),has been selected

for svaluatteg the effects of the outdoor noise environment on speecb communication

since the median noise level more nearly represents the typical noise environment for

most communication situations."Inscalculateddistances,summarized inFigure2-6,

illustratethe restrictionsinvoicecommunication distancesdue tocitynoise,

Similarcalculationsshow thatthe maximum distancefor normal voiceconversa-

tionoutdoorstha noisy urban residentialai'eais3 to5 feet,accordingtotherange

ofnoiselevelsfor thiscategoryinTable 2-2. Also,the noiseassociatedwith the

"very noisy urban residential"area ofTable 2-2 issufficientlyhightorestrictthe

amount by which doors and windows can be opened ifone istoretaina desirablein-

door noiseenvironment.*

: The noise levels associated with the **quiet suburban residential'* area of Table

2-2 permitbarely InteUlgiblenormal voice conversationatdistancesrangingbetween

_2 30 and 50 feet, However, if the noise level is so low tbat the distance for intelligible

conversation in normal voice approaches the dlstences between neighbors, it becomes

-- difficulttohave a privateconversation. For example, witha 50-footdistancebe-

tween neighbors,the median noiselevelrequiredtoobtainprivacywould have to

be on the order of46 to 50 dBA, dependingupon orientationofthetalkerrelativeto

the neighborand assuming no barriersexist. This median noiselevelrange isap-

proximately that of the normal suburban community.

* A general estimation of building interior noise levels could be made on the basis
of a reduction of exterior levels by about 7 dBA with windows open and 15 dBA
with them closed, in the direction facing the noise source, and assuming average
residential structures.

I
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A 3rd Floor Apartement, next to Freeway _!,_,_;_:'_ _!:_,_?,_, ,,_ _;:._ Very Loud Voice

B 3rd Floor Hi.Rise, Downtown Los Angeles ...... 5_,II,_eJ_g_ _.,_N_:_Shout

//C 2nd Floor Ten0ment, New York City . ,:_ ,__._#/_,_.2_._,_ _; ' .

D UrbanShoppingCanter ......... _, _

e PopularBeachonPacificOcean r ////._ _'\NNNNNN'x_:;:i:iX:::_ii*J;itfiii/#_:':, _._

H Urban Residential 6 nli. to Major Airport Is" / ./2'/ / / / _ X__ _;_

_= J Urban Residential I / / / / / / [X'XN_NNX\J_i:,;:::::_<!!:/_
_o K Urban Residential Near Small Airport p" _ ,/,/(:', ,./ I%_._X%_.__fi,?_;;'_;:

L Old Residential Near City Center J/ ,/ _ ,./ ,/ ,/ J%-X\\.\XX_ g;_!_!;::{41

U Suburban Residential at City Outskirts ..... ] / / / / / / LX_XXXX_

I / / / •'//i\\\\\\\_N Small Town Residential Cu] de Sac , ,

O Small Town R_idential Main Street ,.. L/J'_/ _,"//• ,_\\\\\\\x_:_

P Suburban Residential in Hill Canyon r / / J / _/r_\\_\\\_s;_;_

a F_rmiaV=,ey I / / • / / • J_\\'X_

R Grand Canyon, North Rim

I f = , I _ _ ,,l , I , , I t _ ,I
2 5 10 20 50 100

Distance Between Talker and Listener in Feet - -

Figure 2-6. Estimated Mmximum Distances Betel,con Talker and Listener That Permit Intelligible
Conversation and Those "]'hat Enable Rol_Lxed Conversation When the Cuidoor Noise

Level Equals the Daytime Median Noise Level.



The considerations of speech intelligibility and privacy suggest tbat there arc

both maximum and minimum bounds tothe outdoornoise levelsthatare compatible

with reasonableenjoyment and fulluse ofpatios,porches, and yards. The upper bound

for speech Intelligthllltyappearstobe intherungs ofthe "very noisyurban reslden-

" ttal"categoryofTable 2-2, and thelower bound for speech privacyisa functionof

the distanceand shieldingbetweenneighbors.

Intermittent Slng/e.Event Intriduing Noises

At many pointsintypicalcommunities, thenoiseenvironment ismade up ofa

seriesoftransientnoise events,such as caused by vehiculartraffic.Many ofthese

slngle-eventnoisesinterferewithspeech and otheractivitiesfor briefintervalsof

time. Howeverj theirimpact isnotas easilyquantifiedinterms ofspeech interference

as are constantlevelnoise intrusions.

One method for estimating the magnitude of the intrusion for single-event noises

is to have people rank the acceptability of a series of noises at different levels. One

-- ofthe most comprehensive recentstudiesofthe subjectivejudgment of single-event

noises was performed using vehicle traffic noises, and the results are summarized

"_ in Figure 2-7. This dataisconsistentwith theapparent generalacceptanceofmaxl-

mum levelsthatresultfrom standardpassenger automobilesdrlvenon residential

streets.

_ When a singleevent isofsufficientmagnitudeand duration,itwilladd to thetotal

_: noise energy inthehour, increasingthe valueof Leq. Depending on theduration,

itwillalso increaseLl and LI0. These effectsare illustratedinFigure 2-8, which

shows thevaluesof Leq , LI0, and L1 relntlvetothe valueofthe residualnoise level

for daytime ateach of the18 locations.For most ofthe locations,L10 isapproximately

10 dB greater than L90. At the seven locations where significant intruding noises were

; 2-19
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LOCATION Legend:

B 3rd Floor Hi.Rise, Downtown LosAngeles _ 80% _ I

C 2nd Floor Tenement, New York _ 89% ,
of data

D UrbanShoppingCenter _

E PopularBeachon PacificOcean

F Urban ResidentialNearMajor Airport ]--Aircraft Landingmill

G Urban Reddentia[ NearGcean

H Urban Residential6 mi. to Major Airport

I SuburbanResidentialNear R/R Tracks Trains

J Urban Residential

K Urban ResidentialNearSmallAirport _ Aircraft Takeoff

m

L Old Residentiali_learCity Center

M S_JburbanResidentialat City Outskirts I" Aircraft OverRight

N Small Town ResidentialCul.de.Sac

0 Small Town ResidentialMaln Street Traffic on Main Street

P SuburbanResidentialin Hill Canyon

Q FarminValley

R Grand CanyonNorth Rim -SightseeingAircraft

L J.
10 20 30 40 50

Figure 2-8. Difference Between A-Weighted Oatdoor Noise Levels and the Reskiua[ Noise Level, L90, in dB
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noted, both L1 and Leq tended to be significantly higher relative to L90 than at toca-
i

ttonswhere significantintrudingsources were notnoted. However, LI0 showed in- ;i

cresses in onlyfourofthe cases, r'

These increases in Leq and L1 are characteristic of the outdoor noise environ- _ ;

ments at locations where significant single-event type noise intrusions are experienced, iJ/!
Inmany cases, thesenotee intrusionswillinterferewithspeechand otheractlvltesfor

time periods, even though the median noise level is satisfactory. _
short

Community Reaction to Noise ,._
f!

The advent of commercial Jet aircraft initially increased the maximum noise levels ,.,

at some locationsaroundmajor airportsby I0 to20 dBA. These increasesinnoise

caused widespreadcomplaintsand variousforms oflegalactionfrom citizensliving

_'I
in neighborhoods near these civil airports. This situation paralleled earlier history i_i

of military Jet operations by the Air Force after World War H, although only a few Air

Force operational bases were close to cities and towns. Unfortunately, the civil air- ,._

ports, which accounted for the majority of the early commercial Jet operations, were

located near the major cities they served. Further, they were becoming surrounded

by homes constructed in the poet-WWII bttildlng boom. As Jet thrust ratings, Jet air- !1

craftoperations,and airportscontinuedto increase,the airportnoiseproblem tended

to spread through the wider areas of the community and to more communities.

The U.S. Air Force and other governmental agencies began to investigate the effects
I-I

ofaircraftnoise on peopleincommunities intheearly 1950ts. This earlyresearch

resultedina proposed model for relatingaircraftnoiseintrusionand the probable [']

community reaction. This model, firstpublishedby theU.S. Air Force (Handbook

I !

of Noise Control mVol. H, "Noise and Man," WADC TR-52-204), accounted for the ;..

following seven factors:
!
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1. Magnitude of the noise with a frequency weighting for hearing response

2. Duration of the intruding noise (:tO times the logarithm of the relative duration)

_ 3. Time of year (windows open or closed)

4. Time of day noise occurs

"_ 5. Outdoor noise level in community when the intruding noise is not present

6. Historyofprior exposure tothe noisesource and attitudetowards itsowner

7. Existenceofpure toneor impulsivecharacter inthe noise.

._ Correctionsfor these factorswere generallymade in5-dB intervals,sincemany

! -: of the initialrelationshipswere based solelyon the Intuitionofthe authors(Rosenhlith

and Stevens), and It was considered difflcuit to assess the response to any greater

degree of accuracy. This method was incorporated in the first Air Force Land Use

Planning Guide in 1957 ('Procedures for Estimating Noise Exposure and Resulting Corn-

munity Reaction From Air Base Operations," WADC TN 57-10) and was later simplified

_. for ease of application by the Air Force and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

Many other methods have been proposed for describing repeated single-event type

; noise, withprimary applicationtoairportnoiseproblems. Most ofthosemethods rep-

i resentan evolutionofthe community noise reactionmodel and considerat leastsome
J

of its principal factors. Three of the methods for calculating the magnitude of noise

; intrusionare summarized inTable 2-3.

_ The Composite Noise Rating (CNR) was introduced in the early 1960_s and has been

widely used by Federal agencies. The Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF) is a recent eve-

_'_ lutlonof the CNR and is proposedas itssuccessorby the FAA. Itessentiallyupdates
I

the CNR by substitutiono[thetone-and duratlon-correctedEffectivePerceived Noise

i

Level (EPNL) scale used for aircraft certification, instead of the Perceived Noise

Level (PNL) scale of the earlier CNR. Thus, the NEF accounts for both duration and

_ pure tone content of each slngle-event sound, whereas the CNR accounted for neither.
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Table 2-3

FACTORS CONSIDERED IN EACH OF THREE METHODS USED FOR DESCRIBING
THE INTRUSION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE INTO THE COMMUNITY*

Composite
Noise Noise Exposure Community Noise

Factor Rating Forecast EquivalentLevel
(CNR) (NEF) (CNEL)

Basic measure of single event Maximum Tone-corrected A-weighted noise
noise magnitude perceived perceived level

noise noise level
level

Measure of duration of I_one Energy Energy integration
individualsingle event integration

Time periods during day Daytime (7 AM-10 PM) Daytime (7 AM-7 PM)
Nighttime (10 PM-7 AM) Evening(7 PM-10 PM)

Nighttime (10 PM-7 AM)

Approximate weighting Daytime 0 dB Daytime 0 dB
added to noise of single Nighttime 12 dB Evening 5 dB
eventwhichoccursin Nighttime10dB
indicated period

Number (N) of identical 10 log N 10 log N
events in time period

Summation of contributions Logarithmic Logarithmic

*See Chapter 1 for additional details.

_ a_ I _.,,_ i f ,..,_, * i ._ _ i
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_ The Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNE L)* was recently introduced by the S'tats

...._ of California for monitoring purposes. It is based on the A-weighting to avoid the com-

-" plexity of the computer calculations required to obtain EPNL and, thus, cannot con-
I

"' rain a pure-tone weighting. It also differs from the NEF by inclusion of the evening

time period weighting, in addition to daytime and nighttime, ltowever, despite these

structural differences, the difference between the absolute values of CNEL and NEF

__' for specific locations near airports is approximately constant at 35_z2 dB, Thus NEF-

_ 30 is approximately equivalent to CNE L-65.

-' The CNEL has been applied to a serieS, of community noise problems to rebate the

normalized measured CNEL with the observed community reaction. The normalization

procedure followed is the Rosenblith/Stevens method, with a few minor modifications.

_. The correction factors added to the measured CNE L to obtain the normalized CNEL

are given in Table 2-4, Two examples of the application of these factors to the

...2' measured values of the Equivalent Noise Levels (Leq) of the intrndlng noise are given

in Table 2-5, The examples arc drawn from the results at two locations In the survey
J

and illustrate aa approximate procedure for calculating CNEL from the measured

averages of _L_qIn the daytime, evening, and nighttime periods, accounting both for

the welghtlngs of 0, 5, and 10 dB, respectively, and for the duration of each of the per-

!
,..Z' lods. The results of 55 case histories are summarized in Figure 2-9, with an approx-

,.._ imate NEF and CNTI scale shown for reference. The data is normalized to the descrip-

tions in Table 2-4, which have a correction of zero. The distribution of the cases

'M among the various sources impacting areas of the community are listed in Table 2-6.

_z * CNEL has been adopted for use in this report. However, this use should not be;
Interpreted as an endorsement by the EPA since neither CNEL nor any other

-. method has been sufficiently validated to determine their adequacy In predicting
: present and future community reaction to noise.
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Table 2-4
CORRECTIONS TO BE ADDED TO THE MEASURED COMMUNITY NOISE i I

EQUIVALENT LEVEL (ONEL) TO OBTAIN NORMALIZED CNEL*

Type of Amount of Correction
Correction Description to be Added to Measured , !

CNEL In dB

Seasonal Summer (or year-round operation) 0
Correction Winter only (or windows always closed) -5 ,J

Correction Quiet suburban residential or rural corn- +10

for Outdoor munity (remote from large cities and _,1
Residual from industrial activity and trucking)
Noise Level

Normal suburban residentialcommunity +5 ![
(not located near industrial activity) _ J

Urban residential community (not 0
immediately adjacent to he_.vlly traveled i IIJ
roads and industrial areas)

Noisy urban residential community (near -5
relatively busy roads or industrial areas)

Very noisyurban residentialcommunity -i0

Correction No priorexperiencewith theintruding +5
for Previous noise

Exposure &
Community Community has had some previousexposure 0 _
Attitudes to intrudingnoisebut littleeffortisbeing I

made to control the noise. This correction

may alsobe appliedina s.ituattenwhere the '_ i
community has notbeen exposed tothenots{ i

previously,but the people are aware that _I I
bona fide efforts are being made to control _ i
the noise.

Community has had considerableprevious -5 i: ;
exposure to the intrudingnoiseand the nols_ _'
maker's relationswith thecommunity are
good _"

J !

Community aware that operation causing -i0
noiseisvery necessary and Itwillnot con- ,.,

tinue indefinitely. This correction can be
applied f0r an operation of limited duration
and under emergency circumstances.

Pure Tons No pure tone or impulsive character 0
or
Impulse Pure toneor impulsivecharacterpresent +5 _-_

Source: '_upporting Information for the Adopted Noise Regulation for California
Airports," Report WCR 70-3(R), January 29, 1971.

p
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Table 2-5

, : TWO EXAMPLES OF CALCULATION OF NORMALIZED COMMUNITY
NOISE EQUIVALENT LEVEL

i

AircraftLandingNoise TrafficNoise inOld
,.-, Factor inNoisy Urban l_sidentialArea Near

ResldsntlalCommunlty(Z) CityCenter(2)

Day Eve. Night Day Eve, Night
Energy EquivalentNoise

-_ Levels (Leq)indB(A) for
Time Period 80 83 75 56 57 53

" Duration and Time ofDay
_ CorrectionFactor -3 -4 +6 -3 -4 +6

SubtotalsWhich are added

Logarithmically to Obtain 77 79 81 53 53 59
CNEL

"_ Community Noise
-: Equivalent Level S4 61

_ AdditionalCorrectionsfrom
J

_ Table 2-4

-_ Seasonal 0 0
Residual Noise Level .-5 0
Experience & Attitude 0 -,5
Pure Tone or Impulse 5 0

r.. I

Total AdditionalCorrections "-O

"_ Normalized CNEL 84 56
]

ActualReaction Extensive Lawsuits and No Reaction

_ Political Pressure
J

(1) Location F in Figures 2-5 and 2-8.

(2) Location L in Figures 2-5 and 2-8.
.J
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Community Reaction

A Vigorouscommunity
action

Mean

B Severalthreatsof legal
action,or strongappeals
to localofficials to stop
noise

C Wide$preadcomplaints
or singlethreatof
legalaction

t_ D Sporadiccomploims Data Normalizedto:

0o Urban Reddenti01ResidualNoise
SomePrior Exposure
WindowsPartially Open
No PureToneor Impulses

E Noreaction, although
nQiseis generally

noticeable I I I I I I I ' I
45 50 55 60 65 70 75 B0 85 90

NormalizedCommgn]ty NoiseEquivatentLevelin dB
i I i t t i I t 1 I

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Approximate NoiseExposureForecastindB
I I I [ t I I I -.J

85 90 95 100 105 tlO 115 120 125

Approximate CompositeNoiseRatingin dB

Figure 2-9. Community Ileaotlon to Intrusive Noises of Many Types as a Function of
the Normalized Community Noise Equivalent Level
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Table 2-6

NUMBER OF COMMUNITY NOISE REACTION CASES AS A FUNCTION
' OF NOISE SOURCE TYPE AND REACTION CATEGORY

.. j CommunRy Reaction Cstegorles

_ Vigorous Wide No Reaction Tolal
i Type of Source Threats of Spread or Sporadic Cases

Legal Action Complaints Complaints

Transportation vehicles, including:

Aircraft operations 6 2 4 12
Local traffic 3 tl
Freeway . i i
Rail i l
Auto race track 2 2

_- TotalTransportation 9 3 7 19

-7

Other single-event or inter- 5
mittent operatione, including
circuit breaker testing, '"_**bot

shooting,rockettestingand
-= body shop

-- Steadystateneighborhood i 4 2 7
sources, includingtransformer
substations, residential air

! conditioning,_J

Steady-stateindustrialopera- 7 7 i0 24
tlons,includingblowers,
general manufacturing, chemical,

'-_ oil refineries, et cetera, i

-_ TotalCases 22 14 19 55
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The data points for "no reaction" response in Figure 2-9 correspond to a level

ranging between 50 and 6t dB, with a mean of 55 dB. This mean value is approxi- ! i

mately 7 dB above the mean value assumed In categorizing the daytime residual noise

(L90) tevel for a residential urban communltys whinh is the baseline category fur the !

data in the figure. This difference of 7 dB between the mean reaction line and Lg0 is *-,
;J

only approximately 2 dB greater than the average difference between the outdoor median

noise invel (Ls0) and the residual noise level, as shown in Table 2-1. Consequently, _

from thoseresultsitappears thatno community reactionisusuallyexpected when the u

normalized CNEL ofthe intrudingnoiseisapproximatelyequaltothedaytime out- :

door median noiselevel(I,50).This coneluslonisnot surprising;itsimply suggests .. :
r i

that people tend to judge the magnitude of an intrusion with reference to the noise b._

_q
environment existing without the presence of the intruding noise source.

i,J

The data in Figure 2-9 indicates that widespread complaints may be expected when

thenormalized valueofCNEL exceeds the out2oorresidualnoiselevelby approx- ,t.,d

Imately17 dB, and vigorous community reaetlonmay be expectedwhen the excess
r-

approaches 33 dB. Thus, the normalized CNEL community reaction relationship _-!

appears tobe a reasonablyaccurate and usefultoolinassessing theprobable reaction _'-:

of a community to an intruding noise.

This community reaction data has also been used to test the effect of the car- i i

iousnormalizingfactorsinTable 2-4 on thedegree of correlationbetween the commun-

Ityreactionand thenormalized CNEL. The factormost necessary inthe normailza- ,,_:

ticn to bring the data closer to a common line is the duration correction. The next !,

most importantfactoristhe residualnoiselevelcorrection. Less important,butstill

significant, are the corrections for time of day, pure tone/impulse, and prior expcr- i
u

tence/attitude, the lack of which resultud in steodard deviations of 4.6, 4.3, and 4.0

respectively. No change occurred by removing the seasonal factor, which was only

applicable to three of the 55 cases. , ,
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The data for the 55 cases was also compared with a version of the CNEL modified

by replacing the day-evening-night corrections of the standard CNEL with the day-night

corrections of the NEF calculation procedure. The resulting mean line was altered by

less than 1 dB from that given in Figure 2-9, sad the standard deviation was only 0.1

,'-! dB greater than before, an insignificant difference. Thus, these 55 cases can support

"-" the adoption of either type of time period weighting, in combination with the energy

equivalent A-weighted noise level and the other correction factors in Table 2--4, for

the prediction of community reaction to noise.

.._ The normalized CNEL scalecan alsobe compared with the resultsofsocialsur-

veys, such as those taken in London and In the U.S., showing that people are usually

-- at home when they are annoyed by noise. As might he anticipated, disturbances of

"_ activities related to speech intelliglblity are the most frequently reported as sources
_!

of snnoyaece,

._ Figure 2-10 shows the average annoyance reaction found in the London Airport

Survey as a functionofCNR and approximate normalizedCNEL. Figures 2-11 and 2-12
J !

..2' show the relationships of those "very much annoyed" and those "only a little, or not an-

--_ noyed with data from the same survey. Also shown In Figure 2-11 is a data point from

Sweden and a tangent line through the most important range of community reaction.

These results demonstrate that a majority of the citizens are greatly annoyed

when the noise is sufficient to produce a vigorous community reaction in accordance

,_ with the data in Figure 2-9. This survey also shines that a small hut si_mificant per-

,_? centage of the population is still greatly annoyed at the CNE L 44 value, where no cmn-

munlty reaction is expected. Thus, the true impact of intrusive noises as measured

by individual or personalized annoyance goes deeper than that indicated by the com-

munity "no reaction" point.
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Very = LondoMuch-4.0 LJ

¢J ,

= Moderate- 3.0 t!

e_

2.0

Little- _ • _,,_

D,
O

_.o
Not at All- _"

O' I I I I
80 90 100 110 120 130

CompositeNoise Rating in dB

I I I I I I [ J I I
V!

50 60 70 80 90 I'
Approximate NormalizedCommunity Noise Equivalent Levelin dB

Figure 2-10. Relationship Between Average Expression of Annoyanee
to Aircraft Noise and the Composite Noise I_tting ! !
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The preceding material relates to community reaction as evidence of an aggregu-

lion of individual responses. There are no good measures, however, of the impact of

noise in terms of effects on individual hearing and generalized response.

The Growth of Noise

, There have been dire predictions that the noise in our environment Is increasing

. _ by as much as 1 dB per year, or 10 dB per decade. Clearly, such a growth rate, if

, true, would lead to severe consequences, To place this issue in perspective, it Is

- useful to examine the possible changes in both the intruding noises and the residual

" noises over the past few decades.

-_ There has been considerable growth In the number of miles of urban freeways and

thruways since 1950 accompanied by an increase In noise In neighborhoods adjacent
.'-2

; to the freeways. Similarly, there has been a significant increase in commercial air

travel since 1950. This increase, together with an increase of the noise level of jotr,

, ii

aircraft relative to propeller aircraft, and the building of homes around existing

"- civil airports has precipitated complex noise problems.

The amount of land estimated to lie within the CNEL-65 (approximately NEF-30)

contours is illustrated in Figure 2-13 for both freeways and airports. CNEL°65 is u

. convenient value to choose for this type of impact assessment because at a normalized

CNEL of 65, widespread complaints are expected, with more vigorous reactions at

: the higher values occurring inside the contours. These estimates show that in 1970

approximately2000 square miles oflandwere bounded by CNEL-65. The actual

i land use within these impact boundaries (airport property and freeway property have

been excluded) Is not known. However, If it ts assumed, as a reasonable estimate

-- 2-35
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based on general observation, that the average use is like the average urban [and use,

approximately 10 million people would be expected to live tn these areas, These areas

are conservative estimates of the impact, since an intruding noise source causing a

normalized CNEL of 65 dB to an urban residential community is exl_ectnd to result in

-- widespread complaints. Clearly, the noise impact extends beyond the estimated

boundaries In an urban residential community and even further in a quieter suburban

community. In addition, the growth of construction activity within cities and tile lo-

cation of new industrial plants in the suburbs and rural areas brings increased noise to

each affected area. The number of noisy devices, such as power lawnmowere and_L

._ motorcycles, has increased from a few hundred thousand units in 1950 to over 20 mll-

-_ lion in 1970. Similarly, the introduction and use of recreational vehicles, chain saws,

._ and fully equipped campers has introduced a new element to wilderness areas. Even

at a remote location on the north rim of the Grand Canyon, noise from a small pro-
r-,

poller driven private aircraft has been found to have a maximum level of 70 dBA, a

54-dB intrusion above the residual noise level (these operations being tbe cause ofr_

considerable complaints),

--_ The increasing number of sources producing high nolse level intrusions gives clear

i _ evidence of the significant growth of noise over the last two decades. Although the
k

majority of this growth occurred in specific areas in which freeways or airports wore

I located adjacent to the communities, a significant number of new single-event sources

_. were added to all areas, from the wilderness to urban residential communities.

! The question remains of whether the additional intrusive noisy sources, together

with any changes in the noise characteristics of all other sources, have changed the

outdoor residual noise levels in the residential areas in which land usage has net ,

significantly changed. The answer is elusive without the existence of a statistically

significant survey of residential noise environments. To obtain a current estimate,
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14
the data for the 11 residential locations in the survey, Table 2-1, has been combined

with data for 17 typical residential locations from another recent survey, to give a

better composite of an average urban residential noise environment. Since neither

survey was undertaken with the intent of statistically sampling a city, and there are i !

only28 locutionsintotal,theresultsshouldbe consideredindicativeonlyofcentral

trends. The available past data consists of the results of four surveys covering tile i,i

last 34 years and beginning with the 1937 Bell Telephone Company extensive survey
! J

of noise in residential areas in Chicago, Cleveland, and Philadelphia. The compari-

son ofresultsisgtveninFigure2-14. _,_

Each surveywas differentinmethod,objective,and instrumentation;andnone

compare identical locations, Most were also different in methods of reducing and re- 1_i

porting data. Therefore, it is necessary to adjust the data to a common base for

comparison. The data for the 1937 and 1968 surveys was published in terms of the

median outdoor noise level (Lso) and that of the 1954 survey in terms of an energy

moan of the noise environment, All three results have been corrected to the residual
p.,

noise level (L99) by subtractteg the average difference of 5 dB found between the

median and residual levels in the currant.data. Tile mean and 50-percent range for _

the msidnal noise levels of the 1947-1948 and 1971. surveys are shown as originally

presented, l'_

Disregarding the 1954 results_ the means of the other four surveys lie between 46

and 50 dBA, with a grand average of 46, 9 dBh. This value ts also close to the average

value of 45.5 dBA calculated for the four categories described in Table 2-2 (quiet, _ !

normal suburban, urban, and noisy urban residential areas).

The mean value of the 1954 data is 7.7 dB below the 1971 results and 7.9 dB below T"1
i

the average of the other four surveys. This survey was designed to investigate the

effect cf aircraft noise at many locations under aircraft flight tracks up to 12 miles ! i'

2-3s ! '
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Rangeof 50%of Data Mean

1937 Chlcago,Cleveland

• &hundredPhiladelphiaIocales)(Several {/ T I
'_ Rangeof 90% of Data /

/

1947 Chicago(more than
,-: -1948 100 locales) T

,-_ 1954 Within 12 miles of Y////_////J
B Airports in Eastern I _ IL_
USA (180 locales /

I 1968 SuburbanAreas _n
Atlantic States

" (9 locales)

1971 LosAngeres,Boston l, T i
L_ and Detroit (28 locates

Averageof Urbanand
:-_' Suburban, not includingthe
LJ 1954 Data

"__ Catculated Urban and y///i//_ I-- Suburbanwith Equal

Weightingon eachof I T I
,_ the Four Categories

I

..... 1 I I I ! I I
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J

Figure 2-14o Comparison of Five Surveys of Outdoor Noise Levels In Residential
. Areas te tile United States Between 193'/ _nd 19'/1
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from each of eight airports and included rural as well as suburban and urban locations.

It is probable that the principal reason for the low values reported by the 1954 survey _ i

is that its mix of locations gave significantly more weight to the quiet rural and subur- _.

ban areas than to the urban and noisy urban residential areas, Similarly, the 1937 * b

survey included city apartment dwellings as well as suburban and urban residential '_
i '

areas with detached dwellings. This difference in emphasis probably resulted in

d a"higher emphasis on the "very noisy urban rest enti 1 category and explains why this , ,
¢,,i

data has the highest reported mean value for the residual noise level.

Thus, it is considered that the 1937 survey was biased to slightly noisier areas ,,_

that the 1954 survey was significantly biased to the quieter areas, and that the three
_J

remaining surveys are probably somewhat similar in thcir distribution of locations.

Within this perspective, it is concluded that where land use has not changed, there is i

no strong trend toward an increase in the average suburban and urban residential

area residual noise levels over the past 34 years. Further, It appears that the only l._

increase that can be inferred from this data is 2 dB in over two decades, based on _._
I

the difference between the 1947-1948 and 1971 results, L.

This conclusion is ales supported by a comparison of two locations in the 1971 :"_

Los Angeles data thaL wa_ dh.sctly comparable to measurements made in 1955 and

1959. At a normal suburban neighborhood Iocalion, where no significant change in

land or road use has occurred over 16 years, the two measurements of the residual

noise level agreed within 1 dB. In the other case, the 1971 measurements in a resi-

dential urban area wore approximately 2 dB higher than th 1959, due at least.in part !!

to the constreetion nearby of a major freeway.

It can be further concluded that the average outdoor residual noise level In an

area with a constant land usage probably changes slowly with time as has been tree
F r

over the past few decades in the area studied, if the land use is changed, such as
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--. from quiet suburban residential to urban residential, a normal euburbaa residential

to noisy urban residential, the outdoor residual nolse level can Increase significantly

(L0 dBA or more), approximately in accordance with the values In Table 2-2. Even

If the noise level for given categories of land use do net cl|angej rapid change in the

land use of specific areas has significantly Increased the number of people affected

_, by urban type noise,

•-. More important in this review Is the fact that outdoor noise levels throughout a

_" major portion of the day are not satisfactorily indicated by the residual noise level

but rather by the character and Intensity of intruding noises. The outdoor noisu level

.._ at any location increases significantly as new intruding noise sources, such as free-

! _ ways, power plants, a jet aircraft overflight paths, or construction equipment, are

i _..! added. The general increase in environmental noise is associated with the spread of

! _-i areas infringed upon by such intruding noise sources,

Summery

The preceding discussion leads to several significant observations regarding the

nature of noise and the methods of measuring its magnitude. Although many of thesu

__ conclusions must be regarded as tentative because of the lack of statistically sound

- : community noise baselines, the general trends appear straightforward and give useful

perspective for the overall nature of the problmn. The £ollowing points are slgnlltdant:

" • The outdoor daytime residual noise level in a wilderness area, such as ex-

emplified by the Grand Canyon rim, is on the order of 16 dBA, on the farm

30 to 35 dBA, and in the city 60 to 75 dBA.

s Areas in which the daytime outdoor median noise level exceeds the range of 56

• to 60 dBA, categorized as "noisy urban." are not well suited to detached resi-

dential hoaethgt slnoe normal voice conversation outdoors Is limited to dis-

tances of less than 6 to 10 feet between talker and listener. Also, when the

-_ 2-41
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noise level is above this range, it ia not possible to have relaxed conversation

in a living room at a distance of 10 feet with windows or sliding glass doors "_

fully opened.

e Areas in which the daytime outdoormedian level exceeds 66 dBA are not t

suited to apartment living unless the buildings are air conditioned, so that
I ,

the windows may be kept closed to enable relaxed conversation indoors. If ' '

the outdoor median noise levels are above 71 dBA, special sound proofing is
r ,
#1

necessary to preserve the indoor noise environment, even with windows closed.

• _._
• The outdoor residual noise level in suburban and urban residential communi- _ f

i.i

ties serves the useful function of l_reviding speech privacy between neigh-

bore. R appears that considerations of speech privacy requirements wlll set ,_

the lower limit of a desirable residual noise level in each type ofcommunity.
M,I

o The limitedavailabledatafrom community noisesurveysconductedover the

#.q

past 34 years indicates that little increase has occurred in the residual noise i_

level, except where land usage has changed. Where such change has occurred,

the noise has generally increased, probably in accordance with the expected

change between landuse categoriesinTable 2-2, such as plus 10 dB from quiet ,.,i

suburban residential to urban residential, or plus 20 dB from quiet suburban

residentialtovery noisyurban residential.A significantspread ofnoise I"'_

has occurred inthismanner because of thelargegrowth ofurban and sub-

?-,
urban areas, and their populations, in the last 20 to 30 years.

• A significant increase in noise in the past 20 years line resulted from the rapid

growth of commercial avalatlon and from its use of jet aircraft that are about

10 to 20 dB noisier than the older, smaller piston engined aircraft, A somewhat less 'l
! :

but still significant, increase in noise has resulted from the construction and

use offreeways locatedwithinurban and suburban residontlalareas. Itis !i
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estimated that at least 2000 square miles of urban and suburban area have

been severely impacted by noise from these two major sources, with lessor

,-- degree of impact extending over a mush larger area.

• The rapid increase in the use of noisy reureational vehicles and home lawn

ears equipment powered by poorly muffled internal combustion engines has
i

contributed to noise in both wilderness areas and residential neighborhoods.

• The community reaction scale based on the normalized CNEL appears to give

__ reasonable predi_tthns of community complaints, with 90 percent of the data

.- within :_5 dB of the mean relationship between the normalized magnitude of

the intruding noise and the degree of community reaction,

• The data indicates that no community reaction should be expected when the

normalized CNEL of the intruding noise is approximately 2 dB above the day-

time median noise level, or equivalently, approximately 7 dB above the re-
e.-.

._ stdual noise level. However, some social surveys indicate that when the

intruding noise equals this level, approximately 18 percent of the population
i:

is "very much annoyed" although 43 percent are only "a little," or "not at

r7 all annoyed."

• The significant complaint reactions from the 55 community reaction cases
_-7

and the approximate percentage of the population "very much annoyed" and

_-.. t'only a little" or "not at all annoyed" from the London study are given in

_-_ Table 2-7.

_!
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Table 2-7

SUMMARY OF EXPECTED COMMUNITY REACTION AND APPROXIMATE _ I
ANNOYANCE AS A FUNCTION OF NORMALIZED COMMUNITY NORSE

EQUIVALENT LEVEL

Approximate Difference
Between Normalized

Exnncted_ CNE L and Average____.Day- Approximate Approximate _ ,Percent Percent J_'
Community time Residual Noise

Very Much Little or Not
Reaction Level (L90) in dB

Annoyed Annoyed

Mean Range of Data

No reaction ? 2 to13 20 45 , ,

Sporadiccomplalnts 11 8.to13 26 37

Widespread complaints 17 12 to 24 37 26 _.i

Threats of legal action 26 23 to 29 60 14
I

i LI
: Vigorous action 33 28 to 39 87 7

If

tl

I ol
_r

II

I?
I,

!t
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TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

One of the most significant byproducts of our Increasing population and economic

-- growth isthe increasingdemand for improved modes of transportation.Tlmse de-

mands have been mot by thedevelopmentofmore efficient,larger,and fastertrans-

portatlonsystems. The transportationindustryrepresented,intotal,approxlmately

14.5 percentofthegross nationalproductth 1970 and employed approximately13.3

percent of the total labor force. This major section of the nation's economy is defined,

for this report, as the sum total of file:

_- • Commercial aircraftand airlteeIndustry

r_ • General aviation industry

• Highway vehicleindustry

I _ • Recreationalvehicleindustry

• l_atlroadand urban mass transitindustry

• Commercial shippingIndustry.

The economic structure of this Industry and the general division and ma6mltudo of

the transportation services provided are illustrated in Figure 2-15, and the rapid

growth of several segments of the transportation system since 1950 is summarized in

Table 2-8. While there are many important sooroes of iatruslve noise, transportation

vehiclenoise tendstodominate most resid_nttalareas. Infact,thecumulativeeffect

ofthe increase Innoise intrusionby transportationvehiclesIs, toa largeextent,re-

sponsible for the current general concern with noise. This discassion briefly treats

!'I thegeneralnatureoftransportationsystem noise sources and considers theiroverall
t=d

Impact inthe UnitedStatestoday. Aircraft,one ofthe more dominant sources ofnoise

Inthe transportationindustry,willbe consideredfirst.
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Figure 2-15, Genera[ Chazucteristlcs of the Transportation Industry in 1970



Table 2-8

GROWTH IN THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM, 1950-1970

Source 1950 1960 1970

_ Population (in millions) 151 181 204

; Passenger Cars (in millions) 40.4 61.7 07.0

"_ Trucks and Buses (in millions) 8.8 12.2 19.4

Motonyclcs (ln millions) 0.40 O.51 2.6
(Highway) - Registered

Motorcycles (inmtlilooe) 1.0
,__ (Off-road)

_-_ Snowmobiles (in mililons) 0 O. 002 1.6

I "_ 2-3 Engine Turbofan Aircraft 0 0 1, 174

f _" 4-Engine Turbofan Aircraft 0 202 810

i r
i _ General AviationAircraft 45,00O 75,550 128,900

i Helicopters 85 830 3,260

Commercial Airstsft

The increase in air travel during the last decade is closely related to the introduc-

tion and growth of the commercial Jet aircraft fleet. The advantages of jet-poweredr-

_- passenger airplanes have led to a gradual phasing out of the older propeller-driven

_'_ commercial aircraft. Ody a small percentage of piston-powered aircraft now remain

in the fleet, and the turboprop aircraft in usa are primary short range twin-engine

types used on light traffic routes. There were a total of 10.7 million operations of

commercial aircraft in 1970. Military jet aircraft, not considered in this report, have

about one fourth as many operations. Due to this lower level of operation and the gen-

erelly remote locatlon of moat military airfields, the noise impact from military air-

.... craft is substantially less than for commercial aircraft.
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Figure 2-16 summarizes the category of commercial fixed-wing aircraft in terms

of type, application, passenger capacity, and range of typical noise levels. The original 4

commercial jet aircraft were powered by turbojet engines. These engines have been

largely replaced by quieter and more powel-ful turbofan engines. The new types of corn- _ i

merclal Jet alrcraft have recently been introduced and are powered by advanced loeb-
! I

nology turbofan engines that are much more powerful and quieter than earlier engines. ' '

Although the current V/STOL aircraft fleet is inherently part of both the corn-
J

merelal and general aviation fleett its unique capability of operating from small air-

fields or from urban centers tends to distinguish it in terms of noise impact from the I.

remainder of the aviation transportation industry. The present V/STOL fleet consists

predominantlyofhelicopters. _I

The STOL fleet is not yet a significant reality but is currently undergoing eonsid- _'_

erable Federal and industry study. The principal objective of STOL aircraft is to move

much ofthe intercltyairtransportation(shorthaul)away from thecongestedmajor- ]

hub airportsand toward urban communities. Tentativenoisegoalshave been pro-

posed for aircraft operating from the projected peripheral STOL ports, but as yet a L_

communlty-compatlble noisegoalhas notbeen definedfor the Intracityheliportsnow _-!
t_

inoperationor forthose thatwillserve as city-feedertcrmlnafsfor the STOL ports.

Figure 2-17 shows the typical structure of the present and proposed V/STOL fleet, L#

the typical range of noise levels for these aircraft_ and their major applications. Of

the current total of 3260 vehicles, approximately 1900 are based in urban areas. The

most significantincreaseofusage inrecentyears has been by civilgovernment _
! I

agencies. In particular, the number of city police helicopters Is rapidly increasing,

witha totalofabout 150 vehiclesinpresentuse. Commercially operatedhelicopters, I I

currentlyabout2100, are predominantlyused £or charterair serviceoperations,with

only about 15 vehicles on regularly scheduled intracity air carrier routes.
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Jet Aircraft

The noise associated with Jet aircraft is prlmarUy generated by the processes that

take place both within and outside the engibo. The dominant source of noise from the

early turbojet engines was the jet noise generated by the turbulent mixing of the high

. velocity exhaust jet and the surrounding air. Sound power increases rapidly with ie-

_" creasing jet velocity; therefore, high noise levels are associated with the high velocity

exhausts of turbojet engines.

,.. The turbofan engines that have replace d the turbojets offer substantial jet exhaust

noise benefits because they take in larger quantities of uir and expel this air at lower

! jet velocities. However, with reduced levels of jet noise and with the increased size

and power of the fan, its whine was elevated from a sccoodary to a primary noise
i

source, particularly for landing or approach power.

For the four-engine turbofan aircraft t powered by early models of turbofan engines,

the engine threst_ and thus the jet exhaust velocity, is higher during take()ff ;ban during

t'_ approach. Consequently, the low frequency roar of tho jot is significantly higher at

takeoff than at approach. However, the high frequency fan noise is relatively Insensi-

tive to en,_:_e power setting and thus becomes clearly dominant at approach engine con-

: ditions. "_is type of aircraft generates higher noise l_vels than most of the aircraft in

the commercial fleet today. For the t_vo- to three-engine turbofnn aircraft, the jet

noise is lower because of slightly reduced jet velocities, uml ;be hil_t_ frequency fan

noise is considerably reduced due to fundamental improvements in fan design.
t-!

The new Boeing 747 four-engtue turbofan aircraft are powered by new technology

engines that incorporate several advancements, with respect to propulsion efficiency

-- and reduced noise generation. The low jet exhaust velocity made possible with these

new engines has resulted in a significant reduction in jet noise so that fan noise now

domioates both during takeoff and approach operations. Despite the eonsht_rable
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technological advances incorporated in the fan design, the discrete frequency fan whine

forms the major obstacle to achieving significant noise reduction. The newest three- , :

engineturbofanwidebody aircraft(DC-10 and L-1011)use similarengines,butwith ,.'.

additionalimprovements infan noisereduction. The net resultisa 1O-EPNdb to 13-

EPNdB reductioninnoiseforthese latestdesignsover the earlierturbofanaircraft, iJ

The noiselevelintheinteriorofJetaircraftisdominated by a differentnoisesource.

Because theseaircrafttravelathigh speeds,the pressure fluctuationsgenerated by rll

the turbulentmixing thatoccurs intheboundary layerbetweenthe aircraftfuselage

and the surroundingair becomes significant.These fluctuationscausethe fuselage _'_

wallstovibrateand radiatenoiseintotheaircraftinterior. ,_

The growth ofcommunity noiselevelsdue tocommercial aircraftoperationsis

closely related to the introduction of the commercial jet aircraft in 1958 and the growth I ,

of air travel during the following decade. First, the Jet aircraft were noisier on ap-

preach and takeoff than piston-engined aircraft they replaced. Secondly, although ;,_

the number of major airports has increased only slightly since the late 1950's, the

quantityand frequency ofairtravelhas grown many times over. Finally,vest new

residential communities have been established in the vicinity of nearly all busy airports, I

This combinationofexpandingair traveland rvsidentlalgrowth has resultedina grow-

Ing airport-communlty noise problem,

To assess the effect of aircraft noise on the community, the previously described ,,
ir

NEF method has been widely used. This method, developed initially as a land-use

J,

planning guide, gives a single number rating of the cumulative noise produced in the !._

vicinity of an airport by aircraft operations, taking into account factors such as the

total mix of aircraft utilizing the airport, subjective noise levels generated by each

aircraft class, flight paths, and number of operations in day and night periods. Con- !,

toursofconstantvalues oftheNEF indexprovidea measure ofthetotalimpacted -J

t i i
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area. A criterion level of NEF-3O te normally used to indicate the approximate outer

boundary of the impact area. NEF-30 contours are shown in Ffgerc 2-18 for a repre-

sentative one-runway airport and average commercial aircraft fleet mix. * For

. -- simplicity, the aircraft are assumed to operate In the same direction o,1 tile single

runway, and the contour combines the effects of takeoffs and landings. Operations by

four-engine, low-bypass-ration turbofan standard atrm'a-ft (Boeing 707 and 720.

McDonnel-Dcaglas DC-9) are responsible for 69 percent of the total impact area,

i . whilecomprisingonly 23 percentof the totalnumber ofoperations.

Helicopters

_J The helicopter is unique in that its noise signature is characteristically different

"_ from that of all other common noise generators: a distinctive, low frequency throbbing

sound. Due to this characteristic, it is extremely dlHteult to control noise Intrusion

Intothepassenger cabin or intobuildingsbecause sound-insulatlonrectitudearc

notablyInefficientinthe low frequencyrange. This problem isfurthercomplicatedr"
•i '.

by the factthatlow frequency soundpropagatesthroughthe atmosphere more readily

than high frequency sound. Thus, helicopter noise can be distinguished at greater dis-

tances than most other sources of equal source noise level.

Interior Levels for Commercial Jet Aircr#ft

Passengers on Jet aircraft are exposed to moderately high noise levels from the

time of boarding the aircr'.fft to landing. The Interior noise levels during cruise

:- _ typically range from 79 to 88 dBA, depending on the seat location, with a typical value

of 82 dBA. During takeoff and landing operations, the noise levels are up to 12 dBA

* A simplifiedmethod for estimatingNEF contours,for use by persons without
technicaltrainingInavailablefrom the Department ofHousingand Urban De-

.! velopment, Ill"Noise Assessment Guldelines,,'Report No. 2176, August, 1971.
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Representative Large Airport (1970)

Commercial Numberef
Aircraft Type Operations/Day 'Totat operations,86.3% of which occurduring

daytime (0700-2200 hours)and 13,7% of which
occur during nighttime(2200-0700 hours).
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¢J All Other Aircraft
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20 I I I I I I 1 1 t I
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Figure 2-18, NEF-30 Contourn for l_presentative (Single Runway) Airport
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higher, but only for periods of up to i minute during each operation. The noise level

inside many helicopters ranges between 90 and 100 dBA, representing a definite risk
!

of hearing damage for the constant travelero

General Aviation Aircraft

"" General aviation refers to all civilian aviation activity other than that of the com-

mercial air carriers, Within this broad definition, general aviation includes a wide

variety of aircraft uses; Figure 2o19 summarizes this fleet mix and provides infor-

mation on the number of aircraft and typical range of noise levels produced. The

general aviation fleet has grown rapidly during the last 15 years and will continue to

- do an for the next 10 to 20 years. Daring 1970, these aircraft flew an estimated 25. S

'-- million aircraft hours, conducted 153 million operations, and carried a to_l of 220

millionpassengers. The compositionof thefleethas changed over thelast10 years

from mostly small, single-enginepropellertypestoa more complex fleetmix.

The noise associated with general aviation propeller aircraft, both piston and

-- turboproptypes,isproduced primarilyby thepropellers,with dominant fundamental

_: tones typicaUy in. the range from 50 to 250 Hz. Higher harmonic tones may also bc

-_ significant,dependingon thepropellerbladeshape and operatingconditions.The

broadband and dlscretefrequency noisegeneratedabove approximately250 Hz consists

of higher propeller noise harmonics, discrete frequency noise from the engine and ex-

r haust,and exhaustbroadband noise,

_-_ The noise characteristics of Jet-powered general aviation aircraft, or executive

": Jets, are similar tothose of commerolal Jet aircraft. Although the engines arc much

smaller than those used to power commercial jet aircraft, the Jet noise levels are com-

parable tothoseofexistingtwo- and three-enginetnrbofancommercial jets, However,

some recentexccativeJetsare powered by turbofanengines with substantiallylower

•. sound levels.
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Figure 2-19. Characteristics of General Aviation Aircraft
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The operator or passenger In a genera[ avLatton propeller aircraft is subjected to

noise levels of about 90 dBA, which is 5 to 15 dB bigher than in a commercial jet.
r-

These higher levels are the result of the typical close spacing of engines and pro-

pelters to tile cabin and the small space and weight allowance for acoustic treatment

in general aviation aircraft. Internal levels inside executive Jets are comparable to

_ those in commercial jets.

Hiohway Vehicles

Highway vehicles include automobiles, !rusks, buses, and matetenanse and utility

vehicles. Motorcycles are treated in the discussion of recreation vehicles. Traffic

studies of highway vehicle usage in typical urban areas show that about 1600 to 2300

trips are made by automobile drivers and passengers every day for every 1000 people,

while 200 to 400 truck trips are made for every 1000 people. Approximately 40 to 45

percent of the latter terminate in residential areas. This urban travel represents

about 52 percent of the estimated 3 billion highway-vehicle-miles traveled in 1970.

The general characteristics, numbers, growth patterns, and range typical noise

levels for highway vehicles are summarized in Figure 2-20.

The noise levels produced by highway.vehicles can be attributed to three major

causes,"

1. Rolling stock: tires and gearing

2. Propulsion system: engine and related accessories

3. AerOdynamic and body noise.

Tires are the dominant noise source at speeds greater than approximately 56 mph for

both trucks and automobiles. Tire noise levels increase with vehicle speed and al_o

depend upon variables such as the road surface, axle loading, tread design, and wear

condition. Changes in any of the variables can result in variations in noise level of up
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to 20 dB at Constant vehicle speed. Truck tires are generally nolslorthan automobile

tlree because of their elze and other design constraints. Engine generated noise is

normally tliedominant noise for tracks and automobiles at speeds below 45 and 35 mph,

respectively. This noise Is radiated directly from the engine exhaust and intake open-

ings and from the vibrating engine casing. The third source of highway vehicle noise

includes noise produced by turbulent aerodynamic flow over the body and rattling of

- loose mechanical parts.

Automobiles constitute the largest number of highway vehicles. While not as

noisy as trucks, buses, and motorcycles, t_eir totalcontribution to the noise environ-

ment is significantdue to the number in ope_'atlon- 87 million in 1970, Of the 19 roll-

- lion trucks in operation, only 2 to 3 percent are powered by diesel engines, ltowevcr,

-" these trucks are geaeraUy 8 to i0 dB noisier than gasoline powered trucks and 12 to 18

dB noisier fl_anautomobiles. Dueto their heavy rate of usage, trucks produco noise

levels thattend to increase wlth truck age. This sttuatlonis worsened by the tendency

to o_erhaul tracks with replacement mufflers that are inferlor to the original equip-
r..

_L meat. Figure 2-21 summarizes the dominant noise sources for automobiles and trucks

- and indicates a typicalexample of noise levels for each source component.

Utilityand maintenance trucks often generate a unique noise signature because

of the auxiliary functions they perfortu. The noiee of the garbage truck during its

compacting operation is the classic example.
i

Although buses share m_ny basic design characterlstlcs with trucks, they are

.-] generally quieter due to their increased packaging space (which allows larger mufflers)

"-- and enclosed engine compartment. At highway speeds, passenger buses produce noise

levels primarily in the 80 to 87 dBA range at 50 feet. The pedestrian standing at the

curb experiences comparable levels as the bus passes hlm during low speed acceleration.
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Figure 2-21. Noise Sources for Highway Vehicles
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Highway Vehicle Noise in the Community

, ,_ Vehicular truffle generally establishes the residual noise levels In most urban

•--. and suburban communities. Thts residual noise level varies throughout the day,

based on the average density of noise sources In a given community. However, In the

--:j immediate viclntty of a major arterial blghway or freeway, the noise level is much

higher. Its actual value is dependent upon traffic flow rate, average vehicle speed,

iI
.j distance to the traffic lane, and the ratio of trucks to automobiles on the highway. For

--i a typical eight-lane freeway, average daytime tl_ffic flow rates can be on the order of

"_ 6000 to 10,000 vehiclesper hour. For thiscondition,the median noiselevelbeyond i00

feet from the flowing traffic is equivalent to that from a continuous line af noise sources,
_]

Typical median traffic noise levels near a major freeway are about 75 to 80 dBA at

100 feet from the roadway and about 60 to 65 dBA at 1000 feet.*

__ Superimposed onthismedian trafficnoiselevelare the Intrusiveor slngle-event
I

--: noisesfrom individualtrucks,cars, and motorcyclesthatare normally 15 to25 dBA

"_ above the residualnoiselevelson neighborhoodstreets. However, atthehigh traffic

flow ratestypicalforfreeways, theseindividualsingleeventsarc lessdistinguish-

able from the overall roar of the total traffic flow.

Interior Levels for the Passenger

_ At highway speeds, the interior noise levels in the majority of the larger American

-_ passenger cars are inthe65 to 70dBA range, withthe airconditioneroffand windows

.J
up, whereas the smallereconomy and compact cars have somewhat higherlevelsrang-

j ing between 70 and 82 d]_, However_ some ofthesmall cars withnoisyair condl-

linnets,or withthe windows open, generateinternalnoise levelsintherange cf80 to

• Information on estimation of noise effects from highways is also contained in the
• H H

HUD Noise Assessment Guidelines, cited regarding NEF values.
i
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90 dBA. Buses, by virtue of their rear engine design and adequate allowance for In-

terrorsound package treatment,provide interiornoiselevelsInthe rangeof72 to _

80 dBA.
Recreation Vehicles

Recreationalvehicles,as definedhere, includealltypesofmotorcycles,snow- _ i

mobiles, all-terrainvehicles,and pleasure beats. There has been a remarkable growth

In the number of these vehicles tn the last 10 to 20 years, which lsa reflectina of the

greater amount of leisure time and of the availability of these vehicles at attractive

prices.

Over 90 percent of the 2.6 million motorcycles in the Untted States are used for iJ

pleasure and are operated in residential and recreational areas. This number is ex-

pected to increase to 9 million by 1985. Nearly 80 p_rcent of the 1.6 million snow- _1

mobiles in use today arc operated primarily for pleasure by families In rural communi-

ties. Boating, enjoyed by an estimated 44 million persons in 1970, presents the most

o O
widelyemployed form ofrecreationaltravel. Figure.-.2 summarizes i_egeneral _I

sharacteristtesofthiscategoryinterms.of growth patternsand range oftypical
t L

noise levels.

The notesoutputofrecreattonalvehicles,althoughdependentupon speed, Isprl- _,,

rustily a function of their mode of operatton, For example, many off-road-motereycles b,

and some snowmobiles are capableofspeeds of 80to 100 mph but are moat oftenop- _I

eretedatlow speed inthelower gears, with medium tohighenginepower output.

Thus, exceptwhen cruisingatconstantspeeds or coastingdownhill,theyare operated

sthigh throttlesettingsnear theirmaximum noiseoutput. This high noiselevelIs

frequently considered synonymous wtth high power by the recreational user. -=

The major contributing source of noise from these vehicles is the exhaust system. !i

This exhaust noise is often increased by operators who modify or remove their exhaust
!1
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mufflerina misguidedattempttoproduce more enginepower. Of secondary,butslg-

nfflcant,importanceinthesevehiclesis the noise radiatedfrom theirintakesand en- ,:!

gthe walls. Generally, Intakes are not silenced and engines are either partially or

totally unshielded. As a result of this lack of silencing, some of these vehicles create r.

noise levels as high as 100 to 110 dBA at 50 feet. Pending state legislation to regulate

the noise produced by off-road machines has caused manufacturers to reduce the max-

[mum noise levelsofvehiclesincurrentproductionto92 dBA. _:I

The type of pleasure vehicle that currently reflects the most significant noise re-

duction technology tn lts basic engineering design is the outboard-powered pleasure ,,_

boat. The power plantson most ofthese boats representsthemost effectivelysilenced

applicationofthewidelyused two-strokeinternalcombustionengine.

Metorcycles

The noiselevelsproduced by many motorcycles increaserapidlywithcrulslng

;]
speed. Typical noise levels at 50 feet range from 59 to 69 dBA at 20 mph to 78 to 86 _

dBA at 60 mph. Typical noise exposure levels at the operators ear range from 85 to

90 dBA for the quiet highway cycles to l!0 dBA for the large off-the-road motorcycles

and modified large highway motorcycles. A typical example of file principal contrib-

uting sources of noise for motorcycles is given in Fl_re °-23.

Snowmobiles

The noise levels produced by snowmobiles are largely dependent upon their age, =.!

because of a trend to improved designs. Current production models are generally in __

the range of 77 to 86 dBA, measured at 50 feet, under maximum noise conditions. The I T

noise level of older or poorly muffled machines ranges from 90 to 95 dBA, with racing

machines generating levels as high as 105 to 110 dBA at this same distance. The noise

from new machines normally ranges from 95 to 115 dBA at the operator position but

! I
gm_
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Figure 2-23. MotorcycleNoise Sources

can be higheron racingmachines. A typicalexample oftheprincipalcontributing

ve sources ofnoisefor snowmobiles issummarized inFigure 2-2,t.

_"_ Pleasure Beats

!"I The maximum noise levels measured in a recent survey of a lsrgu number of
t

pleasure boats {bothinboard-and outhoard-powered)rangud from 65 toI05 dBA ata

I i distance of 50 feet. The lower limits of this range are created by small craft (with 6-

to 10-horsepower engines). The highest levels, exceeding 105 dBA at 50 feet, were
!'7
•- produced by inboard-powered skiboats withunmuffledexhausts.

-i Engine exhausts are the maln source ofnoisefor theboats exhibitingthe highest

noiselevels. On the skiboats,which have largeexposed engines, Intakeand engine

i mechanical noisealsoprovidea significantcontribution.The noiselevelsef smaller
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Figure 2-24. Snowmobile Noise Sources
p.

inboard engines are typically lower; but the exhaust, even thougil re[eased under water, _"

is still the major noise source. In the medium and smaUer outboard engine sizes, the _ i

engineand intake,thoughacousticallyshielded,producealmost as much noiseas the

exhaust, il

The typicalnoiseexposures for operatorsofoutboardboatsare alsohigh. These _,,
!i

exposures rangefrom 84 dBA for 6-horsepower unitsto98 to105 dBA for 125-

horsepower unitsmeasured atthe driverpositionunderacceleratingconditions.At _I
ii

cruisingspeeds,operator levelson allboattypes (inboardand outboard)rangefrom

73to96dBA.

J
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Dune Buggies. All.Terrain Vehicles and Other Off-Road Vehicles

The major source ef noise output in the remainder of those vehicles censtdered

-". under the recreation classification is predominantly exhaust. Because of the unregu-

lated nature ef these vehicles and their ace, the owners tend to attempt the achieve-

meat of maximum power output through the use of tuned and unmuffled exhaust

systems.

. Rail Systems

Rail systems are defined here as consisting of:

"_ 1. Railroads. Long distance freight :ind passenger trains and high speed inter-

"-] city trains.

2. Hail Transit Systems. Rapid transit subways and elevated systems, street-

cars, and trolley lines.

'l_ne characteristics of rail systems are summarized in Figure 2-25.

Approximately lO, 000 freight and passenger trains operate daily, hauling,t0 per-

cent of all freight tonnage. Urban rapid transit systems operate over 22,000 trips per

day and transport approximately 2.3 billion passengers a year over 1070 miles ef line,

,_ using about 11,650 rapid transit rall oars and trolley coaches. Each application has

required development of specialized vehicle systems that differ significantly in their
i

.._ noise characteristics.

•"- Railroads

Noise in railroad systems is made up of the contributions from locomotives and the

L train vehicles that the locomotives haul.

Locomotives. Ninety-nine percent of the 27,000 locomottves in service in the

: United States in 197]. were diesel-electric, and the majority of the remainder were

r , electric. Approximately one-half of the locomotives are used for main line hauling.

..J
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The remateder are lower powered looomotlvesused for short-haulsand as switchers

,. inr_llroudyards.

_ The sources ofnoiseina moving dlesel-electrlclocomotiveare, inapproximate

• : order ofcontributiontothe overallnoiselevel:

• Dieselexhaustmuffler.!

• Dieselenglnearldsurroundingcasing,includingtheair intakeand turbo-

,j charger (ffany).

• Coolingfans.

• Wheel/ralllntereotton.

•_'_, • Electrical generator .

An additional source of noise ls the siren or horn, which produces noise levels 10

_._ to20 dBA greater thanthatfrom theothersources. This isnot a continuouslyoper-

atedsource (30timer per hour on R typicalrun),however, and isa necessary opera-

tlonal safety feature and is therefore excluded from the above list. The electrical

locomotive draws electrical power from an overhead line and, except for noise gen-

erated during braking operations, is considerably quieter than its diesel-electric

_ counterpart.

Train Vehicles. Sincefreightand passengercars have so propulsionsystem

_._ of their own, the exterior noise produced is due mainly to the interaction between the

_- wheels and the rails. The magnitude of the noise depends heavily on the condition of

the wheels and traok_ on whether or not the track is welded, and on the type of vehicle

i •! suspension. Modern passenger vehicleswithauxiliaryhydraulicsuspensionsystems

inadditiontothe normal springscan be about10 dBA quieterthan the oldervehicles

and most freightcars, which have onlysprings. Additionalnoisecan be produced in

empty boxcars containingloosechainsand vlbretlngsections.
i
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The interior noise of passenger vehicles is partly due to structurally-borne noise

from the wheel/rail interaction and the passing of the wheels over rail Joints. Another _ I

source is airborne noise passing threugiz the car body and windows, which becomes

more important when the train is passing through cuttings and tunnels. Welded track, i ,

present on only about 10 percent of the naticals railroad track mileage, materially _
t I

reduces interior noise levels, but the amount of welded track is being increased at

the rate of only 3000 miles per year (or less than 1 percent per year) as the older eec- _1

lionel type requires replacement. In addition to the track noise, interior passenger

ear noise levels are produced by the air conditioning system. _.1

In suburban areas, many commuter trains consist of multiple-unit electric cars _,

that operate from the lend ear. Many of these systems utilize modern, high-speed

equipment with Low track noise LeveLs. The interior noise level, then, Is dependent

upon the air conditioning system.

One othermajor source ofnoisefrom railroadsisbrakingoperationsinre- _

tarder yards, which produce a high-pitched sound at a level that can exceed 120 dBA

at 50 feet. "

Rapid Transit Systems _'i

All the rapidtransit/railsystems use electricmultiple-unitrailcars, designed

with many exitdoors for rapidhandlingofpassengers, largewindows for good _I

visibility, and lightweight structure to reduce the overall load. The result Is that
.I

thesevehicleshave lower noise insulationthanrailroadpassenger cars. Suspension

systems universallycontainsteelsprings,additionalcushioningbeing providedby i t
a_

eitherrubber pads or air cushioningsystems.
f I

There is presently a wide range in the age of the operational vehicles of this type.

The newer vehicleshave bettersuspensionsystems thanthe oldertypes,and there is

]
=.=
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also a current requirement to use air conditioned vehicles that allow all windows to be

permanently sealed. Both the new suspension systems and the sealed windows serve

to provide substantially lower levels inside the new transit cars.

.__ The range of noise levels for major noise sources associated with rail transit

.... systems is shown in Figure 2-26. The main source of noise is the interaction be-

"_ tweon the wheels and rails. This is more serious in rapid transit systems than in rail

systems because the tracks are subject to a much higher rate of wear. Other sources

_L cf noise are the propulsion system and the auxiliary equipment. Rapid transit sys-

tem noise is complicated by other elements not totally connected _vifh the vehicles,
]

_. including the reverberant effect of tunnels on noise Is subway systems, the increased

_-_: vibration-induced noise from elevated systems, and the higher rcfiectivtty of concrete

roadbeds used for some vapid transit lines.

_'_ Street and trolley cars still operate in Boston, San Francisco, Philadelphia, and

other cities. In some oases they operate In conjunction with subway systems. External

noise levels vary for streetcars bet_veon the aid and the new types of cars, the levels

.-_ ranging from approximately 68 to 80 dBA at 50 feet under varying operating conditions.
i

"-- Ship=

_ Of all the sonroes nf noise in transportation systems, ships are the least important

in terms of environmental impact. Only the noises aboard ship are significant, The

onlyaspect of thisshipboardnoise ofpotentialsignificanceisthe environment of

_ passengers. These levels are generally lower than 65 dBA.

_-' Environmental Impact

"_ The preceding discussions have illustrated the nature of the noise environments

"" for each major element of the transportation system, As with any complex situation,

several views of the nvevall impact of transportatios noise are desirable to obtain

an overall perspective.
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_- First, a simplified overview of the relative contribution of each of the source

• categories is provided hy comparing their estimated daily outputs of acoustic energy.

Next, the sources are compared to estimate their relative contributions to the outdoor

residual noise level is typical urban residential areas. Third, the sources are re-

viewed with respect to their individual single-event intrusive characteristics and their

_. potential impact in terms of community reaction. Finally, the operator/passenger

- • noise environment is reviewed with respect to the potential hazard for hearing damage

"-: and speech interference. Each of these views provides some insight into the relative

impact of the various source categories.

; Total Noise Energy Output Per Day

.-_ One useful way to order the relative impact of the various sources is to estimate

the total noise energy generated in an average day. This noise energy will be higher

"-" for those elements of the transportation system that generate higher noise levels, exist

-" inlargenumbers, and operatemore hoursper day. Table 2-9 summarizes by each

category the estimates of the A-weighted noise energy generated throughout the nation

duringa 24-hour day.* The top 10 transportationcategories,as indicatedby their

._: noise energy, produce 96 percent of the total noise energy, and, of these, heavy trucks

and four-engined aircraft produce over 50 pt, rcent of the total noise energy.

_ Contribution of Transporter/on System Componv._s to the Residual Noise Level

i As discussedpreviously,the residualnoiselevelina community istileslowly

changing,nonldentifiablebackground noisethatisalways therewhenever one listens

carefully.Thls noiselevelIsnormally dominated by highwayvehiclesmoving through-

•• outthe community. Other noise sourcesina community, suchas aircraft,railroads,

_. * The passage ofa sound wave isaccompanied by an increasein energy. For
example, when a person shouts,he produces a sound power ofapproximately
0.0007watt ati footfrom hisllps. Commonly acceptedmathematicalformnlas
are available for making conversions of sound pressure to sound power. These

-" have been used as the basis of the derivations of the noise energy values discussed
herein. Sen EPA document NTID300. 13.

i
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Table 2-9

NOISE ENERGY FOR ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM ! !

Noise Energy
Major Category (Kilowatt-Hours/Day) i l

Aircraft • 4-Engine Turbofan Aircraft 3. 800

$ 2- and 3-Engine Turbofan Aircraft 730 _i

• General Aviation Aircraft 125

Helicopters 25 _

Highway • Medium and Heavy Duty Trucks 5,000Vehicles • Sports Cars, Imports and Compacts 1,000

• Passenger Cars (Standard) 000

• Light Trucks and Pickups 500 _ i

• Motorcycles 500 :

City and School Buses 20 i i i

Highway Busos 12

Recreational • Mlnicyclna and Off-Road Motorcycles 800 ,_

Vehicles Snowmobiles 120

OutboardMotorboats 100 !J.
InboardMotorboats 40

;r
Raft Vehicles • Locomotives 1,200

Freight Trains 25

High Speed Intercity Trains 8
Rapid Transit Trains 6.3

Passenger Trains 0.63 [J
Old Trolley Cars (pro WWII) 0.50

New TrolleyCars (postWWII) 0.08 !i

Total-15,000

eTop 10 categories that each generate at least 125 kilowatt-hours per day.

J !
I !

_ t
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r- recreational vehicles, industrial plasts, or multiple aLr conditioning systems, are

usually widely dispersed and are therefore responsible for identifiable intruding noises.

_" Table 2-10 summarizes the estimated daytime residual noise levels for each ma-

jor type of highway vehicle operating in an average urban communLty. It ls apparent

that passenger cars and trucks are the principal noise sources. Only if all tr',ffflc

were stopped would other sources be important to the resLdual noise level in an aver-

- : age urban resLdeutial community.

Table 2-10

" PREDICTED CONTRIBUTIONS TO I)AYT[ME RESIDUAL NOISE LEVE[_
r
,:,-, BY HIGHWAY VERICLES FOR A TYPICAL URBAN COMMUNITY IN 1970

i

Approximate
.-_ Source Source Denslty, ResidualNoise Level

i Units/Square Mile dBA

r_

) StandardPassenger Cars - 50 4.2

SportsCars, Compacts, and
-m Imports - 20 41

Light Trucks - 20 .t2

'-_ Heavy and Medium Trucks - 1. 5 33J
Righway Motorcycles ~ I 18

CityBuses - O.8 15

_I Total 47 dBA

The residuallevelwas also computed with the same teohnlquefor the years 1950

and 1900. The estimatedvaluesofthedaytime residualnoiselevelsfor a typicalur-

, ban residential community are 45 dBA for 1950 and 46 dBA for 1960. These estimates

-_ indicatean increaseover 1O years ofapproximately 1 dB inthe residualnoiselevel

, (L9o), This rate of increaseIsconsistentwith the availabledata summarized inthe
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discussion of community noise. Again, it is emphasized that the intruding noise, not

the residual, is the problem. _ i

Relative Annovancs of Intruding Single Events
For evaluating impact of intruding single events such as resulting from a car _ '

drivenpasta house, each transportationsubcatcgorycan be compared accordingto

Itsnoiselevelata fixeddistance.Table 2-11 summarizes typicalvaluesfor noise

levels at a distance of 50 feet from surface transportation sources. _

Examination of the various categories in Table 2-11 clearly shows that noise from

heavy trucks, highway buses, trains, and rapid transit vehicles that normally operate i I

alongrestrictedtrafficrouteswilldistinctiyintrudeupon peoplelivingnearthose traf- _-

flcroutes. On theother hand, motorcycles and garbage trucks,which operateon all '_'

streets,are a more widely encounteredsource ofintrusionand potentiallyaffectmore i

people. This noiseintrusionofsingleeventsismore severe for communities in

which the residualnoiselevelisinherentlylow. For example, ina ruralor quiet :_I

suburban community locatedwellaway from major highways, the residualnoiselevel _=,

is 10 to 15 dB lower than in urban areas; and the passby of a noisy sportscar at night

may momentarily increase thenoiselevelby as much as 40 dB. Similarly,during l
e_v#

the nightnear a major highway, noise intrusionfrom singletrucksisreadilyapparent

due tothe lower densityofautomobiletraffic. _ '

Recreationalvehiclesoperatingon landare ina classby themselves. Their
r

wide use inbothresidentialand recreationalareas and the rapidincreaseintheir _J

number, in additiontotheirhighnoise levels,have contributed-tothe currentconcern ,

regardingthesedevices. The growth patternisparticularlysignificant,as indicated

in Figure 2-27,which also illustratesthe growth patternofotherconsumer devices I

operatedby internalcombustion engines. !,
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Table 2-11

'- RANK ORDERING OF SURFACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
.... ACCORDING TO A-WEIGIITED NOISE LEVEL

Estimated
Typical A-Weighted Vehicle-

..... Noise Levels at 50 ft(1) Miles in
. _ dB re: 20_N/m 2 Urban Are_.s

; Billions

HIGHWAY

, _ Medium and Heavy Trunks 84 (88) IS

,-- Motorcycles 82 (8B) NA (2)

-- Garbage Trucks 82 (88) 0.5

Highway Buses 82 (86) 0. l

Automobiles (Sport,etc.) 75 (86) 2t

i City Buses 73 (85) 2.2

.. LightTrucks 72 (86) 77

_ Automobiles (Standard) 69 (84) 335

ci RAIL

Freight and Passenger Trains 94 NA (2)

t Rapid Transit 86 0.33

Trolley Cars* 80 0.03

Trolley Cars** 68 {].O3

,v RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

Off-Road Motorcycles 85

' Snowmobiles 85

Inboard Motorboats 80

Outboard Motorboats S0

(1) Values inside parentheses are typical for maximum * Pre- "vVn
i -- acceleration. All other values are for normal ** Post-WWII

cruising speeds. Variations of 5 dB can be expected.

• ] (2) Not available.
: .-- 2-77
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Figure 2-27. Approximate Growth ofa Few Types of Noisy Recreational
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and OutdoorHome Equipment
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The noise intrusion of water craft is generally regarded to be fairly low. Power

boats are legally required in many states to be at least 109 feet from shore when op-

erating at high speed, thus minimizing their impact in local communities,

Overa// Assessmentof Noise Impact by the Transportation System
_ on Nonparticipating Observers

- The cumulatLve effect of the repeated occurrence of intruding noises will place a

"" differentemphasis on individualtransportationsystem categoriesthan isobtainedby

consideringonlya singleevent. This cumulativeeffectis expressed interms ofthe

land area withinan NEF contourof 30, or the correspondingcontourvalueon the

CNEL scaleof65. As discussedearlier,the expectedreactionofa residentialurban

community for CNEL-65 would bewidespread complaints. Thus, thechoiceofthe

} contourboundary may tendtounderstatethetotalimpact,which for bothairportsand

freeways, is certainly greater.

_,_ The estimatednoise_impactedlandwithinthisNEF-30 contourfor airportopera-

tionsthroughoutthenationwas approximately 1450 square miles in 1970, The area
_,,.?

enclosed betweenan effectiveright-of-wayfreeway boundary and the CNEL-65 bound-

IT ary is estimatedtobe approximatelyS45 square miles.

Thus, the estimatednoise-lmpactedlandwithina CNEL-65 boundaryfor urban

freeways and commercial airportsas of 1970 was approximately2000 squaremiles.

Based on a typicalpopulationdensityinurban communities of5000 peopleper square

_.. mile, thistotalnoise-lmpactedarea representsapproximately I0 mflllospeoplewith-

ina CNEL boundaryof65. Again, thisis an underestimate,with thecomplete impact

certain to be greater.

_" The noise-impactedlandnear rapidtransitlineswas not involvedinthissum-

mary, since there are only 386 miles of electric railway lines, compared to about

9200 miles offreeways. However, sincetheselinestypicallyserve commuters, much

)
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ofthe mileage iscontainedindenselypopulatedcityareas,and the commuting impact

isfar greaterthanwould be anticipatedsimply by the area impacted. As withother r
[ I

noisesources, impact cannotbe consideredregardingexposure toonlya singlesource.

Individualsare routinelyexposedtomany such sourcesona dailybasis. I I

Because helicopterflightroutepatternsare essentiallyrandom, itispractically

impossibletodefinetheirnoiseimpact interms oflandarea or populatlon.A sue- i_ i

talncdpublicreactionhas notmaterialized,despitetheintrusivenatureofthesound, w._

probably because ofthe irregularityofthisuse pattern, llowever,widespread com-

plaintshave arisen regardingairtaxiservicesinNew York and policeoperationsin

Los Angeles.

l
Impact on Operators and Passengersin Transportation Systems t_+

The two significanteffectsofnoise on operatorsor passengersoftransportation _,_,_
systems are potentialhearingdamage from excessivenoiseand interferencewith

speech communication...i_i
I

P,otentlaiHsaringDamafie. The potentialhazard withrespecttohearinghandicap

for allcategoriesofthe transportationsystem Issummarized inFigure 2-28 interms

of an equivalentS-hour exposure level. This equivalentlevelisdetermined from the _,

actualpassenger noiseexposure usingthe same rulefor tradingofftime ofexposure

and levelthatisutilizedinthe noiselimitingregulationsadoptedunder the Oscupa- I_!

tlonalSafetyand HealthAct. The estimatedequivalentS-hourexposure levelsoffive
t'I

of thetransportationcategoriesexceed the OccupationalSafetyand HealthAct criteria

for an equlvalent8-hour day. Ineach of thesefiveeases,noiseprotectionfortheop-

erator'sears ishighlydesirable. Inoccupationalsituations,becauseoflongerexpo- _,

sure, hearlngprotectionwooldbecome mandatory. Inaddltlon.many ofthe other _

sources. Includlngallthose exceedingan equivalent8-hourexposure levelof80dBA

8 B

are potentiallyhazardous to some individuals,particularlyin combinationwiththeir _
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Highway Vehic!es (Typical Hours Use Per Day on Day of Use)

' Motorcycles (1) 80 gE

_- Medium and Heavy Truck= (4) 8(]

Highway t]uses (4) 77

_-_ Utility Trucks (1) 75 LEGEND:

; tight Truck= (1 ,E) AvD. Max.

School and City Buses (2) 72 -- 75 j '1 87

Passenger Cars - All Types (1) 53 Avg, - Averal_lndicated(numberon
- left llde of bar

_ Aircraft Max. • Maximum (nurnbetindic=ted on

Light Utility Helicopters (2) rightside of bar

-_ Commercial - Propeller (1,4) 75

General Aviation - Propeller (1) 75
.3

Commercial - 2. and 3.Englne Turbofan (1.4) 71 __

71

i Heavy Transport Helicopter (O.S) 70
"_ Medium Weight Helicopter (0,5)

70

_- Commercial - 4-Engine Turbofan 70 r"l 72

., Commercial - Widebody (1.4) 67 _LJ 75
General Aviation - Executive Jet (0.5) L_ ' Occupational

S_fety and
: i Health Act
__] Rail Vehicle= Criteria

Rapid Transit (1,5) 70

; I Trolleys (1.5) " 70
_.J

Passenger Trains (6)

_-! High Speed Interurban (2) 581 J65

T

Recreational Vehicle= (Typicall
Probable region

Snowmobiles (2) of concern for 98 L._JI02

_'_ Minicycles and Off-Road Motorcycles (2) non.occupational _ 100

,--_ [aboard and Outboard 8oats (2) 95
i

_J
50 60 70 80 90 100

Equivalent S.Hour Exposure Level, dBA

Figure 2-28, Potential Hearing Damage from Transportation System
Components in Terms of Equivalent S-Ilour Exposure

.L Levels, for Passengers or Operators

I
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exposure to other noise environments. As indicated, a considerable exposure poten-

tial for a significant portion of the population may exist because of the combination of

exposurestoa varietyofsources. _-,

Speech Interference. Speech interference criteria specify maximum desirable _t

noiselevelsatthellstenertsear as a functionoftalker-llstenerseparationfor eCfec-

tlvenormal speech communication, Table 2-12 summarizes typicaltalker-llstener

separationdistancesinvarioustransportationsystems and correspondingdesired

noise limitstominimize speech interferenceatthesedistances. With theexception

ofV/STOL propelleror rotary-wlngaircraft,the internalnoiselevelsare not exees- i,I

slveinterms ofspeech interference,whileaffordinga maximum ofspeech privacy

for each passenger pair. "_

Table 2-12 i_l

TYPICAL PASSENGER SEPARATION DISTANCF_ AND SPEECtl

INTERFERENCE CRITERIA ._

Speech Average _

Talker-Listener Interference Internal NoiseSeparation Criteria* Levels
Feet. dBA dBA

Passenger Cars 1.6 to2.'8 73 to79 78

Bases 1 79 to 85 82 i._

Passenger Trains 1 to 1.7 79 to 85 68 to 70

Rapid TransitCars 1to 1.7 79 to85 82 _'_

Commercial Aircraft 1.1 to 1.7 79 to 8.i 82 to 83
(Fixed Wing) t

V/STOL Aircraft 1.1 to 1.7 79 to 84 90 to 93

!P

* Maximum noise levels to allow speech communication with expected voice
level at specLfied tnlker-ilntener separation distances.

2-82 _
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DEVICES POWERED BY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

t The noise emanating from lawn care equipment powered by small internal acto-

r bustion engines is well known to the millions of people who maintain gardens or lawns

.... and their neighbors. The total United States production of these engines was about

"_ 10,9 millionunitsin 1969. This totalincludesallenginesbelow ii horsepower except

thoseneed for boating,automotive,and aircraftapplications.Over 95percentof

• : these are single cylinder, air cooled engines. The vast majority are four cycle,

while the two-cycle version of the same size dominates tl_e remaining market. More

_- thanhalfofthe singlecylinderenginespower theestimated 17 millionlawnmowcre in

_ use today,while the majorityofthercmalning enginesare used inother lawn and gar-
.7

den equipment such as leafblowers, mulchers, tillers,edge trimmers, gardentrac-

_ tars,and snowblowers. Inaddition,about 750,000 chainsaws and 100,000engines

for equipment such as smail loadersand tractors,were produced in 1970,whilengri-

culturaland industrialusage togetheraccountedforanother I.5 millionengines. The

categorisationof thesedevicesby use and range of typicalnoiselevelsissummarized
:!

in Figure 2-29. The range of noise levels for the various devices in this category are

shown in Figure 2-30.
4

Lawn Care Equipment

The characteristic noise produced by lawn care equipment has a low frequency

.- peak corresponding to the engine firing frequency (about 50 to 60 cycles per second)

_- and a highfrequency maximum occurringan_vhere [rom two tothree octavesabove

the firingfrequency. Inthe case ofa lawnmswer, much oftheenergy inthehighfre-

quency noisepeak Is from the exhaust,which has onlya minor degree ofmuffling.

Additionalhighnoise levelsare radiatedby the rotatingblade. Equipment withouta

rotatingbladewillgenerallyhave othermachinery noiseofthe same approximate

/ 2-83
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Generators I LawnCaro I V OtherTypes
ti

• Battery Chargers • Mowers • Chain Saws

• Air Conditioners • Edgers • Model Aircraft t i

• Auxiliary Power • Tillers

• Leaf Blowers i*i

• Snow Blowers *'_
t 4

Nurnber in Service

550,000 17,100,000 I 2,500,000 !i

Typical NoiseLevels I

120 I 115 93 ;d6 '_

100 96 95 103

' so8° _ *?}!ii_ °_::i_:l _ ,,"

4o i 4E _2C I i h.,i;

¢ r

Figure 2-29, Characteristics of Devices Powered by

InternalCombustion Engines II
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level. The modulation of the high frequency engine noise by the engine firing frequen- i

cy makes the engine noise more audible than the noise of a rotating blade or other
I I

machinery, Thus, even heavy muffling on lawn care equipment cannot totally eliminate

the characteristic noise associated with this modulatLeno i I

Generators
i'

Of the 100,000generators sets soldeach year in theUnitedStates,most are used ' '

inmobile homes, campers, and largeboats,where theirelectricalpower outputis
il

used for alrconditioning,lighting, and otherequipment. Their noiseoutputIsgener-

allydominated by high frequency exhaust noise, which can be well muffled to achieve ,. J

quietoperationacceptabletousers and theirneighbors.

Chain Saws _,j

The typical chatn saw engine i8 a two-cycle, high-speed device that operates with _

a firingfrequencyofabout 150 times per second. A minimum mufflerisusually

i a part of the configuration and is equipped with a spark arrestor to prevent fire. The
[ _

! highfiringfrequency and lightmuffler resultin noiselevelsas highas 115 dBA stthe

operatorposition,with levelsof8a dBA common at a _0-footdistance.

Model Airplane Engines ;;....

] Model airplane engines are two-cycle engines that typically operate at 12,000 to

18,000 rpm, resultingina firingfrequency above 200 Hz. Untilrecently,theseea- !_t

glass had no mufning atall,and with muffling,the A-weightnd noiselevelIsreduced

by about 12 decibels.

Envirnnmantal Imps©t !.
I

The principalsharacteristicsofinternalcombustion enginesas sourcesofpoten-

tialnoise impact are summarized inTable 2-13. Ingeneral,thesedevicesare not !'I
! ,

significantcontributorstothe average residualnoise levelsinurban areas. However,
I q

the annoyance distanceofmost ofthe garden care equipment equalsor exceeds about ,_

2-86 _i
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Table 2-13

SUMMARY OF NOISE IMPACT CIIARACTERISTICS OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

8-Hr Exposure (3) TypicalA-Weighted (1) Typical A-We ighted Approx. Level
Source Noise Energy Noise Level Distance to Exposure

Kllowatt-Hrs at 50 Feet 74 dBA dBA Time

Day dBA Feet Average Maximum Hours

Lawn Mowers 63 74 50 77 85 2

Garden Tractors 63 78 80 N/A N/A

Chain Saws 40 82 130 85 95 1

Snow Blowers 40 84 160 61 75 1

Lawn Edgers 16 78 80 _67 75 1/2

Model Aircraft 12 78 80 70 (.3) 79 (3) 1/4

Leaf Blowers 3.2 76 60 67 75 I/4

Generators 0.8 71 35

Tillers 0.4 70 30 72 80 1

(i)Based on estimates ofthetotalnumber ofunitsinoperationper day.

(2) Equivalent level for evaluation of relative hearing damage risk.

(3) During engthe trimming operation.

J
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50 feet - a typical neighbor-to-neighbor distance - lndiealing farther noise reduction

for these devices Is desirable. Similarly, a distinct local increase in the noise level _

in rural or wilderness areas may be experienced at distauees up to I mile from ouch

devices as chain saws. As a result, they constitute a persistent source of annoyance ,;I

for persons seeldng the solitude of wlldernane areas. Use of chain saws can result iu
.!
tl

equivalent 8-bour exposure levels of 83 to 90 dBA for the operator, indicating the de-

of heating protection for operators.
81rabllity

NOISE FROM INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

Industrial plant activity In the United States ranges from tile small single machtne ii

garage operation to the large multlmillton dollar, multiproduct operation. U.S. De- _

partmcnt of Commerce Statistical Abstracts for the year 1967 reported that there were

311,000 industrial establishments ill the United States employing approximately 14. 36

million production workers. Although the types of industrial activities vary greatly,

for the purpose of this report they have been categorized into four basic types: !Wr_

1. Product fabrication

2. Product assembly L_

3, Power generation _"!

4. Process plants.

Due to the broad nature of the product fabrication industry, itwas further subdivided

into metal fabrication and molding. '_1
]

To investigate the industrial plant as a total noise source and to evaluate the effect -_

of this noise source on the community, n ease study was performed that included ex- 'r
!

staples of each industrial category. Specific industrial activities typical of possible

sources of community noise were studied and are as follows, _'I

2-88 ' ':i
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• Metal fabrication - can manufacturing

• Molding - glass bottle manufacturing
r_

• Product assembly - automobile assembly

• Power generation - public utlllty electric
• i

_. • Process - oil refinery

"-_ Based on Bureau of the Census and the Automobile Manufacturers Association
_._

data (as of 1967) there were 305 glass and glassware manufacturing plants, 438 petro-

leum refineries, 3429 electric power generating plants, 98 automobile assembly

plants, and 300 can manufacturing plants in tbe U.S. The number of plants being rep-

• . resented by the specific plants of the case study account for approximately I. 5 per-

-_ cent of the total number of industrial establishments in the United States.

Plant Noise Sourcos

A study of industrial plants as sources of community noise must begin with the

individual noise sources within the plant. Industrial plant noise sources can be gener-

ally classified into five major categories.

--_ • Impact - punch, presses, stamping, hammers

• Mechanical -manhinery unbalance, gears, bearings

• Fluid Flow -fans, blowers, compressors, valves

• Combustion - furnaces, flare sticks

• Electromechanlcal -motors, generators, transformers

A brief description of the types of individual noise sources observed in the typical

plants of the case study conducted for this report are given in the following subsections.

The range of industrial machinery and equipment noise levels (A-weighted) ob-

served within the five typical plants surveyed are presented in Table 2-14.

2-89
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Table 2-14

RANGE OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT,
AND PROCESS NOISE LEVELS*

Noise Levels-dBA ,

85 90 95 100 105 i10 115 120 _'_

i. Pneumatic Power Tools (grinders1
chippers, etc.) _L

2. Molding Machines (L S., blow _
molding, etc.)

3. Air B|own-Down Devices (paint- _
ing,cleaning, etc.)

4. Blowers (forced, induced, fan,
etc. )

5. Air Compressors (reciprocating,
centrifugal) ,._

6. Metal Forming (punch, shear- ,4
ing, etc. ) _:

7. Combustion (furnaces, flare _,,
stacks) _I

8. Turbo-generators (steam)

9. Pumps (water, hydraulic, etc.)

10. Industrial Tracks (LP gas) !_!

Ii. Transformers

J,.p

*Measured at operator positions, except for 7 and 8.

P

t I

4_
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r_ GlassManufacturing Plants
i

Glass bottlesare manufacturedby "blowmoldlng"the molten glosstothedesired

size and shape, High pressure airisused for cooling,pneumatic control,and opera-

tlonoftheglass molding machines and is normally ventedintothe atmosplmre. Tba

,..j turbulentmixing ofthe highpressure air withthe atmospbero isthe major noise

._ source. Such noisesources are typicallylocatedwithinmasonry-type bulhilngs that

'-_ may containacousticlouversat airinletsand exhausts.

_-: Oil Refineries

The noisesources withina typicalell refineryare furnaces,compressors, heat
I

: exchangers, ooollngfans,pumps, controlvalves,and air and steam pipingleaks,all

ofwhich are locatedoutdoors. Furnace nolseisuniqueinthatitisa combinationofi
r

"'J high frequency noise produced by the gassifled fuel, low frequency noise produced hy

-- the air intake, and, finally, the noiseproduced by thecombustion process itself.

Public Utility Electric Power Plentl

A power plant is a complex system of furnaces, turbine generators (gas and

steam), air compressors, transformers,and associatedequipment such usforced

draftblowers, induceddraftfans,and controlvalves. Turbine-generatorsand air
J

- compressors are usuallylocatedinsidemasonry-type buildings,whilethe other noise

' sources are outdoors,

, Automobile Assembly Plants

The mass production of automobiles requires the use of electrically and pneumat-
- i

icallypowered laborassistdevicessuch as grinders,impactwrenches, and air blow-

down devices. The combinationoftooland operationnoiseisofa broadbandtype,

" with the levels greatest at high frequencies,

i
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, Can ManufacturinoPIanU
i

m

The process of metal stamping requires metal forming, cutting, punching, shear- _i

ing, and pressing,allofwhich are noisy impact operations.
Community NoiseClimate ; J

Industrialplantsinthe pastwere normally locatedinheavilypopulatedurban
t*

areas due to requirementsfor skilledand semiskilledlaborand transportation.By

locatinginor near a largecity,the industrieswere abletodraw employees from a i,
_J

largelaborpooland had a ready means, throughrailroads,highways, and poPtfacill-
•

ties,toreceiveraw materialand toshiptheirfinishedproducts. _ '

Groups ofindustrialplants,ingeneral,raisethe residualnoiselevelinthe sur- 7!

roundingcommunity to such a levelthatintrusivenoisedue toindividualplantsis

masked or minimized. The riseinthe residualleveliscaused by theexceedingly

high noiselevelswithina plantdue to industrialmachinery and processes and the In-

crease intrucktrafficdue totheexistenceofthe plant.

Duringthepast severaldecades skilledand semiskilledlabor has migrated from
4

!

the cities,a trendfollowedby commerclal and industrialactivity,The attractionof "

localindustrialplantstothe suburbshas been partlyattributedto more favorablemu- _!i

niclpultax structures,the relocatedlaborpool, and the cloggingofcityarteriesby

increasedtraffic.Plantnoisehas become more evidentinsuburban and urban areas, } '

due to the lower existingresiduallevels,and may generatecomplaints.

Noise measurements in and around thecommunities adjacenttothe industrial

plants selected for the case study were made during weekend periods when the plants '-I

were eithershutdown or theirmode of operationdifferedsignificantlyfrom normal "_

weekday operation,and duringdaytime and nighttimeperiodsdurlngthe week, 1%anlts !

ofthe noisesurveys conductedforthe case studyare discussed in thefollowing

2-92 I 'I
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. subsections. The residual noise levels (Lgo) meosured (A-weighted) are presented on

area maps, Figure 2-31 through Figure 2-35.

" Glass Manufacturing Plant Example

The glass manufacturing plant, Figure 2-31, is located in a community with a pop-

ulation of 5535, To the south and southwest of the plant, the land use Is mainly resl-

dential, with a predominance of mu|tifamlly homes. IIomes on the east side of the

- plant are single family, detached housing units.

-- The plant operates on a three-shift basis but is closed, except for maintenance on

' weekends. Since there are no nearby major highways, airports, or construction activ-

e" ity, the glass manufacturing plant is the predominate noise source in the community.
_5

Even though the noise levels in the community are relatively low, residents have filed

complaints with their local board of health and have even threatened legal action, The

_ basisof thecomplaintsisthe intrusivesounds produced by largeair intakeventslo-

cated on theroofatone end ofthe factorybuilding(nearmeasurement position#2),

Oil Refinew Example
The oil refinery, Figure 2-32, is located within an industrial area of a city of

41,409 persons. It is bordered by major highways to the north and east, and a turu-

.._ pike passes through the southern portion of the property. The refinery operates three
_J shifts per day, 7 days per week. The refinery is not the predominate source of noise

in the nearby residential community of multifamily dwellings. The noise level observed

at measurement position "1" is not due to the refinery noise sources but is due to the

, i oomblned noise of the turnpike and s nearby chemical plant. The fenecline noise mea-

surement at position '%" is high due to temporary construction activity, while the

. measurement at positions "g", '%,", and "l", though high at night, cannot be attributed

to the refinery, sines only storage tanks are located nearby. Plant personnel and

: local community officials know of no complaints attributable to the long term opera-

tionsof the refinery.
-_ 2-93
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Scale, i
0 BOO 2500 _, I

Feet i

CommunityResidualNoise Levelsin d_A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 '_0 11 12 13 r'*
Weekend 46 54 45 39 41 43 48 41 41 51 43
Weekday 50 59 44 42 42 40 44 40 41 44 39 53 43

Weeknight 52 61 46 40 43 45 43 40 41 41 42 49 42 _"i
/

PlantProperty Line ResidualNoise LevelsIn dBA

a e f j m q cc as x v u r'7

Weekend 50 62 59 68 55 41 44 40 60 65 52
Weekday 49 64 61 68 59 49 50 49 66 68 55

Weeknlght 51 64 63 69 58 4B 41 46 61 65 54 ,I'!

Kay
Industrial Noise Source i

_::_::_i_._:_:_:_!._!?_i.;_!lResidentialArea
I _ I Railroad Track

: Highway• MeasurementLocation

Figure 2-21. Glass ManufacturingPlantCommunity '_
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Power Plant Example _ '

This power plant, Figure 2-33, is located near a community 0£single-family de-
t

tached housing that is part of a larger urban municipality of 98,944 persons. The

power plant operates 7 days per week, with its power generating units being activated i I

upon demand. The main power sources are five steam turbogenerators, with a gas "_

turbine generator reserved for peak loads. _

In general, the community noise level is established by the turnpike to the north "__k

and the power plant and oil refinery (not shown) to the south. Note that the community

noise levels are constant throughout the workweek and weekend. The power plant noise _ J

is directed toward the waterfront area. Tl_e high noise level at the property line, po-

sition "a," during the weekend was due to flow noise in a pipe nearby, while the noise t.J

at "e" was due to a pumping station. Sporadic complaints have been received by the
i'

power plant concerning operation of the gas turbine generator.

Automobile Assembly Plant Example !_

The automobile assembly plant, Figure 2-34, is situated in an industrial area.

The area south of the plant is mainly residential, while the land to the north and west

is residential but mixed with business activity. The population of the town surrounding

this plant is 10,534. The plant operates on a two-shift per day basis, with a third i._

shift (11 p.m. to 7 a. m.) reserved for maintenance and restocking operations; and no i_!

work is normally conducted at the plant on weekends, Since this plant is not located

near major highways, airports, or construction activity, the property line and com-

munity data indicated that the assembly plant Is the principal source of noise in the !!
community. The weeknight noise levels approach weekday levels because of the un- _._

loadingofrailroadcars duringrestocking. Neitherplantpersonnel nor community !;

officialsexpressed a ]mowledgeofany noise complaintsconcerningtheplant.

l !
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. W _a : .eeaa, Soa,a

i

Community ResidualNoise Levels in dBA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-_ Weekend 48 50 50 50 52 58 57 54
--J Weekday 48 51 49 53 55 5_ 55 54

Weeknight 51 52 52 52 53 56 57 54

PlantPropertyLine ResidualNoise Levels in daA

a b c d e f g h i

"] Weekend 81 5B 63 69 64 53 54 59 68
Weekday 64 R_ 61 72 80 61 59 57 63

., Weeknight 68 63 67 70 B0 61 60 61 65

• Key
£_;$._:_31h_,'_;_1_.1Industrial NoiseSource
F, .... _':.::_ I ResidentialArea

"-- I I I RailroadTrack
Highway

' • MeasurementLocation

.... Figure 2-33. Power Plant Community
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Community ResidualNoise Levelsin dBA _ '
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Weekend 47 43 49 45 43 47 45 48 47
Weekday 50 48 50 49 47 54 50 53 50

L=,

Waeknight 51 50 50 50 47 52 48 54 48
r_

Plant Property Line ResidualNoise Levelsin dgA _-_

a "b a d e f g h i j

Weekend 54 47 46 46 47 54 54 49 54 46 ] _,
Weekday 58 57 55 53 54 62 57 54 55 54
Weeknight 57 57 56 51 53 58 55 53 54 54

Kay =_
_,_r_P_,'_'(_l IndustrialNoiseSource

....... Plant Property Line i I
I_'_!_,:_i_,_i_!_,_i_:,:lResidentialArea

t I ( RailroadTrack
Highway !'1

• MeasurementLocation

Ii
I I

FLgure 2-34. Automobt].e Aasembty Pratt Community
f
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. Can Manufacturing Plant Example

This plant, Fl_re 2-25, is located in a moderately sized city with a population of

: 144,824. It is located within an industrial-residential area and is bounded by streets

having dense automobile and truck traffic, The homes in the nearby community are

multifamtly dwellings. The can manufacturing plant operates on a throe-shift basis

during the work week but is essentially shut down during the weekend.

It appears that the community noise is due to both surface transportation and the

plant, Noise levels in the community are similar for the weekend, weekday, and week-

night periods, although the noise levels are generally higher during the weekday along

portions of the property line. No information regarding community complaints attrib-

utable to the plant is available from plant personnel or city officials.

Community impact

A review of the data obtained from the case studies shows that although interior

plant noise levels due to individual machines, equipment, or processes are exceeding-

ly high, the impact of plants on the community as indicated by complaint history was

not significant, with the single exception of the glass manufacturing plant. The noise

.... that actually reaches the community Is reduced by plant building construction and the

distance between the plant and the community. Often, the plant combines with ether

noise sources to create the community noise climate. The five plants in this study

are located in areas in which the residual noise levels compare favorably with levels

' shown in Table 2-2. The community adjacent to each plant may be categorized as fol-

lows:

• Glass Manufacturing Plant - Quiet Suburban Residential to Normal Sut_rban

Residential.

• Oil Refinery - Urban Reaklontlnl to Noisy Urban Residential.

• Power Plant -Urban Residential to Noisy Urban Residential.
I
]
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TI
Figure 2-35. Can Manufacturing Plant Community ! I
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-. • AutomobileAssembly Plant - Urban Residential.

: • Can ManufacturingPlant--NoisyUrban ResidentialtoVery Noisy Urban

Residential.

The noisedatacollectedfor thiscase studywas includedInFigure 2-9. As

would be expected,the glassmanufacturingplantnoiselevels,which exceeded the

.- community levelsby up to29 dBA, causedwidespread complaintsand threatsoflegal

- J action as predlcted by Table 2-7. Complaints were received at only one of the other

fourplants,eventhoughthe noiselevelstheyproduced intheircommunitieswould
i: j

i leadone toexpectsporadiccomplaints(T_,ble2-7). Complaints,as an indicatorof

1 community impact, must be viewed withcaution. Many peoplecan be annoyedbutwill

I notcomplain toauthoritiesbecause theybelieveitfutile.Further, itisalsoksmvn

._ tlmtresidentsmay not objecttoplantnoiseeven atfairlyhigh levels,If

-! • Itiscontinuous.
J

• Itdoes not interferewith speechcommunication.

:'_ • Itdoes not includepure tones orimpacts.J

• Itdoes notvary rapidly.

• • Itdoes notinterferewlth sleep,

: • Itdoes no'toontnlnfoar-produclngelements.

-_ Counter-balancingtheabove effects,individualsor familiesmay be annoyedby

-i
an industrialnoisethatdoes notannoy otherplantneighbors, This oftenmay be.J
tracedtounusualexposure conditionsortointerpersonalsituationsinvolvingplant

__ management,

r
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i CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS

Construction Site Noise

In recent years, noise associated with construction projects has become increas-

ingly responsiblefor the degradationofthe human environment. Many construction !7

projectsof varioustypes and sizesare activeatany giventime inthe urban, suburban,

and ruralareas of the UnitedStates. Many people residingor workingnear or passing _I

by construction sites are thus exposed to extreme noise levels often for periods of
M

several years.

of Construction Sites and ActivitiesTypes

For purposes of this report the fifteen'site categories used by the U.S. Bureau of

Census and by variousstateand municipalbodies can he reducedtothefollowingfour '=_J

major types: _
1, Domestic housing-including residences for one to several families.

2. Nonresidentialbuildings-- includingoffices,publicbuildings,hotels,hospl- _._]

tale,schools.

3. Industrial- includingindustrialbuildings,religiousand recreationalcenters, i_

stores,serviceand repairfacilities.

4. Publicworks-including roads,streets,water mains, sewers.

Noise from constructionof such major civilworks as dams and bridgesaffects '!_I

relativelyfew people(otherthantlmseemployed ator near such constructionsites)

and thereforehas not been studiedindetailfor thisreport. Also, exposure of con-

structionworkers tonoise isa seriousproblem butwas omittedfrom thisstudysince

occupationalhazards are consideredtobe beyond the purview ofthissectionofthis ;_

reportand was covered inthe variousErA hearings on noise. _I

The typeof activityatany givensitevaries considerablyas constructionpro-

greases. Further, since the noise produced on the site depends on the equipment ,II
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belng used, it exhibits n great deal of variability, For purposes of characterizing

• , this noise, one may consider construction at a given site in terms of tile following five

-- consecutive phases:

- • 1. Ground clearing--including demolition and removal of prior structures,

trees, rocks.

2. Excavation.

: 3. Placing foundations - Including reconditioning old roadbeds, compacting

trench floors,,-,

--. 4. Erection-lncludlngframing, placingofwalls, floors, windows, pipe instal-

latlon,
F

5. Finishing-Including filling, paving, cleanup.

Characterizationof Site Noise

To totallydescribeconstructionsitenoise,thefivedescribedphasesforeachof
i

_-_ four different types of sites must be considered. However, there is an additional

_-7 complication.SincetheIntrusionproducedbyanynoisedependson theresidualnoise,

the residual noise levels that exist at a site location in the absence of any construction

r-7
] activitymustbetakenIntoaccount.For comparisonpurposes,itisenoughtocon-

sideronlythetwocasesofurban{relativelynoisy}andsurburban{relativelyquiet)
-7

i
environments.

-l For purposesofthesesitenoisecharacterizations,a modelwas developedin

b whichtileequipmentproducingthehighestA-weightednoiselevelswas takentobeIn-

-'! oated 50 feet from an observer (at the boundary of the site), and all other equipment

was considered as being located at 2000 feet from the observer. The noise eontribu-

i tions of the various equipment items were calculated for representative duty cycles.

. . Although this construction site noise model may not be entirely realistic, it still may
i
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be expected to yield at least a relative measure of the noise annoyance potential of

each type of site and construction phase.
I t

The energy equivalent noise levels (Leq) for each construction phase at each site

are shown in Table 2-15. For each phase/construction type element, a range of ! I

levels is given, reflecting different mixes of construction equipment that might be

used for the same kind of process. The range encompasses maximum (I) and mini- _l

mum (II) concentrations of equipment.

Table 2-15
TYPICAL RANGES OF ENERGY EQUIVALENT NOISE LEVELS,

Leq IN dBA, AT CONSTRUCTION SITES

Icdustrlal

Office Build- Parking Garage, Public Works
log, Hotel, Religious Roads & High- _"_Domestic
Hospital, Amusement &

ways, Sewers,
Housing School, Public Recreations, and Trenches ,_'

Works Store, Service _ i
Station i,J

I II I H I II I II I'I

Ground 83 83 84 . 84 84 83 84 84
Clearing _1

Excavation 88 75 89 79 89 71 88 78

Foundations 81 81 78 78 77 77 88 88

Erection 81 65 87 75 84 72 79 78 !1

Finishing 88 72 89 75 89 74 84 84

I --Allpertinent equipment present at site.

II -- Minimum required equipment pz_sent at site.

I
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__ The maximum levels range from 77 to 89 dBA for all categories and have an
i

average value of approximately 85 dBA. The minimum values for all categories have

"_ a wider range, extending from 65 to 88 dBA, and have an average value of 78 dBA,

The table also shows that the Initial ground clearing and excavation phases generally

are the noisiest, that the intermediate foundation placement and erection phases are

somewhat quieter, and that the final ftu[shing phase tends to produce considerable

•._ noiseannoyance.

,-- The expectedcommunity reactionto constructionnoisemay rangefrom none to

vigorouscommunity actlontostoptheproject,depending on the totalcircumstances.

i Calculationsfor threeconstructionsituationsare presented inTable 2-16. Depending

an theseason, attitudetoward the project,and existenceofequipment havingan im-

[
-- pulsive noise character, tile normalized community noise equivalent levels given in

"-_ the table could be as much as 15 dB lower or 5 dB higher than the values appropriate

.... to a specific situation. The biggest factor in this possible range results from the up-

! plication of the attitude correction of -10 dB, which is appropriate for a project of
, i

Imown duration when the community recognizes that the project is necessary. The

_: magnitude of this correction implies a significant aequiessanee by the community to

. the noiseofconstrustianactivity.

Csnitruction Equipment Noise*

-" Although there is a great variety in the types and sizes of available eonstz'uction
, i

equipment, similarities in the dominant noise sources and operational characteristics

._ of commonly used equipment items permit noise characterization of all equipment in

terms of only a few categories, as discussed subsequently.

i _' See also the extensivedataprovidedon eonstrnetionequipment noiseatthe
-- EPA HearingatAtlantaand Washington, D. C.

. i
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i Table 2-16

r EXPECTED COMMUNITY REACTION TO THREE TYPICAL p
EXAMPLE S OF CONSTRUCTION NOISE

Major Exca- Major Public
Single House ration & Con- Works Project

Factor BuiltIn Normal structionIn In VerySuburban Normal Sub- Noisy I_

Community urban Corn- Urban Reel- _-J
munlty dentiaIArea

" i,J
Energy Equivalent Noise Level

•e"fLq)in dBA for 8-Hour
Work Day 70" 85 85 _,I

Duration & Time of Day ._
CorrectionFactor -5 -5 -5

Community Noise Equivalent
Level 65 80 80 r,

Additional Correction Factors _J
from Table 2-4:

Seasonal 0 0 0

Residual Noise Level +5 +5 -5

Experience & Attitude -I,0 -I0 -I0 _,

Pure Tone or Impulse 0 0 0 14

Normalized CNEL 60 75 65

Expected Reaction from i]
Figure 2-9 Sporadic Throats of Widespread

complaln_ legalaction complaints

or strong II
appeals to

local officials

tostopnoise _,!

•Consideringonlyerectionand finishingphases for minimal equipment.
P _
r
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-- Equipment Poweredby Internal CombustionEngines

Engine-powered equipment may be characterized according to its mobility and

operating characteristics as:

1. Earthmoving equipment, including excavating machinery (such as bull-

,_ dozers, shovels, backhoes, front loaders) and highway building equipment

--- (such as scrapers, graders, cmnpaetors).

2. Materials handllngequipment, such as cranes, derricks, concrete mixers,

_ and concrete pumps., i

3. Stationary equipment, such as pumps, electric power generators, and air

__ compressors.

Earthmoving equipment employs internal combustion engines (primarily of the
!

k.- diesel type) rated from about 50 hp to above 600 hp, both for propulsion and power

L for working mechanisms. Materials handling equipment, for which loeonmtlon doesi

not constitute a part of the major work cycle, employs internal eombustloe engines

_, for powering working parts. In stationary equipment, of course, engines are used

for file desired power generation.
: I

Noise levels observed 50 feet from constrdctioo equipment are shown tn Figure

-_ 2-36, These levels range from 72 to 96 dBA for earthmoviog equipment, from 75 to

"_ 88dBA formaterialshandlingequipment,andfrom70 to87 dBA forstationaryequip°

"_ meat.

In _lrtually all engine-powered equipment the engine constitutes the prbnary

._ noise source, Usually, exhaust noise predominates, but intake noise also tends to

-- be significant. Noise from funs used for cooling tile engine and hydraulic system

"- often constitutes an important component, with noise from mechanical or hydraulic

power transmissionor actuation systemsgenerally of secondary importance. In

earthmovlngequipment,thetracksoftencontributenoticeablenoise,and inboth
: i
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III

NOISELEVEL(dBA)AT50 FT il
60 70 80 90 100 110

COMPACTERS (ROLLERS =. ¢_

u) FRONT LOADERS _

-- BACKHOES i *

_ _ TB_CTORS -- _

i==_I SCRAPERS,GRADERS
PAVERS =-

;¢ TRUCKS _ _ =_

_ CONCRETE MIXERS

O ,1: CONCRETE PUMPS muJ

i <_ CRANES (MOVABLE) _ _ i

- I!
i CRANES (DERRICK) _=

_J-- >" PUMPS ° -g:

O GENERATORS =" _,
I _ ,

COMPRESSORS _ _"

I

! v. PNEUMATIC;WRENCHES

J_ JACK HAMMERS AND ROCK DRILLS

-=="_" IMPACTP,"EOBEYERSIFEAKS) _ --

== V,_RATOR !_1
O SAWS

I,I

Note: Basedon Limited AvailableDataSamples

f'!

I !

Figure 2-36. Construction Equipment Noise IRanges ' i

L
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earthmovtegand materialshandlingequipmenL theworking process- Interactionof

the machine and the materialon which itacts- oftencontributesmuch noise.

i For allengine-powered equipment, the greatestnoise reductionsmay be ob-

,_ rained by quieting the engines. Significant amounts of noise reduction may often be

.... readily aehteved by the use of better exhaust mufflers, intake silencers, and ro-

"_ designedcoolingfans. Use of acoustlcenclosuresforstationaryequipment also ap-
i

, J

pears tobe a readilyimplemented and generallyusefulnoise reductionapproach

._. (whichhas alreadybeen employed by some air compressor manufacturers). Prac-

tical,longterm abatement on theorder of15 to20dBA can probablybe achievedby

.! basicengteedesign changes. Ofcourse, replacementofthe internalcombustion

engineby a quieterprime mover, such as a gas turbineor electricmotor, would

eliminatethereciprocatingenginenoisealtogether.

Impact Equipment and 7"oo/$

Pile drivers and pneumatic tools accomplish their functions by causing a "ham-

_/ mer" to strike agafast a work piece. The resulting impact constitutes cne of the

major noisesources associatedwithsuch equipment, and because thisimpact is

essentialtooperationoftheequipment, itscontrolgenerallycannotbeaccotnplishod

t
practically. 1Rvpresentatlve noise levels are indicated in Figure 2-36.

In steam-drlven pile drivers, noise is also produced by the boiler and by re-

, _ lease of steam at the head; in diesel drivers, noise is also produced by the com-

bustion explosionthatactuatesthehammer. Impactnoise isabsentintheso-called

"_ sonicpiledrivers, whfeh have no drop hammer sincethey ass englne-drivenec-

" : centrinweightstovibratethe drivenpileat resonance. For such drivers,the

enginesare the primary noisesources. Unfortunately,theuse ofthesepile

drivers is not widespread, owing in part to codes for pile toad-bearteg assessment

based on impact response.
]
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Most impact tnels,such as pavement breakers and rock drills,are pneumatic-

allypowered. The same istrueofsuch hand-heldtoolsas impactwrenches. In

such tools,noiseisproducedprimarilyby the high pressure exhaustand.bythe

workieg impact. This pneumatic exhaustnoisedoes not occur inhydraulically _1

or electricallypowered tools.
'9

The use of tools that do not involve impacts appears to be the best means for II

copingwlth impact noise. Where such replacement isnot possible,use ofenclosures
gl

may be required,althoughthesetendtobe cumbersome, costly,and of limitedbenefit.

Exhaustnoisefrom pneumatictools(orfrom steam or dieselpiledrivers)can be re- _!

dueed effectivelyby mufflers,but thesizeand weight limitationsonworkman-handlnd

toolslimitthe sizeand effectivenessofmufflersfor such tools. 'rl

Other Equipment and Tools

The two foregoingcategoriesclearlydo not exhaustthellstoftoolsand equip-

ment used inconstructionwork. They do, however, encompass a significantper- _._

tlonofthe noisierones,

Although concrete vibrators are not noisy in and of themselvesp their action _,!i

usuallyshakes thewooden concreteforms, and thesevibrationsproducea significant ,._

amount ofnoise (Figure2-36). iReinforcingtheforms would providesome reduction.

The intensehigh-pitchedwhine ofpower saws (Figure2-36)isa significant
factor in several construction phases; e.g., wood cutting occurs in the construction

ofconcrete forms, inassembly offrames, and infinishingoperations.Noise con- !m_

trolinthisinstancewould involveuse ofspeciallydesigned laminated(damped) blade
T!

disks and enclosure of the working areas.

I,t

_T
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-_, Environmental impact

Table 2-17 summarizes the exposure of people other than construction workers,

to construction noise*, in terms of a statistic -the person-hour -which reflects both

the number ofpeopleexposed and thedurationof theirexposure. This information

: is based on an analyticalmodel of sitenoise,propagationconditions,and population

_, densities. Accordingly, care must be taken in interpreting exposure flgeres ex-

;_ pressed Inperson-hours. First,exposures so expressed are obviouslyintendedus

"i order-of-magnitude rather than exact estimates. Second, direct comparisons among

exposures expressed inperson-hours tonoisesourcesofgreatlydifferentcharacter

,.j may not be freely made.

ft Is apparent from Table 2-1.7 that the most widespread effect of exposure to con-

stractten noise is speech interference. Construction noise significantly degu'ades

i_, speech communication for about 300 million person-hours per week in the U.S. and

can also be responsible for as much as 10 million additional hours of severe speech

interference. Not only are those living and working in the vicinity of construction sites

(approximately 30 million people) affected, so also are passersby (approximately 24
P_

billion encounters per year}. People experiencing speech interference from con-

_ struction noise in home or work environments can be exposed nearly continuously

during the working day, for weeks or even nmnths at u time. On the average, the

transmission loss characteristics of buildings are high enough to moderate the

speech interference effects of intrusive construction noise. Transient exposure to
V'I
;_ construction noise Is likely to interfere with speech to a greater degree than constant

: _ exposure, since there is little or no attenuation of the noise.

* For eenstl_aetten workers, there are serious risks of hearing impairment be-
cause of Job-related noise.
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Table 2-17

ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES OF EXPOSURE TO CONSTRUCTION NOISE

EXPRESSED IN MILLIONS OF PERSON-HOURS PER WEEK +

Speech Interference* Sleep Interfere.co* Ilearlng Damage Risk
Noise Source Moderato Severe Slight Moderate Slight Moderate

(4fi-60dBA) (_60dBA) (35-50dnA) (50-70dBA) (70-8OdBA) (80-90dBA)

Primary (Stationary)
Ex_z_o to Domos-
tie Construction
Noise 44 2 O

Prin'mry (Stationary)
Exposure to ALl

Other Buikii_lg Coa-
l stroctloa 38 2 0
ea

Primary C3tatioaary)
Expeoure to All
Other CoaBtrecttea
In _SAX Areas 14 1 0

Secondary (Passerby)
Exposure o! pedeoirl-
one to Cc_atreetioa
in All SMSAx Areas 10 0 10

Secondary (Passerby)
Expo_ro of Drivers
and Passengersto
All Construction in
SMSA x Areas 0.3 0 O. 3

*Entries in those columns may not bc interpreted directly as person-hours of direct speech or sleep interference
(see text).

"_'Ihese flguxcs apply to the U.S. population other tha. ctmstruclion worker_.

xStondard Metropolitan Statistical Area.

ill _ _ _ _ _ ,---.i,_.. _ _ _'......._ _ ,_ _l ,_ '_ 1_ l_



Use of available noise reduction techniques could sl6mfflcantly reduce the speech

interference caused by construction noise, The total number of person-hours of speech

interference attributable to construction noise might be dlmlntehsd by about a third If

noise levels were reduced by 10 dBA.

'-. To the extent that constntction activity and sleep do not commonly occur during

_ the same hours, construction noise does not interfere with sleep, Of course, oc-
fl

casional nighttime construction occurs and seriously disturbs the sleep of peoplei
, mR

living nearby. Approximately 15 percent of those who may encounter noise intrusions

i from construction sites do so while attempting to sleep during daytime construction hours.

_ These peoplespend about20 millionperson-bours per week sleepinginnoise levelsthat

_ may interferewith sleep, About 40 percentofthepeopleexposedtoconstructionnoise
i

sufficientlyintensetointerferewith sleepwould beawakened. A somewhat smaller

percentagemight encounterdifficultyin fallingasleepdue tonoise intrusions.Reducing

constructionnoiselevelsby 10 dBA would notgreatlyreduce sleepInterferencecaused

._ by such intrusions.To relievethe situation,more significantlevelsofnoise reduction

--- are required.
; i

On the average, the riskofhearingdamagu from constructionnoiseforthose

notdirectlyconcerned withconstructionactivitydoes not seem tobe great. In

most cases, thedistancebetween theconstructionsiteand peopleexposed toits

noiseand the transmissionloss ofbuildingsor vehiclesare sufficientto minimize

the probabilityofhearingdamage, However, itislikelythatpeak noise levelsfrom

._ constructionsitespresentsome risktopeoplewho are infrequentproximityto the

site. The greaternumber of such people (presumablypedestriansor onlookers),

however, are subjectonlytoexposure of shortdurations,

Withoutdoubt,a ma_or consequence ofexposure toconstructionnoiseismt-

noymme, Both those peopleexposed toconstructionnoiseon a regular,long-term
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basts and those exposed ca a transient basis are annoyed by their exposure. Annoy-

ance may be particularly great if the noise intrusion from the construction site is _ l

perceived as unnecessary or inappropriate. People who must endure weeks or months
i

of construction noise exposure may exhibit some form of habituation to tile noise, but _ !

despitethecommonly expressed attitudetoward noiseof "you getused toIt,"itisdoubt- _.

fulthatconstructionnoiseever loses much ofitsannoyance cape_ttry

Although itisextremely difficulttoabsolutelyquantifythe annoyanceprodncnd by

constructionnoise,itis clear thatsuch noiseisa seriousenvironmentalpollutant.
ii

The speech and sleepof millionsofpeople are disturbed;many peopleworkingor i.*

living near or passing by construction sited are exposed to levels that could contribute

to hearing damage. As indicated by community and individual complaint behavior,

constructioniscertainlys source of community annoyance.

r"

!'!
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HOUSEHOLDAND BUILDING NOISE

Ch_racterilticsof Noize Sources

Home Appliances

In general, motors, fans, knives (or other cutting blades), and air flow arc the
, i

:_ most frequent sources of noise from home appliances. Noise radiated from the

_, casing or panels of the appliances and noise radiated from walls, floors, cabinets,

_-: sinks (set into vibration by solid structural connections) arc also of major Ira-

"- ' portance. The noise generating mechanisms of several appliances that have high

enougb noise levels and exposure time to b'e considered annoying are reviewed

below.

Room Air Conditioners. 3'he major sources of noise in the air conditioning

..r process are the motor, the blower (evaporator fan), the propeller fan (condenser

__ fan), the compressor, and the air flow across the evaporator coils. In addition,

panels of the housing radiate noise, as does tile structure to which the air conditioning

'_ unit is mounted.

Food Waste Disposers. The primary noise sources include the motor, the grind

wheel, the sloshing of water and waste against the housing of the chamber, and res-

onances in tile sink.

Dishwashers. The noise generating mechanisms in a dishwasher, in addition to

!'_ the impingement of water against the sides and top of the tub i are the motor, the pump,

the excitation of panel casings, the structural connections to water supply, water

drain and cabinet, and the blower.

.r Vacuum Cleaners. The primary noise sources in vacuum cleaners are the motor,
[

.... blower, resonances of the unit structure, and, in upright vacuum cleaners, a mech-

: anism (either vibrating agitators or rolling hreshes) that beats the carpet to bring

dirt to the surface.

[ _ 2-115
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J_
Toilets. The important parameters in toilet noise are the type (tank vs valve) and

the mounting (floorvs wail). Ineach typeoftoilet,noise isattributedtovalvesand _I

water flow.

Building Equipment _ ,

The majority of electrical and mechanical equipment in buildings is used to

supply the building occupants with a suitable quantity of air at a comfortable tempera-

ture and moisture content. _ addition, fluid pumping and piping systems and ele-

vators, escalators and other coeveyences are used for moving people and materials.

Much of this equipment is hidden In mechanical equipment rooms, above ceilings, lJ

inwalls,or behindcabinet-typeexteriorenclosures,as illustratedinFigure 2-37.
H

ChsracterBtic$ of Environment and Nolm Levels i._

HomeApp/iancs, [_
Because of the scarcity of reliable date, for the purposes of this report, measure-

meats were recentlymode on 30 typesofhome appliancesand iitypes ofhome shop r_1

tools, Sound levelswere measured indBA ata distanceof3 feetfrom the appliance

I'i
installation andat a height of 5 feet; this measurement position approximates the _.

location of the operator's ear for those appliances requiring an operator, For those !"i
i
b_

appliances not requiring an operator, this position represents noise levels in the

the appliance. Noise levels in the reverberant field of the room in whichvicinity of

the applianceisbeingoperatedmay be onthe order of 2 to3 dBA lessthan the

values measured at 3 feet.

Noise levels In adjacent rooms, with the interconnecting door open, may range !' I

from 10 dBA less than the levels at 3 feet to as much as several dBA greater than

f,
. the levels at 3 feet, depending upon the details of the installation. For the appliances ; i

used near the ear (e.g., an electric shaver), the noise level at the ear may be as
_F

much as 10 dBA greater than the levels at 3 feet. Figure 2-38 summarizes the
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1 I' _i COOLING

,'= TOWER ,

14 I _

i _ PENTHOUSE MECHANICAL EQUIPM_N T ROOM

}

FLOOR _ EL_VATORRooM J

, SLAO DIFFUSER FOR ACOUSTICAL

! FLOOR _ CEILINGk _ BELOW

,"2

*3

I

DIEEEL ENGINE ' -- i "'
-- I

AIR TRANSFORMER

COMPRESSOR

_-" Figure2-37. Cross-Seetlonofa TypicalMultlstoryBuildlng
Showing Building Equipment

i
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A-WEIGHTED NOISE LEVELS AT 3 FT t
SO 40 SO 60 70 ao 90 100

FREEZER " " r I

REFRIGERATOR ._ _ • AMERICANAPPLIANCES e J

HEATER, ELECTRIC • FOREIGNAPPLIANCES
1 • MEAN OF MEASUREMENT

HAIR CLIPPER _,;

TOOTHBRUSH, ELECTRIC

HUMIDIFIER e t
-; ,I,;FAN • • _Tm •

DEHUMIDIFIER • ----• :
CLOTHES DRYER __e.=._ t .

AIR CONDITIONER _ dh
SHAVER, ELECTRIC _;t

-- ......--....4FO .94-......_ 4-._0_0

WATER FAUCET

HAIRDRYER i_

CLOTHES WASHER __lL
WATER CLOSET _ , • _.;

DISHWASHER ": & _--E I- --

CAN OPENER, ELECTRIC : _jp : _.,)

FOODMIXER : . _-;-d_=
KNIFE. ELECTRIC • :: - _'*

b;
KNIFE SHARPENER. ELECTRIC

SEWINGMACHINE ,-,-,
IJLII

ORALLAVAGE i

VACUUM GLEANER M t1.., I I"_

FOOD BLENDER .. _i _ e_, = ..
COFFEE MILL

FOOD WASTE DISPOSER •_/ == i =
EDGER AND TRIMMER

,¢

HOME SHOP TOOLS _ L_. !_l '_

HEDGE CLIPPERS
JL

LAWN MOWER, ELECTRIC

Figure 2-38. A Summary of Noise Levels for Appliances Measured _ ,
at a Distance of 3 Feet I ;

t i
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i

r noise measurements made for this study and some of those reported in the literature.

Each point represents a single measurement. Several measurements are given for a
r,

single appliance that operates in different modes. The solid circles represent noise

: levels generated by domestic appliances; foreign brands are represented by the solid

, squares.

Building Equipment

The exposure of occupants to the noise generated by building equipment, sum-

marlzed in Table 2-18 and Figure 2-39 shows that occupants are directly exposed to

ttle noise of only about eight different types of equipment. The noise generated by

j these units is, thus, of special interest since there are no intervening walls to pro-

vide noise reduction.

' Although detailsofthe frequencyspectrum are importantinselectingnoise

_ control treatments, the model presented here is keyed, for simplification, to dBA.

Figure 2-40 summarizes the noise exposure, in dBA, of an occupant to individual

sources. The upper level in each case is representative of the sound level near the

source - i.e., at 3 feet. The lower level is representative of the level to which the
7
_.2' noisefrom a particularsource isreducedas itistransmittedthroughenclosures,

partitions,etc., as illustratedinFigure 2-37.

Insummary, thenoiseenvironment ofa buildingisa featurethatarchitects

7"
: and landlordscan controlthroughthe proper selectionofequipment and the utlllza-

tlonofnolso controltechniques,ifthereisa willingnessto bear thecostand allocate
I

,_ the necessary space.

; impact of Household Applisncel and Building Equipment

• 2 For purposes of this report, home appliances and building equipment were dl-

vided into four broad categories on the basle of their noise levels.
i
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Table 2-18 _i

EXPOSURE OF BUILDING OCCUPANTS TO THE

NOISE OF BUILDING EQUIPMENT

Typeof Exposure

Building Indirect _jEquipment Location Direct Through Mechanical ThroughWalls,
DistributionSystem Floors, etc,

Air ._Conditioning
MER* x x
Roof Unit x x

Wind,Unit x
Absorption
Machines MER x

Air Compressor MER x rillBallas. Room x
Boilers MER x

BoilerFeed
System MER ' x _
Chiller| MER x

Condensers Rooftop x

Cooling _i
Towerl Rooftop x
Dehumldlfier= MER x x

t_
DieselEng. MER x
Diffusers Room x =,.

Electric

Motors MER x _"I
Elevators Vades x x x =._
Escalator= Varies x x x

Fans MER x x !"I
Room x

Furnaces MER x

GasTurbine= MER x f.f

HeatPump= MER x
Humidifiers MER x x

Mixing Boxes
and Air _.1
ControlUnits Varies x x
Pneumatic
Transporter
System Varies x x
Pumps MER x ,.a
Steam Valves MER x

Transformers M ER x I I
Unit Ventand
UnitHeat Room x

Lr• MechanicalEqulpment Room 1-120
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A-weighted sound level

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110120130
Ballast
FluorescentLamp

_=, Fan Coil Units =

Diffusers,Grilles Register

InductionUnit= •

Dehumidifiers
I

Humidifier= =_==i

-_ MixingBoxes,
TerminalReheatUnits, arc. •

UnitHeaters m

_- Transformers i

Elevators •

AbsorptionMachines •

Boilers lie
_" Rooftop

AirconditlontngUnits i m

i
. Pumps =

SteamVaNes
_ Self.contained ,

, Airconditioning Units

ChilLer- Rotary
ScrewCompressors

, I Condenser=-Air.Cooled i i
! "_ Pneumatic

TransportSystems
_: , CentralStation

AirconditionlngUnit
Chiller - Reciprocating i I

, Compressor
ElectricMotor=

_-" Fans iz

Chiller - Centrifugal • i
• Compressor

_" Air Compressor • i

CoolingTowers •
"'" Oi_el Engines H

GasTurbines i=l i

Figure 2-39. Range of Noiee [n dBA Typical for
_J Building Equipment at 3 Feet
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A-WEIGHTED NOISE LEVEL "_

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 = 1
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I tL
DIESEL EMERGENCY _ W + V
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I o

• NOISE LEVEL AT 3 FT FROM SOURCE

O NOISE LEVEL AT OCCUPANT'S POSITION ! l

Figure 2-40. Range of Building Equipment Noise Levels to
Which People Are Exposed !i.
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1. Quiet major equipment appliances, cllaraeterlzed by operating levels lower

than 60 dBA.

2. Quiet equipment and small appliances, characterized by noise levels between

.-, 60 and 70 dBA.

• ' 3. Noisy small appliances, characterized by noise levels between 70 and 80 dBA.

"-" 4. Noisy electric tools, characterized by noise levels in excess of 80 dBA.

Table 2-19 lists the mean noise levels, in dBA, for such appliances in their normal

operating environments.

_-. Group I: Quiet Ms/or Equipment and Appliances

- J Group I contains the noise sources to which people are exposed for the greatest

"_ lengths of time_ such as moat building climate-control equipment, food-refrigerationr

_J

appliances, and clothes dryers. In general, due to the low levels of noise produced

by equipment and appliances in Group I_ effects of exposure are either negligible or

mild, with no appreciable risk of hearing damage. Under certain conditions such

._ equipment may be capable of delaying the onset of sleep of those suffering secondary

_-i exposure. The major effect of exposure to noise from Group I equipment and ap-

'_ pliances is speech interference. It would be necessary to coaduet conversnttene in

the immediate vicinity of the noisier sources in Group I at somewhat higher than

normal voice levels or by reducing the distance between speakers.

__ Group il: Quiet Major Equipment and Small Appliances

.- Most of the noise sources in Group If arc found In many American homes, al-

"_ though not all of the sources are as common as these in Group L Because Group li

sources typically require operators, the most nomnmn pattern of exposure to their

noise is one of infrequent and brief encounters.

Of the three major effects by which noise impact is gauged in this report,

noise sources in Group II significantly contribute to only speech interference.
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Table 2-19

i [
NOISE LEVELS OF HOME APPLIANCES AND BUILDING EQUIPMENT il

ADJUSTED FOR LOCATION OF EXPOSURE (INdBA)

Level of Level of Exposure** of ] iNoise Source Operator People in Other i

Exposure* Rooms
r"

Group [: Quiet Major Equipment _
and Appliances

Refrigerator 40 32 _1
Freezer 41 33 _i
Electrle Heater 44 37
Humidifier 50 43

Floor Fan 51 44 -LI
Dehumidifier 52 45
Window Fan • 54 47
Clothes Dryer 55 48 _t
Air Conditioner 55 48 _,l

Group II: Quiet Equipment and

Small Appliances IJ
Hair Clipper 60 40
Clothes Washer 60 52

Stove Hood Exhaust Fan 61 53 "_|_
Electric Toothbrush 62 42 _*)
Water Closet 62 54
Dishwasher 64 56 [_,

l t

Electric Can Opener 64 56
Food MiXer 65 57

I Hair Dl_'er 66 51 _
Faucet 66 51 _ 4
Vacuum Cleaner 67 60 "
Electric Knife 68 60

Group HI: Noisy Small Appliances : '

Electric Knife Sharpener 70 62
Sewing Machine 70 62 r-!
Oral Lavage 72 62
Food Blander 73 65
Electric Shaver 75 52
Electric Lawn Mower 75 55 !'_
Food Disposal (Grinder) 76 68

Group IV: Noisy Electric Tools

Electric Edger and Trimmer 81 61 __i/
Hedge Clippers 84 64

Home _op Tools 85 75 i i
• ex osure plTermed "primary p

• *Termed "secondary exposure" !1
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Hearing-damage risk Is negligible for operators and for those wbo may experience

: secondary exposure, and sleep interference is a problem only for the few people who

experience high level secondary exposure while attempting to sleep,

Users of the appliances In Group II find speeeb communication during opera-

tlon difficult. Conversations gonereliy must be conducted with slgnlflcuntly greater

_- tban normal vocal effort or at short ranges. For many people, temporary interrttp-

tions of conversation during upplteablc use of such equipment and appliauces are
¢.

probably found to be preferable to conducting eonversuttuns under strained conditions.

Annoyance is the most significant of tile indirect consequences of cxposuru to

: .. noise from Group II appliances, While tim operator may be annoyed by brief

._ speech interference, people experiencing secondary exposure may be equally, if not

_ -_ more, annoyed. The annoyance of such people (iucludlng neighbors In multifamily

.-" residences and family members In other rooms) is conditioned in part by the in-

trusive nature of the exposure and in part by feelings created by the inability to

,..j control the noise source.

Group II1: Noisy Small Appliances

The distribution and exposure patterns of noise sources in Group III continue

the trend observed in Groups I and lI. Based on ownership data, it was found fllat

Group III appliances are found in fewer homes tban are the appliances of preceding

groups. Exposure to noise from this group of appliances is brief and is sep:tratcd

by long intervals. Both of these factors moderate the Impact of the relatively high

level noise produced by these appliances,

., Hearing-damage risk cannot be dismissed as of minor importance for this
:

•- group of noise sources. While it is true that the average exposure to noise sources

of Group III is measured In frections of hours pet' week, it is likely that certain
-5

elements of the public are exposed to some Group II! source for prolonged
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periods of time. Home seamstresses, for example, could easily be exposed to several

hours of sewing machine noise dally. Although even this sort of exposure would not "_: I
t

constitutean imminent hazard tohearing,itcouldneverthelesshasteneventualhear-

ingdamage inthe contextofcumulativeexposure from many sources. I i

Operators ofthe appliancesofGroup IH must contendwithsevere speechinter-

ference. Althoughcommunication by shoutingmay be possibleduringapplianceuse, 'ol

operatorswould probablytend toavoidconversationatthesetimes. Even secondary

exposure to the noise of Group IlI appliances interferes somewhat with speech

Intelligibility. i:_

Sleep interference caused by noise of Group HI appliances is minimal for the

same reasons that they are negligible for Group II appliances. Also, anuoyance is l_i

the major indirect effect of noise exposure for Group HI, as is true for Group H. **_

The operator may find the noise signature of the appliance unpleasant, particularly _

ff it contains pure tone components or a highly variable temporal distribution of

sound levels.

Group IV: Noisy Electric Tools i i

Group IVcontainstheappliancesthatproduce thehighestlevelsofnoiseinthe I_

home environment. Inthiscategoryare about 4 millionelectricyard care toolsand w

12 millionelectricshop tools. I'!

Hearing-damage riskcan be greattfexposure tothenoiselevelsproduced by

Group IV sources ishabitualor prolonged. Hobbyistsengaginginregularuse of i'I

power toolsare likelytoexperienceprolongedexposure atworking distancesof
d

a few feet. Such use oftoolsCan producethe risk ofhearingimpairment.

Speech interference produced by Group IV sources can be of suffteleut magnt- , !

tude to preclude verbal communication in any form other than shouting directly into

!!
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-. the ear. Even the speech Interference due to secondary exposure can be great enough

so that conversations must be conducted at high voice levels.

" Sleep Interference from secondary exposure to home shop tools or electric

yard care tools is a distinct possibility, and people attempting to sleep whlle exlmr-
r-

..: lenclng such noise exposure would have Considerable difficulty. Both annoyance and

._ stress are probable byproducts of the noise from Group IV equipment. A neighbor's

noise, particularly at levels as high as those of Group IV sourcess is rarety welconm.

r Summery of Effscu of Appllasce Noise on People

Table 2-20 summarizes the impact of appliance noise on people in concise

terms for the interpretation of figures expressed in person-hours. The table re-

lutes person-hours of exposure directly to the major criteria. It should be era-

•, phasized that these values of exposure represent potential effects. For example_

r fans will create conditions that would moderately interfere with speech tnteillg-

-_ ibillty for 1.2 billion person-hours per week. The actual speech interference de-

[ ponds on the fraction of that time people attempt to speak while a fan Is running.
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Table 2-20

ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES OF EXPOSURE TO HOME APPLIANCE AND BUILDING
EQUIPMENT NOISE EXPRESSED IN MILLIONS OF PERSON-HOURS PER WEEK

Speech/nterferenee* Sleep Interference* llearing Damage Risk
Noise Source

Moderate Severe Slight Moderate " Slight Moderate

Group I: Quiet Major Equipment
and Appliances

Fans 1200 0 0
Air Conditioner 242 121 0
Clothes Dryer 94 .10 0
Humidifier i0 15 0
Freezer 0 0 0
Refrigerator 0 0 0

Group II: Quiet Equipment and
and Small Appliances

to Plumbing (FaucetB, Toilets) 535 267 0
Dishwasher 461 4 0
VacuumCleaner 280 0.5 0
Electric Food Mixer 222 1 0
Clothes Washer 215 0.5 0
Electric Can Opener 117 0.2 0
Electric Fmife I 0. l 0

Group HI: Noisy Small Appliances

Sowing Machine 19 0.5 9
Electric _uver 6 1 5
Food Blender 2 0.2 0.5
Electric Lawn Mower 1 1 0.3
Food Disposer 0.5 0.5 0.5

Group IV: Noisy Electric Tools

Home Shop Tools 5 2 1
Electric Yard Care Tools 1.5 .1 0.4

*These figures are not directly interpretable In terms of person-hours of lost sleep or speech interference
(see text).



-- OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF MAJOR NOISE SOURCES

- The impact of noise has been discussed for each of the major non-occupational

"-" noise source categories. These impact assessments have been developed from various

points of view, whteh are pertinent to the noise and use characteristics of each source

category. Together with the presentation of tile detailed noise characteristics of file

sources and the community, they provide the basic data for an assessment of the total

environmental impact of noise. This assessment is made relative to interference

'-_ with speech, community reaction, and noise that may produce potential hearing dam-

age. The impact assessments are based ripen criteria specified elsewhere in this re-

port and the data presented earlier In this chapter.

It should be kept in mind that the noise environment is primarily a product of man

,_ and his machines and consists of an all-pervasive and oonspecllte residual noise, to

- which is added both constant and intermittent intrusive noises, The residual noise

level in urban residential communities is generally the integrated result of the noise

'_ from traffic on streets and highways hut does vary widely with tile type of community.

Interfsronce with Spooch

Residual noise levels in suburban and rural areas do not appear to Interfere

with speech communication at distances compatible with normal use of patios and

_- baekyards. However, some interference with outdoor speech is found in urban

" residential communities, and considerable continuous interference is found in the_5
very noisy urban and downtown city areas. Thus, the use of outdoor spaces for

relaxed conversation Is effectively denied to an estimated 5 to 10 million people

who reside in very noisy urban areas.

. The backyards, patios, and balconies facing an arban freeway are similarly

rendered useless on a continuous basis, except when tra£fte is tight in tile early

"- morning hours, Although windows are kept closed in many dwelling units adjacent
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to freeways to keep out the noise, the noise level Inside the dwelling may still be i !

too high for relaxed conversation. An estimated 2.5 to 5 million people living near ,,_
, i

freeways are significantly affected by such intrusive noise. Probably, another 7 to

14 million people are affected to a lesser degree by the noise from traffic on the '_

96,000 miles of major arterial roads in urban communities.

Construction in urban areas Ls characterized by a relatively high continuous _ I

intrusive noise level, plus intermittent higher level noLne events. It is estimated

that, during daylight and early evening hours, the ability of 21 million people to enjoy ; J

outdoor conversation is severely impaired; particularly during the higher level noise '_

events. In many of these cases, the ability to converse indoors is also impaired. The

tolerance of people to construction noise appears to be higher than to other intruding _ b

noises because of the expectation that the construction activity wilt soon cease.

However, in many larger cities where there appears to be almost continuous con- _,i

etruetlon activity near apartment dwellings, intolerance of construction noise may _,_

be expected to be similar to that of other forms of noise intrusion.

i Thus, the combination of continuous daytime noise caused by traffic on city _J

streets, major arterial streets, and freeways impairs the utility of the patios,
I " q

! porches, and yards ofapproximately7 to15 percentofthetotalpopulation,while _,#

at any one time the noise from construction similarly affects another 10 percent. _

The noise from many home appliances and other equipment makes it difficult

P!
for the operator and others in the home environment to converse or hear a child's

cry. The noisier items in this category include power Inwnmowers, home shop

tools,food disposersand blenders, sewing machines, electricshavers, and vacuum _,

cleaners, and it is estimated that at least 66 million people operate one or more of _
! r

these devices. Together with an estimated 115 million dwelling occupants, they 'J

experience a severe reduction in speech intelligibility whenever such devices are used. L_,i
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CommuniW Reaction

Community reaction may be expected to begin when the energy equivalent level of

'_ an Intruding noise exceeds the residual noise level. The degree of reaction depends,

an discussed elsewhere in this repro't, primarily on the amount of tile Intrusion and,

secondarily, on other characteristics of the noise and on additional factors such as

season of the year and attitude of those exposed. The impact of several forms of

:: .. noise, events such as noise from aircraft overflights, noise from diesel trucks on the

. _ highway, and industrial noise, Is best evaluated in terms of community reaction.

i The most significant national problem•that can be defined in such terms ts air-

_" craft noise. There are, by conservative estimate, 7.5 million people living in areas

where aircraft noise exceeds the level required to generate widespread complaints.

I This estimate assumes that all of the people affected live In residential urban com-

munities. A more realistic estimate, Including people who live in quiet and normal

suburban communities and are affected by aircraft noise, is 15 million. Not only

r-_ does aircraft noise Interfere with "IV viewing and speech communication for most of

the people exposed, It also disturbs the sleep of many.

Commmaity reaction can also be exacted from the uncounted millions annoyed

.._ by devices such as motorcycles, minlcycles, and apertaoars operated In a noisy

•. manner on residential streets; dunobaggles, off-road motorcycles, chuthaaws and

• snowmobiles operating in the wilderness; power lawnmowers, hedge clippers, and

shop tools operated by a neighbor on weekend mornings. The number of such noise

sources is rapidly growing, and their impact Is spreading.

Industrial noise also results in complaints of varying degree in communities

• throughout the United States. However, It Is difficult to quantify the number of

people disturbed because the majority of Industrial noise problems are resolved at

"- a local level. The process of accommodation continually occurs in various
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communities when new plantsare constructedor now machines oroperattensare

added toexistingplants. These localaccommodations are accomplished inmany

ways, including direct interaction between the plant management and the community,
/

lawsuits, enforcement of local noise or zoning ordinances, and other actions by local I ,

officials.
Hearing Damage Risk

There Is a long history of occupational noise causing various degrees of hearing
l,J

impairment In some of the working population, The legal structure for the protection

of workers now exists through the provisions of the Occupational Health and Safety _ 1

Act, and also the Coal Mine Safety and Health Act, ,_

However, there are also n_ny occasions when people may be exposed to pc- ;,_

tantlallyhazardous noise Innon-occupatlonalenvlronments. The more significant _

of thesepotentialhazardous nolseexposures are summarized InTable 2-21, These

data include only those people directly affected by the noise sources, that is, oper- _

store and passengers rather than bystanders. Although those who are only occasion-

ally exposed to such noises will not necessarily suffer permanent hearing impairment, ,_

frequent exposure to the noise from any one or several of such sources, or occasional ,-_
i
lid

exposure in combination with lndastrtel noise, will increase the risk of incurring

such damage. In addition, the proliferation and use of such noise sources further '_d i

Increase the risk of bearing impairment for a substantial percentage of the general
!'1

population. _J

Summ_ry of Auoumont ! t

This data shows that approximately 22 to 44 million people have lost part of the "_

i l

utility of their dwellings and yards to noise from traffic and aircraft on a continu-

ous basis, and another 21 million at any one time are similarly affected by noise
A I

from constructinn activity, Further, many people are exposed to potentially :
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Table2-21

•' APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF OPERATORS OR PASSENGERS
IN NON-OCCUPATIONAL SITUATIONS EXPOSED
TO POTENTIALLY* HAZARDOUS NOISE FROM

VARIOUS SIGNIFICANT SOURCES

, Noise Level IndBA Approximate Number
Source -- of People Exposed

Average** Maxbnum (In Millions)***

Snowmobiles I08 112 I. 60

_- Chain Saws 100 1],0 2.50

Motorcycles '95 1 l0 3.00
..,

Motorboats (over 45 HP) 95 105 8.80

Light Utility Helicopters 94 I00 O.05
I

-- General Aviation Aircraft 90 103 0.30

r- Commercial Propeller Aircraft 88 10O 5.00

Internal Combustion Lawnmowers

r-_ and other Noisy Lawn Care
, Equipment 87 95 23.00

Trucks (PersonalUse) 85 10O 5.00
' I

Home _*op Tools 85 98 13.00

_- Highway Buses 82 90 2.00

"_ Subways 80 93 2.15

_- *Although average use of any one of these devices by itself may not produce
permanent hearing impairment, exposure to this noise in combination, or

° -- together with occupational noise will increase the risk of incurring perma-
-- nent hearing impairment.

"_ **Average refersto the average noise level for devices of various mamffacture
and model type.

***Single-event exposures. Many individuals may receive multiple exposures.
For example an Individual nmy be exposed during the week to noise from
any or all of the above sources.
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hazardous noise when operating noisy devices. Although the number exposed to po-

rF tentthlly hazardous noise cannot be accurately assessed (since the people referred
to in Table 2-21 are not additive), a total of 40 million people might be reasonable.

i Thus, not including the contribution of appliances, noise appears to affect at ,_

least 80 million people, or 40 percent of the population. Roughly one-half of the r

i total impact of noise represents a potential health hazard (in terms of hearing ira- i i
i

pairment potential alone), and the remaining hal/represents an infringement on the
ability to converse in the home. Such impact estimates clearly show the need to _-

duce the number of devices that emit potentially hazardous noise levels and to reduce

the outdoor noises that into_ere with the qdality of life.

t¢I!
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CHAPTER 3

CONTROL TECHNOLOGY AND ESTIMATES FOR THE FUTURE *

This chaptersummarizes the noisereductioneffortsofindustr_and the noisere-

ductionpotentialforthe varioussources discussedinChapter 2. The l_st,current,

and planned effortsofindustryhave been determined for thepurpose ofthisreportby

l communication with representativecompanies and industrialassociations.This chap-
1

ter isintendedtogiveinsightintothe industrysituationwith respecttonoisecontrol

and shouldnot be consideredtorepresentcarefullydrawn industrypositions.**The

noise reductionpotentialhas been estimatedfor most ofthe sources based on existing

_' experimentaldata,when available,and upon applicationofknown tecimologytosources

" forwhich no noisecontrolexperimentaldataexists.

The noiseofmany ofthe sources has been extrapolatedtothe year 2000, both

with and withoutuddltionslnoisecontrol. _%lthoughsuch extrapolationsare eonjec-

_._ tural,they do providea usefulframework forestablishingto&'ty'snoisecontrol

- priorities.

* This chapterisbased upon materialprepared by the StaffEPA OfficeofNoise
-" Abatement and Controlas a resultoftestimonyreceivedduringpublichearings

and on data containedin EPA Tecbnlnal[nformationDocuments NTID300. I,
-i "Noise from ConstructionEquipment and Operations,BuildingEquipment, and
___ Home Appliances" (EPA contract68-04-0047, Bolt, Beranek and Newman);

NTID300.2 "Noise from IndustrialPlants"(EPA contrnct68-0.I-004-i,L.S,
-_ GoodfrlendAssociates);NTID300.13, "TransportationNoise and Noisefrom

Equipment Powered by InternalCombustion Engines" (EPA contract68-04-0046,
If II

-_ Wyle Laboratories);and NTID 300.14, The Economic Impact ofNoise, pre-
pared under interagencyagreement between EPA and theNationalBureau of

! Standards.

• ** Such statements, containing detailed technical data,are contained in the trans-
cripts of the various EPA hearings on noise.
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TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY PROGRAMS

The significance of noise from the transportation system is recognized in varying 1!

degrees by many segments of the tmnsportetten industry. This awareness is reflected

in the degree of effort expended by the industry toward noise reduction. This discus-

considers the general nature of each industry as it relates to effsoting noise r;
sion

reduction programs, reviews the results of such programs, and presents estimates

of the noise reduction that could be achieved through additional effort--both by industry 1.1

and the cognizant government agencies. HI_
Commercial Aircraft

The excessive noise resulting from jet aircraft operations is perhaps the most

widely recognized and acted upon noise problem.

The airport noise problem originated in the late 1950's with the introduction of ,i.,!

jet airsrafL which were much noisier than the propeller aircraft they replaced, and _I
IF

was compounded by the post-war construction of homes on vacant land around airports. '_'

The problem grew to major proportions with the rapid growth of the commercial fleet

and spread to mere airports with the introduction of commercial air operations to

smaller cities and towns. Despite concerted efforts in research and development of

quieter engines by the industry, significant progress was slow until spurred by federal

regulation.

The negative public reaction to commercial aircraft noise led to the adoption of t:*i

a federal regulation limiting the noise emission of new airplanes. This noise regula-

Federal Aviation Regulation Part (FAR) 36--Noise Standards: Aircraft Typetion,

Certification--became effective in December of 1969. The limits in this regulation

Lapply primarily to subsonic aircraft of new design having gross takeoff weights ex-

ceeding 75,000 pounds.
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The majority of aircraft in the present fleet exceed the FA1R-36 noise limits by 5

to 15EPNdB. Thus, newdireraft eertifiedunder FAIl-36, such as the three--engined

- widebody and later model four-engined widebody aircraft, will be sabs_._ntially quieter

than aircraft in the present fleet. The reduction of noise to the FAR-36 limits could

significantly aid in the solution of today's airport noise problem.

However, further noise reduction is required to accomplish an economically

balanced and publicly satisfying solution at the majority of affected airports and to

"- accommodate the anticipated future growth of the fleet. To develop the technology for

noise reduction, the federal government has supported various research and develop-

rnent programs. The current funding level by both government and industry on jet

_. engine noise alone now exceeds $37 million annually. One result of federal and indus-

_.: try sponsored research and development during the 1960's is demunstrated in the noise

_- eharacthristics of the new DC-10 aircraft, which is quieter than the limits imposed by

FAR-36 and much quieter than the other aircraft in the current fleet.

I Noise Reduction Programs forJetAircrafr *

The design features responsible for the noise reduction in new aircraft are asso-

J eiatud with improvements in es_ne bypass, ratio and fan design with new designs for

inlet and discharging duets of the new engines. Noise reduction technology has also

"_ been accelerated through several research and development programs aimed at

"_ utilizing existing turbofan engines that are modified with a noise reduction retrofit

paehnge. An example of such an effort is the NASA Acoustically Lined Nacelle

Program, which has demonstrated the feasibility of sigrdficantly reducing engine

noise on approach and of moderatelyreducingtakeoffand sidelinenoise. A current

* For details on econemics and technological problems associated with jet engine
noise, see the transcript of the EPA hearings held in Washington, D. C.
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FAA sponsored program is expected to produce hardware that can be certificated by

the end of 1972. The existence of such hardware may establish retrofit as a viable i]

method for reducing airport noise, to be considered as an alternative to aircraft re-

placement. ,.

Another NASA program, due to be completed in i973, is the Quiet Engine Pro- '_
l,i

gram aimed at demonstrating the feasibility of designing a new turbofan engine with

takeoff and approach levels sig_flficantly lower than any achieved to date. This pro-

gram, together with the new FAA Core Engine Noise Reduction Program and others

are the forerunners of the total research and development effort required to reduce _l

y b

noise of future aircraft to acceptable levels.
_J

A parallel and supplemental approach to engine noise reduction in airport com-

munities is the alteration of flight procedures during takeoff and landing. Significant _1

noise reductions have been demonstrated with most commercial aircraft currently

in operation by using power cutback procedures (i.e., reducing engine thrust after _ it_

the initial takeoff climb). To reduce noise impact during approach, a t_vo-eegment
I ,

landing procedure has been proposed. This procedure consists of an initial glide

slope terminated prior to l_nding in the standard 3-degree glide elope. Noise rcduc- _1
P

rices comparable to those achieved by the power cutback ha_'e been achieved with this

procedure. Although the feasibility of the steep approach method, in terms of opera-

ttonat safety, has not been verified for all types of aircraft, it is already being used

_J
by at least one major airline, when operating under visual flight conditions.

Noise Reduction Potent/a/for Jet Aircraft I!
_J

The noise reduction achievable by means of current and potentially available

technology, starting with the technology demonstrated in the DC-10 engines and those _ I

of the fedez_lly funded research programs, is summarized in Table 3-1. The noise
_r

t_
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levels are specified is terms of the FAR-36 takeoff measurement locations. The

table indicates, for example, that a noise reduction of 10 to 15 EPNdB below the levels

generated by the DC-10 aircraft should eventually be possible for that size aircraft.

Table 3-1

ESTIMATED AIRCRAFT NOISE REDUCTION POTENTIAL

--' Noise Reduction
EPNdB re DC-10 EPNdB

DC-10 Technolo_, 0 100

Quiet Engine Design Goal* 5 95

: Future Quiet Engine 10 to 15 85 to 90

i *Recent test results indicate file engine is quieter than the design
• , goal.

_. To place this noise reduction potential in proper perspective, it is constructive

-: consider thegrowth ofnoiseimpact duringthe lastdecade cluetocommercial aircraft
i

"-_ operations and to project future trends on the basis of current and potential noise re-

ducttantechnology. Figure 3-i shows the'rangeof projectedimpact area depending[

on the applicationof noisereductiontechnologyto the currentcommercial aircraft

fleet. The followingsignificantfactorsare illustratedby thisfigure:

• Maintainingthecurrentaircraftnoiselevelswould resultinan increasein

._ impacted area to 187 percent of the 1970 figure by the year 20OO_due to

Increases in air traffic,

• Retrofitof existingaircraftnecessary toensure compliance withFAR-36

would result in a significant decrease in impact area in the 1976-1987 time

period, This assumes availability of an effective and economical retrofit

- package.
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. • A reduction in aircraft noise levels corresponding to FAR-36 and assuming

-- a further 10-EPNdB noise reduction due to advances tn technology would

' result, by the year 2000_ in an 83-percent reduction in impact area below

the 1970 value,

hi summary, sigulftcant redactions in the noise impact of commercial aircraft

.__ are technically achievable in spite of projected increases in air traffic. However,

the ultimate reduction goals can be effected only by a continuing commitment of re-
i

sources by industry and the federal government to achieve file required advance in

technology. This may well include changes In operational procedures that would cost
I

-J
little or nothing, provided safety is not compromised. It may also involve changes

i ; in land use requirements, zoning regulations, and similar restrictions,

V/STOL Aviation

._ STOL Aircraft

_ The anticipated development of large STOL commercial aircraft daring the next
i

-- decade will create new demands for noise abatement technology. In addition to oper-

"7 atthg out of large commercial airports, these aircraft will operate out of abort field

general aviation airports that bad not previously created an adverse noise impact en

I the surrounding communities.

- New STOL aircraft are expected to be subject to new noise certification regulations

--: developed specifically for this type of aircraft. A design objective of 95 EPNdB at 500

" _ feet for STOL aircraft has been tentatively selected. However, no regulatory limits

have been established to date.

Design of vehicles and propulsion systems meeting this goal ls being approached

by intensive research and development of suitable propulsion and lift concepts that

-- may be examined with respect to potential jet notse technology. Although the STOL
i

i industry can take advantage of noise reduction technology previously discussed in
i

i
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_J
terms of commerotal Jet aviation, it must overcome new problems associated with

m_

its unique propulsion requirements. _ II J

VTOL Aircraft (Hal/copter)

The VTOL industryisprimarilygeared tomilitaryhelicopterrequirements, i}

which account for approximately 80 percent of the more than 20,000 vehicles produced
i,i

prior to January 1970. The vulnerability to enemy action of military helicopters has

been closely correlated to their excessive noise sigaature, which allows early detection

and consequent retaliatory enemy reaction. The industry has therefore been engaged

in research and development programs specifically aimed at reducing helicopter noise, r r

However, there are no regulations limiting the noise of helicopters for civil use; thus,

there is little motivation for transferring this helicopter noise abatement technology

intothe civilsector. The major sources ofhelicopternoisethathaw been, or can be, M

reduced are summarized inFigure 3-2. ,*,

With the increasinguse ofhelicopters_vithlnthe urban servicesystem, community !,.I

reaction to the noise intrusion will continue to increase. It has been demonstrated that i_]

substantial noise suppression can be provided for current helicopter designs and, there-

fore, it is practical to consider that the helicopter can eventually become compatible _!

with community usage. In the long run, this result can be achieved only by incorpor-

ating adequate noisereductionmethodology intovehiclesproducedfor the urban user.

However, application of available noise control technulogy to currently marketed light !-1

piston-powered helicopters can he fostered by regulatory action. In addition, consumer

groups (suchas large citygovernments and leaguesofcities)might precipitatethe i]

availabilityof quietercivilhelicoptersby exercisingtheirpurclmsingpower. The

potential for future helicopter noise reduction is summarized in Table 3-2.
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(_ Lower revolutions per second (_ Reduced blade interaction

"_ (_ More blades (_) Engine inlet suppression

(_ Large blade area (_) Engine exhaust muffling

--_ (_ Modified blade tip shapes (_) Cabin insulation improvements

"_ Current Design Approaches to Helicopter Noise Reduction

i
•_ 120

I _ 110 _l

..., 100 !E

90

8C
Hover 60 kt 1 20 kt

__' 'Rotor Blade Modifications

.., Demonstrated Noise Reduction of a Heavy-Helicopter

Twin,Rotor Systemi

. Figure3-2, NoiseReductionforHelicopters
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Table 3-2
m_

I
ESTIMATED NOISE REDUCTION POTENTIAL FOR IIELICOPTERS _i

Noise Reduction, dB* i i

Heavy Light andMedium Light Piston-
Time Period Transport Turbine-Powered Powered _

Helicopters Helicopters Helicopters

Potential by 1975 ' '
Utilizing Available

Production Methods 0 5 10 i_]
Potential by 1985
Utilizing Current
Industry Trends 10 15 10 _I

Potential by 1980 to 1985

Utilizing Demonstratedor Advanced Technology 10 17 20

*Noise reduction relative to typical current noise levels in dBA at 1000 feet. i..J

General Aviutien Aircraft ! i

The majority of general aviation aircraft are owned by private Individuals and are

used for personal and reareational flying. 'Therefore, the general aviation aircraft

industry deals predon_tly with a consumer market similar to that for automobiles _._
l/

or motorcycles. Consequently, the exploitation of technologies that bear only indi-

rectly on product desirability, such as exterior noise reduction, is relegated to a

secondaryinvel of importance. However, thea_tudeofa vast majorlty of those
t i

affected by general aviation noise is such tlmt this approach is not considered accept-

able,
At present, general aviation aircraft are not a major snares of community noise,

although lnterr_l noise in many types is of importance wfth respect to hearing dsnmge.
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Approximately one-half of the aircraft operate near hub airports, whore their noise

--, characteristics, except for the executive jets, are masked by tile much noisier corn-

' _ merctal aircraft. The remainder of the aircraft are distributed over more than 11,0(}0

'='2

i airports within the U.S. Thus, the general aviation industry has not, until recently,

considered aircraft noise te terms of the nonparticipunt environment. Furthermore,

_.! there are no noise regulations for the majority of these aircraft, which are below the

75,000-poundminimum gross weightconsideredby FAR-36.

'-J The general aviation fleet has grown rapidly during the last 15 years and will con-

"- ttnue to grow at an accelerated rate until at'least 1985. More important, from a noise
]

standpoint, is the growing proportion of larger and more powerful mulliengined piston,

i turboprop, and turbojet aircraft in the projected fleet. Because of this changing mix,

the typical general aviation aircraft could become noisier in the future. This factor,

_ inadditiontothe increaseinthe number ofaircraftoperations,willleadtoan increas-

"-L ing potentialforthe productionof community noiseintrusions.

Noise Reduction Programs

Reduction of interior cabin noise levels is presently a much higher priority item

for the general aviation industry than is reducing exterior levels. Some improvement
' I

has been achieved by reducing noise from the engine and propeller and by increasing

-: transmissionloss throughthecabinwalls. The generalaviationindustry_splansfor

further reduction indicate that interior noise levels of about 75 dBA are possible

within the next 10 years. Such an accomplishment would essentially eliminate any

potentia_ hazard of hearing less and would result in cabin noise levels comparable to
r_
c
,_ , the interior noise levels of an average automobile at highway speeds. The general

I __ aviation industry has recently begun to use quieter turbofan engines for business Jet

-- aircraft instead of the noisier pure turbojets. This quieter engine can provide a

3 -11
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substantial reduction In external noise, with equal or improved aircraft performance.

However, an equivalent noise reduction throughout the business jet fleet is required i

to significantly reduce the noise impact of these aircraft. "_

Propeller and engine manufacturers have been engaged in the development of quiet i i

concepts for military and V/STOL commercial applications, and some of the results ,_
,}

have fed back to the general aviation industry. For example, current aircraft models

generally have three-blade propellers rather then the old two-blade propellers, with

a resulting noise reduction of 3 to 5 dBA. ]towevor, in the absence of definite goals

(such as could be established by regulation), much of the noise reduction technology _J

will not be systematically applied.

Noise Reduction Potential I,J

A significant reduction in engine/exhaust noise for propeller aircraft Is achievable FI

with current technology, and a 10-dB reduction of propeller noise is feasible in the

I

next 5 years. It appears that a maximum noise level objective in the range of 68 to I_i

73 dBA at 1000 feet for new general aviation propeller aircraft is achievable in the
4_

1980 time period. Similarly, noise levels of business Jet aircraft could be reduced to LJ

nearly these levels if the technology developed for commercial Jets were applied to _!r
the smaller business Jet engines.

The achievement of these reduced exterior noise levels in general aviation air- I--

craft will undoubtedly require regulatory action by the gavarnment, since the operator

LJof this categary of transportation cannot be expected to apply pressure on the mann-

lecturer. Similarly, regulation would ensure the achievement of internal noise levels ,ii

that are not potentially hazardous to hearing.

#T
Highway Vehicles ;.,j

The highway vehicle industry is strongly committed te the development of vehicles
I ,
:1

intended for specific segments of the consumer public. Each vehicle model is _j

t
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manufactured witha particularperformance goalor overallimage inmind. This

image ranges from a luxury vehicle, wherein a quint car is desired by the consumer,

to a competition type vehicle that generally exhibits the highest legal noise level.

In its infancy, the automotive industry found it necessary to equip its engines with
• i

mufflers because the noise of the horseless carriage frightened horses on the road.

,_: Cities and towns began to require mufflers on cars in the 1920's, and the automobile

"_ muffler has improved significantly since then.

_- Truclm, utility and nmintenance vehicles, and buses are generally manufactured

to individual customer specifications that place major emphasis on performance,

operating economy, and initial cost. Track noise is often mistakenly associated with

•: _i better economy and more power. Thus, there has been little purchaser pressure to

-_ .-_ reduce truck noise, although individual cities and towns have begun to demand quieter

_ maintenance vehicles and buses. However, in the late 1950's realization of potential

j i legislation to curtail truck noise led the industry to adopt a voluntary maximum ex-

terior noise level standard.
_=_

I ] The manufacturer's commitment to noise reduction is twofold: (1) a program of

researnh and development to satisfy consumer requirements for a quiet car, far the

: a_ passengers, and(2) an attompt to meet existing ingislation on e_erior noieslevels.

This legislation essentially taken the form of a short term noise requirement. These

commitments are greatly complicated because the vehlele manufacturers face a

, : number of differing noise laws, measurement standards, and time deadlines through-

out the country for various noise limits on highway vehicles. Because of the time

_.. constraints contained in some of the laws, industry has frequently been required to

-.. exploit the so called "band-aid" type of problem solution, without having adequate

time to incorporate the new requirements into a basle redesign.
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Incorporation of appropriate noise reduction techniques into the design of highway

vehicles proceeds slowly for a number of reasons, foremost of which is that the nmnu- _1

lecturers are dealing with production units having u lead time of 3 to 5 years. Any .4

refinement going into new vehicles requires modification that must be proven compatible _ '

with all design and production constraints.

There is potential for the reduction of noise associated with highway transportation
_Q

through consideration of noise impact in route selection and by the use in certain in- _I

stances of various types of noise barriers. Such barriers can cost from $50,000 .._

to well over $100, OOOper mile, depending on type of construction, and whether or

not they were included In the original highway design. Similarly, engineeringq

, controls,such as use of deprsssed roadways and provisionofsound insulation

on buildings adjacent to heavy traffic offer possibilities of minimizing noise impact, l,_

Such measures may be even more effective as source control is applied.
I i

Noise Reduction Programs

Passenger Cars. A great deal of noise reduction is currently incorporated into [ it_a

the majority of passenger vehicles, Much of this noise reduction is directed at re- _,,
ii

ducing interior noise levels, and successful efforts often have hean rewarded by -_

increased sales. '_
The exterior noise levels of passenger cars, measured raider various normal

operattng conditions along freeways, city streets, and rural roads, show that the noise

of the newest vehicles is less than that of older vehicles. In statistical studies con-
II

duoted on highway vehicle noise, the average noise level of vehicles in the category

"1969 and newer" was found to be approximately 2 to 3 dB less than that of older _ I

vehicles.

According totestimonygivenattheSan Francisco,Chicago, and Washington, [ I
_J

D. C. noisehearings,the majorityofpassenger cars builtinthe U.S. since 1969
I i

r _
.J
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meet present California noise requirements. According to industry estimates,

meeting future California regulations will increase new car prices by approx-

"_ imately $30 to $50 per vehicle.

Trucks. Adequate silencing treatment on now vehicles under maximum noise out-

... put conditions provides a substantial overall exhaust noise reduction, yielding overallE

: _ vehicle noise levels in the 8,5 to 90 dBA range, However, the average heavy diesel

i
..... truck will probably run over ,500,0`50 miles in its lifetime. Over this time period,

i, =_ many of the components will be replaced either due to wear or to modification for

.... individualoperator needs. Consequently,the noiseoutputofmany heavy trucks may

i Increase significantly from their original conditiun, negating noise reduction features

incorporated into the original vehicle, particularly if muffler and tire replacements

do notprovidenoiseperformance equaltothatofthe originalequipment.

•--- Costs associated with reducing truck noise are difficult to estimate, because of

_- the variety of noise sources associated with eaeb type of vehicle. Engine components,

p-)

i such as fans, gears, and transmissions and accessories, as well as the engine itself,

are major noise sources. One enginemanufacturerhas estimatedthattherewould be

-?
an increase in cost of $1,500 in the $`5,000 base priceof a 2`50 hp diesel engine to

.-_ provide a 10 dBA noise reduction. Several track manufacturers have estimated that

'_" costs to meet the 1973 California law requirements range from $20 to $125 per vehicle

_ and to meet later requirements there may be as mueb as a 1,5 percent increase In

costs, assuming all technical problems are resolved. It should be noted that in the

absence of national standards, major manufacturers are using the California law as

a deslg'n basis.

•_. Buses. The principal emphasis in noise reduction for buses has been to satisfy

the desire for more passenger comfort. Little emphasis has been placed on external
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il
noise, and presently there are no uniform criteria for external noise for buses other

than recommended levels establtehed by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE j,

J366).

Utility and Maintenance Vehicles. Utility and maintenance vehicles differ from _ i

other similar highway vehicles only in their usage patterns and functions ° They are

most often operated at low road speeds and at medium to high engine speeds. There-

fore, these vehicles_ particularly the diesel powered units, generally produce high

noise levels, even at low highway speeds. The engine for such vehicles is normally

muffled, but noise associated with the performance of auxiliary functions is seldom i J

considered. One notable exception is the experimental quiet refuse truck developed

by a major U.S. auto manufacturer for the City of New York.

Noise Reduction Potent/a/ ; !

Figure 3-3 illustrates the present rangca of noise levels for hJghl_y vehicles

under bothmaximum noiseconditionsand highway cruiseconditions.Also summa- =_,_d

rlzed in this figure are noise reduction goals deemed achievable with current tech- ix,_r
nology in the near future for existing vehicle concepts and long term goals that could "'

be met as a result of further research and development efforts. These goals are i ]

based on an extensiveanalysisofthe subsourcesof vehiclenoiseand assume continuing

advancement inthe applicablenoiseredactiontechnology. For most vehicles,reduc-

tlonof tirenoiseisthe major technicalchallenge,exceptforthe simple elimln_tton
!i

of exceedingly noisy truck tire retread patterns. At low speeds, further reduction t_

may require a change from the conventional reciprocating engine for propulsive power !I
t q
h_

to new devices such as gas turbines or electric drive.

RecreationWhlcles II

The annoyance caused by noise from outboard motors was recognized by industw

long before any legislative bodies began to act to control its effect. Motivated by .J
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public pressure, manufacturers began experimenting in the late 1920's with underwater

exhaust systems to reduce the noise output of outboard motors. Their success in the L
li

late 1940's was one of the factors leading to a dramatic growth in the market for motor-

boats. The current outboard probably represents the quietest application of a t_vo- i k

stroke engine for its power output on the market today.
Snowmobiles are relative newcomers on the leisure vehicle scene. Introduced in i I

1958 as s low-powered, lightweightutilitysnow vehicle,thesnowmobile has svolved

intoa morn refined,high perfornu-.nos,all-purposerecreationvehleln, The increased

•

popularity of this vehicle has been accompanied by an evergro_ving number of corn- _.1

plaints'about its noise. The primary sourc_ of this noise is a poorly muffled exhaust

system usually resulting from attempts by the user to gain more engine power by _l

reducing engine muffling. Newer model snowmobiles generate lower noise levels than

earlier models, with measured noise levels of 1971 models generally ranging from 15

r_
to23 dB below levelsoftheearlymodels. This isa significantaccomplishment, par- Ii

tJ

tloularlysincetherewere no effectivesnowmobile noise regulationsin effectpriorto

June 30, 1970. I_

Motorcycles alsohave a longhistoryinthe leisurefleld.Due tothe design con- "I

straintsoflightweightconstructionand maximum power output,motorcycles have

continually produced excessive noise. The average motorcycle rider frequently asso- i"_'!

ciates noise with power and generally feels that high noise levels fit the motoreycls

image. The major manufacturers have only recently taken steps to try to change ! I

these beliefs. All current motorcycles now intended for highway use are built to com-

ply with California state noise regulations. In addition, most major mnnufacturers,

under the guidance of the Motorcycle Industry Council, ||ave agreed to place mufflers '/!

on all their off-road motorcycles to limit their noise output. The industry is currently

in the process of trying to convince the consumer that noise does not necessarily mean

3-1s !I
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: power and that a redaction of tile noise problem is necessary to the continuing enjoy-

ment of motorcycling as a widespread recreational activity.

Noise Reduction Programs

_'_ The gross noise reductions of most current recreation vehicles have bees accom-

plished through exhaust system treatment. Engine shielding and isolation have also

been developed to a high degree on outboard motors, and this technology is gradually

., being applied to snowmobiles. Excluding motorcycles and some snowmobiles, the

_-, industry, as a whole, has nearly reached the stage in which exhaust treatment has

: -_ been fully exploited, leaving further reduction efforts to be aimed toward intake

"- silencing and engine noise itself. For motorcycles, most of the current noise roduc-

' lion has been achieved on the engine exhaust; however, design constraints on pack-

aging exhaust systems of sufficient size have yet to be overcome. Further research

_ is required in this area.

•-- Potential Noise Reduction

• The current range of noise levels and the future noise reduction goals for reore-

_, alien vehicles are summarized in Figure 3-4. Short term goals are considered
! I

achievable with current technology. The feasibility of long term goals is based on an

; i analysis of contributing noise sources and the continuing advancement of the applies-

. ble noise reduction technology.

For pleasure bouts, motorcycles, and snowmobiles, the exhaust is the principal

_ noise source. The lightweight design of motorcycles and snowmobiles frequently does

not allow for adequate exhaust treatment or intake silencer placement, and [srther

development of exhaust mufflers will be necessary to acifleve a substantial decrease

beyond the best muffler teclmology currently available. The practice of deliberately

. _ disabling or completely removing exhaust mufflers must, of course, be totally dis-

eouraged.
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For boats, a reduction ta the transmission of noise througb engine enclosures for

inboard engines can be accomplished by application of the advanced state of acoustic

enclosure design, Outboard engines pose a more difficult problem due to design con-

attaints that employ high power-to-weight ratios.

Substantial reduction in engine noise for recreation vehicles beyond that available

with current technology must result from internal engine redesign programs and

modification to the intake and exhaust systems. Effort should also be made to reduce

noise exposure levels for the vehicle operator and passenger.

, Rail Sy=tams

_ The incorporation of noise limiting requirements in the specifications for new

rail vehicles has only recently caused tadustry to initiate noise abatement programs.

Therefore, the majority of vehicles in operation today have not been affected by

i
such programs.

.-- The development of specifications/or rapid transit vehicles is complicated by

the division of responsibilities between the cognizant transit authority and the manu-

facturer. For example a typical present-day specification does not include the noise

produced by the wheel/raft interaction, which in most cases is the major contribution

i 1 to the overall noise level, nor does it take into account the effect of noise reverber-

ation in tunnels upon the interior noise levels in the vehicles. This means that the

transit authority and the manufacturer may be required to pursue separate noise

reduction programs to solve s common problem.

Noise Reduction Programs

Railroads The of wheels the of sectional rails be reduced
impact on joints sano

5 dB or greater by the use of continuous welded rail. For tntercity passenger sys-

tems, sectional tracks are frequently replaced by welded rails when the older rails
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wear cut. Otlmr techniques for reducing wheel/rail noise bare included grinding the

rails tc eliminate surface irregularities and lubricating the wheels. _,J

Noise abatement prcgrams conducted by the railroad industry have concentrated
I

mainly on the modern, higb speed, intercity trains such as the Metroliner and the

TurbcTrath. The noise levels in these multiple-unit trains Ih_ve boca kept fairly low i I
J

by carefully considering noise control detolls in the design. Due to their more sub-

stantial body structure and because tbey normally travel at lower speeds, locomotive- i¢ A

hauled passenger cars have similar or lower noise levels.

A small number of programs concerned with wayside noise from railroad equip- t-,

ment are in prcgress. These programs are concerned with the noise from diesel- _'_
l

electric locomotives. The introduction cf more electric locomotives would reduce
p_

the noise impact from the propulsion system and wculd eliminate the typical pulsuting i {• , i_ A

sound cf the diesel-electric tc whicb many people object.

Noise control has generally not been a consideration, other than In tile interior _._

cf the cab, in diesel-electric locomotives. Tim exhaust system has no muffler, and r
/

since this is the major source cf noise, it is poselbIe that mufflers could be desigued

te reduce thcoverall seundlevclo Inaddlticn, more substuntial or mcdifiedcaslng [-i

around the diesel engine, together _ith file acoustically absorbent material, may be

effective in reducing the noise from this source.

Rail Transit Systems. A number of noise abatement programs have been con- ,.,

dueled by both equipment manufacturers and transit authorities. The work that has

been done tc date in connection with rail transit systems has shown that considerable _

noise reduction can be achieved with current technolcgy. Some systems are noisy

because of poor wheel and rail maintenance, lack cf air-conditioning equipment in ..I!

cars, and lack cf acoustic absorption In the subways. Nearly all new cars are now
I

air conditioned, allcwing the windows to be permanently sealed, resulting in a 10-dBA -"
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reduction from the 90 to 93 dBA levels tlmt exist in the noisier vehicles. It bas also

bean shown in the Toronto system that a further reduction can be attained by the use

of absorptive material on tunnel walls, and by proper attention to acoustics in the

design of stations.

The most significant reduction in exterior and interior noise levels can be made

_ in existing systems by careful lwMntenance of file wheels and rails. A summary

_ of the noise reduction that is possible using current technology from related indus-

_ tries i• shown in Table 3-3.

Noise Reduction Potential

The railroad and transit authorities, together with th• manufacturers of rail

equipment, are becominginereasingly aware of the noise problems associated with

rail systems and are planninga number of program• for noise reduction. In

_ most cases, however, the program• are not defined is terms of final objectives,

! but more to determine what reductions can be aobleved using current technology.

The following programs are among those planned.

Railroads

• A study of the noise characteristics of diesel-electric locomotives with a

view toward eventual noise reduction.

- • An improved suspension system for the TurboTraln that, it is estimated,

may reduce interior noise levels from 74 dBA to 60 or 65 dBA. Due to the

: noise from the air-conditioning system, the noise reduction obtained may

he less than this. The final level• may be in the range of 60 to 70 dBA,

.-i depending on the position in the car, unless the air-conditioning equipment

- noise Is reduced.

• The replacement of old truck by welded track, Only about 3000 miles of

track per year are renewed in this manner.
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Table 3-3 _ 1

SUMMARY OF TIIE NOISE REDUCTION POTENTIAL BY APPLYING "_
CURRENT TECI_[OLOGY TO EXISTING TRANSIT VEIIICLES , I

J _

Estimated Noise

Reduction,dBA ._

Existing Condition Modified Condition Car Car } I
Interior Exterior

Standard track, not Welded track, ground 5-15 5-15 _iI
regularly maintained

Concrete traekbed Ballast trackbed 0-5 0 '_

Bare concrete tunnel Strips of absorbent 5-10 i
surfaces material at wheel height

Bare concrete station Limited absorbent i i
surfaces material on wall sur- '" i

faces and under plat- 5-10
form overhang _

_ts

Old type vehicles New type cars with

using open windows air conditioning 10-15 _
or vents for venttla- i :
tion '"

Standard doors and Improved door seals, [_
body body gasket holes 0-5

plugged, et cetera

Standard steel Steel wheels with con- ! i
wheels strained damping 5-15 5-15

layer

Standard type Installation of a 4 ft, _
vehicles harrieralongside i0-15

track

Installationofa skirt 6
on side of vehicles

Standard,noisypro- Modifiedunitwith _I
pulsiun unit skewed armature slots, I b

random blower fan 0-5 5

blade spacing, acnns- 'I
tically treated fan ducts i t

m_

Note: The values of noise reduction are estimated for the particular source , p
alone,assuming no contributionsfrom other sources. The valuesthereforecannotbe added toobtainan overallnoisereduction.

t



Rail Transit Systems

s The application of epray-ou acoustic absorption material on the ceilings and
!

under the platform edges, together with noise barriers between tracks at u

New York subway station.

m The replacement of old transit cars with more modern types incorporating

air-conditioning, door and window seals, rubber suspension mounts, and vi-

))ration damping materials on the body.

_ s The replacement of old track with welded track in many transit systems,

_' s A study to determine whether improved sound insulation of transit cars can

" be achieved without increasing the mass of the car body.

s Design of an integrated heat transfer system for air conditioning equipment

that uses cooling coils or fans that are operated while the train is out of the

._: stationarea.

¢-_ Future Changes in the Noise Environment

-" The current trend of the transportation industry relative to noise abatement has

_._ been outlined, and independent estimates have been presented for the noise reduction

potential for each category. The net effect of this current trend, and of the changes

: ! that would result if the noise reduction potentials by source control were achieved, is

._ reviewed in this discussion.
i

" As a basis for projecting noise impact to the year 2000, a conservative model was

;_; chosen for growth of the existing transportation system, Major assumptions for the

model included:

_.. 1, Conservative population growth of 1,15 percent per year from 1970 to

• 1985 and i. 05 percent thereafter.
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2. Conservative estinn_tes for numbers of higi|way and transit vehicles, with

growth rates approaching urban population growth rates by the yeLr 2000. _ I

3. Conservative estimates for growth in total freeway miles and freeway

traffic, i ,

The change in noise levels generated by transportation system categories has been _'_:
m,J

estimated for three possible options for future source noise reduction:

Option 1--No change in source noise levels after 1970 (baseline). !

Option 2--Estimated noise reduction ac!lieved with current industry trends by the

year 1985 with no further reductions thereafter. This assumes no new noise control ,'J

regulations by local, state, or Federal agencies or any change in consumer demand for _'_
v_

quieter vehicles, ltlstorically, these factors have provided tbe principal motivation for

industry action to reduce noise, [ ,
J,fJ

Option 3--Projected noise reduction is achieved by implementation of an ineremen-

tsl regulatory program for a specified amotmt of noise reduction by the years 1979,

1980, and 1985. The examples ofputsntialnotsereduetlonutflized for Option 3 are _
t

summarized in Table 3-4 for the major transportation categories.

Change in Noise Energy Output

The approximate total A-weighted noise energy expended per day by the year 2000
f"l

for all units of a given transportation category, except aircraft, has been estimated I i

for each of the three options. The results are summarized in Table 3-5. The esti= ,>,

mated value for 1970, given In Chapter 2, is listed in the first column for reference. _'

The second column, based on Option 1 (no noise reduction), shows the increase in _.1
t

noise energy per day due solely to the estimated increase in number and usage of
i

sources. The third and fourth columns show the estimated trend in noise energy by .J

the year 2000 for Option 2 (current industry trends) or Option 3 (possible noise regu-
i,

lation). -J

! ,
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Table 3-4

EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE NOISE REDUCTION GOALS FOR EXTERNALLY
RADIATED NOISE FOR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM CATEGOI_/'ES

Effective Date
" Source

1975 1980 1985

.-, HIGHWAY VEHICLE 1

DieselTrucks 3 8 I0

Utility Trucks 3 8 10

Light Trucks and Pickups 2 5 8

Highway Bases 3 8 10

- Cityand SchoolBuses 2 5 8

" Slandard Passenger Cars 2 4 5

_ Sport, Compact and Import Cars 6 8 9

_ Motorcycles (Highway) 2 7 I0

,-_ AIr(CRAFT

Aircraft 2
__ Commercial 4 7 10

(with turbofan engines)

"- General Aviation Prop Aircraft 3 O 5 l0

lleavyTransport Helleopters3 O 5 10

-1 Light Turbine-Powered Helicopters 3 5 12 17

"-_ Light Piston-Powered IIelicopters 3 1O 15 20

"D RAILWAY 1

4- Locomotives 0 5 8

• Existing I_apid Transit 5 10 13

_ RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 1

_-, Snowmobiles 1o 12 14

--_ Off-Road Motorcyclesand Minicycles 2 7 I0

Outboard Motor Boats 2 4 6r-

Inboard Motor Boats 5 6 7

1Relative reduction in average noise levels in dBA at 50 feet.

"Relative reduction in EPNdB at FAR-30 Measurement Position for Takeoff.

3Relative reduction in EPNdB at 100O feet fromaircraft during takeoff.
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Table 3-5I

I
ESTIMATED FUTURE CHANGE IN NOISE ENERGY FOR TRANSPORTATION _'_
SYSTEM CATEGORIES WIT}[ THREE OPTIONS FOR NOISE REDUCTION _ i

i
,iNoise Energy inKilowatt-HoursDay

Source 1970 2000 ,_

Option* -- * ,

1 2 3 ,._

HIGHWAY VEHICLES i:l

Medium and Iteavy Trucks 5,000 10,000 4,000 800

Sports Cars, Import and t-_
Compacts 1,000 2,500 1,600 250

Passenger Cars (standard) 800 1,200 S00 400

LightTn,cks and Pickups 500 1,000 400 160

Motorcycles 250 800 320 80
Cityand School Buses 20 20 8 3 _J

Highway Buses 12 12 5 1.2 _,

RECREATION VEHICLES '_

Motorcycles 800 2,500 NA 250 _,!
Snowmobiles 120 400 NA 16

Outboard Motorboats 100 160 NA 40

InboardMotorboats 40 63 NA 12

RAIL VEHICLES

Lo_omotlves 1,200 1,200 1,200 200 !"I

Existing R/T Systems 6 10 6.3 0.5

f"T

NA--Not available. ,,,
,rr

•Option l--No noisereduction,
2--Estlmat8industrytrendinnoiseredactlon.
3--Example of possibleincrementalprogram of noiseregulation. " P
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Under Option3, thenoise energy by theyear 2000 fez'allcateguriesisalways

less than 1970 values. The reductionforOptten'2,relativetoOptionI,by the year

• 2000 reflectsthe currenteffortby the variousindustriestoproduce a quieterproduct,

while the additional reduction indicated for Option 3 shows the significant additional

benefit that could be obtained through noise regulation.

These values of noise energy provide a rough indication of changes in the relative

magnitude of potential noise impact of transportation vehicles. By the year 2000, the

noise energy value in Table 3-5 indicates a twofold in,reuse from 1970 if no further

_' action were taken to reduce noise. Assumth_ that current industry trends continue,

"" little significant change in noise energy is indicated by the year 2000. However_ by

implementing positive regulatory program, a reduction in noise energy of nearly .t. 5-

/ .- to-1 over 1970 isindicatedforOption3.

f Aircraft have been omitted from Table 3-9 since the overall noise impact of air-J
i

/ _-_ craft is more readily evaluated in terms of land area within a given Noise Exposure i
i

Forecast (NEF) contour or Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)

contour. This information is provided in Table 3-6.

Chan,qein Residual Noise Level

The same model for residual noise levels utilized in Chapter 2 for 1970 has been

applied to forecast trends for 1985 and 2000 as a function of the noise reduction op-

tions for only high,ray vehicles. The result of this projection, including the estimated

residual levels for 1950 and 1960, is shown in Figure 3-5. The trend for Option 1 is

clearly an upper bound and indicates an additional growth of about 2.5 dB in the re-

sidual level by the year 2000, due solely to the increase in noise sources. The lowest

line for Option 3 represents the cumulative effect of achieving the three-step noise

_ reduction values summarized in Table 3-5 and shows the net reduction in residual

noise level to be 5 dB relative to today, or about 7 dB below the "no aetica_ _ Option

_ trend for the year 2000.
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Table 3-6

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED NOISE IMPACTED LAND (WITHIN CNEL 65 CONTOUR) ,1
NEAR AIRPORTS AND FREEWAYS FROM 1955 TO THE YEAR 2000

WITH FUTURE ESTIMATES BASED ON OPTIONS 3 AND 2 .-_ .
i .
J ,

i Impacted Land Area--Square Miles
j 'J
, Near Airports Near Freeways Total

1955 ~20 0 28
¢ I

1960 200 75 275

1965 760 285 1045 ,-_

1970 1450 545 1995

1985 780 (870)* 400 (1470)* 1180 (2340)*

2000 240 (1210) 0 (2050) 240 (3260) _I
b_-J

*Number in parentheses is the estimated impact area if no further p,
regulatory action is taken (Option 2). It assumes FAR-36 remains ; !
in force for aircraft, no new limits established for bighway vehicle "_
noise, and no change in existing freeway design concepts to increase

noise reduction. Numbers outside of parentheses assume FAR-36 _lminus 1OEPNdB for aircraft and additional combined noise reduction
for freeways and highway vehicles of 3 dBA by 1985 and 5 dBA by the

year 2000. 77

Change in Impacted Areas Near Freeways and Ailports

Noise impact for land adjacent to freeways and airports was summarized in

Chapter 2 for 1970 conditions. To indicate past and future trends, the total affected !_,

land area near freeways and airports has been estimated from 1955 to the year 2000.

The resulting values, given in Table 3~6, represent the incompatible land area lying i i

within a CNEL of 65. As defined in Chapter 1, tbis is equivalent to an NEF value of 30.

',i
Estimates of noise hnpacted land areas are given for 1985 and the year 2000 for ,_

both Option 2 (values in parentheses) and Option 3, for which a marked reduction in _
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Under Option 3, the noise energy by the year 2000 for all categories is ahvays

_- less than 1970 values. The reduction for Option 2, relative to Option 1, by the year

2000 reflects the current effort by the various industries to produce a quieter product,

-" while the additional reduction indicated for Option 3 shows the significant additional

benefit that could be obtained through noise regulation.

: These values of noise energy provide a rough indication of changes in the relative

.- magnitude of potential noise impact of tmnspertatinn vehicles. By the year 2000, the

.... noise energy value in Table 3-5 indicates a twofold increase from 1970 if _o further

action were taken to reduce noise. Assuming that current industry trends continue,

_-- little significant change in noise energy is indicated by the year 2000. Ilowever, by

Implementing positive regulatory program, a reduction in noise energy of nearly 4.5-

to-1 over 1970 is indicated for Option 3.

_.. Aircraft have been omitted from Table 3-5 since the overall noise impact of air-

_-- craft is more readily evaluated in terms of land area within a given Noise Exposure

Forecast (NEF) contour or Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)

i 1 contour. This information is provided in Table 3-6.
,_ Change in Residual Noise Level

, I The same model for residual noise levels utilized in Chapter 2 for 1970 has been

,._ applied to forecast trends for 1985 and 2000 as a function of the noise reduction op-

,-J tions for only highway vehicles. The result of this projection, including the estimated

residual levels for 1950 and 1960, is shown in Figure 3-5, The trend for Option 1 is

clearly an upper hound and indicates an additional growth of about 2.5 dB in the re-
if'-!

:_ : sideal level by the year 2000, due solely to the increase in noise sources. The lowest

line for Option 3 represents the cumulative effect of achieving the three-step noise

_ reduction values summarized in Table 3-5 and shows the net reduction in residual

noise level to be 5 dB relative to today_ or about 7 dB below the "no action!' Option 1

trend for the year 2000.
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Table 3-6

i

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED NOISE IMPACTED LAND (WITHIN CNEL 65 CONTOUR) ,!i
NEAR AIRPORTS AND FREEWAYS FROM 1905 TO THE YEAR 2000

WITH FUTURE ESTIMATES BASED ON OPTIONS 3 AND 2 ?

Impacted Land Area--Square Miles ":
ii

Near Airports Near Freeways Total

1955 -20 8 28 _!

1960 200 75 275

I '
1965 760 285 1045 ,-,

1970 1450 545 1995

1985 780 (870)* 400 (1470)* 1180 (2340)*

2000 240 (1210) O (2050) 240 (3260)
}rJ

*Number in parentheses is the estimated impact area if no further
regulatory action is taken (Option 2). It assumes FAR-36 remains i
in force for aircraft, no new limits established far higbway vehicle "_
noise, and no change in existing freeway design concepts to increase
noise reduction. Numbers outside of parentheses assume FAR-36 *_
minus i0 EPNdB foraircraftand additionalcombined noisereduction

forfreeways and highway vehiclesof2 dBA by 1985 nnd 5 dBA by the

year 2000. t,_
If

Change in Impacted Areas Near Freeways and Airports ,_,
!,

Noise impact for land adjacent to freeways and airports was summarized in J

Chapter 2 for 1970 conditions. To indicate past and future trends, the total affected _"_

land area near freeways and airports has been estimated from 1955 to the year 2000.

The resulting values, given in Table 3-6, represent the incompatible land area lying

within a CNEL of 65. As defined in Chapter 1, this is equivalent to an NEF value of 30.
,/

Estimates of noise impacted land areas are given for 1985 and the year 2000 for ,j

bothOption2 valuesinparentheses)and Option 3, forwhich a marked reductionin _ ,
! r

!'t
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impact is achieved. For Option 3, the estimated noise impacted land near airports _

is reduced by 33 percent from the 1970 value, assuming an annual fleet growth of 3
iJ

percent and no significant change in day-night operations mix or the ratio of freight

to passenger aircraft operations. Based on a CNEL 65 boundary, noise impacted

land near freeways is reduced to zero by the year 2000. assuming a net noise reduc-

tion in vehicle and freeway noise of about 0 dB below today's values. _ }

! The total noise impacted land by the year 2000 varies by a factor of over 13, do- ,.,

pending on the choice of Option 2 (no further change beyond today's industry trends)

or Option 3 (noise regulation). The striking effect of the decrease in noise impacted _,

land near freeways due to a small (5 dBA) decrease in freeway noise is clear.

It is particularly important to note that the imposition of noise limits on aircraft I

by FAR-36 is resulting in at least a "holding action" regarding airport noise, flow-

ever, without national policy concerning highway vehicles, the potential growth in '"

noise impact near freeways is great. "_J ,

Estimates have been made of the relative cost-effectiveness of alternate methods

of reducing the noise impacted land. For airports having noise problems reduction _ ,

of noise at the source (i.e., quieter enginoe) is clearly more cost-effective than

reducing noise Impact by land acquisition. For airports without noise problems, fu-

ture problems should be prevented by complementary airport and land use planning. _!_'

For f.ture airports, environmental limits should be adopted in the planning stage for

use in site selection and for assuring compatible uses of adjacent land. I ,

For freeways, designs to increase barrier noise reduction is more cost-effective

than land acquisition, Vehicle noise reduction is one potential means for reducing ..i,

freeway noise and also provides benefits for the total urban population. Thus, a i
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balanced approach for reducing highway tmnsportatinn noise should emphasize vehicle

noise reduction t improved freeway design, and community planning for compatible land

" USeS o

llowevor, the most effective noise prevention measures will be identified and im-

plemented only by the use of balanced multlmodal transportation systems, designed to

_ move people and cargo economically, willie minimizing total environmental impact of

the transportation process. This transport planning process must be accompanied by

_ planning and implementation of land use designs and building regulations which will

prevent future noise probleras and gradually resolve existing ones.

"2'

2
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DEVICES POWERED BY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

ltistorically, noise abatement has not been a primary consideration of manufae- i I

tureru of small internal combustion nngthss, although unmuffled equipment has not ,._

been produced for many years because of buyer resistance to excessively noisy _ '

products. Public tolerance, combined with some noise control, has produced a com-

promise situation between the consumers and the manufacturers.

Noise reduction achieved by the engine manufacturers has resulted in reasonably I 'I.I

quiet engines that make somewhat less noise than the equipment they are designed to ,_
Ip

power. Equipment menu 'fncturers,however, are not completelyconvincedof this

condition and tend to attribute noise to the engine. This is particularly characteristic

of the small equipment manufacturer who purchases the engine from an outside source

and has noinvolvement with enginedesign. Inthiscategoryare largenumbers of

lawn ears equipment unitsconstructedofpressed sheetmetal inproductionshops
p_

around the country. _

Many manufacturers of equipment powered by internal combustion engines feel

that they are being placed in the difficult position of being required to meet several

divergentnoiseordinances. Such laws are being establishedby individualcities _'L2

and towns and are relatedtolocaleconomic and socialconditions.
Pq

Nolle Reduation Programs !_

The extentofnoise reductionwithinthe industriessupplyingsmall internalcom-

bustionengines has been directly related to its effect on sales and the existence of

noise ordinances. With the exception of the small generator industry t buyer feels- _'I

tenon on quiet equipment has not been sufficient to produce significant noise reduc-

tion efforts. Consequently, noise abatement programs have not been consistent. For i'!:J

instance, one manufacturer has demonstrated that a small generator, using a 3-

horsepower engine with a vertical shaft within a complete enclosure, may be quieted .L

!.
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to 70 decibels at an operator position of 6 feet from tbe engine. If this same treatment

were applied to a lawn mower, it would achieve an improvement of approximately 20

! " dBA over current production models and would make the engine immdible in the presence

i of a rotating blade. IInwever, no serious plans exist for production of such a mower

because of the high cost of the noise reduction treatment and the resulting small market

! potential, us estimated by the manufacturer.

.._ Chain saw manufacturers recognize the existence of a serious noise problem rc-

_: garding their equipment. The high power-to-weight ratio necessary in a hand-carried

-- device requires a lightweight structure that Ls incapable of containing most of its own
!

_- noise. Further, the noise produced by the chain is on the order of 100 dBA at tile

operator position, and reduction of the engine noise below this level would not reduce

total output. Some experimental work is being done to reduce the noise of the chain,

._! but costs rapidly become prohibitive when exotic materials are used to damp the

.--. response of the blade to the chain. Considerable engineering work has been expended

_-: to make chain saw mufflers more efficient within weight and size limitations, and

some success has been demonstrated. Sound levels have been reduced in as low asJ
102 dBA by some special mechanical devices, with power losses of no more than 10

.. to 12 percent.

,- Noise control within the industry served by small internal combustion engines

_- _vill continue to be affected by various local laws and ordinances, However, there

' '- will always be difficulty in eneouraging noise abatement until public education advances

to the point at which the charisma of noise is gone. When each person is convinced
r-;

: ; that his contribution to noise reduction is meaningful, he will then go to the manufae-

tarer of the quietest machine and pay the extra money required and will take pride

• - in his accomplishment. When this happens, as it has in the small generator field,

manufacturers will probably respond accordingly, Interviews have shown that most
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manufacturers can respond but at present have found little nmrket for quiet products

when the public is asked to pay the price. _

Potential Noim Reduction
i

The combined effort by the public in demanding quieter products powered by intern- ii

ul combustion engines, and successful response to this demand by the manufacturers, _

should provide a substantial decrease in annoyance from this equipment. 'rhe estimated

potential noise reduction that might be expected for these devices is summarized in

Table 3-7. The noise reduction values are relative to current noise levels and are

specified in terms of potential reductions achievable by the 1975, 1980, and 1985 time _:,i

perlods.
!b

Full accomplishment of these noise reductions would largely eliminate annoyance _,_

problems associated with use of lawn care equipment. However, the noise reduction

potential for chain saws, using existing technology, is not sufficient to eliminate their

annoyance characteristics or hearing damage risk for their operators. Further noise _

reduction research is necessary.

Table 3-7

ESTIMATED NOISE REDUCTION POTENTIAL FOR DEVICES :'7
POWERED BY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Noise Reduction, dB* !'_']
Source

1975 1980 1985

Lawn Care Equipment 10 13 15 _'I

Chain Saws 2 2 5
J

Generator Sets 5 7 17

*Noise reduction relative to typical current noise levels at 80 feet.

J i
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NOISE REDUCTION FOR INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

_ Industrial noise is a local problem, wit3_ each plant possessing indi_ddual intrusive

characteristics.The plantlocation,community residualnoiselevels,and othernoise

-_ sources such as major highways, airports,and constructionactivitiescontributeto

the community noiseenvironment. Itappears thatnoisefrom construction,surface

transportation,and aircraftgenerallycontributemore tocommunity annoyance,than

r- do industrialplants. The contributionofindustrialplantnoisetothe community re-

4 : sidual levels may increase when the noise from tbe other sources is reduced. It is

-- anticipated that, in general, industrial plant noise reaching the community will not

increase in the n_tr future but may. in fact, decrease, as noise abatement efforts

required by the Occupational Safety and llenlth Act of 1970 become effective. However,

it should be pointed out that at specific locations where interior plant noise is reduced

. by simply looatingthe noisesources outdoors,withoutadequatenoisecontrolmeasures,

_ the Impact upon the nearby community may increase.

Motivation

There are a number of significant factors that motivate industrial plant manage-

ment to institute community noise reduetlo_ programs. The primary motivation is

._ the desire tobe good neighborsand tomaintaingood community relations.Through

discussionswith industrialplantmanagement, itwas foundthatthelargenational

corporationsare usuallyparticularlysensitiveto publicopinion. Funds and personnel

are usuallymade availabletoreduce noisethatgenerates community complaints.

Often, plantmanagement ant_'_ipatescommunity reaction.

The siteselectionand industrlalplantdesignprocesses, togetherwith the local

• government controlof industrialzoning,providethe motivationand the earlyoppor-

•. tunltyfor noiseabatement. During thisearlyphase ofindustrialplantdevelopment,

the most economical applicationofnoisereductiontechniquescan be made. Local
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municipal pressures in the form of noise nuisance ordinances and, more recently,

realistic zoning regulations have produced legal pressures to prevent plant noise. ,i

An additional motivation to reduce plant noise, alluded to earlier, is the Occapa-

tional Safety and Hcalth Act of 1970. This act forms the legal basis for the initiation _ i

of in-plant noise reduction programs. That these In-plant noise sources may be suffi-

ciently high not only to be hazardous to employee hearing but, in addition, to contribute

to the total industrial plant exterior noise picture, can be seen in Table 2-12. I

Consumer pressures, which exist for other sources, are not a motivating factor

for plant noise redaction. The purchaser in interested in the product and not in the i.i

manufacturing process.
J

Method of Approach ,i

The potential for reducing interior and exterior noise of industrial plants is, in

general, sxcellent. The engineertegandarchitsefural techniques for reducingthts

noise along its transmission paths are known. However, reducing the noise at its _.j

source may be difficult and expensive (particularly if not included in the original

design of the equipment) and often results in the degradation of pertermance of the ""

equipment, machine, or process,

For new plants, application of noise abatement techniques during site selection
!I

and plant design, together with realistic noise level requirements for new equipment

being purchased, provide an economical and effective means for achieving noise level ,_

goals, Many companies are currently developing purchase specifications that con-

tain noise level requirements, An example of this is the parent corporation of the !
i i

automobile assembly plant discussed in Chapter 2. This corporation, one of the

!I
"big three" automobile manufacturers, requires suppliers to perform noise studies

at the manuincturer*s location under simulated produotlon conditions prior to ship-
J

meet, toassure compliancewith company standards. .._

3-3s ii
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An existing plant must achieve noise reduction goals by application of noise reduc-

tion techniques to the acoustical transmission path, since it generally proves to be

difficult and expensive to reduce the noise at the source. Noise of ventilation and

' -- blower systems that terminates outside a building may be reduced by application of

mufflers, acoustical louvres, or simple barriers. Often, relocation of the intake or

exbaust, to take advantage of noise dlrecttvity, solves the problem. Furnace noise

evident at power plants and oil refineries has been reduced by redesigned burners,

.. combined with mufflers at the inlet to the fire box.

Noise inside plants can be, and has been in many instances, effectively reduced

- by application of mufflers, vibration isolation, acoustical area treatment, or cnclo-

• surcs. A systems approach must be uttUzed to ensure that all the major noise

sources are treated. If one noise source in a group of sources is left untreated,

the results of the noise redaction program may prove to be insignificant.

FutureCommitment

, The case studies discussed in Chapter 2, though representing only a small portion

-_ of the total industrial activity in the country, illustrate the range of industrial involve-

ment associated with noise reduction programs.

i Projected Impact of Plant Noise

It is anticipated that the noise levels due to industrial plants will not increase in

_i level or importance relative to the noise from construction activity, surface transpor-

,- tatten, or aircraft. As in-plant noise abatement efforts motivated by the Occupation

_- Safety and Health Act of 1970 succeed and local nuisance laws and zoning ordinances

are adopted, noise levels wiU be reduced.

As noise abatement efforts successfully reduce the levels of transportation and

.L construction activity noise, plant noise wiU become more Important as a source of

community annoyance. When this ocnnrs, community pressures for noise abatement

_5
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CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY EFFORTS*

Tim construction industry consists of two major sectors: equipment manufactur-

ing and equipment operation (i.e., building construction). TIe functions of these two

- sectors of the industry are so different as to warrant separate discussion.

Equipment Operation

Tbis sectorofthe constructionInudstryisdescribedindetailin Cbapter2, iden-

J _. tifying types and phases of site activity and describing the areas in which noise abate-

ment can be achieved. The construction industry has, until recently, been relatively

- tminvolved in efforts to quiet site operations. Its attitude may be attributed in part to

the fact that quiet equipment has not yet been made generally available on a cost-cffec-

five basis; however, a limited capability does exist for quieting a site by relocating

or reseheduling equipment. This sector has not exercised its influence as a consumer

. to bring pressure to bear on the equipment manufactarers_ nor has it responded to

public complaints. Thus, regulatory measures may be the only solution to the problem

of construction site noise, and such regulations are imminent.

"7 Equipment Manufacturers
• i,

There are approximately 2000 manufacturers** of construction equipment in the

i U.S. In total, these companies offer about 200 different products. For the purposes

• ofassessing the stateofnoisecontrolinthissectorofthe constructionindustry,48

,_ general types of products thst are potentially significant noise sources wore cate-

gorized. These product typos may be grouped into three orders of classification:

(1) class of noise problem anticipated, (2) relation of equipment to function at the

" i

r

* See transcripts of EPA hearings held in Atlanta, San Francisco, and Washington,
O.C,

. = ** Defined by counting separately certain divisions of larger firms that have a high-
ly identifiable product line.
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site, and (3) specific equipment names. Manufacturers of construction equipment can ,_

be classified according to size/type of equipment produced as _ J

• Large companies producing large volumes of essentially similar, large items j

of machinery.

• Medlum-slzed companies maintainingcustomized productionruns ofmore iT-i

limited numbers, usually of smaller machinery.

• Manufacturers ofpower hand toolsand pneunmtic equipment. _,i

An overview of the equipment manufacturing industry showed that • i

i. Large companies employ methods closelyresembling theDetroitassembly

line manufacturing concept. They tend to have large engineering staffs and ,._

are advanced in their efforts toward developing quieter products. They are

aware of the competitive advantage of quieting equipment but are also sensi- _._

tire to price competition from smaller companies and foreign manufacturers. ,-_

2. Medlum-slze companies producingcustomized items tendtofeelmore

keenly the competitive pressures of the market place. Competition comes L_

not only from domestic and foreign companies hut also from manufacturers

of other types of equipment that can perform the same operation. Engineer-

ing staffstend tobe small and productoriented,interestedonlyin improve- F!

monte thatincorporatenew"technology(e.g., hydraulicvs mechanical "

drlve). Littleefforthas been made toward quietingproducts. The pressures !-_

ofcurrentand plannednoise controllegislationbeingpassedon tosuppliers

of their components. They generally have no plans or see no need for fur- i_

thor developing noise control technology.
r_

3. Manufacturers of hand power tools and pneumatic equipment tall into two .-

categories: largemultfproductcompanies thattend tomount considerable ! i

R&D effortsand smaller companies thatare notso innovativebut that
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follow trends developed by the larger companies. Noise control has be0n

_ pursued vigorously by these larger companies as part of their product

i improvement programs, but effective quieting of hand tools is difficult be-

r- cause of such practical constraints as size and weight.

In-depth interviews and testimony given at various ErA hearings revealed Ulat

in the past the lndnstry's concern with noise problems has been directed primarily

to protection of the equipment operator. The impetus for noise control concern

came also from noise codes imposed by foreign countries, where some U.S. equip-

ment has had to be roworked by foreign distributors. Three of eight large equipment

companies queried during this report effort had previously quieted equipment to enter

European markets. Switzerland and Belgium specify noise emission limits for such

_ machinery; in addition, foreign manufacturers make quieter machines and sot a

competitive pace in foreign markets. American manufacturers seem to have met

this competition by custom-designing equipment for export. There is an implication

here, of course, that many American machines marketed abroad have been quieter

"_ than counterparts marketed domestically; however, this implication has not been

adequately investigated.

-- Half the companies queried are currently undertaking their initial programs to

quiet their products for the domestic market. Many of the present programs have

_- been s_rted this past year and are aimed primarily at protecting operators, so as

to conform to impending legislation/regnlation regarding occupational health and

safety.* Only one of the companies indicated fl_at purchasers complain about pro-

._ tedttenforoperators on theirown initiative,and only one case emerged in whicha

_ * Extensive testimony as to industry plans and current efforts in this regard was
received at the ErA hearings held in Atlanta, Dallas, Chicago, Denver and
Washington, D. C.
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union had lodged a formal complaint. Six of the eight large companies described

pressures on behalf of operators that originated with existing or proposed governmen- i i

tel action.

Many manufacturers feel that the efforts they are now malting on behalf of equip-

ment operators will pay off in meeting future noise limits designed to protect the

public. One of the manufacturers of large equipment has charged design teams with

the responsibility of integrating noise control into the overall design of the next gen- I i

oration of products and has set up review boards to evaluate new designs from all ,.,

standpoints, including noise, i-_

Four of the eightlarge companies are specificallyinfluencedby the recently

enactedChicagonoise ordinanceas a contributortothairfutureobjectives.The in-

dustry generally anticipates EPA-administored federal control; the visits of inter- _ F

viewers reinforcedthisfeeling.The management of two companies believesthat

pressures for quieting will increase with time--apparently as a result of an inersas- _._

ing public awareness of noise as an environmental pollutant. ,-_

Although the industry has become increasingly aware of the pressures for noise

control and has already made some efforts.in this area, manufacturers must cope V_

with economic pressures that argus against noise abatement.* For some eompaniesj

!'i
intensityof competttlousetsthe limitsna what price themarket willbear. One of _,

the industry_sleaderswas concerned thatpurchasers willcontinueusingold equipment _.!

ifpricesrisesignificantly.Other Industryleaderspointoatthatforeign-made

machines (some ofthem alreadyquieted)willenterthe American market ifpricesrise tTr I
_=_

appreciably. One company predictedthata small rise inthe priceoftruck-mounted

* The following comments relative to economic aspects of noise control are in the

main as applicable to other sources of noise as to the specific case of construe- _
tlonequipment.
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concrete mixers would lead to tbc introduction of alternative methods for concrete

delivery and production.

Companies wbo feel that the demand for their products is great enough to plan to

pass quieting costs onto the consumer, althougb such threats as foreign competition

and alternative methods, pat limits on this process, The question involved is how fast

the industry can afford to move. One limit on rapid movement is price competition.

One eompuny may be able to beat its competitors to the market with a quiet machine
i

but nmy believe that it cannot raise prices substantially in the face of competition, i

" Companies approach this problem differently. Most express the intention to meet or

exceed the competition, but they feel that any great competitive advantage gained

through an all-out effort to quiet their products would be short lived. One company

- sees its competition as being extremely severe and fears that it may not be prepared

for the next round of quieting, while another company ires actively launched a program

designed to produce quieter machines at lower costs than the competitor will incur.

There Is also the concern that often accompanies any industry leadership; i.e.,

a company may im, cst large sums to quiet equipment thus increasing the cost of

_- products, while another company that refuses to quiet products may keep its prices

-- low and may try to challenge noise regulation in the courts.

While all companies regard cost as an immediate--and perhaps the ultimate--con-

straint, two other constraints become paramount if, and as, costs diminish: time

and technology. Three companies, each in a different fashion, reported that costs

can be traded for development time; i.e., more time for development would reduce

.._ tbe cost of competition, allowing quieting techniques to be integrated into planned

engineering effol'ts and to be an Integral part of the seasonal progression of models.

-- The very company that is setting out to achieve the most quieting for the least cost

is the one that feels that technology will eventually supereede cost as the principal
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lJ
factor limiting quieter equipment. At another firm, the technical limitations were

spelledout interms of: iJ

1. Loss of equipment power through increased muffling.

2. Increase in the difficulties and cost of maintenance.

3. Fire hazards throughusinginsulatingmaterialsthatcan become oil-soaked.

4. Unsafe operationby suppressingor distortingthe noisesignalsupon which

operators depend for safety,

5. Ineffective operation, by disturbing these same signals, thus hindering the
ability of the opemter to tell how effectively ha is operating.* *,,,

The industry also voiced concern over the feasibility of noise abatement where

equipment and materials being interact to become prominent sources of noise; C.go,

concrete mixers (where the structure may be the noise radiator); jack hammers I i

(where the tool and its driving media may be the offender); riveters (where the strue-

mru of the building may be the primary source); and pile drivers (where both the !_

structure and the media may be significant sources). This interaction-type noise

source may be difficult to quiet,

No firm visitedcondemned noiselimits out-of-band,nor did theydeny their

inevitability. Tlle management of six of the eight companies expressed the opinion
I"i

that unless they quieted their products, their markets would disappear. Feelings _ i

varied from acceptance of the inevitable to enthusiastic approval of the trend, l_,

Regulatory bodies outside the construction industry have begun to exercise some

influence in the area of noise abatement. Within the industry, the Construction In- __
t

dustry Manufacturers Association, the Engine Manufacturers Association, and the
!q

national standards-setting bodies of American Society for Testing Materials and

* See transcriptsof EPA hearingsheldinAtlantaand Washington,D. C,

i!
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the SocietyofAutomotive Engineersare activelyaddresslngtheproblems of measuring

equipment noiseand recommending standards. The equipment manufacturingindustry

would liketocoordinateitsactivitieswith thoseof itscloselyrelatedstandards-setting

! bodies. However, self-regulation via industry-initiated standards is more than some-

what hindered by federal anti-trust provisions.

:J As yet, no broad controls have been established. Industry Lends tu assume that

the example set by the City of Chicago equipment noise ordinance will stimulate other

similar action, eventually resulting in a proliferation of standards at the local level.

Projected impact of Construction

l_rojcctingconditionstotheyear 2000 involvesa number ofuncortalntins.One

._ of these is the exponential rate at whiob tenhnolo_y is cvolvbq4 _Lud_ffectblg society.

-- Technological innovation, however, is not the only factor to be coneldorod. One can-
I

J ..z not account for future changes in social attitudes. Although long-term predictions

! are fraught with such difficulties, one can still nmko educated guesses leith a reason-
-J

able level of conltdeaco. Rather than merely extrapolating existing conditions to the
"7
._J indefinite future, the following projections of the iml_'tct of noise are based on fore-

castsofpopulation,familysize,gross nationalproduct,and trendstoward urbanize-
"7

tion. Constractionaettvittes wllI continue to follow such growth patterns, although

i the character of construction may change significantly with greater use of prefabri-

cated materials and the introduction of new kinds of equipment. Also, rather than

i
trying to account for conflicting trends and changing attitudes, the projected extent of

exposure isbased on theassumption ofno changein noiselevelfor givenequipment

.-.' and considersonlymajor trendsthatcan be easilyidentified.(Obviously,by incur-

7 poratlngavailabletechnology,and with activeregulatoryparticipationattilevarious

levelsofgovernment, the projectedfar-term impact couldbe avoided.)

J
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The followingU.S. CensusBureaudam has beenemployedinprojectingtheIn-

crease in exposure to noise:
t

1970 2000 Rati.._._o

GNP (billionsof1958dollars) 720 2240 3.2 _;

TotalPopulation(millions) 200 293 1.45 ;_
Jl

TotalNumber of Households(millions) 63 104 1.65

Peopleper Household 3.17 2.8 O.9

Giventhepredictedincreaseinpopulationand infinancialresources,fairly

extensive building activity can be expected. However, the urban areas have limited till

space available for new building; thus, the trend is for areas outside those now lden-

tiffedas centralcitiestobecomeurbanised.Figure3-6illustratesthistrendfor ._.I

single-family,multifamily,and nonresidentialconstructionactivities.Withavailable

landbecomingmore nnd more scarcewithinthecentralcity,thebuildingofsingle-

familyand multifamilydwellingswillcontinuetodecreasesharply.By theyear2000, i1

we can expecttofindapproximatelyone-thirdthenumberofresidentialconstruction

sitesas were activein 1970.Nonresidentialbuildingisexpectedtoincrease.In

areas outside the central cities, both residential and nonresidential construction i

should increase significantly. Nonresidential building activity is expected to increase

byover50percentasthepresentsubarbsbecome urbanized.Withthisgeneraltrend

inmind,thedatagivenabovehasbeenusedtoprojecttheexpectedincreaseinex-

posureto noise from construction activities.

Nonmsidentia/ i-I

The levelofnonresidentialconstructionactivityinany givenyearisassumedto

be proportional to the real Gross National Product (GNP) for that year. To find tile F]

nonresidentialconstraetlonactivityforanyparticularyear,theratiooftheGNP for

thatyeartothe1970GNP IsmultipliedbythenumberofnonresidentialsitesbuiltIs
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1970 (Table3-8). The resultingtotalconstructionfiguresarc apportionedbetween

TI
"centralcities"and "othermetropolitanareas inthe same proportionsas occurred jj

in1970. Despite the expected decrease intotal constructionsiteswithinthe central
i J

city,nonresidentialsitesare expectedtoincrease, i

Residential _,.

Itisassumed tlmtthepopulationand populationdensityofcentralcitieswillre-

main at theirpresentlevelsuntiltheyear 2000 and tlmtmost residentialconstruc-

tionincentralcitieswillbefor the purpose ofreplacingdecayed unitsratherthan

for housingaddltlonalpopulation.The number of constructionsiteswllldecrease due

tothe establishedtrendtoward an increasingnumber ofmultlfamilydwellingsover

single-familydwellings. (Two- tofour-familyhouses, which representa negligible

,1
fractionoftotalconstruction,are IncludedInthetotalforsingle-familyhousing.) ¢_

For metropolitanareas othertban suburbs, itisasstlmedthatthe number of
tq

unitsconstructedinany one year willbe proportionaltothepopulationincreaseinthe _

previous I0 years. To estimate thisincrease,the totalmetropolitanpopulationis _I

projectedby multiplyingtheprojectedtotalmttlonalpopulationby theestimatedpro-

ofthe populationlivinginmetropolitanareas. Alltheincrease inmetropoll- r!portion
tad

tan arcs populationfora particularyear isascribed tononcentralcityareas.
r'!

Roadm

A simple but plausibleindicationofroad constructionactivity,isthepopulation If
_d

level. Clearly,additionalpeoplewillrequireadditionalroads,the capabilityof 1_pid

transit being small at present. However, the urban areas have limited space for new

roads,and urban residentsare expressingincreasingoppositionto new road constrac-

tlonon grounds ofaesthetics,pollution,and the community dismemberment concomi-

tantwith theinstallationofllm/t_.daccess highways. Thus, itwould seem unlikely U
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Table 3-8

ANNUAL CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY -- 1970"

Residential Nonresidential Municipal
Buildings Buildings Streets Public Works

Metropolitan Re_'inns {nu, of sitesl (no. of sites) _m.iles_ Imiles)

Large high-density
central cities 8. 708 1,952 273 398

Large low-density
central cities 21,578 4,903 2,150 3,140

Other central cities 102,559 12,021 6, OOO 8,700

Urban fringe 262,800 30,915 ' 11,800 16 _865

Met. area outside
urban fringe 1 IS, 779 13,758 21,700 31,550

Total 514,424 62,549 41,923 60,653

*All figures x 103.



that road construction will rise as fast as other measures such as the GNF. Thcre-
m_

fore,the futurelevel of road construction has been obtained by multiplying the present I I

level of activity by the ratio of the projected population, dl'vlded by the current pcpula-
i

tree. J i

The number of peopleaffectedby constructionsitenoiselscomputcdin the manneri

describedinChapter 2. Populationdensitiesforallmetropolitanareas were assumed

tobe constantwith time--4500 people/sqtutremile for centralcitiesand 2400 people/

square mile for othermetropolitanareas. At any one site,peopleare apportionedto

: specifictransmissionlossintervalsas shown inFigure 3-7. f

i The resultingexposure to constructionnoiseis givenin Figure3-8 inperson-

i hours. In thisfigure,multffamilyresidentialconstructionis includedwithnonrssi-
J

dentialconstruction,sincethese typesof buildingactivitesare similar. Note !jJ _

thatthe number ofpeopleexposed tonoisefrom single-familydwellingconstruction

declinessteadilywith time. This trendIsmore than compensated forby therapid i_l
I

increase innonresidentialand multffamilysites--forwhich thedurationofconstrue- ,._

tionistypicallysixtimes greaterthanthe durationfor single-familyhouses. Thus.

the number of person-hours of exposure is. expected to increase by about 50 percent V'

in the next 30 years.

• i

TI

, J
!,

!,
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APPLIANCE INDUSTRY EFFORTS*

,'- In general, the lndustry's attitude toward noise control is so direct a function of

market place pressure that noise control technology often exceeds application.

Appliance manufacturers tend to maintain R&D and product engineering staffs that

are capable of delivering more noise reduction than market strategy can Justify, In

_ fact, some companies have tried--unsuccessfully--to market quiet products, such

as vacuum cleaners, blenders, and hair dryers; others have developed a number of

quiet prototypes that were not put into production,

Consumer research shows low noise levels are not highly valued by many cus-

tomers, Several companies keep systematic track of customer correspondence,

; while the industry itself maintains a Major Appliance Consumer Action Panel

,_ (MACAP) that acts as a clearinghouse for complaints. These records, all of which
!

..2 concern major appliances, show relatively little complaint about noise. For example,

only 5 percent of the letters to MACAP in the first 8 months of 1971 concerned

noise.

_ The objectives for quieting household appliances seem to vary with the market

;_ pressures on particularproducts. With tMs ohservationinmind. a discussionof

i _ noise control efforts is organized around the problem appliances that have been

i '-_ identified.
r

Air Conditionnr=

i There is probably more market pressure to quiet air conditioners than to quiet

any otherhouseholdappliance. Sinceairconditionersemit noiseboth indoorsand

out, they frequently affect not only the purchaser and his family but also neighbors

,-, and passersby. Both kindsof emissionsgeneratepressure for noise reduction.

* See transcriptsof EPA hearingsheldinDallasand San Francisco regarding
.-_ appliancenoise.
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Pressure from neighborstakes theform of localnoiseordinancesthatspecifymaxl- _ t

mum sound-emlssion levelsata property llne;thispressure ispassed on tothe

manufacturer, as one company pointedout, by dealersor marketingmen who arc

aware of the ordinances.

One such company reportsspending 3 man-ycars per year on air conditioner

noise control; 1 man-year per year was a more frequently mentioned level of effort, i I

While theproductpolicypeoplegenerallyreportedthattheywere making maximal use

ofavailablequietingtechnology,thestudy-projectacousticianswho initiatedthe inter-

views feltthatcurrentstate-of-the-arttechnologywas not beinguniversallyapplied.

Two estimateswere received indicatingthatquietingroom air conditioners

adds 10 to 15 percent to the price. There may also be an inherent tnadcoff between ."T

quietnessand efficiency(sinceone way toreduce air noiseistodecrease ulrvelocity).
E

Sometimes, quietingresultsinincreasingthe air condltloccr'sphysicaldimensions, _,;

thus detractingfrom appearance as well as from convenienceand ease ofinstallation.

There may also be a trendtoward model linesdifferentiatedby noiseoutput;i.e.,

and expensivequietair conditionand a cheaper noisiermodel. One manager pointed
t_

out thatthere are antitrustconstraintsagainstorganizingindustryconsensus on

i
noise levels.

Dishwaihsrs nncl Food Dispolmrs ,_

The meclmnical differencesbetween dishwashers and disposersdo not alterthe

#q

factthatnoise controlpressures are similarand thatthe manufacturerstapproach to !

quiotlngIssimilar. Quietisa saleablecharacterlsticin dishwashersand dlsposers.

although the pressures for quLeting are not so great as for air conditioners. While no =_

advertising campaigns built exclusively on quiet are apparent, it is advertised with the t'I

same prominence given to power and reliability.
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Dishwashers and disposer noise are not currently under public regulation, hence

"-- the incentive for quiet comes almost exclusively from the purchaser. This gives rise

to marked differences between models; ff one wishes, one can buy all inexpensive,

noisy dishwasher or disposer. Reports from the industry indicate that landlords

frequently do Just that.

• i Dishwashers present a promising example of industryts response to the purchaser's

-- desire for lower noise levels. In a 1970 survey hy the United States Steel Co., 48 per-

cent of dishwasher owners had no complaints about their appliance, but of those who

, : did, more complained about noise than about any other aspect of its operation. Both

survey data and marketing lore indicate that the purchaser who has previously used

._ these appliances puts a higher value on quietness than does tile new user.

The costs of quieting were estimated by one dishwasher manufacturer to be

_' 10 percent and by another to add $1.00 to $2.00 to manufacturing costs. A disposer

-_ manufacturer felt that quieting would add 12 percent to a product cost, whereas a

retailer of disposers estimated 18 percent. It was felt that quieting these machines

. might deny their availability to those least able to pay.

In the case of dishwashers, one manufacturer indicated the possibility of trade-

_-_ offs between noise and maintenance costs and reliability. Another manufacturer

Indicated a tradeoff between water velocity and quiet but expressed the opinion that
L;

there are no serious technical restraints to quieting dishwashers.

In the case of disposers, industry claims inherent problems with water and

grinding noise (especially with the noise of grinding bones). Some noise is considered

_5
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necessary to the user's safety, so he will Imow when the disposer is operating and

when it has finished grinding.

Vsscum Cleaners _ '

The manufacturers of vacuum cleaners believe that the market pressures are for
|i

noisy machines. The three manufacturers and one large retailer interviewed are all
m

p

convinced that customers use noise as the basis for Judging a machine's power. For t,I

example, after concentrated technical effort, a manufacturer had significantly re-

duced the noise from a canister model without reducing its cleaning capability. House-

wives who participated in a marketing trial 3vented to know if the machines were really l_l
cleaning. Neither of the large private label'retallers consulted during this report effort

mention quiet as a design goal. One company that carefully analyzes its correspond- !_l

eece from customers finds virtually no noise complaints about vacuum cleaners or

any of its other portable appliances. _,1

A reasonable level of engineering effort has produced feasible solutions to vacuum _

cleaner noise; according to all interviewed, however, these solutions are

not being applied to products that are sold, because vacuum cleaner manufacturers El

and retailers do not sense a demand for qt_ieter products. Is fact. the sale of upright

cleaners, whose beaters make them noisier, is growing at the expense of the _.

canister models. Apparently, the beater action of upright cleaners can better handle _

the new deep-pile weaves that make modern carpets harder to clean. There are tech-

nological limits to the quieting of upright vacuum cleaners, because of the Interaction

between the beater and the carpet, but the noise levels of production models seem

to be determined by customer usage demand rather than by technological limitations. _._

Other Major Applisncez _"I

Quieter clothes washers, clothes dryers, and refrigerators tend to be byproducts

of engineering originally undertaken with other objectives in rated. The classic ease _
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is a washing machine model that was ineidenK'tlly quieted when two gears were removed

_" from the power train to save cost. In the context of product improvement, noise is
;i

generally treated as a secondary design goal, although masufae_rers are concerned

, i
• _ that engineering changes may produce noisier products. For example, refrigerators

are becoming larger and noisier as manufacturers seek to meet the demand fez' spe-

' cial options such as ice makers; a spinner-type washing machine produced higher

noise levels when spinner speed was increased to 2000 rpm.

Two of four manufacturers interviewed make quiet models of washing machines

that sell at a $10 to $20 premium; sales for both lines arc disappointing. None of the

other models of these companies are marketed on the basis of quiet nor do the mail-

__. order catalogues feature quiet. Tile single exception is a spinner-type washer in

which "quiet operation'* appears in the small-type deseriptlnn. There is, then,

_" relatively little evidence of pressure for quieting appliances of this type.

Yet, despite the weakness of market pressure, considel,'able quieting effort has

gone into the desi_m of these appliances, especially washing machines. One manu-

_ faeturer mentioned six different quieting projects that have recently been completed

_ or are underway. A refrigerator manufacturer mentioned an effort to avoid str'ange

"_ or unidentlfiable noise. No specific efforts to quiet dryers were uncovered.

So far, a number of sophisticated techniques have been applied to dishwashers:

isolation, damping, and part redesign. Manufacturers of both dishwashers and

disposers have tried to improve the quality of installation by providing carefully

drawn instructions and flexible fittings. One company has reduced noise on its top-

! , !
i _ Iine dishwasher from 82 to 76 dB(A) (at an unspecified distance) since 1967 and plans

a further reduction in tile next few years. Another manufacturer expressed only the

desire to keep abreast of the competition; tills company tests each machine for noise,

, rejecting under 1 percent.
__J
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None of the manufacturers interviewed Intends to give up his noisier economy

lines; goals did not seem to be appreciably influenced by the prospcvts of noise regu- '_i

lation. The company representatives interviewed claimed to have adequate acoustic test r
facilities, although the efforts devoted to testing and to development varied widely in _ '

quantity and quality. IF-
Small Appllancsa

During the interviews, thnidenial information was gathered from five different ]_i

companies concerning 11 small appliances: blenders, can openers, coffee mills,
r_

electricknives,fans,hair dryers, ice crushers, knifesharpeners,mixers, oral 1,,i

lavages, and electric tooth brushes. Manufactalrers feel that there is public pressure

for these appliances to sound as though they are "really doing their jobs." One manu-

facturer offered the generalization that, In tile small appliance field, the quality of i i

the sound is more Important than the quantity. An appliance must sound right.

Some must sound powerful, some reliable, and none as though they are malfunction- _i

Ingor undergoingexcessivewear. This manufacturerexpressed the beliefthatan

L
accurateinterpretationofthe customers' desiresintheseureas isa conditionfor

remaining inbusiness. I'!

This market pressure leadstodiversenolse-controlobjectives,bothamong
I ,

companies and bni_veenproductlinesproduced by a singlecompany. Customer corn- i.i

plaintswere reportedconcerningthe noisefrom fansand hairdryers,and one marketing I'!
i

executive was quoted as believing that quiet is a saleable aspect of mixers, One h,

company that does not manufacture the ice crusher sold under its label put

a fairlyhighvalueon quietnessin selectingthemodel itsells.Yet, none ofthese

small appliances were described as quiet in either of the two mail-order catalogues !

thatwe examined, Blenders and electriccan openers were specificallydescribedby _,
I:
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the managers interviewed as being appropriately noisy. A company tbat was not

interview was cited as having quieted a blender; in so doing, they slowed it down so

that it became lees efficient, At least one laboratory Is seeking entirely new ways of

commlnutlng foods that could be both quieter and cheaper than blenders. Another is

designing a screw-type crushing tool that will substitute a gruwlieg sound for the

- mucous sound of the chipper employed in ice crushers.

-- There is also a search for fan blade configurations that will eliminate certain

predominant frequencies and that will produce a more pleasing sound. In addition to room

: fans, this experimen_tion includes hair dryers, for which quieter designs for air pass-

_-_ ages are also being sought, /
Rubber feel have been added to electric coffee mills to reduce vibration noise,

_'- but shielding is not being used because of its adverse effects on costs, size, and
[

aesthetic design. Plastic beaters for mixers promise to reduce both noise and costs,
__.

Many of these appliances arc powered by universal-type motors, which are

inexpensive, powerful for their size, but noisy. The size-power ratio is considered

important in such appliances as hand mixers, electric knives, can openers, and

motor-in-the-bonnet hair dryers. Conventional hair dryers also embody a tradeoff

...i between speed and quiet; one hair dryer model that was marketed as "quiet" took

:- 30 to 75 minutes longer to dry hair than faster, noisier models.

Spend or the potential power that speed permits was cited as important in electric

_.L knives, can openers, and bleuders, In the case of blenders, one engineer argued

that, if they were slowed down, the intensity of the uoiee would simply be traded for

noise duration, with nolessening of resulting impact, There ie also reported to be

i a. tradeoff for electric tooth brushes between noise and cleansing effectiveness.

Cases of limitations on quieting were polnted out for knife sharpeners In which

there is grinder-blade Interaction, as well as for blenders in which rotating Imives are
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essential and a glass casing Is necessary if the housewife is to visually monitor pro-

cess, In tile case of blenders, there is hesitation to experiment with consumer

preferences, since the already intense domestic competition is being raised by the

entrance of foreign products into the market. _ L

Small appliance manulaeturars make frequent use of subjective noise judgments

in their developmental work. Their product laboratories tend to he less sophisticated _ '

than those for major appliances, although many have access to highly sophisticated r"

central acoustical laboratories. One small appliance manufacturer tests nmv products

• iin his employees' homes. If employees object to the noise the now model makes, they ._

are asked if they would be wllltug to pay for a quieter product. The general result of /

this approach is to make this manufacturer pessimistic about the economic payoff /

from quieter products.
I-A

Although specific noise goals are hard to identify in the appliance industry and
I

although some manufacturers seem discouraged with the return on their efforts to i"

date, all those interviewed plan to persist in quieting their products. Technological
t_
t

limits have not yet been reached. One manufacturer believes that the earlier comps- ,..;

titton that emphasized compactness has now been replaced with an emphasis on quiet, r,

Accordingly, industry generally plane to hold the size of future models constant and
_,

to concentrate on producing quieter models, while presumably keeping prices within I

competitive limits.
#-t

Projected Impact of Appliance Noise

It is assumed that the probability of future appliance ownership as a function of I!
income level will remain the came and that appliance costs will remain approximately "

the same in current dollars. With these assumptions in mind, approximation of appll- ,

anoe use was based on projected population, family Income, and income dtstributiou.
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This estimation is probably conservative, since some appliances are continuing to

increase their acceptance in all income levels, although their growth of acccplance
i

is low at the higher income levels, in which some appliances bare nearly saturated the "_..

! market. For those appliances for which insufficient information is available on appli-

ance possession at the various income levels, future possession was estimated from

-- current marlcetlng information on percentage of replacement sales sad on market

__: penetration,

In projecting future impact, it was estin_tted that appliance usage will remain

.... approximately at current levels and that there would be no change in their noise levels.

.--_ Supporting the usage assumption is the little deviation shown in average time spect by

-' homemakers In using appliances over the last 40 years.

Figure 3-9 illustrates the increase in exposure to appliance noise by plottleg

hearing-impairment risk and speech and sleep interference in person-hours of cx-

! posure. As explained in Chapter 2, these three effects are among the most salient and

tangible consequences of noise exposure and can thus be most readily interpreted in

'i
_._ nonteel|nlcal terms. As can be seen on Figure 3-9, the number of person-hours

m during which people will be exposed to the risk of hearing damage will more than

double in the next 30 years, as will the number of person-hours during which normal

'- conversation will be difficult and during which people will be either awakened or pre-

vented from falling asleep. Obviouslys by incorporating available technology the

, projected impact can be avoided.
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ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF NOISE ABATEMENT

Information on the adverse effects of noise and tlm costs associated with various

types of abatement measures is contained in several chapters of tills Report. Much

of the information obtained during public bearings held by EI'A under PL91-604 also

_. addressed tile economic aspects of noise. However, at this time, the rudimentary

. _i state of knowledge regarding costs, benefits, and the impact of abatement expenditures

upon the national economy makes it extremely difficult to undertake an economic analy-

sis related to this problem.

As background material for this Repert, EPA commissioned a study of the economic

impact of noise, NTID300. 14 referenced at the beginning of this chapter. This study

:-_, provides a general overview of some aspects of the problem, discusses the limitations

r--- of existing data_ and indicates the need for additional research and analysis in this

area.

: To evaluate alternative noise abatement strategies, there are three major types

of economic considerations to be evaluated:

: I
, ' 1. The magnitude of the benefits derived in terms of damages avoided and

r_ positive gains attained.

2. The costs of attaining various levels of control included.
,e

!- 3. The impact or" abatement costs on the economy.
L

With a better understanding of these economic factors, it should be possible in the

future to evaluate alternativo control strategies and to identify cost-effective solu-

tions.
r_

,.J
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SUMMARY

J

Much of tile strength of tile nation's economy, and the accompanying high standard , ,

of living, result from technical innovation and its utilization by industry in the develop- _ . .....
I ,
¢ ,

most of new and better machines. Generally, tile performance criteria for these

machines are defined in terms of the useful work that they will accomplish and tbe value i
i,i

of this work with respect to its cost. The success of any new product is determined in

tile market place primarily in terms of the potential economic value of the product to _v*.l

tile customer relative to its total cost, including both initial and operating costs.
7"

• i

In the case of acoustical devices such as musical instruments, hi-fi sets, and _'_

speech communication equipment, sound characteristics arc a primary performance "_' ]if

criterion, lfowever, for the other devices, noise is generally an unwanted byproduct _

not associated _vith the primary performance criteria. Only when a need for less noise _ '

Is articulated (through customer preference, Industry awareness, or public action} does

noise become one oftheprimary performance criteria.Tileinformationfeedback l_J

process from the public to industry generally takes many years and often presents a '_'I

conflicting set of needs. For example, the purchasers of devices such as motorcycles,

some construction equipment, trucks, and cap pistols consider noise as a positive r_

indicatorofhighperformance. For the same reasons, theturnersofmany typesof

devices purposelyoperatethem in theirnoisiestmode. Insuch cases, in which the

consumer and public interests diverge, industry responds to the consumer until the II_

offended public articulates its requirements.

One of the best example_ of the possible long-term noise accommodation among !I
ms

industry, public, and the market place Is the standard American passenger car. In its

60-year history, It has evolved from a noisy, sputtering, crude, low-powered Q}

vehicle to a relatively quiet efficient high-powered vehicle. Mufflers were

le@

I t
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installed before World War I to prevent scaring horses and thus win a i_ider acceptance

in the market place. Cities and towns set regulations requiring that all cars be

r muffled in the 1920's, primarily to ensure that owners retained the original mufflers .,.

in good working order. Without further action in the public sector, industry has

made continuous progress toward quieting the automobile interior to [_h_ wider

acceptability in the market place; and in so doing has also attained reasonably accept-

_ able exterior noise levels.

,-- However. in most product areas, therehas cot been any method of placing before

.... the consuming publicthe necessary data toprovidefor consumer choicesbetween

'-_ alternatives. Thus, industryhas notbeen abletoascertainwhat purchasinghabits

the publicmight adopt,givenfactualalternatives.One means ofallowingthe public

.._ to expressitsrequirementsforquietwould be toprovideInformationon productnoi_e

_. emission, perhapsby directproductlabeling,
i

._ Duringthe lastfew years, variousgovernmental bodieshave begun toeffectthe

•_ public concern by developing and implementing noise regulations for various sources.
J

With the exception of aircraft noise, for which the federal government lets begun to act,

many ofthe remaining sourcesare being subjectedtoa seriesoiseparated,uncoord-

inated,andoftanconflictingregulations.These actionsby thepublic,as wellas the

_ data presentedinthisreport,show clearevidenceoftbe need fornoise reduction.

,'- Most ofthesourcesdiscussedinthischapterhave additionalnoisereduction

potentialthat can beattainedwithapplicationof todayfstechnology.Inmany eases,

these potentialimprovements willprobably be sufficienttocontrolnoisein

the publicInterest.However, insome cases, presentcontroltechnologyisclearly

i 3-6'/
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lnsufficent to provide necessary noise control, and research is needed. In any case,
Wm_

the eventual reduction of noise in the nation requires establishment of a balanced i ,

set ofnoisegoals thatwillenableprioritiestobe set forsystematicexploitationof _ \.

existing technology and development of new technology, i ;

Together with these goals, source noise standards and implementing regulations
i d

should be promulgated for those products which are capable of causing excessive noise.

Such standards should have time scales for achievement that are consistent with indus-

trialdesign,prototypetest,and productioncyclestoencouragethe mGst economical

and effectiveincorporationofnoiseperformance criteriaintothe totaldesignofthe _"

product. "_
i '
t..J

Prlorityshouldbe giventothe sourcesthatmay constitutea potentialhazardfor

hearing,which includemost ofthe recreationalvehicles,internalcombustionpowered

lawn care equipment, and some transportationvehicles. Inaddition,priorityshould

be giventoalltypes ofaircraftand largehighwayvehiclesassociatedwith theair-

port and freeway noise. Finally,priorityshouldbe giventoconstructionequipment

and the noisierelements ofcitytraffic,so thatthepeoplelivingtnmajor citieswill

eventuallybe ableto enjoyrelaxedconversationoutdoors, Withoutan effectivelocal. !

state,and Federal regulatoryprogram, todaytsnoiseprublemswtllaffcctusever Increas-

ing number ofpeople. The technicalcomponents ofan effectivenoiseabatement planmust

includebothcontrolofnoiseatitssource and preventivethterventioninterms of hal- ,_.,

anced transportationsystem planning,landuse planningandupgradingofbuilding

constructionquality.Such a program, to be effective,requiresactiveregulatorypart- 'I

nershlpbetweenthe federalgovernment on theone hand andstateand localgovernment

on the other,with activeparticipationfrom industryand the publicatlarge. _,

federal government on the one hand and state and local governments on the other, with
! P

active participation from industry and the public at large, k_

t j
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r--- CHAPTER 4 '_'

LAWS AND REGULATORY SCHEMES

; FOR NOISE ABATEMENT *

Legislative interest and action in the area of environmental noise abatement and

- control is increasing as the magnitude of the general problem becomes more obvious,

_- Despite this Increased awareness, regulatory schemes on a]I low, Is of government are

,not fully successful. Generally, the problem can be attributed to two factors, acting

separately or in combination:

1. Poorly writtenlaws thatdo not providetheneeded authorityor incentiveto

,__ alleviate the problem and that are technically deficient regarding acoustics

-= and noise measurements.

2. Poor enforcement of existing laws due to lack of available perse_mel and to

: I the lack of knowledge on the part of enforcement officers as to sound measure-

meat 0qnipment and techniques.

The following discussion provides an overview of the ecttrs legal structure regarding

noise abatement and control.

} •

This reportisbased on dataprepared by the Staffof EPA, OfficeofNoise Abate-
ment & Controland on EPA TechnicalInformationDocument NTID 300.4. "Laws
and Regulatory Schemes for Noise Abatement" (EPA Contract 68-04-0032, George

-- Washington University).See Appendix A regarding procurement of_is source
material,which containsbibliographicinformation.
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CURRENT GOVERNMENTAL NOISE REGULATION _

Noise Abatement Regulationat the Federal Level

Genera/Policy for Federal Noise Abatement and Control _,

The Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970 was the first legislation to provide _.,

a central focus for overall environmental noise abatement at the Federal level. This e-
Ji

Act required that an Office of Noise Abatement and Control be established in the Environ- '°_

mental Protection Agency (ERA) to carry on research and investigations into environ-

mental noise. The act further directed, in Section 402(o) that, following a determine-
• r"

tion by the Administrator of ErA that noise related to a Federal agency's activity or l.i

its sponsored activities is a public nuisance'or is otherwise objectionable, the Federal

department or agency sponsoring such activity must consult with the Administrator of l.i

ErA to determine possible ways of abating such noise. Previous Federal legislation

had been directed to noise abatement with respect to specific noise sources (such as

aircraftnoise)or inregard to specialenvironmentalsituations(suchas occupational

exposure or transportationplanning). ,_
li

Further, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 has required, since 1 Jan- h._

uary 1970, t]mt Federal agencies use an interdisciplinary approach to integrate the I_

"environmentaldesign arts"intothe decisionmaking process (Section102(2)(A&B)).

Initially,thisnew approach todecisionmaldng has taken theform ofenvironmental '_

impact statementsrequiredpursuanttoSection102(2)(C) on all"Federal actions"

significantly affecting the human environment. Such statements should, therefore.

includeconsiderationofenvironmentalnoise. Sections102(2)(A&B) are intendedto

bring about the synthesis of an environmental awareness within Federal agency decision "_

matting processes. !I

I iF

IJ
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Noise Abatement and Centre/of Military and/nternal Federal Activities:
-- A Microcosm Example of the General Noise Problems

Prelimi)mryexaminationofactivitiesofthe Federalgovernment to controlthe
r_

noise produced inthe very actof governingand providingprotectiontothe general

societyisenlightening.Inthe militarycontext,many ofthenoiseproblems thatoccur
r_

.: inthe publicand privatesectorsare also experlenced. The m ittaryy.ervieesave

.- been activefora greatnumber of years innoiseabatement, and thedocuments dis-

' cussed below are onlyexamples of the many militaryregulationswbose implementation

c- is described more fully in this report in Chapter 5.

In the nature of a general approach to noise abatement the Department of Defense

has issued Military Standard (MIL-STD)-1472A to set bunmn design criteria for all new

military systems, equipment, and facilities. This standard adopts certain publications

•-- of the various military branches and ts intended to operate concurrently with all other

"-' related military regulations; however, MIL-STD-1472A takes precedence whenever

other regulations conflict with It. Primarily, the standard promulgates objective limits

, on noise in areas in which speech communication is necessary.

_ Under MIL-STD-008806B, 21 September 1970 (applicable to all services but used

I
i. "_ herein with respect only to the Air Foroe)_ Air Force Manual (AFM) 86-5, 1 October

i! !' 1964; and Air Force Regulation (AFR) 55-34, 5 February 1971)* tbe Air Force Ires

_- policies to reduce noise impact. The first document establishes sound levels that must

be achieved in aircraft cabin spaces. The latter two documents address uirbase noise

and direct Air Force efforts to encourage compatible land uses by communities adja-

,._ cent tomilitaryairfieldsand topromote community noiseimpact reductionprograms,

respectively,MIL-N-83155A, 25 March 1970,covers noisesuppressorson enl,dne

• The currentversionofAFR 55-34 isan updatedrevisionofthedirectivefirst

._ issued in 1962.

• !
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test cells and is a revision of an earlier directive on this subject. AFM 160-26, 1957,

"Engineering Data, Preventive Medicine, and Occupational Health Program," contains ,

instructionsfor environmentalengineering,evaluation,and controlofcommunity noise. .

Other noise sources considered by the Federal government in military operations

and in operation of the government itself are occupational and construction noise. In

the area of occupational noise, the Air Force, Navy, and Army have respective hear-

tug conservation programs under AFR 160-3 29 October 1956, as amended through i i

7 February 1967; BUMEDINST 6260.6B, 5 March 1970; and EM 385-1-1, 1 March 1967.

Those programs are primarily designed to protect the hearing of those exposed to the vl

noise.

In thisdlscussionfconstructionnoise can be broken down intotheo.cousticalchar-

acterlstic standards that must be achieved in Federal buildings built under contract I

with the Federal government and the actual site noise generated during the construction

process. For the first of these noise considerations, the General Services Administra- _J

tion (GSA), under PBS P3410.5, 12 June 1988; PBS P 3460.1C, 12 June 1968; PBS _1
eJ

4-0950, November 1970;PBS 4-1021, February 1970;and PBS 4-1519-71,April1971,

has established certain objective standard s to be met in various segments of govern- _j

ment buildings constructed under GSA contract. These standards are designed to re-

duce the impact of noise by providing a buffer between the noise source and the receiver.

While specificationsdelineatetheallowablesound transmissionforareas near snob _I

noise sources as mechanical and electrical equipment, there is no attempt to regulate

noise by establishing standards for the equipment itself.

As far as the actual construction site noise is concerned, the Army, in EC 1110-

2-I09, 15 June 1970; ETL 1110-3-141, 30 November 1970_ and CE-130O, M_y 1970, _ bIBJ

has adopted regulations for noise abatement on bo_h civil and military construction _ I

4-4
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projects. The previouslycitedAir Force Manual 160-25 containednoisecriteriato

-- be consideredindesign ofUSAF buildingsand structures.

With respecttoconstructioncontractsfor Federal buildings,theOccupational

Safetyand HealthAct (OSHA) noisestandardshave been appliedby the Department ....-. -.

ofLabor pursuanttothe ConstructionSafetyAct of1969. liowever,there may be a

questionas towhether OSHA standardscan be appliedto constructionnoise inview

offundamentaldifferencesinphysicalenvironmentbetween an open, multistory

construction site and a closed factory work place. In a closed factory environment,

one can assume thatthefactoryowner has controlofthe entirenoiseexposure of

" hisworkers. However, on an open constructionsite,the contractorcannotcontrol

many of the noises that affect his workers. Thus, the engineering controls open to

him are limited, if not nonexistent. There is no reason that hearing protection

_: devicescouldnot be used, however, to reducethe nolseimpact tomeet the ex-

posure standards. A pilot project is underway, via a GSA contract, to develop base-
i

"_ line data to these and other questions concerning the applicability of the regulations.

_-i As pointedout earlierinthisdiscussion,the militaryand internalFederal noise

controloperationsprovidean excellentoverview ofthenoiseproblems encountered by

! the Federal government, as weU as other governmental levels. These extez_'tl Fed-

oral control measures will now be considered in terms of the general category of the

- particularnoisesource,

: Transportation Noise Abatement and Control

Federal efforts to bring about transportation noise abatement are directed at air-

craft and highway noise, with the former receiving the greater attention. But concern

and action in the highway noise area are also significant and increasing.

•-} 4-5
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Aircraft Noise. The Department of Tmnsportatton (DOT) Act of 1966 was the

first statutory authority relevant to aircraft noise. Section 4(a) ef the Act directed

the Secretary of Transportation to "promote and undertake research and development

relating to transportation, including noise abatement, with particular attention to

_4
aircraft noise. *f Although some efforts were undertaken by the Federal Aviation _ ,

Administration (FAA) as early as 1960, it was not until the 1968 enactment of Section
i _,

611 (PL 90-411), relating to Control of Aircraft Noise and Sonic Boom, as an amend-

ment to the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, that the Federal government undertook an

active program of civil aircraft noise abatement. Considerable impetus to the enact-

ment ofthislegislationresultedfrom the OfficeofScienceand Technology studyon ,_,I_

Jetaircraftnoisenear airports,completed in 1966. Implementationofthiseffortto

abatenoiseatthe source began 1 December 1969,with regulationsmade applicableto

new subsonicaircraft.Regulations with respecttoretrofit,sonic boom, SST type

certification,and STOL/VTOL typecertlflcatinnere stillinthedevelopment stages.

In the Airport and Airways Development Act of 1970, the FAA has a valuable tool !_

that could be used to abate noise _vith respect to airports, since the Act declares fl_e _.
t_

*tnattenal policy that airport development projects authorized pursuant to this port shall

provide for the protection and enhancement of the natural resources and the quality of I._

environment of the Nation. _r The airport certification provisions of Section 51Co)(1)

direct the Administrator of the FAA to set minimum operational safety standards for _.i

airports served by Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)-eertified air carriers, but do not
ii

apply to the regulation of airport noise levels. The Act is applicable to all projects

involvingnew airportsand runways or extensionofexistingrunways;thus, relatively "i*

few airportdevelopmentsthatmightcreateadditionalnoise escape consideration.

State and local governments gain two leverage mechanisms with respect to such pro- !'i,

Jects: flrst_ the community acceptance provision of the Act requires that the project

be accepted by communities around _e airport before DOT may give its approval;

4-6 !i
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second, under the state air and water quality certification section, the governor of the

.- state in which the airport is located must certify that there is "reasonable assurance

that the project . . . will comply with applicable air and water quality standards"

_ before Federal approval. Since some states Imve included noise as an air contami-

nant, the noise standards of these states will fiLmro in the development of airports via

this provision of the Act. Unfortunately, the more sophisticated state noise laws are

_ not generally under such an air quality framework, but, rather, are given separate

consideration. Thus, these states do not have the input potential provided under the

Act.

Highway Noise. Beginning in 1965, the Secretary of Commerce (duties transferred

to the Secretary of Transportation since 1966) was required to "cooperate with the

States . . . in the development of long rangn htghuray plans . . . which urn formulated

._ with due consideration to their probable effect on the faiaro development of urban areas

of more than fifty thousand population." The first active consideration of highway noise

at the Federal level was Policy and Procedures Memorandum 20-8 of the Bureau of

Public Roads, issued January 14, 1969. Environmental affects, which must be cou-

sidered by the state or local sponsor seeking Federal aid, are definud to include 'fnoise,

._ air, and water pollution." Pursuant to a 1970 amendment to the Federal-aid tIighw_y

Act (PL 91-605), the Secretary of Transportation is directed "to assure that possible

• _ adverse economic, social, and environmental effects have been considered in develop-

r tag , . . Land Federally aided hlghwuzTprojeet . . ." Further, he is to "develop an d

promulgate standards for highway noise levels compatible with different land uses after

July 1, 1972."

Occupational Noise Abatement and Control

_. Following the lead provided under Federal supply and constructtou contracts, dis-

cussed earlier, by the Department of Labor regulations under the Walsh-Healey Public

"_ Contracts Act and the Construction Safety Act, the Secretary of Labor curried over

4-7
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these regulations under OSHA. Tile standards under all three acts are the same, _ I

i While the Welsh-Healey r_gulattons carry only a potential penalty of removal of the
t

contractor from the eligible bidder list for 3 years, tlle Occupational Safety and Health

Act provides for both civil and criminal penalties. _ -- .

i

An interesting feature of the new Act is that a state may take over regulation of a

particular matter through a program of application and acceptance by the Secretary of i

Labor. Tbis may provide a technique deserving broader application in the noise abate-
, i

ment area, to avoid potential preemption problems. _"

The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), inAEC Manual 0550-01 OS, 25 February

1970, and theDepartment ofInterior,pursuant tothe Coal Mine Ilenlthand SafetyAct
_=_

of 1969, have also adopted the OSHA standards for occupetionnl noise programs. _,_'

The AEC program is intended, '% . . for the protection of AEC and AEC contractor

employees, the general public, and the environment .... " The Department of Interi- _.i

or, throughthe Bureau of Mines, appliesthe standardstosome 1900licensedunder- _
|r*#

ground coalmines.

Construction Noise Abatement and Control _j

Construction Site Noise. The only Federal activity directed toward noise abate-

meet at construction sites has been considered under the discussion of the Federal

military and in-house government activities. Construction site noises are covered by f._!

the Occupational Safety and Health Act as being a business affecting interstate com-

merce, and the standards adopted for noise exposure by the Department of Labor

under that Act apply to eonatraction sites. Construction activities are enforced in the
j J

Occupational Safety and Health Administration. ,.#

Acoustical Characteristics of Buildings. Regarding acoustical characteristics of r
J

buildings, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) h_s issued Policy "
! I

Circular 1390.2,4 August 1971, concerningacousticalacceptabilityofnew sitesand I '

4-9 _ r
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existing buildings to be aided by [IUD monies. This cireular applies noise standards

-- to programs where none existed previously and replaces the standards of the Federal

Housing Administration (FIIA), which is under IiUD, to the extent that programs,

% . . have less demanding noise exposure requirements. " The existing noise abate-

ment programs of FI:IA now must be reviewed concerning their continued applicability.

These programs relate to:

_ 1, Mortgage underwriting in noisy areas near airports (FHA Manual, Vol. VII,

, Book 1, §71453 -- new development not be considered for mortgage under-

_- writing, if site within NEF-4O contour, pro and con evaluation for NEF-35,

site approved without further consideration for NEF-30 or less.

2, Minimum property standards for muItifamily dwellings for which FUA fiz_an-

cinl assistance is sought (FHA #2600, reissued February 1971, setting sound

. transmission standards and impact noise standards for partitioms and floors/

oellings for developments of multilamtiy residences supported by FIIA money),

" " O_her Noise Sources Controlled at the Federal Level

_ The Federal Power Commission, acting under the authorLty of the Natural Gas Act

of 1938 (15 UoS.C. §717), has directed in'18 C.F.R. §2.6_, 1971 (first appearing on

: 16 July 1970 in 35 Fed. Reg. 11389) that compressors, when used above ground in con-

unction with gas pipelines t must be located and treated so as to reduce the noise ira-

-. pact ea the environment.

:_- Noise Source=Regulatedat the State Level

Many states are entering the noise control field in earnest, as demonstrated by

the large number of recently enacted state laws Ls this area (nine during the first half

of 1971 alone). It is increasingly common for states to establish environmental depart-

- ments to deal with noise and ether pollut.'mts, and the number of noise sources being

regulated by any single state is growing. The states are also becoming more sophtstl-

• cated in the writing of noise laws and are beginning to substitute specific decibel limits

4-9



for subjectivestandardssuch as "unnecessary"and "unreasonable,"nlthunghsuch _,

standards have by no means disapp_.rnd. A growing number of states are also setting _.
i ,

standards for noise from new vehicles and equipment, forbidding the sale of any that

fail to conform to the standards.

Five states (Florida, Itawaii, Illinois, New York, and North Dakota) have dale-

gated, to departments dealing with environmental affairs, the power to set standards , J

for the limitation of noise from many sources. All of these states are currently pro-

paring for or conducting l|sarings on standards, many of which will probably be pro- _'J

mulgated in late 1971. or during 1972. California and Illinois have declared their policy , ]

to be to reduce noise, and both require onvironrnental reports from state agencies.

Illinois has declared it unlawful to create unreasonable and unnecessary noise on one's _

property, while Colorado has established decibel limits on noise permitted to emanate _.,
from any promises. '_"

Following development and adoption of standards in late 1971 and early 1972_ the

state programs to combat noise will enter a new phase. The success of these programs

will be determined by the ability of the states to enforce their amy laws.

Transportafion _,_

Californiahas developeda complex re_latory scheme forcontrollingairportnoise.

The law requiresairportoperatorstomonitortakeoffand landingnoiseand toestablish "}i

a noiseimpact boundary around the airport,with noiseat thisboundary tobe reduced
It

over the next 15 years. Also, the airport operator must set noise limits on single i

takeoffs and landings and must report violations to county enforcement officials. Those
_

airportsfailingtocome withinthenoise limitsmay losetheirlicensesor faceether _T,

statesanctions. The legalbasisfor the law is the state'slicensingpower over airports !_
'i

and theasserted proprietaryrightsofairportsvis-a-visthescheduledairlinesand

other users. Discussions of the legality of this law and the problem of Federal pro- 1)

eruption are presented elsewhere in this chapter.

4-10 .j



The states have long provided statutary restrictions on noise from motor vehicles,

with 43 states requiring mufflers on vehicles and 15 restricting noise from horns.

Five states set limits on the total vehicle noise, based on subjective standards. Con-

necticut has recently empowered its Commissioner of Motor Vehicles to set noise

limits not to exceed 90 dBA, and New York and Idaho set decibel limits on the operation

• of vehicles. California sets standards on noise from the operation of vehicles as well

as noise limits on new vehicles. Colorado and Minnesota have recently enacted legis-

lation patterned closely after the California law. Of these laws, the Idaho law specifies

a limit of 92 dBA measured at 20 feet, while the others provide limits in the range of 88

to 92 dBA measured at 50 feet. California, Colorado. and Ml|mesota have provisions

for lower limits to take effect In several years.

-- Five states specifically require mufflers on motorcycles, while California, Colo-

rado, and Minnesota set overall noise limits on these vehicles. As with automobiles

and trucks, the standards will become stricter over time.

Five states require mufflers on boats. Wisconsin dele_.,ates to its communities

,._ the power to regulate motorboats.

Snowmobiles have been given increased attention by the states. Maine and Wiscon-

"-" sin require mufflers _ while Colorado, Massachusetts, Montana, and New York set

: limitson new snowmobiles, Colorado and Massachusetts also regulatenoisefrom the

operationof snowmobiles°

: Occupational Noise

--_ Twenty five states have reported existing occupational noise standards of some

,-_ kind. These reports were made to the Secretary of Labor pursuant to the Occupational

- Safety & Health Act of 1970 and its program for state substitution for the Federal reg-

- ulatary framework under tbe Act. California, as an example of these state frame-

works, has adopted the same standard as that promulgated by the Secretary of L thor
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under the Wulsh-Healey Public Contracts Act. Responses have yet to be received by
, i

: the Secretary from 12 states (nine of which plan to exercise their takeover option and ! !

three of which have decided not to enter into temporary agreements with the Depart-

ment of Labor to continue enforcement on the state level during tile takeover period), i

Construction Site Noise _-*
k, Lt

Colorado alone sets decibel limits on noise from construction sites, namely 80

i dBA measured at 25 feet from the source from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and 75 dBA

measured at 25 feet het_veen 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

Acoustical Treatment of Buildings !,,i

The small amount of state regulation in the construction field is directed primer- ,._
I'

ily tmwrd shielding individuals from noise rather than toward restricting noise at its *'J

source. The New York State building code sets standards for sound retardation in new

apartment buildings. Hawaii requires school officials to acoustically treat schools so

as to insulate students from the effects of transportation noise. California forbids new

freeways that increase the noise in existing schools, although state officials may acous-

tically treat the schools so as to prevent an increase in the noise experienced by stu-

dents. '-'

Other Noise Sources

Noise that disturbs the peace is specifically prohibited in 20 states, with 14 dale- _

gating this authority to municipalities. The states provide penalties for violations to

a greater degree In this area thazl any other. A few states regulate commercial noise

in some way. Mississippi, New Jersey_ and Nevada delegate this power to localities, , "1
L ,

while Delaware and Texas restrict noise from businesses dealing in alcoholic bever-

ages. I i

!1
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Trends and Gaps in State Legislation

More states are entering tile field of noise regulatinn. The number of sources

restricted by any one slato is also expanding. The trend in the area of state regnlntlon

is toward more sophisticated, objective laws enforced by environmental agencies.

States tend to adopt laws that set progressively stricter standards over specified time

periods and often direct their laws at the manufactnrors.

- Despite these encouraging signs, there are still gaps In state regulation. Aircraft

noise is not restricted except in California.* Colorado has taken the steps only in the

direction of control of railroad and construction site noise, and industrial and commer-

cial noise is hardly regulated on the slate level. This is also true of household noise.

With some exceptions, slates have not been experimenting _vith new moflmds of

.- regulating noise. In particular, there has been a noticeable failure to employ land use

_-. policies to limit the effects of noise. The single exception to this appears to be the

"- Minnesota statute, which provides for state control over zoning around new state-

owned airports. This type of implementation technique could be used to a much larger

I degree by state governments.

Noise SourcesRegulated at the RegionalLevel

___ The only significant regional regnlation of noise sources Is the limit on aircraft

- takeoff noise imposed by the Port of New YorkAuthority, which operates Kennedy, La

Guardla, Newark, and Teterboru Airports in the New York City vicinity. Takeoffs are

not permitted if atmospheric conditions and operating procedures would cause a limit

of 112 PNdB to be exceeded at certain measuring points near the airport.**

"-_ * But see follo_ving discussions regarding division of Federal, state and local
powers.

• * The suitability of these rules as effective measures has been challenged by nearby
communities.
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Noise SourcesRegulatedon the Local Level
m

'Theinformationinthisportionofthe reportisbased on data gatheredfrom 8.3 Ii J

localgovernments. Many largecitiesare represented,as wellas smaller eommunt- _
r ; ......

ties. '

Genera/Noise Laws
i,

Better than bye-thirds (69 percent) of the 83 cities examined have either no noise

laws whatever (12 cities) or only general taws covering noise from any source. The ! :

most popular type of general law is that patterned after the Model Ordinance Prohibit-

ing Unnecessary Noises, issuedby the NationaZInstituteof MunicipalLaw Officers I-

(NIMLO). Over one-thlrdof thecitiesexamined have laws similarto thismodel ordi-
I i

nanee. The model employs subjective criteria and prohibits loud, unnecessary, and

unusual noise. Three elites have ordinances that differ from the NIMLO model hut

that apply similar subjective standards. Two other cities set a limit of 80 dBA st 20

feet, or 20 feet from the property line of the noise source. A number of cities combat _

noise through the use of public nuisance laws that label excessive noise as a public
I

nuisance and provide for its abatement. _"

One of the most popular methods of noise control on the local level is the zoning E

ordinance, which sets limits on noise in designated residential t commercial, or in-

dustrial zones. Cities often include quantitative noise level standards in their zoning

ordinances. _._
F_

Transportation Noise ="

Aircraft Noise. Six of the cities in this survey place some restriction on noise [_

from aircraft. These ordinances are of two types:

1. Those that undertake to limit nonfllght activity, i I

I *

2. Those that purport to limit operating noise from aircraft in flight.

i p
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In the first category, Denver restricts noise not necessary to flight, while Salt

Lake City regulates noise in ground runup areas. In the second category, Santo Bar-

-. barn, Califomia_ limits noise to takeoffs and landings as well as noise from runup

areas and sonic booms. ScottsbluffpNebmslm, forbidsany flightbelow 2000 feet.

- Park Ridge, Illinois, prohibits noise over 95 dBC in designated ara%s extending from

the runways of OtHare Airport. Portland DOregon, limits noise from helicopters.

A discussion of the validity of laws in the second category is presented else_vhere in

thischapter.

Motor VehicleNoise. Thirty-threemunicipalitiesexamined requiremufflers ou

motor vehicles,wMIe 22 restricthorn noiseand 12 citiesset subjectivelimits,suchas

-" "unnecessary," on the total noise from vehicles. Three cities set objective limits in

_" the 90- to 95-dBA range measured at 20 or 25 feet. Chicago and Minneapolis, in re--

centlyenactedlegislation,setstricternoiselimitson vehicleoperation,as wellas

noise emission standardsfornew vehicles.

r_ Specific provisions concerning noise from motorcycles were made by four of the
..2 cities examined. Missoula, Montana, and Detroit set subjective limits, while the new

Chicago and Minneapolislaws restrictnoisefrom operationand seta limiton noise
l

from new motorcycles.

Other TransportationNoise Sources. Chicago regulatesnoise from boatsinits

new law t and Detroit restricts noise from whistles of steamers using its harbor.

_2 Generallycitieshave been slow torespond tosnowmobiles as new noisesources.

...._ Chicago sets objective limits on these vehicles, while Dillon, Colorado, allows them

'-" only on marked trails - of which there are none.
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Commercia/ Noise

INoise from commercial establishments or individuals acting in business capacities i

is widely regulated at the local level. The noeadvertining regulation in this area can
I

be divided into five categories: i

1. Regulation of business establishments (either all business or particular bus- l.i

inesses),

2. Regulation of some particular accessory or device used by the business (such !,!

as noisy air-conditioning equipment) or some noisy aspect of the commercial
/i

operation (such as loading or unloading materials). _

3. Regulation of musicians.

4. Regulation of music-producing machines.

r"
5. Regulation of sound equipment. L.

Noise from advertising, especially the use of sound-producing or sound-amplifying __
ir

equipment 0 is heavily regulated on the local level. Itinerant peddlars calling their ,-'

wareep stationary sound equipment_ and sound equipment mounted on vehicles and air- _"

craft are either prohibited or subject to strict controls.

Occupational Noise _

Two cities have objective decibel limits on the amount of noise to which workers
I t

may be subjected. The Detroit standards are identical to the Walsh-itealey limits pre-

viously discussed. Philadelphia has adopted standards that are less strict than tbe old F'
I.

Welsh-Healey limits, with the exception of the m,_ximum limit placed on impact noise.
*q

Construction Noise

Many cities regulate noise from construction sites, using curfews and zoning ro-
i

strictions. Minneapolis sets a noise limit on the entire construction operation, wlllle L_

Chicago specifies noise limits on most types of construction equipment. ,

rl
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Acoustical Treatment of Buildings

Several cities have requirements concerning the acoustical treatment of buildings.
I
• The new New York City law on multitamily residential buildings sets limits on the noise

that can be allowed to travel between two apartments and between apartments and public

areas of the building. These objective limits are based on measurement standards

adopted by various associations, such as the United States of American Standards

Institute. Before a permit is issued approving the opening of the building to occupants,

_! the Department of Buildings must be satisfied, as a result of either its tests or those

: -_. of an independent firm, that the new building conforms to the lintits.
J

Other Noise Sources Controlled at the Local Level

; Disturbthg the peace is heavily regulated on tile local level. Some cities simply
_J

prohibit such behavior, wbile others impose curfew and zoning regulations. Domestic

_I noise Is beginning to come under regulation at the local level. The recent Chicago

-i noiselaws covernoisefrom varioushome productssuch as lawnmowers, power tools,

and snowblowers by setting decibel limits for new products. Minneapolis sets a curfew

on this equipment if noise from it causes the noise level at property lines to exceed

specified standards. Sound equipment use d for noncommercial activities is also heav-

r_. ily regulated. Some cities ban its use, while others require permits or set curfew
L--Z_

and zoning restrictions. There are also local ordinances pertaining to noisy animals.

As with the states, more cities are developing programs to cope with excessive

"_7 noise. Some have established noise abatement offices with special noise monitoring

teams. City noise laws ars becoming more sopltisltcated, substituting decibel limits

for the former subjective standards. These laws also provide for tougher standards

ever time. As is true fez' the states, the success of city antinoise programs will de-

pend upon enforcement of the new laws. Unfortunately, enforcement strains the already

i overburdened budgets of many of the natlon_s cities.
i
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Trends and Gapsin Local Legislation

Noise has traditionally been regulated more often at the local level. Itowever,

with the increase in the general environmental noise levels of American cities in re-

cent years, local governments have begun to adopt now laws to deal with this phenom- _ ........

enon. Like the states, cities have developed more sophisticated laws covering more _ :
noise sources. These laws are tending to include tougher standards over time and are

often directed at manu_cturers. Although the major noise sources are regulated at F!

the local level, any one city does not have laws governing noise from every type of

noise source. More cities must expand the number of regulRted noise sources if local

control of noise is to be more effective.

r"

L
r _

Ti
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ANALYSIS OF EXISTING REGULATORY STRUCTURE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE
ABATEMENT AND CONTROL

: _ Legal Basisfor Environmental Noise Abatement and Control Through Private Actions

' ' Private Actions: Private Sector Noise Sources

' Tim more conventional legal theories for abatement and control of noise in the .....
i

judicial areas have been nuisance, physical trespass, inverse condemnation, and con-

stitutional damaging. A plaintiff can recover damages on the nuisance theory if noise

_. generated by the defendant results in a substantial interference with the use and enjoy-

_ meat of the pinintiff_s land, the usual measure of damages being the decrease in tim

value of such property. However, such determinations are made in the context of tile

particular case wherein the social utility of the noise-maker's activity must be

weighed against the gravity of the harm to the plaintiff. In general, private actions la

nuisance for damages or for injunctive relief havu proved to be an inadequate means of

controlling environmental pollution, includIng excessive and unnecessary noise.

Industrial and commercial noise makers have been permitted, in effect, to treat such
F

= -_ pollution as a social cost to be assumed by the general public, since the number and

i amount of court judgments against offending noise sources have not induced a substan-

tial reduction in noise. In brief, such actions have hoes effnctiw only to the extent

-- that they have served as incentives for polluting activities to apply now managerial

_., techniques or technological innovations to the abatement of adverse social impacts.

_ Private Actions: Government Sector of Government Authorized Noise Sources

In those situations wherein the government is the manager of facilities or the opor-

} afar of activities producing noise or has formally sanctioned the operation of facilities

*_ or activities by private participants or entities, resort to the theory of inverse condem-

-- nation or the allegation of a constitutional taking has been increasingly employed as an
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olternatlvetoa nuisancesuit. The defenseof legalizednuisancehas proved u formid-
m

iblc harrier to recovery on the nuisance theory. The theory of inverse condemnation i !

is a moans of avoiding the obstacle of sovereign immunity. While inverse condemna-

tion suitshave been successfulin severalsituationsinvolvingaircraftnoise,centre.......

versy persists as to whether noise alone (as contrasted with physical trespass) is suf- _"
4 J

fictont to justify recovery and, if so, whether noise-violated adjacent landox_ers can

recover where no overflight takes place. A mild trend is perceptible toward recover- _i

los for noise intrusion t especially in states having constitutional "taken or damaged"

provisions, including recovery by adjacent landowners whose property has not been i.l

officially taken. It is necessary, however, "to prove that the thjury is peculiar to such ,-
LI

adjacent landowner and not simply that he shares such intrusion with the community at-

large.

Formal Authority for Governmental Control Over Noise Sourcesand
Noim Effect= "_

In view of the limitations of private suits in providing an adequate environmental

noisequalitycontroltechnique,variousmunicipaland some staterc_._ztatoryefforts

have been undertaken,as notedpreviously;and more comprehensive regulatoryschemes

arc now under consideration at all governmental levels. It is probable that the corn-

meres power affords the Federal government sufficient authority to regulate most, if F'_
r l

not all, noise sources at the national level. The traditional police power provides the

basic formal authority for noise abatement and control measures at the state and local i :

level. States have considerable latitude in the exercise of the police power, the essen-
g _

tial test being whether there is a perceived public need to be satisfied and whether the

means selected is reasonably appropriate to the achievement of this purpose. The ex- !,

eroise of the police power is subject to the further limitation that private property can-
i

not be taken for public use without Just compensation, a problem that has frequently _ '

! b
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: posed difficulties for the courts. Ituwever, the development of adequate regulatory

schemes for the control of noise should not raise serious questions with respect to

r Constitutional authority.

,_ Distribution of Formal Authority Among Federal, State, and LocalJurisdictions
, F
, I

'-' Illustrative Casesand Materials Relevant to the Commerce Clauseand the Police Power

_'_ Assuming the basic authority of the commerce power (Federal) and police power

(state/local) to impose effective controls over environmental noise sources, the ques-
t

lion remains as to which level of government has authority to prescribe and apply

_ which regulatory measures (ranging from source control to zoning and building codes)

and under what circumstances. Useful guidelines as to appropriate distribution of

authority between the Federal and state/local levels are provided by Supreme Court

" soledecisions £oDowteg primarily the doctrine of C yvs Wardens of the Port of Phila-

"7 delphht" (1851), In determining whether the power of the Congress to regulate foreign
.__

and interstate commerce was exclusive or might be in part shared with the states, the

Court in "Cooley" adopted a rule that placed a share of the control in tim states, the

_ test being whether a particular subject or activity of commerce requires uniform

national control or whether it is suffinient!y local (and unique) in character as to be

_'_ more appropriate for state/local regulation. For example, a strong national interest

has been asserted in railway regulation. In "Southern Pacific Co. vs Arizona" (1945),
'-7

the Supreme Court, relying on the "Cooley" doctrine, hold that the Arizona Train

Limit Law (limiting train length} contravened the Commerce Clause, the majority
"7

opinion stating that "Here examination of all the relevant factors makes it plain that

_7 the state interest is outweighed by the interest of the nation in an adequate, cconom-,I

lcal. efficient railway transportation service, which must prevail." But a strong

; stute/local interest has been recognized in the regulation of the use of interstate as

well as state highways, in "South Carolina State Highway Department vs Barnwell
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Bros.*t(1938),a statestatutelimitingthewidthand weight ofmotor trucks,which

was more restrictive than those of most other states, was held not be an undue burden _ l

on interstate commerce even though T'lntorstate carriage by motor trucks has become

a national industry." The Court stated: 'T1_ewsubjects of state regulation are so pecu- _ !

linrly of local concern as is the use of state highways." But compare "Bibb vs NavaJo

Freight Lines, Inc°" (1959), wherein the Supreme Court found an Illinois contour mud-

guard requirement for motor freight carriers to be in conflict with the Commerce

Clause even though such local safety measures are normally not found to place an un-

constitutional burden on interstate commerce, i I'4,

The "states and their instrumentalities "may act, in many areas of interstate cora-
L.

meres, o . . concurrentlywiththeFederalgovernmentTand *'Evenhandedlocalregu-

lationto effectuate a legitimate local public interest is valid unless preempted by _"

Federal action, ° o . or unduly burdensome on ° o . interstate commerce .... ,t

In general, preemption by Federal legislation is not to be inferred "unless the act of L

Congress, fairly interpreted, is in actual conflict with the law of the state°"

/llustrative Federal Environmental Oua/il_" Control Legislation _..

Evolving regulatory schemes for the abatement and control of environmental noise _ ;

will be shaped not only by the authoritative Constitutional decisions apportioning

Federal-state-local power but also by emerging public attitudes as expressed in for- _ !

nml governmental policies toward environmental quality and the recent legislation de-

signed to institutionalize effective supporting programs. The implementation of the _,

NationalEnvironmental PolicyAct of 1969,requiringthe submissionof environmental !-,

impact statements on all Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human

environment, has given strong impetus to the consideration of environmental effects ef

public programs. The Airport and Airway Development Act of 1970 will certainly ra-
t i

quire consideration of the noise factor when new airports are located or existing facil-
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itlas are modified. Provision for citizen suits in Section 304 of the Clean Air Amend-

meats of 1970 establishesa regularizedchannelfor formallyassertingcomplaints.

Most of thenew environmentalqualitylegislationpays appropriaterespecttostate

and localprerogativesas does. for example, the Environmental QualityImprovement
. i

' ,,: Act of1970, which statesthat"The prirnaryresponsibilityforimplementingthispolicy

rests with state and local governments." But a striking characteristic of the new leg-

islation is the emphasis placed on cooperative efforts among agencies at the same

" ' ; levelofgovernment, among the variouslevelsofgovernment, and between publicand

private sector entities, as illustrated by the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965.
• i

Whether thisintentwillmature intoeffectiveInter-entityworking relationshipsis,of

,'_ course, another matter. Since the Federal government is establishing national sland-:i
.J

ards in given areas (for example, ambient air quality standards and standards regard-

lng emissions of air pollutants fromaircraft), it is to be anticipated that difficult proh-

lems of preemption or of conflict arising from other formal or informal actions may

;.; arise unless there is, in fact, dedicated and knowledgeable cooperation among the

variouslevelsofgovernment.
Distribution of Power Among Federal-Stats-LocalJurisdictionswith Respectto Environmental
Noise Abatement and Control

Regu/atorv Scheme for Aircraft Noise Abatement

i:i Federal Aircraft Noise Abatement Policy and Rehnllations.' As discussed earlierk

in this chapter, the authority to prescribe rules and regulations for the control and

, abatement of aircraft noise was granted the Administrator of the FAA by amendment

of Title VI of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 (Public Law 90-411). One of his first

, [
.._ acts was initiating the noise abatement regulatory program of the FAA by promulgat-

• ing Part 36, an amendment to the Federal Aviation Regulations. prescribthg noise
i

standards for the type certification of subsonic aire_tft,

i
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State Aircraft Noise Regulation - Inclu_ng Transportation Authorities. The gen-

eral policy guidance at the Federal level for distribution of authority among Federal,
i,

state, local, and private entities with respect to the abatement and control of aircraft
?

noise has not been adequate to decide many practical questions such as: who can con- i l

trol what by applying which techniques, under what circumstances, and pursuant to .-
I:

what authority? The situation tends to be further confused by considerable loose lan- _"

guagu in both official reports (policy statements) and in the legal-regulatory common- i'_,

taries concerning "control over aircraft noise. 'r Frequently, little effort is made to

distinguish abatement at the source (noise emitted from the aircraft), abatement ,_,"_,

through operational procedures, abatement of the effects of aircraft noise through i_

specific implementation techniques, abatement of airport noise through multiple tech-

niques, penalties for noncompliance with airport regulations, and remedies for darn-

age caused by aircraft noise.

A few states have undertaken to establish some measure of regulation over the ! :

effects of aircraft noise despite the risks of their eventual negation through a judicial

finding of Federal preemption or of conflict with the Commerce Clause. One tech-

nique has been to establish an authority (intrastate or interstate) that operates an air- .,"I'

port or airports in a proprietary capacity, as distinguished from governmental opera-

tton, so as to take advantage of the legal concept that a state or.municipality can fix

permissible levels of aircraft noise as the proprietor of an airport that it would not 4.

have the authority to fix in its governmental-legislative capacity. The sensitivity of

the states to Federal preemptive legislation regarding air traffic safety (in-flight, ii

takeoff, and land/ng operations) and aircraft noise standards (§611) Is illustrated by the

comprehensive California regulations on noise standards for airports, which are

"based on two separate legal grounds: (1) the power of airport proprietors to impose
ii

L q
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: noise ceilings and other limitations on the use of the airport, and (2) the power of the

state to act to an extent not prohibited by federal law." This effort goes primarily to
r-

the encouragement of compatible land use near airports, so as to preserve the utility

-_ of the airport to the community while achieving environmental compatibility.
i

' Regulation of Aircraft Noise by Private Actions and Local Ordinances. If states

are seriouslyinhibitedfrom controlover aircraftnoise sources, itisevidentthat
_J

localgovernments and privatecitizenscan expectlittlesuccesswiththe legalre-

.J courses of municipal ordinances and common law remedies. Judicial experlence

since the early 1950's tends to confirm this proposition. Several local ordinances

.- undertaldng to regulate the altitude (and thus flight patterns) of scheduled interstate

"" aircraft have been struck down (commencing with "All American Airways, Inc. vs

Village of Cedarhurat" (1953), wherein the m_micipality had enacted an ordinance

making it u criminal offense to fly aircraft over the village at altitudes under lOOO

feet, on the rationale that the Federal government has preempted the regulation of

]
.._ such flight in the interest of safety and that such local restrictions place an undue bur-

den on interstate commerce. While a few courts have demonstrated a degree of toler-
,.J

anee for local ordinances establishing nighttime curfews under special circumstances _!

I [ (small airport with no interstate scheduled air carriers, for example), courts that

have considered such ordhmnees tend to be highly sensitive to the interstate commerce

:_ impllcations, especially if scheduled interstate air carriers use the airport. Stress

,_ is often given to such propositions as "air traffic is unique and should be controlled on
[

the rmttonal level" or that "solution of problems in air transportation at the local level

_'_ just does not work. It has to be done on a national basis because it is a national opera-! J

tion."

! It is of interest to note that in the context of the "Griggs 't case of 1962 (wherein

the plaintiff, in u private action based on inverse condemnation, recovered damages
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from tile airport owner-operator by alleging that the flights of sommorcinl aircraft

over the plaintiff's home caused excessive noise, fear, and physical damage) the Su- "_

proms Court majority minimized the Federal regulatory role and emphasized the funs=

tion of the airport owner-operator in the design, implementation (including the acqui- t ,

sitinn of navigational easements), and operations of the airport. But even though there
/

have been several successful inverse condemnation cases, it is obvious that this rein- i

ody Is not suitable for coping with the distress suffered by large numbers of people _I

residing in or near busy airports. As the court concluded in the 1969 New Jersey

case of "Township ofHanover vs The Town of Morrlstown" (whereintlleplaintiffs

soughttoenjointheTown ofMorrlstown from enlargingitsairportbecause ofthe an-

ticlpated increased noise): "private compensatory damage suits do not accomplish the

end objective of noise suppression."
b

The likely invalidity of control by local ordinance and the general inadequacy of '_ j

spasmodic private suits in inverse condemnation to provide adequate noise regulation ,,_i
has pressed many airport operators into the application of alternative abatement mea-

sures such as the use of preferential runways. This, of course, is also a marginal F"

means of noise suppression. Thus, certo!n high density air traffic states such as Call- _.
r

fornin have taken or considered action that will make some small further contribution

to aircraft and airport noise abatement. _:
t

Implications of the Griggn Doctrine: Federal| Statoj Local and Private. The

"Griggn" decision placed the locus of liability for aircraft noise on the airport operator ! ]

and thus relieved the Federal government and the scheduled air narrlnra from liability.

Thus, there was no pressing incentive for either the Federal government or the air ;L

carriers to take drastic noise abatement action, even though both recognized the grow- t!

log seriousness of the problem. A Congressional report conceded in 1962 that the lack

of a "maximum noise'* criterion established by the Federal government was a "deter- =_,:
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,, rent to manufacturers to achieve greater noise suppression." Competitive considera-

tions precluded the allocation of substantial research support in noise abatement by tile

• aircraft engine manufacturers, the objective being to "build engines and aircraft (witb)

r. maximum performance characteristics without regard to noise." In short_ the author-

lty of the "Griggs" decision obstructed the coordinated efforts required of all affected
r_

participants called for by the Office of Science and Technology Jet Aircraft Noise Panel

in 1966. Further_ Congress has given careful attention to the possibility of the Fed-

,_i oral government's indemnifyIng all airport operators throughout the U.S. ag'ainst judg-

"_ monte obtained agaInst them for noise damage alleged under the "Grlggs" doctrine and
i

has found this to be "impracticable°" Not until the promulgations of the FAA noise

i standard regulations of 1 December 1969_ pursuant to §6ilj did the aircraft engine

manufacturers and the airlines have a compelling incentive to introduce noise reduc-

tion criteria Into their plannIng and operations.

_ The Relationship of the Proprietorship Doctrine of Control to Alternative Air-

craft Noise Abatement Techniques. Pervasive Federal regulation of air transpnr-

i_ ration has essentially precluded effective control over the abatement of aircraft

noise by State and local governments. On the other hand, the Federal government has

._.'_ not accepted a level of responsibility for aircraft noise abatement (in terms of timely

_- R&D and regulatory measures to reduce noise at the source) tha.t corresponds to the

magaitudc of control it exercises over air transportation, Yet, the "Origgs" doctrine

'- places liability for aircraft noise on the airport owner-operator, who Is, in most sit-

uations, a State or local governmental entity, Furtbermore, the threat of massive

damage awards is clearly Increasing for the obvious reasons that the aircraft nolsc

situation Is worsening tn many areas and that complainants are finding that some-!

.-- courts share a growing sympathy with their situation, While it may be gencratly

agreed that air transportation must be regulated at the national lever, the tack of a
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corresponding national effort to abate one of its most distressing side-effects encour- ,

ages resort to the courts as the only means of prodding, indirectly, the Federal sys- *',
r i

tom into action.

However, since the states and munteipalitiss, as airport owners-operators, must +

bear thedirectand immediate burden ofcomplaLntsfrom the public,theyhave seized
! .

upon whatever Lnterstitlal measures are available (governmental, technical, eeon- i i :

omlc, etc.)tolessen theimpactofcommunity complaintsand noise damage judg-

ments. Notableinthisconnectionisthe doctrineofproprietarycontrolover airport '"

operations,which has itssourceinownership or operationalstatusas dtsttngulshed _,

from the operationofthe alrportby a Stateor localgovernmental entityinitsgovern-

+

mental capacity. While thePort of New York Authorityhas been abletomaintain _+i

uoise standardsset by itself(lessstringent,however, than FAA standardsfor new

aircraft)and the Californiaregulationson nolssstandardsfor airportsare "+

essentlaUygrounded on the"power ofairportproprletors,"thisregulatorytechnique

isseverelyilmited. This isparticularlytruefor short-term relief,sincemost major

hub portsare now siteatedindenselypopulatedareas and proprietorcontrolover noise j

reductionatthe source isessentiallynonexistent.The FAA has clearlypreempted _.-
!:

aircraft operations as to safety. As to noise, the airport operator is left with whatever

marginal controlhs can exercisethroughsuch a measure as "planningrunway utlll- _-,

zation schedules to take into account adjacent residential areas, noise characteristics

p.I
of aircraft and noise sensitive time periods," which is provided, among other methods, _ {

in the new California noise regulations for airports. While the proprietary doctrine
;,,

i
rmay provide the airport operator some small but useful bargaining leverage visa vls

the Federal government In the present evolutionary phase of aircraft noise regulation, !..

it le based on aa anomalous legal assumption, the future efficacy of which is In doubt;

namely, that an instrumentality of the state, acting in a private, nongcvcrnmental I!
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capacity, has a degree of control over the activities prescribed in its state-originutud

charter that the state itself is precluded from exercising In particular preemptive sit-

uatlons; l.e,, regulation of aircraft operations.

,--, Regulatory Schemes for Abatement and Control of Environmental Noise Sources and Effects
; other than Aircraft Noise

The Analytical Framework. The analysis of existing modes of environmental, i

noise regulation and the evaluation of the design of new regulatory schemes requires

_,, that a structured set of questions be addressed involving such factors as formal auth-

ority, limitations on authority, and impllca[ions of the proposed action. These in-
r

quirles will differ somewhat, depending upon the governmental level proposing noise

"'? source and eftects regulation. Relevant questions at the State level might include:
J

1. Authority assorted to justify enactment of the legislation?

? .2. Limitations of authority likely to be assorted with respect to such stattutory

schemes7
=

a. Preemption by Federal legislation?

(1) Field completely preempted?
(2) More strthgent standards precluded ?

_t b. Due Process limitations?

(1) Not reasonable means to a legitimate end

(2) Discriminatory and violative of equal protection

_"1 (3) Vagueness
k_

c. Encroachment ou free expression?

d. Encroachment on other individual liimrtios?
e. Threat to other eiguifieant social values such as safety, efficiency of

rl operation, community economic well-being, etc. ?

I f. Technological feasibility ?
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g. Economic reasonableness? i ]

h. Undue burden on interstate commerce? .._
! I

3. Implications for local noise regulation with respect to: , ,

a. Criteria and standards?

b. Participants affected?

c. Implementing techniques?

d. Enforcement procedures?

e. Remedies and penalties? _,

f. Local ambient noise levels?

4. Implications of noise level standards on judicial determlanttons of a Coosti-

tutional taking or of a State eonstLtetional "takthg or damaging."

Private Actions: Suite Grounded in Nuisance r Trespass F and Compensable

Takin_ or Damaging. It is clear that private civil actions at best can constitute only _-i

one important means, among many, for effective regulation of noise. Courts have _]

been wary of extending recognition to noise intrusions, Stone courts consider noise

tobe anincidentof livingina technologicallyorientedsocietyand thatnoiseisan _I

inconveniencethatis, and must be, shared by all, Other courtsare more disposed _ZI
td

torecognizenoiseabuse but are troubledby the problem of limitingliability,such as

, l

by determining satisfactorily which clb.imants suffer special damages. Further, noise _l

disturbances from many of the more serious noise producing sources, such as the _I

constraction and use of highways, cannot be alleged as the basis for damages in cer-

tain states since sucb states provide that Hnothing whicb is done or maintained under

tbe express authority of a statute, can be deemed a nuisance. _' Nevertheless, over !1

the years numerous suits have been initiated against a variety of community noise

producing sources that interfere with the use and enjoyment of property. .._



. Timru is a more perceptible trend for courts to recognize dflmogcs resulting from

noise intrusion in taking or inverse eondemnatlon suits, particularly with reference Io

• . highway construction and use. However, most courts have held that noise from tills

source is not compensable whore there bus been no pbysical taking of any part of the

_ complainant's property. Where there has been an actual taking or severance of the
• i
_ claimantts property, there is a split in court decisions among the various states. The

' "-" tendency seems to be, however, to consider noise as a factor in determining conse-

quential damages where there has been a taking, In lhc 1968 "Dennison" case the New

_-- York Court of Appeals stated that "where there has been a partial taking of property

of the kind taken here, the noise element may be considered as nan of several factors

d e "in determining consequential amag s, The type of property takes may be decisive,

--.- noise more likely to be considered as a factor in the overall diminution of the value of

;"_ the property if the property's purposes are devoted to seclusion and quietude. What

impact the aircraft noise eases recognizing noise intrusion with respect to adjacent

landowners will have on the recognition of'claims of abutting landowners to highway

_ construction and use is still uncertain. Florida has rewarded the aircraft noise claim-

ant bat denied recovery to the highway noise claimant,
'1

Noise Regulation through Municipal Ordinances, Local ordinances directed cx-

: i plicitly to, or inclusive of, noise pollution include these designed to preserve the public

peace and tranquility, to abate noise as a nuisance, or to control noise levels through

zoning. Where an ordinance is directed to noises or noise sources in general, the

! elements of a common law nuisance must ordinarily he shown to justify damages or

injunctive relief, Noise ordinances may face various legal challenges: whether the
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standard is unconstitutionally vague or discriminatory or is administered in e dlscrim- i i

inetory merrier; whether the ordinance encroaches upon the freedom of expression or

other individual rights; whether the ordinance seriously interferes with the safety of
[

operations of the noise source or comes in conflict with other priority social values; L ',

whether the requirements of the ordinance are technologically feasible and aeonoml-

tally reasonable; whether the ordinance addresses an area of activity that has been

preempted by the state or Federal government; or whether the ordinance, absent ,4.

Federal legislation, imposes such a heavy burden on s national activity or interest,
t_

such as the free flow of commerce, that it constitutes an unreasonable burden.

Ordinances regulatingsound trucksraisemany oftheforegoingquestions.How- l.i

ever, the Supreme Court held in the 1949 Sound Truck case, "Kevacs vs. Cooper", that F

the standardof"loud and raucous"was notso vague and indefiniteastobe properly ,-

enforced,since it conveyed to any interested person s sufficiently accurate concept of

what was forbidden. Quantitative standards (prescribed decibel sound levels in decibels)

avoid the problem of unconstitutional vagueness but de not necessarily facilitate the

enforcement of noise standards. The cases show that verbal (subjective) standards '_

such as "unusual end excessive" have generally been upheld as .applied to both local

ordinances and state statutes requiring mufflers or relating to the operation of motor J_,

vehicles. While the reported cases do not specifically deal with traffic routing within

urban areas interms ofnoise,such ordinanceshave been upheldunlessthestate,by _

terms ofitsconstitutionor by legislation,has preempted controlever vehiculartraf-
f r

fic,even withinmunicipalities.

I .J
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Can_prchensive city codes, such as that proposed for Now York City, attempt to

retain the benefit of common law nuisance precedents hy prohibiting unnecessary

noise while at the same thne setting spccifie decibel limits for the principal noise

producing devices or sources. :Provision for noise-sensttive zones is an attempt Io

assure that future land use planning will be environmentally sound with respect to

"_ noise. Many provisions ef such codes, being new, are still to bs litigated.

It appears that most of tbe challenges to local noise ordinances as undue burdens

:__ an interstate commerce bare arisen in the air transportation field. Such ordinances

'-" in other areas, if not clearly unreasonable Imrdens as applied by one community, may

be judged by the test of whether a given ordinance, if adopted by a large number of

.._ municipalities, would impose unlawful burdens.

-" State Environmental Noise Regulatory Schemes. State regulation of noise has been

relatively minor until recent years, with the exceptian of vehicle muffler and exhaust

noises, An interesting question is arising, with the shift from verbal to quantiiative

standards, as te the efficacy of the older statutes (left undisturbed by new legislation)

' prohibiting excessive or unusual noise. The New York Court of Appeals has held thatL_

in such circumstances "the two (statutes) stand side by side. One now sets a limit

:- beyond which no vehicle noise may go while the other requires each motorist to mini-

mize the noise hlsJ_articular vehicle makes within that limit, " Tbis interpretation

r-: raises interesting possibilities for more stringent and refined control over noise

"-_ sources than set by maximum allowable decibel levels. However, state control over

i

vehicular noise has raised serious questions (and confusion} in several states as to

• preemption of local control, especially in instances where the state standard is clearly
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inadequate for the monitoring and control of urbnn vehicular noise. Where states do b ,

undertake comprehensive environmental noise regulation, the preemption status should
t t

be clarified. However, some new State legislation completely ignores preemption

I
implications for local governments. _ +

New State environmental noise legislation shanld also give careful consideratian ! i

to the implications for interstate commerce. Operators of trucks and busses (moving
r

interstate noise sources) are particularly concerned about the possible lack of unifor- {....

mity, arguing that they "should not he faced with an increasing problem of lmving wide _!

variations in noise limits, test procedures, equipment and interpretation of the

regulations." Reference to "Bibb v. NavaJo Freight Lines, Inc." suggests that even !_i

though local safety measures (and presumably, environmental quality measures) are I !
I. 4

not normally found to place an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce, unless

the states should enact approximately equivalent vehicular noise standards (as to deci-

bel levels and effective dates), that litigation involving the Commerce Clause is likely

to arise. But in addition to the test of whether a given ordinance or state statute under-

takes to regulate matters "admitting of diversity of treatment, according to the special

requirements of local conditions," are U_e factors of delay or l.nconvenience to inter-

state carriers, safety, technological feasibility, economic reasonableness (including

the availability, cost and effeetiveuess of alternative protective measures), and "the

nature of the menace against which (the ordinance or statute) will protect. "... "Legis- .i*1

lntioa, and implementing standards-setting administrative procedure, which does nut

take these factors into account may well be vulnerable to either Due Process or

; ,
Commerce Clause challenge.
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: Federal Environ.ment_ Noise Re_ulstory Snhemes. In addition to the _611 amend-

_. ment to the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, the Walsh-Healey requirements, the Occu-

pational Safety and Health Act of 1970, and the 1970 amendment to the Federal-aid

Highway Act CPL 91-605), the Federal government has given notice of impending,

_-- comprehensive environmental noise legislation In the Noise Pollution and Abatement
i

Act of 1970, Of major interest is the present slams of the Administration's proposed

, : legislatlon (HR-5275, S-1016--The Noise Control Act of 1971). The Adminls_,t_tlon

_ proposed to give EPA overview and veto auth.ority regarding aircraft noise, ilo_e,,'er.

,_ this proposed legislation has been revised by the House Committee on Interstate

_", Commerce to provide only for a consultative EPA role concerning that agency's
._;

dealings with the FAA regarding the solution of this major noise problem.
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EFFECTIVENESSOF EXISTINGNOISECONTROLREGULATIONS _

Effectivenessof Existing Federal Regulations _,.

= Aircraft Noise

FAA Type Certificationofcommercial alrcraRdeliveredafter1 December 1969,

under Port 36 ofthe FAA AircraftRegulations,isthemost significantFedora] nction _ i :

forcontrolofaircraftnoise. The DC-10 and Cessna Citation500 have been certifi-

cated,and the L-1011 mad allsubsequentsubsonicaircraftwillhave tocomply with

Part 36. The Boeing 747 was granted a type certificate in December 1969, which allowed

[ noiselevelsin excess of therequirementsofAppendix C ofPart 36 of theFAA z'c_mla-

tions. However, aircraftproduced afterDecember l, 1971 nmst comply with Part 36,

Appendix C. Allowable Noise Level Limits.

Projections by the Air Transport Association estimate that by 1975 only 18.6 per-
L:

cent of the fleet will have been certificated under Part 36, and even this is probnhly

optimisticgiven presenteconomic conditionsthatwillretardaircraftreplacements. L.

Thus, tothe extentthatitdepends upon typecertiflcntiouas presentlystructured,the

noiseproblem willhave been only slightlyrelievedby 1975 and, Indeed,could still

be significant as late as 1990.

Noise has an environmentalimpact mad must be consideredin102(2)(C)Environ- j,,
t r

mental Impact Statements forairportdevelopment end modification,* While there are

I'!

• The reader is referred to testimony before EPA hearings held in San Francisco i ,
regardingviews on theefficacyofthe I02(2)(C)statementprovisions.

P
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no Federal noise standards for airports, the Airport and Airways Development Act rc-

_ quires consideration of environmental interest of communities near airports and provides

!
for public hearings, if requested, on airport projects. But examination of project pro-

r._

posals on file with the FAA reveals that hvariogs have been beld in only 29 percent of

,_ tile cases, and in few of these has noise been raised as an issue. This suggests that

• whereas public hostility to proposed or expanded airports near already congested avia-

tion hubs is high and growing, communities in other parts of the country are still more

_, alert to potential economic benefits from airports than to possible noise problems.

This may tend to prevent full utilization of promising planning and zoning techniques

for controlling future noise problems,

.-_ Highway Nohe

Environmental Impact Statements must also be provided for proposed highways.

The 1970 Amendments to the Federal-Aid llighway Act requires file Secretary of

Transportation to withhold approval of highways until specifications include adequate

"_' implementatlon of appropriate noise standards, Noise guidelines will not be issued

r'_ until 1 July 1972, but early drafts are promising. Only 4 percent of tile National In-t_

_-_ terstate and Defense Highway System remains in preliminary s_eges as of 30 June

I 1971, but an Urban System (funded for FY 1972 st $100 million) will be built under

the new standards.

r'l Occupational Noise

I_egulations of May 20, 1969, pursuant to the Walsh-ltealoy l_blie Contracts Act,

"7,
set noise limits for employees of.Federal Supply Contractors, These apply to 75,000
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plant locations (about 27 million workers). As of 27 August 1971, tlm Walsh-lloalcy i i

noise standards have been extended by the Occupational Safety and lIcalth Act of 1970 to
J

all employees In businesses affecting interstate commerce (55 million additional workers).

Since 7 July 1971, the Bureau of Mines, under the Federal Coal IvIine Health and i.I

Safety Act of I969, has Imposed mandatory noise limits (identical to the Walsh-lIculoy _'_

standards) for approximately 100, OO0 miners in 1900 registered underground minos.
e=2
d

I_ogular monitoring is assigned to mine operators, with the Bureau of Mines providing _

their training and providing a check through noise surveys conducted during quarierly
t-i

safety and health inspections,

Effectivenessof Exi=tingState Regulations ;-'*

P" I'
Airport Noise I !

California has taken the lead in setting overall noise limits around airports by j

legislation (1969) empowering the State Department of Aeronautics to set standards }_ J

both for overall airport noise and for single-event noise. These regulations were I_"L.!
to become effective on December 1, 1971 but have been held in abeyance by the

1971 legislature. When put into effect, they will allow large airports 15 years to

shrink noise contours to what has been defined as the acceptable level applicable to

all airports under the statutory standards of "noise acceptable to a reasosable purson .._

living near the airport" and "economically and technologically feasible. " Some _-'t

'.L
difficulties with enforcement and effectiveness can be foreseen.

Some airport officials allege that, unless the fleet is substantially converted to _ ,

quieter planes within this 15 year period, it may be necessary to curtall operations

considerably or else to make major purchases of land. The former measure would

g

i
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i have major repercussions for national air transportation patterns, while the latter

-- could lie well beyond the financial capacity of the airport.

The lmv may be challenged In court by the airlines on the grounds of Federal pre-

emption and unreasonable burden on interstate commerce. California holds Umt there

is no preemption in the absence of Federal rule making on airport noise levels and
i

that the standards are firmly grounded on the proprtetorship of airport owners and

__ the right to the state to license airports.

.-_ There is a possibility that acceptable noi'se contours estehlished by the regulations

will be used by courts as evidence for inverse condemnation, although the Act provides

._ that they shall not be so used. The California Law I{ovlsion Committee favors a

three-year moratorium on such use and a hill to estal)lish this moratorium was passed by

the state legislature,

r I The single-event limit was deliberately set so high as to be effective only in con-

trolling operating procedures of existing aircraft, rather than as a push for technolo-

gical Improvement. Enforcement is left to the county in which the airport is located.

In many states, unfortenntoly, airport noise impacts most detrimentally on counties

_ adjacent to, but not containing, fl_e airport; and in considering similar legislation
:i

states should take this into account,

r

_. A number of other states, in considering similar legislation, appear to he await-

!._ lng the outcome of Callfornla_s pioneering effort. With the reservations noted above,
!

_2
this model may be widely adaptable te states with significant airport noise problems,

'Bventy-flve states own and operate airports, of which some 300 are served by

- scheduled air carriers, and can exercise some control over them as proprietor, The
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JL
blstate Port of Now York Authm'ity has done tlm most in this area, by establishing t ,

maximum noise levels. This regulation is effective in terms of compliance, tile over-

all rate for which is 99.5 percent, with 80 percent of takeoffs below 105 dBA. Viola-
r

tlon rates are much higher, however, for heavily loaded transoceanic jets. In terms I

of noise redaction, however, it is only marginally effcotive_ the violation rate is low _,
t,I

Ileeauso the limit is high. * There is also alleged to be systematic choattag by aircralt,

in which they momentarily cut power as they pass the monitoring equipment. Further- l

more, airport operators have no authority over landing procedures, since these are

controlled by FAA -- and landings, due to long glide paths, subject larger numhers of
1'

people to noise than takeoffs. The Port of New York Authority reports that 80 percent i,_l

of complaints arc produced by landings. _

1_astrictians on the number of night flights are effective in reducing complaints

hut are seriously restrictive of transportation because of national and international i_i

time differences, Moreover, congestion at some airports has reached, a point at

which safety considerations may dictate more, rather than fewer, night flights,
e*-
J

The fiscal conditions of most state and local governments, the shortagu of housing

in large metropolitan areas, and the large land areas that are noise-impacted combine i

to limit the effectiveness of land purchase or strict zoning of land around existing

J

?,

!l
• Testimony received at the EPA hearing in Hempstead, Long Island indicates that

no punitive enforcement actions have ever been taken against any airline.
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airports, fn tbe oasu of new fllrports, however, land-use teohniques such as indus-

_ trial buffer zones appear to have considerable promise. *

Vehicle Noise Programs

Most states prohibit modified or defective mufflers, but few or none systematic-

: _. ally enforce this prohibition in spite of quantitative evidence that rigorous enforcement

- would significantly reduce vehicle noise levels. California has the most comprehen-

sive operating vehicle noise law, but the level of enforcement even there is low, since

6 two-man teams are responsible for 162,303 miles of highways. During a 12-month

_-" period, 600,000 vehicles were monitored and violations were charged for 0.5 percent:

! 0.1 percent of passenger cars, 1.2 percent of trucks, and 2.0 percent of motorcycles.

,-_ (Californi, had 11,980,000 registered motor vehicles in I970.) There is no record of
J

the number _,f cases taken to court (this is a minor offense carrying o fine of $..)-9_-or

r-1
, [ less), but the Highway Patrol states that most citations have resulted in convictions,

Through July 1971. some 2,200 citations were issued within California for excessive

vehicle noise, The state population is greater than 20 million, The low percentage of

_._ violations probably does not indicate the effectiveness of the law but indicates tim in-

r_ adequacy of tbe standards set. Tim llighwsy Patrol has indieumd that it would support

standards that would cause 7 to 8 percent of presently operating vehicles to be in viola-

; tlon, on the grounds that 93-percent compliance indicates technical feasthility. The

_: legislature is presently considering those and even stricter standards,
I

• An extensive discussion of past, present, and future land use planning efforts at
-_ major airports is contained in the transcript of the EPA Noise Hearing,

Washington, D. C,
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A similar law in New York State has a lower level of enforcement. No special I L

enforcement teams are provided, and one observer puts the number of summons

issued at six in the first 2 years.
/

California sets _olse emission limits for now vehicles, but requires testing only I I

when an operating violation has been charged to a new or current-year model. Some ,_

,m:Jicles have been recalled for fitting with improved mufflers, but tile manufactur-

ers t right to sell has not yet been revolted for excessive noise emissions. Vehicle I ',

laws of two other states are too new for comment on their effectiveness. ._,

Besides the insufficient strictness of standards, existing state controls on noise

from operating motor vehicles appear to be Ineffective because of: "

1. Technical difficulties in monitoring noise sources. In New York, statutory

limits apply to vehicles traveling at less than 35 mph, rather than to vehicles
r_
i

in zones with speed limits of 35 mph (as in California). By using zones, tile

enforcing officer can presume rather than prove the speed of the vehicle L

being cited for violation. A more serious constraint is the California require-

ment of 100 feet of free space around both the monitoring microphone and the _-

monitored vehicle; and (in California and New York) the requirement that noise _"

be measured at a distance of 50 feet from the center line of the highway, Both
T

requirements are for the purpose of separating and identifying speetfic noise

sources and avoiding reflected sound from nearby buildings or other objects. _"

but both make it difficult or impossible to monitor vehicles on city streets whore
ii

the worst problem exists. Idaho has tried to make its muffler law more effec-

tive by specifying that mufflers must prevent noise over 92 dBA at a specified !
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distance, but dm law is not enforced because vehicle Inspection is done in stale-

licensed cemmercial garages where there is no sound measuring equipment.

2, Assignment of enforcement responsIb llty to regular police officers, State

and local police universally give higher priority to safety and crimhml in-

vestigation and apprehension than to noise control; observers also report
-"
-- that police rapidly lees proficiency with sound measuring equipment when it is

seldom used, and then become even more reluctant to use it. *

_ 3. 13.igregard of noise sources ether than that from engines and exhaust systems,

_- There is substantial evidence that much of voillcle noise comes frem tires and

.--.7

running gear, but California polteo (centrary to statutory provisions} do net

cite where noise is attributable to such causes; this is probably true in other
=

_' Jurisdictions also,

.-_
4. L_ow probability ef moniturtn_" and apprehension and relatively insignificant

penalties. This is probably the most important cause of ineffectiveness.

:i
"- Other Ant/noise Regular/on by States

"_ State laws defining noise as a nuisance are generally enforced infrequently, and

seldom or never against major sources ef noise sucb as factories, transportation equip-

"_ ment, and construction sites, Statutory noise limits on leisure vehicles such as

r

• The reader is referred to testimony given at EPA bearings in Dallas, Atlanta,
Sun Francisco, and New York regarding police officer attitudes on assignment
of noise responsibilities.
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' im_

snowmobiles are most often enforced by game Inspectors and conservation officials, i i

and theru is no data available on levels of enforcement. Some snowmobile clubs are

enforclng notes limits on their members to moderate or avoid public reaction to those

noisyvehicles, i

Effectivenessof Existing Local Noise Control Regulation P_

In dealing with noise problems, local governments frequently express a need for _ j

technical asslstanoo in the form of advice, guidelines, model ordinances, and financial _r

aid from states or the Federal government, llowover, they are also jealous of their

prerogatives ill setting stricter standards than the larger jurisdictions may choose. _

A;rcratt o;*o [.:
F.xeept for a few curfew laws, attempts by local governments to pral_ihit or re-

strict aircraft noise have generally been struck down, A few remain on the books lint L_

arc not enforced. There are over 1, go0 pending noise suits against airports; usually

a local government is the defendant in such a suit, and in some cases the plaintiff Is

another (neighboring)localgovernment.

Vehicle Noise

In IIawaii and (it is generally assumed) in California and Now York, local govern- _-,
|

monts arc preempted by the state from control of vehlale noise, although state Imvs in _

the latter two states are poorly enforced for reasons given previously. In Colorado,

local governments may now adopt noise standards provided in State law.

The relatively few municipalities that have quantified noise standards for vehicles "

report the following problems with enforconmnt:

I P
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1. Difficulty in setting standards that are hotb technically feasible and yet strict

_. enough to be effective, particularly heanuse citius have limited budgets and

a great scarcity of technically trained personnel. City officials frequently

express a need for Federal or stats guidelines and technical assistance in

setting standards, us well as in establishing enforcement procedures.

2. Technical difficulties in separating and identifying individual noise sources

on crowded city streets with a generally high ambient noise level. Those

_: difficulties also prevent enforcement of State noise laws on city streets.

3. Lack of personnel and equipment for systematic monitoring and enforcement.

; Again, as has been pointed out, police place higbur priority on other duties.

Some local governments ere experimenting with new vehicle noise standards. But
: I

here they face a particular diffinulty in that a large fraction of the vehicles using the

city streets are probably purchased elsewhere: within metropolitan areas there ere

generally many local governments, many contain several counties, and some straddle

state boundaries.

Levels of enforcement of muffler or hem-blowing laws and general nuisance laws

,_- (as used against vehicles) vary widely. Few cities can provide.data on enforcement

actions, since there is generally no index of general citations and usually no compila-

,._ tion of city court cases. Whore a high level uf enforcement and effectiveness is re-

_-_ ported (as in Memphis and Boulder), city officials attribute this to a high level of:l

priority on tim part of city officials and police, and an educational campaign to sensi-

tize the public to vehicle noise. Suah educational programs uro reported to have lasting

= : effects on driving habits.

,t -,t5
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r"
Mass Transit Noise , ,

This is a major factor tn large cities, Mass transit facilities often represent a

large capital investment in aging and deteriorating stock and equipment, for which the

costofacousticaltreatmentwould be very high. For example, inNew York City,an i

effective method has been developed for reducing subway noise by replacement of F
track--butonly fourmiles are replacedeach year out of a totalof750 miles oftrack,*

ft..

I
Genera/Nuisance Laws t,,

Few statistics are kept by cities on enfoi'eement of nuisance laws. Police control i"

noise on the basis of complaints, and frequently depend on persuasion and warning

ratherthanofficialaction. Whore enforcement againstunnecessary noiseor execs-

sivenoisedepends on discretion(inthe absenceofquantitativestandards)statutesare

sometimes struck down. Decibel limits, where tried, suffer from the difficulties out-

lined above for vehicle noise standards. And it is even more difficult to establish i

reasonable limits for the variety of sources covered in general noise laws. Educe- ['_

tional programs can greatly enhance the effectiveness of noise laws by sensitizing

citizens both to their duties and to their rights to a quiet community.

ComprehensiveNoise Ordinances and Offices of Noise Abatement ;'!J,

These represent a new and small, but growing, trend for municipalities as small

as Inglewood, California (population 90,000) or as large as New York City. They offer

the following advantages: t'T

¢*1

• Details are contained in testimony given at I_PA hearings hold in New York City,
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1. A directorate whose primary responsibility is noise abatement.

2. Investigators specifically responsible for respondthg to noise complaints.

3. A staff with initiative to seek out noise violations and proficiency in using

sound measuring equipment.

4. A focal point for mounting a public education campaigm.

Costs of such operations are not necessarily large ($60,000 annually in Inglewood

and $300,000 currently in New York City) but may nevertheless be a strain on limited

municipal budgets. Both New York City and Chicago plan to use about 40 to 50 in-

"_ vestigutors for noise enforcement.

Zoning and Building Codes"

' Inclusion of noise standards in zoning codes is generally recent, and most are not
, r

well enforced. Many cities with quantitative noise limits in zoning codes ]lave no measur-

i _ ing equlpraent for enforcement purposes, and there is again a need for guidelines in for-

mulating workable standards. Standards are useful for planning and zoning commis-

i! l._ sloes in screening applicants for industrl'aI locations. Few cities have noise standards

i _ City them, no buildings completed under tile now
in building codes. New York has but

code have yet been occupied.

1'i_-_ Construction Noise

¢_ Experience with local control of construction noise is largely restricted to curfew

laws, which are often relaxed on a plea of convenience, particularly where daytime

,.jl traffic is a problem. This is one of the biggest gaps in local noise control.

* The reader is referred to detailed testimony on this subject given st EPA hearings
held in Dallas, San Francisco, and New York City.
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SUMMARY i l

Tilers are some general observations that can be made regarding the laws end

regulatory schemes for noise abatement and control:

• With regard to aircraft noise, there is a jurisdictional problem.

• State statutes exhibit increased technical proficiency in understanding tim

evolving technologies for noise control as compared with city ordinances.

However, states are constrained in many instances by Federal preemption i_

of the regulatory field (an example l)cing aircraft) or conflicts with interstate

l.J
commerce matters or other Federal constitutional powers.

• City ordinances are, in general, vague and technically deficient, llowever, as

the awareness of the noise problem increases, some city ordinances are he-

coming more sophisticated through the use of objective standards with decibel

levels.

• The courts are becoming increasingly involved in the controversies over

noise control. In general, however, private suits for money damages have

F'not accomplished a groat deal regarding noise suppression. ..
r

One of the major problems on the state and local levels of government is that of f"T J

2 i

enforcement. In general, noise statutes, no matter how well written, are rendered i

ineffective because most state and local programs are insufficiently funded end siaffcd. I !

ii

I
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.... CHAPTER 5

r-: GOVERNMENT. INDUSTRY, PROFESSIONAL AND VOLUNTARY

ASSOCIATION PROGRAMS *

.._ FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

To discover the present extent of Federal activity in noise abatement and control

_' and to accurately assess that activity, the Environmental Protection Agency's Office

of Noise Abatement and Control conducted a;survey of Federal agnnetes and depart-
J

ments. On the basis of program size and authority, the 17 agencies and departments

were grouped Into three general categories according to relative magnitude of programs:

significant,moderate or minor. Itwas foundthatinadditiontotbe Environmental

ProtectionAgency, departments withsignificantinvolvementin noiseincluded: i

1. Department of Defense
2. Health, Education and Welfare

3 Housing and Urban Department
o

4. Department of Labor

5. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration

6. Department ofTransportation

!_ * This Chapter is based on datacontained in EPA Technical Information Documents
NTID300.8, "State and Municipal Non-Occupational Noise Programs :" NTID,_00,9,

,_ "Noise Programs of Professional/Industrial Organizations, Universities, andColleges; and NTID300. i0, Summary ofNoise Programs inthe FederalGovern-
merit." See Appendix A regardingprocurement ofthissource material.

"i
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Agencies having more moderate programs are: i i

i. Department ofAgriculture

I'
2. Department ofCommerce _

3. GeneralServices Administration

4. Department of the Interior '

5, National Science Foundation

6. The Postal Service Commission
r"

Finally, agencies reporting relatively minor programs were: L:

1. Atomic Energy Commission r"
!

2. Federal Power Commission L

3. State Department

4. Tennessee Valley Authority

5. Treasury Department

SignificantFederal Involvement

Table 5-1 illustrates the extent of Federal research and development activity in

the noise field. Responsibllity (authority) and funding for fiscal year 1972 is in thou-

sands of dollars. The scope of federal activities includes the areas of hearing consm'-

vation, non-auditory effects, aircraft noise suppression, community noise problems,

and standardization of sound measuring equipment.
r

The Environme¢ltsl Protection Agency (EPA) LJ

EPA established its Office of Noise Abatement aml Control in April, 1971, just F
I-

4 months after the Agency's fro'matins, Under Title IV of PL 9L-604p tim EPA

!-1
Administrator was authorized and directed to establish an Office of Noise Abatement !

and Control (ONAC) to deal with problems of excessive noise. The statute further

required the office to prepare a report on environmental noise for submission to Con- /_ i
l
t

gress no later than 31 December 1971. This document fulfills that requirement. _ ] I
q
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Table 5-I

SUMMARY OF FEDERAL NOISE RESEARCH ACTIVITY

FEDERALAGENCY TYPEOF R & D RESPONSiBELITY(AUTHORITY) APPROX. FY72 $(THOUSANDS)

Atamic EnergyCox*emission None

Deportment oF Agriculture Nolm eml.io., c_trol & aJxlternent Ctark McNary-Acb 1942; McSweeny-
in rural areas-- ecluIpmantnol_ atten- McNary F_ett RematchAct, 1928; 250
uatlon by vegQlionsr_eens. Agricultural ExpDr_menlal$1alio,

(Smith-Lever), 1955.

DepartmentoFCommerce
Natloml Bureauof Stond_d_ NoI_ _ler_nl & control leo_om;

bulldlng ac_,lHcl, standardizationo(

round_lu1pment. ._0

Notional Oc_nlc & Atmosphericacoustics& f._Jnd
Amlatl_het_cAz_mlnistralio_l propogation.

cJ1

Deportment of Ditflme
Army Bl_dlcol, physlolc_glcot,pty_hoLngical Army Regulofic,n_ 1,1_64

effects (_inaTse;noise getleral_onconfral
of IS_lulpment;hearirg cen_ervollon.

Air Fmco A_rcraft holm control& abatement; Section B01_,TrtfD I0, U.S. Code 6,654
hearing c_sarvalion; holm effects aid AF RegulQtl_s.
upon personnel.

t_lovy AIrcra|l noiseroduc/Io_i engine noise Navy Orders, regulations. ---
tupF_ess_on.

EnvironmentalProtection Agency Effectt of no_ on p_bffchearth & TIIIo IV, PL-91-604
Office _f Noi_l Abatement & wellore (lepoct Io Coty_res$)
Control

Deportmentof Health. Education
& Weffare

Sac[el Sucurlty Adm_n, Ha_ring _on_ervatlon O_cul_t[onol Safety & Health Act 21
N_t]an_[ lnstllute_ of Itealth psychological & Phys[ologlca]_ff_ts

Hea_th Services & M_ntul N_no_.CUl_fionarnoisehearln_ less Public H_olti_S_._v_¢uAct
HygIenaAdminlt _rl|Uon



Table 5-1 (Cont)

SUMMARY OF FEDERAL NOISE RESEARCII ACTIVITY

FEDERAL AGENCY TYPE OF R & D RESPONSIBILITY (AUTHORITY) APF_OX. FY72 ${THOUSANDS}

Department of Housing & Urban Motropolilan alrctoh nolm abater_ent ; HUD Circular 1390,2
Deve_oprnent polFcy & studs, for comtrucllon I;tes;

strLJcturQJchara¢Iorat_cl, urban noFm 500
luevey melhodoh=gy,

DItF_tlment oF Int_Fo_

polk Servi¢o Sonic boom monitoring In NallonoJ patl_t 2t4

Bureau of Mines H_;ng lots & holm pegblems in mines Foderal Coal Mi_ Heahh & Safety
Act; 1969 & 1936; tegulaliDns In
41CFRt4; 50CFR4; 36CFRI; 3GCFRI;

43CFR2; 3_CFR 1[F)(70)

Oepothllent _ Labor None

Oi_e'tmenf of State Norm

Dopartment of Tromp_tation DOT Act t pL-89-670; Fed Aid far 91944
Fedalol Av;atla_ Agency AIrcrQFt noFt,e Sup_essI_l$ _[c boon1 HFDhwayt (1970); FAA reguJatlonJ
Admin[stralI_l elfe_tt FAA tegulaHc_s and orders

FederDI Hlgltwoy Adm|nlstfation Truffle nQise r_eosurement & abalement

Tr_lnsp0rtallon Sy|lem$ Cenl_ Cornmunlly t_oF_

Depaltmlnt o1"Treasury
Secrltt S_trvlce Hea_ Tn_ conservation

Burec_uof Ih_ Mint N_ls*t emm_ssion from equiprnenl

Fe_tornl Pmver Commission tqon_

G_eral Serv;¢es AdmlnI_f_am_ C_nstr.c_on _ drnlol_Hon noise

_ba*e,_,It; _lulet_r ploduct_ p



Table 5-1 (Cont)

SUMMAI1Y OF FEDERAL NOISE RESEARCII ACTIVITY

FEDERAL AGENCY TYPE OF R & D RESPONSIBILITY (AUTHORITY) APPROX. FY72 $(THOUSANDS)

Notiorml Aeronautical a Space A;rcfaft nolte _tltmont & control, Spac0 Act PLB5-_/I 25_OG0
AdmtaattatTon

Natlonal Scienco F_ndalton General resemch of r_i_ effects &
noae c_trol

Poslol Service Commission Noise control of equi_nt 170

Tenneuee Valley Aulhorlty Communily noI_ eflllcll



i

In the preparation of this report, contracts wlth universities sad acoustical engineer- i ;

thg firms were let for assistance in assembling data on different aspects of file noise

problem. Public bearings were conducted in major cities during the summer and au-

tumn of 1971 in an effort to gather testimony from lndastrialists, local and state gov-

ernment officlals, scientific experts, conservationists, public and private organiz.a-

tions, and private citizens.* _'_

Title IV of Public Law 91-604 (Section 402c) requires Federal agencies to consult

with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency on their current noise i.l

generating activities that may constitute a nuisance or be otherwise objectlomthle.

The Environmental Protection Agency is in tim process ef issuing the appropriate

guidelines to implement tlmse requirements. The Agency has held consultations with ._

these agencies on preliminary guidelines, and has obtained information from the agen-

cies on their operations which engender public complaints. L_

Seettea 102(C) of the National Environmental Policy Act (PL 91-190) requires all ,_.

agencies of the Federal government to provide statements specifying the environmental

impact: of all proposed projects, legislation or comments on legislation. The Environ- F"

mental Protection Agency is required by low to comment on all such statements.
r--

Environmental impact statements involving potential noise problems are currently

being reviewed by the Agency. Tim proposed guidelines, mentioned above, will pro- l-'

vide for an integration of approach between the two laws. _-"

r'

Under Title IV, EPA also is undertaking other actions including tlemonstrations,

exhibits and follow-on actions indicated by the report to CongTess and tile testimony

received at the public hearings. L_

* see Appendix C for information as to scope of hearings, locations, and subject
matter. Testimony received will be published as verbatim transcripts. ,-_

L
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Congress is now considering noise legislation as a major environmental concern.

The Admthistrationts proposed Noise Control Act of 1971 provides for the following

(See also Appendix B):

-- 1. A comprehensive Federalnoise controland research program, withthe

Environmental Protection Agency serving as the coordinator of Federal ac-

tivity.

2. Federal standards,promulgated by the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency for

,_ transportationand constructionequipment, electricmotors, interlmlcombus-

-- tthnengines.

-- 3. A labellingsystem toidentifyproductsas tonoiseproducingcharacteristics

forthe benefitofthe prospectiveconsumer.
_J

4. A provisionprohibitingstatesand theirpolltthalsubdivisionsfrom establish-

ing noise emission standards where Federal standards have been established;

,__ stateswould be permitted(andwould be encouraged toestablish)use, opera-
i

._ tionand movement regulationsofnoise-producingmachines.

5. A bread, EPA-sponsored research and developmentprogram to fillthe ,,_ap
L,

inother Federalagencies'research activities.

6. A comprehensive technicalassistanceprogram, includingprovisionsforas-

sistanceon noiseenforcement.

7. A vigorous and effectiveenforcement scheme,

8. Finally,the Environmental ProtectionAgency would have authoritytoreview

existingFederalAviationAdministrationregulationsand be authorizedtore-

,,_ questthe Administratorofthe FAA to make changes. EPA approwtlwould

alsobe requiredfsrany new regulationson aircraftnoise.

i
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At tile present writing', this Iast revision on aircraft noise has been modified in i I

committee to provide only for consultation between the Administrators of the FAA and _._

EPA. I J

The Department of Defense (DOD) _'_i

Noise abatement efforts by DOD have been both considerable aml longstanding,

The armed services particularly are involved in research on noise and noise abate- L.,

meat procedures, The prir_ary DOD thrusts arc concentrated in four main areas:
7-

1. Occupational noise control aml hearing conservation, I,.

2, Operational aircraft noise abatement." T--
!,

3, Noise signature elimination in weapons system.

4. Construction specificatioes for noise control. [..

At presentj noise programs are conducted within each of tile three military branches

to meet specific operational requirements. An enumeration of the separate efforts is

contained in the following paragraphs, f-
I

Army Noise Efforts. Army noise programs are executed through the following -"

agenoies:

• Office of the Chief of Engineers t U.S, Army, This office Is conducting a

study ($82,000) on noise induced hearing loss and tile effects of noise on the

efficiency of soldiers' performance, p-,
I ;

$ Office of Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army The Corps Office conducts re-

searuh on the control of noise generation and the application of measures to FI

eliminate noise levels that may have adverse effects upon human beings.

Current investigations include work in establishing criteria for the location !

of certain military activities relative to residential areas and the identifiea~ r-I
!

tion of causes of noise pollution and control criterL_ during construction

["
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activities. Fiscal support for noise-related work within the Corps cannot be

determined, No personnel are specifically assigned to noise control programs.

• Army Medical l_esearch and Development Command This command conducts

• : programs and re••arch concerned with biomedical effects of noise, noise re-

- ductlons, noise exposure, and the physiological and psychological elf•eta of

"-: noise. Current programs include traumatic origins of hearing losses, audi-

tory perception and psynhnphysic•, and the aviation uudtometry program.

The operating budget for fiscal 1972 1• $464,300.

__ • Army Environmental Hy_ene Agency and Envlronmcnb_l liealth Engineering

Services.. Both agencies conduct programs to assure the health of personnel.

-- Current programs include the Hearing Conservation Pro6n'am for the surv.ll-

lance of occupational hearing loss and studies of effects of noise on Individuals

"_ at milflary installation•. The operating expenditures for the noise program

i cannot be determined,

• Army Materiel Command. Under this Command, programs and research are

carrind out under contract for noise reduction of equipment, rotary wing air-

'_ craft noise reduction, and human capabilities. Expenditures for fiscal ]!172
[

are approximately $850,000.

Air Force Noise Programs. The Air Force conduct• research under authority of

Section 8011, Title 10, U.S. Code. Program activitles related to noise include the con-.
i

._ servation of hearing program (AFR 180-3; Hazardous Noise Exposure), w_th an operational

-o. expenditure of $509,300 for fiscal 1972. Research programs are conducted at the Acre

"- Propulsion Laboratory, the Flight Dynamics Laboratory, the 8570th AerosIx_ce Medical

Research Laboratory, and the Weapons Laboratory, all laboratories of the Air Force

System• Command. Contracted research is maintained by the Atr Force Office

5-9
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of Scientific Research, There are no laboratories presently devoting full resources to _ ,,

j noise research. Less than 3 percent of tlm total resources of laboratories having
i noise research programs is allocated to that end. The Office of Scientific Research '

conducts research on aircraft noise generation processes. Estimated funding for the _ I
[

project is $80,000. Tile Flight Dynamics Laboratory is conducting development work
r_

on aircraft acoustics, including noise control within vehicle interiors and sonic fatigue, _,

with current expenditures of $290,000 per year. The Aerosl_'tce Medical Research

Laboratory conducts research on tile effects of noise on Air Force personnel. Special- _l

tzing in bioacoustical research, this Laboratory is unique among Federal noise re- ¢-
[J

search programs° Expenditures for such research are $410,000 per year. The Acre

Propulsion Laboratory, with expenditures of $475,000, is concerned with noise abate- !_,

meat in aircraft propulsion systems. The Air Force Weapons Laboratory Is research-

lng computerized noise exposure forecasting and has expenditures of $80,000. Total LJ

expenditures for research are $1,255,000. Additionally, the Air Force has a program F

for the development aml acquisition of sound suppressors for ground runup of jet air-

craft engines. _lais work is done entirely by contract at an expenditure of $4,810,000.

Navy Noise Program. The Navy noise abatement program conem'ns aircraft aml

related ground facilities and equipment and is divided into the areas of:

• Noise reduction of operating aircraft. [-:p
• Noise suppression for ground runup of engines. '_

• Noise suppression for overhaul and maintenance testing. ["

In addition, an exploratory development program concm'ning a semi-portahle noise

supprsssor for gas turbine engines is underway. A contract for $187,000 has been _]

awarded for the exploratory development program in fiscal 1972.

i'i
E 1
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Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)

The Occupational Safety and lIealth Act provides authority for the National Institute

. . for Occupational Safety and tlealth to undertake research with the objectives oft (a)

-- defining occupational noise limits for conserving hearing, (b) assessing industrial noise

--" effects on overall health, safety and performance capability, (c) considering differen-

t' tial diagnoses of noise-induced hearing loss cases and (d) training and demonstration

projects bearing on industrial noise control and hearing conservation. I_nding for

these assorted activities in FY 1972 will be in excess of $400,000.

Likewise, the National Institute of IIealth (NIIt) is vested with authority to conduct

,._ research in noise as part of its broad mission in health. NM sponsored studies are

being conducted largely on the physiological mechanisms underlying noise-induced

hearing loss and aspects of speech perception in noise through grants totaling seaHy

_,' $1_ 000,000 awarded to various universities and laboratories.

HEW conducts a hearing conservation program for its own employees as part of

E_
t_ its occupational health activities. Program objectives are to assess and remove

hazardous noise sources and otherwise protect employees from adverse noise effects.
Other concerns include the isolation and evaluation of noise-producing equipment,

Occupational medical guidelines described in PL 658 (79th Congress) and DOD circular

A-71 govern the administration of the program.

Department of Housing and Urban Development {HUD)

_,_ Noise control mid abatement is not a separate program _vithin tIUD; however, the

Secretary has established noise control requirements for HUD programs (I{UD Circu-

lar 1390.2). Noise problems arising in housing site selection, structural characteris-

tics of buildings, and land use planning, arc included. Development of comprehensive

urban noise survey methodologies, metropolitan aircraft noise abatement policy

:I
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studies, and technical support for operational noise abatement pregrams are major ;_"

activities of the department.* Plane for future consideration include extcnsinn of the

Comprehensive Urban Noise Survey Program t measurement instrumentation for deter- ',

mining site noise exposure, site noise exposure techniques, development of model
I

ordinances and building code sections, and noise emission ratings for appliances and

equipment. Approximately $500,000 has been programmed for nniee research and _"__.

development activities in HUD for FY 1972.

Department of Labor (DOL) ;.;
J

The main DOL emphasis on noise is in two areas: The Walsh Healey Contracts _ '.

Act, which covered health standards for employees engaged in Federal contract work '
F" ;

exceeding $10, O0O, and The 1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act, extending cover- i
L.; I

age to all businesses engaged in interstate commerce. Worker exposure standards

under the two acts are identical. There are approximately 80 million Americans corn- i.i

posing the work force; the overwhelming bulk of these is somehow engaged in interstate _. ;

commerce. Hearing loss due to noise is, of course, one of the health considerations _

covered under the 1970 legislation. Regulations limiting noise exposure of workers were _i

adopted by DOL under authority of the Act; these limits were published in the Federal
F

Register.

National Aeronautics and Sp_cc Administration (NASA) _':

. The NASA (as well as its predecessor, NACA) has been deeply im.olved in alrcraft

noise research for many years. The Fiscal Year 1972 program includes contract and L.

in-house research totaling $25 million in the arsas of reduction of aircraft noise at the

source_ noise propagation, effects on receptors, sonic boom, and approach trajectory

modification. Of this total,$12.6 million is contracted research, $5.4 million covers I i

* A notable example of the DepartmenUe activities is the issuance in t971 of its "Noise ,
Assessment Guidelines" to be used by nontechnical persons to assess present and
future noise exposures of housing sites. "
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•: : test equipment and instrumento.tton for tile In-house research, and $7 million Is bud-

gored for research and program management (chiefly in-house research manpower

costs), Construction of a now aircraft noise reduction laboratory is underway at Ihe
I

i _ NASA Langley Research Center, and the laboratory, costing about $5.8 million and

scheduled for completion late in 1972, will provide a major expansion of the national
i
_,_,_ capability,

In addition to research activities, NASA provides noise protection for its employ-

ess through work site surveillance and audlometrlc testing, supplemented by general
!;

medical protection.

Department of Transportation (DOT)

In accordance with tim Department of Transportation A_t of 1966 (P. L. 89-_70)
i

Section 4, DOT is engaged in research and development relating to transportation

•noise, particularly aircraft noise. Additionally, PL 90-4tl provided for noise cer-

tification of aircrtffL by the Federal Aviation Administration. A separate office of
Noise Abatement administers the noise program within DOT, Its prog_,'ams arc con-

¢ernsd with: I. evaluating community response to aircraft and transportation noise,
2. developing transport noise measurement criteria, 3. evahmting transportation

_, noise sources, 4. developing mathematical models for estimating noise and ovuhmtlng

_"l the impact of transportation noise. The office's many technical research progrsms lu-
I ,

'._ elude investigation of truck engine noise and jet noise as well as the development of

measurement equipment and procedures. Twenty percent of the office's budget is
,J

spent In the utilization of the technical capabilities of the Transportation Systems

_ Center at Cambridge, Massachusetts as well as those of outside contractors. Tile_.J

Center investigations, amounting to $900,000, include measurement and slmulaticm

.-. modeling of community noise levels caused by transportation related sources and re-

-! search of mechanisms of noise generation in jot sngbm exhaust V/STOL aircraft, :rod

internal combustion engines.
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Included within the DOT research and development effort is 'hat of the Federal _
A i

Aviation Administration in which aircraft noise suppression and adverse effects of

sonic boom are heavily emphasized. Expenditures for this program total $3_ 150,(]0{), i i

Finally, the I,'ederal ltighway Administration conducts a noise research program ...
r

whose scope includes traffic noise measurements, evaluation and abatement. Expcndi- I ;

tures for this effort total $149,000. i"_l

Moderate Federal Involvement

Department of Agriculture [USDA) !_j
i

Tile USDA is engaged In eight speelfte noise redaction pro_,u.'ams. Tile overall _ [

objective of these programs Is to determine noise levels emanating from agricultural [ ; i

sources. As a part of this effort, USDA conducts research on noise propag'ation and li_ '
I'

attenuation from vegetative screens through grants totaling $250,000 to state agricul-

tural experiment stations. Authority for this research is located in the Clark-MeNary

Act of 1942; the McSweeney-MeNary Forest Research Act of 1928, and the Agricultural !

Experimental Station (Smith-Lever) Act of 1955. Moreover, USDA and the U.S. Air i.

Force participated in a mutual research effort on the effects of noise on chickens,

eows_ and swine°

Department of Commerce (DGC) r ;

Within Dec, research and measurement programs in acoustics are conducted by

both tile National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric "._

Administration (NOAA). Only programs of the former division, however, are specif- .V
ieally directed toward noise ahatoment, ""

Within NBS, the Institute for Basic Standards (IBS) is currently involved in two _i
[

nolse-related projects:

I ,

i
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i; 1. An investigationofreverberantsound fieldswith an aim ofdevelopingnew,

,_, improved methods for measurement of sound absorption and sound power in
3

J

reverberation chambers.

i i 2. A study of current methods for measuring 1he subjective factors of loudness,

noisiness and annoyance and the development of new methods for subject men-

,_ suremunt.

.'_ In addition to these two programs, IBS is also engaged in basic research including

the development and standardization of calibration procedures for various sound mea-

suring equipments. Additionally, the National Bureau of Standards in a joint uffort

with the DOT has undertaken research on truck tire noise. It has also jolued with IIUD

'7
... on a project called "Operation Breakthrough" to measure noise levels at building

sites.

The Bureau is also concerned with passenger car tire noise and bus made investi-

gations into the subjective assessment of this unwautud souud, tt also tests noise
characteristics of toys and of postal mail sorting machines,

Also under NBS, the Institute for Applied Technology is conducting a variety of

research programs concerning noise abatn.ment in buildings. ']'he development of im-

proved test methods is emphasized both for measuring sound transmtaston and for

"_ rating and testing the overall acoustical performance of entire building.q.

In addition to these direct research projects, NBS presently has a working budget

about $4fi5_000 programs sponsored by eight agencies (including EPA).
of for other

The current operating budget is $500,000 of which approximately $200,000 is

applied directly toward noise abatement research, A $200,000 increase in funding is

_-,_ requested for fiscal 1973, which would allow NBS to expand its effolts in noise control.

Contracts totallIng $41. 000 have heen negotiated witb two private orgunizattons to ob-

"_: tain data relating to noise in European environments and to gather information

- : 5-15
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concerning tile acoustical properties of doors and wimlows. This latter data is expected , I

to provide architects with valuable information in practical design. Dec has no author-
J I

ity in the area of noise regulation or certification.

Genera/Services Administration (GSA] II',

Tbe magnitude of GSA operations requires its inclusion in this discussion. Although _.
l,

it ]ms no formal noise abatement progTam, GSA is developing notsc abatement proce-

dures for construction and demolition activities.

Maximum sound level criteria for mechanical building equipment were established

in 1970, and are included in specifications fo_ major construction projects. These _i

levels are more stringent than tbose established by the Dol_rtment of Labor under the
i.

Occupational Safety and Health Act. Constructional noise currently is being monitored L_

at the site of the building now under construction in Philadelphia, Pa., to determine l"

possible criteria for future development of no'lee abatement siandards, As for space

M
already occupied, GSA is continuously developing sound level criteria to improve thc

acoustical environments of buildings. Finally, GSA is amending procurement specifi-

cations to require quieter products. Tbis agency will have a profound impression in

noise reduction through its vast purchasing power. Da_t on funds for support of these y-,
r

activities was unavailable at the time this report was prepared (GSA*s noise abatement

program is not budgeted separately.) j ,
LJ

Department of the Interior (DOl)

Tbis agency is currently involved in conducting three specific noise programs: h.i,

1. An FAA funded project for monitoring the frequency anti characteristics of ,..

sonic booms in certain tuitional parks.

2. A Bureau of Mines instituted training program for inspectors who will survey T/

noise conditions in mines.

FI
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: 3. A research program instituted by the Bureau of Mines and HEW to study noise

problems in minos and related hearin_ loss sui'fered by miners. Only the

i Bureau of Minos program has boon specifically budgeted for noise abatement

i '-, and control. Estimates include $45,000 for research aed $19,000 for an

! _ acoustical research inventory. Future DOI program plans is the noise field
i

"-' are almost entirely limited to this program.

"-_ DOI legislative authority for noise research together with regulations for the _ur-

thor definition of that authority are contained in: The Fmleral Cual Mine Health and

"_ Safety Act of 1969 and the Act of May 28, 1936, and rogulattons found in 41 CFR 1,t;¢

60 CFR 4_36 CFR i;30 CFR I;42 CFR 2 and 30 CFR I(F)(70).

,...; National Science FoundaNon

_ From 1968 thz'ouKh1971, the Foundationfundedequipment purchases for noisere-

search amounting to $99,200, The SseclalEnglnoorin_Program dlreetorand his staff

_, spend about 15 percent of their time on acoustics and noise control. Time is also com-

mitted to the noise area in the psychobiology and neurobiology progrnms. Similarly,

a number of projects on noise research are funded through contracts or grants. Total

research expenditures for noise projects in fiscal 1971 wore $175,000. While no pro-

jections for future noise research have been nmde, the Foundation has stated that it

_ expectstofundadditionalprojectsinnoise problems _md acoustics.

The Postal Service Commission (PSC)
_t

, !

' The newly formed PSC iscurrentlyinvolvedin threespecificprograms dust,-ned

to reduce noiseinthe workroom area. Two research projectsaimed atidentifying

"- existing noise sources, determining noise abatement procedures, and implementing

) prototype modifications have been initiated. On a trial basis, special Postal Service

Specifications have been issued on the development of new equipment to ensure that
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operator noise levels do not exceed a given level. Expenditures for personnel and con °

! ;
tracts amounted to $250,000. ,

PSC has no individual assigned to noise abstemnnt programs on a full time basis. ,-"

Moreover, it reports no legislative requirements and states that future noise control

plans will depend largely on the results of current projects. _-

MinorInvolvement
J

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) i,,

In the process of obtaining licensing for a nuclear power plants, the _EC, under ,_

procedures issued by the Director of Regulations, provides assistance that noise is _"

considered, as required by Section 102(2)(e) of the National Environmental Act of 1969.

I Other than this, the AEC has no activities related directly to noise control.

Federal Power Commission (FPC)
b

The FPC, in the exercise of its authority for licensing hydroelectric projects and ..

other power-generating sources, considers noise as an environmental factor.

Department of State _i

The State Department, in its general mission as the lnntitutimml representative

of this nation to foreign countries, has widespread contacts with foreign governments

on cnvirunmnntal matters, including noise. Additionally, State intends to work closely

with the GSA in determining and enforcing noise level tolerances fez" 5tcilities it uses.

TennesseeValley Authority (TVA) _'i

The TVA is planning to undertake a study on the effects of gas turbine generating
¢ B

plants on community notse levels, to be funded from the General Indastrlal IIygiene

budget. TVA intends to develop standards and criteria for use by design and operating
1; I

organizations in community noise control. An expenditure of $45,000 for fiscal 1971 L.

was reported for community noise efforts and noise measuring instrumentation. I !
! iI
$lw
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Treasury Department

i The Bureau of the Mint reports three sources of external noise generation causing

public complaint:

_._ 1. Melting furnace exhausts at the Philadelphia mint.

.-- 2. Rolling mills at the Denver mint.
, i

3. Presses at the San Francisco Assay Office, where coins are currently minted.

, _ The Bureau reports a continuing, independent effort to solve these problems,

' Rslenrch Activities*

Of some $34 millionexpended by the Federal agencies infiscal1970, approxl-

i "-, merely 78 percent, or $26 million, went for research and development. Most of this

I_-_ research has been on aircraft noise.

_ The following list of major Federal laboratories involved in noise and noise-
related problem research should serve to Indicate the nature and extent of Federal

agency research involved.

• Department of Agriculture

1. AgricultureEngineeringResearch Division,Bethesda, hL'tryland

2, Forest Products Laboratory, MRdison, Wisconsin
s Department of Commerce

i i. Environmental Research Laboratories, Boulder, Colorado

2, InsUtute of Applied Technology, NBS, Gaithersburg, Maryland

3. institute of Basic Standards, NBS, Gaithersburg, Maryland

!-_ 4. National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado

5. Wave Propagation Laboratory, Boulder, Colorado

• A detailed listing of principal research activities at these labs is confined in
NTID300.10.
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s Department of Defens_2

1. Air Force

I ,

(a) Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio I

(b) Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio
|

(e) Aerospace Medical I_search Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, ! :

Dayton, Ohio

(d) School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Texas
r"

(e) Weapons Im.boratory, Kirtland AFB, Albutluer_lue, New Mexico !
t*,

2. Army

(a) Environmental Health Engineering Services L:

(b) Environmental Hygiene Agency, Edgswood Arsenal, Maryland _-!

(c) Human Engineering Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Grounds,

r-
Maryland L:

(d) Medical Research Laboratory, Fort Knox, Kentucky

(o) Natlck Laboratories, Natick, Massachusetts

3. Navy t-

(a) Missile Center, Pt. Mugu, California *'_

(b) Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, Pennsecola, Florida _-'

(e) Naval Air Eng_neering Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

(d) Naval Air Propulsion Test Center

(e) Naval Medical Submarine Research Center, Groton, Connecticut

(f) Naval Undersea Research and Development Center, San Diego, "

California "

(g) Naval Undersea Warfare Laboratory, Pasadena, California

(h) Ship Research and Development Center, Washington, D. C. I.J

5-20 I '
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e National Aeronautics and Space Administ_,atton

1. Ames lqesnarch Center_ Moffettfield, California

2, Flight Research Center, Edwards, CalLfornia

: 3. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

.-_ 4. Langley Research Center, Hamptonp Virginia

" '_ 5. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
k

6. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama

• Public Health Service

i -- 1. Occupational Health Research anci Training Facility (PHS), Cincinnati,
I!

_. Ohio
I

L_ • Department of Transportation

_ _ i, Civil Aeromedical Inetit'_te, Oklahoma CLty, Oklahonm

2. Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts

Aircraft Research

' The reduction of aircraft noise and its suppression at the ceurce were investigated

, in FY 1971 by NASA and the Departments of Defeese and Transportation. NASA fund-

ing in FY 1971 totaled nearly $21 million, ,of which about $11.1 million was for contract
research, $3.3 nflllion was for test equipment and tnstrum_ntntion for the in-hnase

i_ research, and $6.4 million was for research and program management. This program

included research in source noise, noise prolongation, receptor noiss_ sonic boom,

_j and approach trajectory modifications.

._ Other Noise Research Activities

The remaining extent of Federal program activity in noise control can be briefly

'_ summarized. The DOD, HUD, and DOT, as wcU as NASA, conduct research in areas

such as land use planning, high speed equipment noise reduction, metropolitan noise

• ' 5-21
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ahatement, anti noise in building structures. Work is also being curried out in subway

noiso, urbun vehicular noise, and tire acoustics,

i

In 1971, DOD spent $600,000 for research on the effects of noise on human beings.

DOT anti IIEW spent $40,000 and $200,000, respectively, on this general problem, in- i ,

eluding a study of the psychological effects of continuous noise exposure, impulsive
ti

noise, noise and performance, acceptabil ty of aircraft noise, and other related sub-

jects. 71

Interagency Committees and Studies

Early attempts to achieve some measure of coordination on a Federal level among i__ ]

the many noise abatement programs came in two ferms: studies and interagoncy corn- _

mittees° In the former area, five reports were of particular significance° The reports

were: _1 I
,.i i

1. Noise -- Sound Without Value, CommLttee on Environmental Quality of the I

Federal Council for Science and Technology (September, 1968). ! r

2. The Noise Around Us, Panel on Noise Abatement, Commerce Technical Ad-

visory Board, U.S. Department of Commerce (September_ 1970). This report ;'-

recommended the establishment of an Office of Noise Abatement within EPA.
q

3. Transportation Noise Pollution: Control and Abatement, NASA Langley Re-

search Center and Old Domi.nioa University (1970); NASA contract NGT 47-

003-028. ;,:
4. Report to the Council on Environmental Quality by an Ad iIoc Committee on ,._

Noise, 1969. This Committee issued recommendations that resulted in the _':
: i

Administration's proposed legislation on noise now pending in Cungress.

i
5. A Study of the Magnitude of Transportation Noise Generation and Potential

Abatemunt, Department of Transportation (1970); Report No. DOT-ONA-71-1.

,I

! ,
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There are importantinteraganeygroups concerned with noise. These include:

I. CHABA (theNAS-NRC Committee on IlearingpBioacoustiesand Biomechan-

tes). Sponsored by the NationalAcademy ofSciences,itincludesrepresent-

atlvesfrom academia, industry,and government. The government organlza-

_.. tionsrepresentedare: The Army, Navy, Air Force, NASA, FAA, EPA,

.... HEW, NIHp DOT (flighwuySafetyCouncil). Servicesand activitiesof CIIADA

"- include:literaturereviews, reportson specialproblem areas, evaluatioss

ofresearch proposals,on going research projectsand theopportunityformu-

' • tual interaction between tim severitl agencies.

2. The Federal Council for Science and Technology's ad hoe committee on En-

;-J vironmental Quality Research and Development. It is in its last phase and

will probably be terminated before the end of the year. This interageney corn-

mitten investigated the Federal governmcntTs involvement (Research and

Development and demonstration programs) in all areas of environmental

quality. Noise was, of course, includedin the investigation.

" _ 3. Under the U.S. Public Health Service, the Occupational Health Research and

f_ Training Facilityhas interagencyactivittes,primarilywith DOL, DOt's

Bureau of IVfinesand recently,the Department ofStandards. Most ofits

l'_ activity centers upon the evaluation of hearing losses produced by occupa-

ttonal noise exposures and the evaluation of new equipment according to pres-

I'_ entacousticalstandards, in the past,the facilitywas involvedwithFAA in

studiesofthe physiologicaland psychologicaleffectsofnoise,and ofnon-
i!

occupational hearing loss from airport noise. Presently a study is being

rconducted with the Bureau of Mines to survey prevalence of hearing loss

among miners exposed to mining equipment of assorted types.

I
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: 4. [ntcragcncy Aircraft Noise Abatement Program: This committee is one of the _

few programs which has successfully incorporated a wide variety of agency _ !
I

interests and authorities. Perhaps, it has been the most active of the various

intoragcncy groups. Not only the aircraft oriented groups are represented _

(DOT, DOD_ FA.A s NASA) but also such groups as the Department of Com-

merce, Department of Ifealth, Education and Welfare, tic National Academy _.

of Sciences, IIUD and DOI. IANAP was organized just after the office of Noise F

Abatement in the Department of Transportation was created (about 1968).

The program includes an executive group (from DOT) and eight panels (from _

a wide variety of departments}. Under IANAPJs auspices, much information

on aircraft noise has been compiled and published; recently, it was proposed !._

that its scope be extended to include all areas of transportation noise. W
L_

r-

i

I-

IJ,
i

I
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STATE AND MUNICIPAL NON.OCCUPATIONAL NOISE ABATEMENT AND
CONTROL PROGRAMS

This discussionofstateand municipalprograms innon-occnpatlonalnoiseabuts-

meat and controlisbased on informationreceived,up tothetime thisreportwas pro-

pared, from I14 ofa possible153 citieshavinga populationofover i00,000and from

:__ 41 of a possible 53 states and territories.

ResponsibleAgencies

Noise abatement and controlhas receivedonly recentlybroad natlor_'tlattention;

_ and therefore, it is not surprising that approximately one half of the states and citiesi

do not have an agency responsible for noise abatement programs as shown in Tables
' [

5-2 and 5-3.

Of those cities and states that do have some type of program, responsibility for

these programs is fragmented throughout several agencies. With a few exceptions,

"- these programs are staffed by on demand, part-time personnel, often lmving no

acoustical background and drawn from several agencies. Perhaps as a function of the

local nature of many of the noise problems, a greater percentage of the cities, as

compared to the states, have specific noise programs and personnel assigned to them
, l

on a continuousbasis.

,_ Current Programs
_J

Most programs now functioning are devoted to:

• Increased enforcement of existing nuisance ordinances
o

$ Establishment of governmental channels to respond to individual complaints.

o Studiesand surveys ofhOles-relatedissuesinorder todevelopenforceable

,-_ laws, regulations, and ordinances that will include specific criteria and noise

,_z level standards for facility and community requirements.

-'i
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The few exceptional situation• in which specific noise standards and regalations

(as opposed to g•nez_l nuisance ordinances) Ira.co be•n promulgated and enforced, in- "

cludo:

5• Control of high,amy vehicular noise aooording to noise level standards.

• ltestrlotion of the time of day when scheduled airlines may use airport facili-

ties. ' [
e--

• Prohibition, in terms of both sale• and use, of specific recreational vehicles !

in wilderness areas, i

ResearchandTestingFacilities ! : !
I

Those agencies carrying out noise related activities hay• equipment ranging from
* i

a single sound level mater to several sots of equipment including a spectrum analyzer °_'

and several cars. As an exceptional example, the California Highway Patrol is exten- ,'_

sively equipped to monitor noise. During one 12-month period (1970-1971), the noise

level• of 1 million highway vehicles were measured. However, most local govern-
L..,

ments have not reported any testing facilities or inspection sL'tttons.

CurrentFunding

In most cases, funding for non-ooculmtional noise abatement is part of the opera- i

tional budget of several agencies and not specifically" allocated to a program of noise
#-*
i p

abatement. However, for five cities allocating funds specifically far noise abatement _1

programs, the cost of current programs varies from approximately $.02 to $. 04 per _'I

resident per year as shown by Table 5-4. "

,.4

California and Illinois have allocated respectively $.01 and $. 025 per resident.

#r
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Table 3-4

BUDaET OF CURRENT (1971)NOISE ABATEMENT
: : PROGRAMS IN 5 CITIES

Program Cost
City Approx. Pop. Par Resident

(1,000,000) (cents)

New York, N, Y. 8,0 4

Boston, Mass. 0.6 4

- Columbia, S.C. 0.1 2

Fremont, Calif. O. I 2

Philadelphia, Pa. I. 9 1. G

2
Although a few city governments have estimated future budgetary requirements

L. (New York City has $1 million budgeted for 1973 . . . $. 12 to $. 15 per resident),

•". most did not have an available estimate of cost for noise abatement programs°
:1

_ Estimation of Potential Nationwide harlot of Statsand City
Non-Occupatinnal Nnise Control Prolirams

_-_ Threugh extrapolallon of information based on the existing budgets of stats and

localgovernments alreadyactivelyaddressingthenoise problem, n rough estimateof

the possiblestateand localgovernment budgetthatcouldbe devotedto theinitial

stages of noise abatement and control is $3 to $13 million per year. It would appear.

:._ however, thatthisestimateof potentialexpenditureby stateand localgovernments

would probably still be less than the lower bound for a comprehensive and effective

!_ noise abatement program. This viewpoint is somewhat verified by the responsesL'

from state and local government officials, which indicate that they are unable to evalu-

ate the effectiveness of their respective noise abatement programs. Stain and local

governments could greatly benefit If a set of national noise and abatement objectives

_ and goals were establishedtowhich they couldrelatetheirprogramming.

,_' 5-29
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PotentialUseofFederalFunds L

i Because of the difficulty of enforcing nuisance laws, most city and state govern- "_

meets would prefer to see Federal funds used to develop noise criteria. This would

i allow the local governments to develop and implement meaningful programs in 3 to 5 [

years. ._

Summary of State and Loss1Efforts i :

• Over half of the states and cities have no agency responsible for noise abate- i

meet.

• Of those local governments that do have some type of program, responsibility

for such programs is fragmented throughout several agencies.
$

e Reflecting the local nature of many of the noise problems, a gre_ter percent- L_

age of the cities, as compared to the states, have specific noise programs
/

and personnel assigned to them on a continuous basis. "_'

• The broad power given to the courts under the general category of nuisance ,'-

laws concerning noise has had limited success in reducing noise. However,
r-

most local governments feel that if noise criteria, involving such issues as _

land use and hun_tn reaction to noise, were available in measurable terms,

they could develop and implement more meaningful programs appropriate to

their local requirements within 3 to 5 years. L_

e Those governments having active programs have noted that Federal funds

could be used to improve their staffs and faclltiles and to enlarge their pro-

gram scopes ° _,.:
I

• Reflecting the recent concern for noise, local programs have been initiated ="

within the last 1 to 2 years bat their success ur failure has not as yet been !!

evaluated, It should be noted that in a 12-munth period during 1970 and 1971p !

i
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; California, having promulgated noise standards for road vehicles, measured

.._i the sound level of i million highway vehicles and cited 1.5 percent of these

vehicles for violations,

I
q_J

2
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INDUSTRIAL,PROFESSIONALAND VOLUNTARYASSOCIATIONS i ,

Introduction _'
The importance of the effects of noise abatement and control is reflected by the

concerted efforts of many industrial0 professional and voluntary associations through- I

out the country. Their noise abetment research and development programs, their

programs in hearing conservation for the protection and woll-beiag of personnel, and i ;

their initiative in establishing criteria and standards reflect not only an aware-
b,,

ncss of a significant problem, bat a willingness and ability to attack the prob-

lem so it may be resolved or controlled. TI_oefforts of these organizations reflect the rt_

absence of governmental influence. Furthermore, their efforts have not been a mere
r_
d

reflex reaction in overtures and public dissatisfaction with noise problems that have LI

been projected in recent years, insteadp the efforts of many of the organizations re_

fleet active engagement during the past 15 to 20 years.

Attic|tree i

Interest in noise andnoise related problems is demonstrated by the activities of

over ZOOprofessional/Industrial organizations. Some of these organizations, of t_

course, have a direct interest while others may have a tangential one. The Acous- r*_
!

tical Society of America is perhaps one of the larger professional societies that is "_

directly engagedina broad spentrum of noise and acoustical problcms, Itiscurrently "
LJ

developing a program for its Coordinating Committee on Environmental Acoustics.

This program wilt establish means for defining environmental problems In societal

andtechnicalterms andfor disseminatingtniormationtotheproblem-solving
J i

community. The Society of Automotive Engineers and the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers are two societies that have directed efforts over the years to !

preparing suggested standards for the safety and protection of the public. The Depart-

ment of Labor has adopted for its use certain of the proposed standards recommended _

5-32 "'
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by theAmerlcanSoetetyofMechanioalEngineers. TheSocietyofAutomotiveEnginecrs

-- publishes relative material in the form of information reports (e. g., method s of compa r-

ing aircraft takeoff and approach noise; jet noise prediction) and recommended prac-

tices (e.g., procedures for computing the perceived noise level of aircraft noise) for

advice and voluntary use of others. They have published approximately twenty of these

_._ types of reports related to noise and acoustics.

Hearing conservation, since 1947, has received the primary emphasis from the

".-' Subcommittee on Noise inIndustryofthe Amorlcan Academy ofOphthalmology and

Otolaryngology. This group has prepared and distributedguidesand manuals, and

participatedinsymposia concerned withindustrialhearingloss.

Two industrialhygieneorganizations,theAmerican IndustrialllygleneAssocta-__i

tionand the American Conference ofGovernmental IndustrialItygionists.have snh-

stanttal involvements in noise related problems. The first named of these

associationshas an Inter-industrynoisesubcommittsn which directsitseffortstoward
J

industrialhearingloss.and ispresentlyrevisingthe IndustrialNoise Manual published

by the American IndustrialHygiene Association.

The American NationalStandardsInstituteisthe natlonalorganization,represent-
_,

Ing industry,the individualconsumer and thegovernment, which meets demands for

_-_ voluntarynationalstandards. Through itscommittees on acoustics,bioncoustics,and

_'J shook and vlbrattoa,theInstitutecoordinatesthe work ofstandardsdevelopment inthe

private sector in the areas of noise and noise related problems. The Institute has pub-

liehed approximately forty standards in acoustics and vibration which relate to noise

i problems.

,__ Activitiesofprofessionaland industrialorganizationsare alsoextendedto testing

-_ procedures, certification,and ratingofvariousnoise producingproducts. For exam-

ple,theAmerican Societyfor Testingand Materialshas proposed a standardmethod

5_33



:i
to test sound absorption and acoustical materials in reverberation rooms. Another t

example is the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute which has developed a

sound certification program and sound-rating procedures for outdoor air conditioning

units.
i,

Publications

F
The disseminJztinn of relevant information on noise and noise related problems _.,

through the medium of publications of books t periodicals and technical reports, has

been a major source of contribution toward the understanding of problems related to

noise control. One of the several professional societies, the Acoustical Society of _'!

America. publishes monthly scientific researnh reports relating specifically to noise

and related problems in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America. Sound and L,

Vibration_ a controlled circulation publication to the professional community, publish- ,-

es articles covertnga wide spuctn/m of acoustic and vibration subjects. Noise

Measurement t is a quarterly publication produced by an electronics instrument nmnu-
L.

facturing sad sound and electronics laboratory (General Radio Corporation). This
p_

i
company has also publisheda widelyused book, Handbook ofNoise Measurement, L.

Hecent books includeEffectsofNoise on Man, by Karl D. Kryter, Noise and Vibra-

tionControl by Leo L. Berannk. and Handbook of Noise Control by C. Harris.

!

I '

!i
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CHAPTER 6

"-: AN ASSESSMENT OF NOISE CONCERN
t. :

IN OTHER NATIONS *

This sectionpresentsan overview ofnoiseabatement and controiproblems and

activities offoreign nations. It is given here in support of the premises that noise

has attracted worldwide attention, that many nations have taken positive action and

are supporting extensive noise abatement research and, finally, that all such work

..-J Is nonpolitical and should be of universal benefit.

This material is presented in an Integrated topical manner, rather than on a
=p

country-by-country basis, so that the reader may more easily compare International

noise abatement and control problems and measures with those of the United States.

The discussion on laws and regulations, however, is one exception to the integrated

_d presentation, since it was necessary to review each country separately due to funda-

mental differences in the legal foundations and cultural backgrounds among nations.

p_

:3

c"7
r

• This chapter Is based on material prepared by the staff EPA Office of Noise Abate-
_ meat and Controland on data containedinEPA TechnicalInformationDocument

NTID300.6, "An Assessment ofNoise Concern inOther Nations,"(EPA contract
--: 68-01-0157,Infornmtlcs,Inc.). See Appendix A regardingprocurement ofthis

material,which containsbibliographicInformation.
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SUMMARYOFIMPRESSIONS , J

In May of 1971, the U.N. Economic Commission for Europe sponsored a confer-
iJ

ence on environmental problems. The papers submitted at this eomrerenee indicate

that noise Is of serious concern tn Europe and has been the object of specific attention i

for at least the past 10 years. Although the invitation to the conference suggested un

outline for the subjects to be discussed and mentioned only transport_ltten and build- l;

Ing noise, 18 of tile 26 countries represented specifically mentioned noise. Twelve

of those countries treated noise as a major environmental topic along with water pollu-

tion, air pollution, and soil degradation, i._

Of the nations surveyed, it appears that Japan has some of tim most severe poilu-

t/on problems, including noise pollution, and Is vigorously attacking them. Further, ,.,1_

it can be concluded that European nations have become more noise conscious and
r:

have been more active in noise abatement than has the United States. There are, of

course,a number ofobvious reasons, pq

1. Since World War II, most European countries have been engaged in recen-
T"

structlon and subsequent economic expansion. In England, construction

noise has been Intensive, with approximately 600,000 new residences being ,.-

erected per year from 1966 to 1972, Similarly, aircraft flights there have "-;

Increased at the rate of from 15 to 20 percent nach year in recent years. I J

In the European Common Market nations, the number of automobiles has

been Increasing about Ii percent each year. _.

2. European demographic characteristics and social traditions differ greatly

from those of the U.S. Many European town dwellers own their own houses, '--

and even farmers tend to live in densely populated towns. Further, proxim- $"
E :

lty to one's neighbor and narrow, crowded streets are historical character-
J

is,ice ofEuropean cities, r

6-2 '
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3. h most European governments there is a trend tmvard establishing unified

ministries of the environment. However, most of these ministries are

too new for their effectiveness to be measured. This is not to be interpreted,

however, as meaning that these governments have not been active in pollution

control, especially with re,_pect to noise. Rather, the extensive activities of

various ministries such as health, transport, and housing have led to major

programs that required consolidation into single ministries.

The Scandinavian countries have been highly active in noise abatement and control.

.- Recently,a technicalbody under thename ofScandinavianBuildingCouncilwas estub-

lished by the Nordic countries in order to exchange notes, to collect new ideas, to find

common approaches, and to arrive at solutions in combating all aspects of environ-

mental pollution. The CounciPs headquarters is located in llelsio_, with other de-

partments in Stockholm. Lately, the Council has been notably preoccupied with traffic
f-1

L.,_ and aviation noise, resulting in reeomnlendattons that have been drafted for regulations

_._ prescribingminimum distancesbetweenbuildingsand differenttypesofroads. Studies
for providingsaferand quieterroad systems innew buildingdevelopmentsare also

conducted. The CouncilalsoplanstoestablishScandinavianSt.'tndardsand common

regulations.
to.#

I

InEngland, the new MinisterofEnvironment appears tohave autonomy inhisposl-

'_ tlon;however, likehis colleagues,he must pleadhiscases beforethePrime Minis-

ter or beforethe fullcabinetininstances,forexample, inwhich conflictsmightexist

between environmentalprotectionand industrialdevelopment. Francete Ministryof

,-_ Environment isbarely5 months old,and itsscope isnotyetwelldefined. "-Iowever,
i

"" itisnoteworthythatJurisdictionfor trafficand constructionnoisehas been removed

from localgovernments and assignedtothe new Ministry.
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In West Germany, Chancellor Brandt is developing a new environmental policy. _

It is already known, however, that his "sofort" priority program includes a new

law on noise pollution. And it is expected that it will cover construction noise

and emissinn/immisslon standards an well as a general monitoring program and 1._

a central clearinghouse for air and noise information. StructUrally, Germanfs
?

Ministry of the Environment is an element of the Ministry of the Interior. _,_

The Soviet Union and Eastern European.countries do not seem to follow the same

pattern of centralization of environmental affairs While noise and abatement control

has been an active issue, It has been pursued by such ministries as those of health

and building technology. In the USSR, noise norms haw the form of administrative
,: ,

laws and, in general, are not strictly enforced.

E

7
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LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS

Great Britain

The only Act of Parliament specifically desi6_ed to control noise is the "Act to

, make now provisions in respect of the control of noise and vibration with a view to

their abatement" of November 28, 1960, which can be considered an extension oi

- public health legislation. The first subsection of Section 1 of this noise abatement

"" act states: "noise or vibration which is a nuisance shall be a statutory nuisance for
i
_J

the purposes of Part III of the Public Health Act, 1936, and the provisions oi that Act

shall have effect accordingly as ff sub-secttens (l) to (4) of this section were previ-

sions of the said Part III." This part of the Public Health Act specifically states that
e--

i

,.J action against "noise or vibration alleged to be a statutory nuisance can be instituted

either by the local authority in which the nuisance is being committed or by any three
or more persons, each of whom is an occupier of land or premises, who are affected

by the nuisance." The stipulation limiting institution of proceedings to at least three

aggrieved personsis intendedtodiscourageunnecessary complaintswithintimstatu-

tory systems and does not rnstrict the right of individuals to take civil action. Before

I_ the passageofthisact, noisecontrolwas vested inlocalauthoritiesunder the provi-

sions setoatinlocalactsand inbylaws institutedunder the LocalGovernment Act of

P"_ 1933. It is estimated that before 1960 there were 400 authorities having noise control

poweru_ although prosecutions may have numbered as little as 20.

Aircraft noise ts specifically exempted from proceedings under tha 1960 Act,

r-_ Section2 of the Act lays down detailedrules statingwhen and forwhat purposes loud-

speakers may be used instreetsand createsoffensespunishableby small finesand

"_ enforceableby localauthorities.The policethemselveshave variousstatutorypowers

to prosecuteand may alsoprosecuteunder localbylaws incases inwhich noisecan be

_ broadlydescribedas resultingfrom disorderlybehavior.

6-3
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The only British statutory provisions, utilizing sound levels to directly decide i i

whether a noise should be controlled are the Motor Vehicles (Construction and Use)

Regulations of 1969. In addition, Section 60 of the Road Traffic Act of 1960 gives the !_

Ministry of Transport extensive powers of regulation. Motor vehicle limits more strict F
l

than ECE requirements were issued for 1972. Domestic aircraft regulations were

amended to consider aircraft noise subsequent to International Civil Aviation Organiza-

tion Activity in 1969.

Switzerland t_

Switzerland does not have any federal legislation dealing exclusively with noise. ,,--
L

When the Swiss Government deals with problems concerning noise, tile Police Division

of the Ministry of Justice and Police is consulted. The Federal Division of Police is ,_

presently responsible for coordinating all Federal anti-noise measul_es.

There are a number of administrative and legislative practices regarding air- I

craft and motor vehicle noise. They include mandatory vehicle certification, specify- ,.-

tag maximum emissions for flee different classes of motor vehicle. And motor vc- L_

hicles are subject to inspection at intervals not to exceed three years. Public trans- _'_

portation is subject to special regulation that Is enforced, essentially, by government/

industry cooperation. Ca the local level, the Lausanne Anti-Noise Police Brigade is _-

noteworthy. This organization is concerned with reducing noise from all sources:
l _,

traffic, aircrafL construction sites, industry, and night clubs.or bars. Similar

brigades exist in other Swiss cities. [-:

The Swiss campaign against noise is frequently viewed as a model. It has been

ii
effective in soliciting public and industrial cooperation. L_

Frsnus _ r
,,,

Recently, France established a Ministry for the Environment; however, as of

early 1971, no specific French law on noise had been enacted. Nevertheless, tile !i

legal tools for comprehensive noise control do exist and are enforced through various

applicable ministries. For example:
6-6
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s The Ministry of Equipment is responsible for laying down noise level

standard• for vehicle• and for defining the conditions of sale of vehicles

and new exhaust systems.

• The Ministry of Health is responslble--in particular througl_ the agency of

the Noise Commission--for assisting in the definition of desirable noise

levels.

e The Ministry of the Interior and the bllnlstry of the Armed Forces are

responsible, by means of the police force and gendarmerie, for the

enforcement of approved legislation and regulations. '

_ It is interesting to note that the French Anti-Noise League wan declared to be "in the

-- public interest" in 1963, and from that time its activities have been subsidized.

_l New motor vehicles must be certified, with limits of 76 dBA for scooters to 90

dBA for trucks over 3.5 tons, and the noise from agrieuttalad tractors to be measured

I at a fixed distance. Motor vehlclee may be stopped, and fines of up to 360 Francs
.J

can be imposed for violations, Numerous local ordinance• exist that regulate traffic,

_d especially truck traffic. Since March lSSO, the operation of portahle ratio receivers

_.! in the street• of Paris has been prohibited, and the use of rubber or plastic trash celts

'' is mandatory, to reduce the noise associated with refuse collection.

Japan

In June of 1971, a new mint•teriai level agency for the environment was estab-

lished. Within that organisation, noise abatement and control falls under the purview

of the Special Pollution Section and the Motor Vehicle Pollution Seetloo. Japan is

,.-J probably unique, wltl| its national Law on Noise Abatement, drafted 25 May 197 l.

This law established national standards for maximum noise level• in the following

zoningarose:
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• Hospital and other quint areas

• Residential areas i

• Industrialand commercial areas.

The Japanese policyfor implementingnoiseabatement measures Includessome ....

interesting features. For example, the Government is empowered to grant loans to [n

local public institutions to cover the costs of special noise abatement activities. In

addttionj the law provides for tax incentives to those industries ti|at have voluntar y i..l

modifiedtheirplantsforquietoperations. Table 6-1 presentstilemajor Japanese r_
q

laws dealing with noise abatement and control. !_ I

Table 6-1 _ !

MAJOR JAPANESE NOXSE LAWS ,l

Classification Law Jurisdiction

[i. Environmental Basin pollutionmeasure Environmental Agency

standards (I_w 132, 1967) ---

2. Industrial Noise abatement law 1. Environment Sanitation --
J

(Law 98, 1968) Division, Ministry of

Health and Weffare. i'!

2, EnterpriseBureau,

Ministryof Internatior._l

Trade and hldustry If

II
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Table 6-1 (cont.)

Classification Law Jurisdiction

2

-- 3. Forest Division, Agen-

cy for Forests and

Fields.

4. Processing Food

, Division, Food Agency

- 5. Minlster'aSecretariat,

• Ministry of Transpor-

tation

3. Construction Noise Abatement Law 1. Environment Sanitation

r (Law 98, 1968) Division; Minlstcy of

tiealth and WeLfare

-J 2. Planning Bureau.

Ministry of Construction
_4

4. Aviation Public or Pi'lvatc Ah'ports Aviation Bureau. l_Iinistry

and Vicinities' (Law ll0, of Transportation

_: 1966)

.- 5. Aviation (Military Special Loss and Indcm- 1. Account Division. Agency

_ Bases) nity (Law 246, 1953) and Defense Equipment

Defense Force (Law 135,

1967)

9-9
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Soviet Union ,

,,

The Soviet Union may have the world's first comprehensive noise control leglsla- 7"

lion, dating from 1956. However, it is not embodied in one single law but, rather, Is

represented in a series of standards and norms that assume the role of administrative

law. Sanitary Norm 785-69 covers industrial noise that is Inside the factory emitted
r-

to the surrounding community. The maximum noise levels permitted by this norm L.

inside Soviet work places is approximately 85 dBA; however, the norms for labora- f-"

torles and offices are considerably lower.

In populated areas, the maximum noise b.n industry may lc_,,ally emit into its F"

neighborhood (measured just outside the buildings to he protected) is as specified=

Time Approximate dBA L.,

8 a.m. - J.l p.m. 55 r-,
]

llp. m.- 8a.m. 45 _'

: However, cer 'lain situations are allowed in which the noise levels may he Increased by F
L

approximately 5 dBA.
r-

The underlying prth,_lplos of Soviet noise norms are tbe protection of man's central L

nervous system, the prevention of hearing loss or speech interference, and the con-
F:

corn for labor productivity. Tim Soviet norms appear to be a guide to equivalent laws

of many Eastern European nations, F1
_d
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NOISE SOURCES

Community Noise

_ The noise to which workers are subjected in factories has been a matter of non-

tlmtieg concern to many countries. Only during the past 10 or 15 years, however,

_ has significantattentionbeen paidtohelenexposure elsewhere. Although residents

ofreralareas and small towns are exposed to noisedisturbances,itisofteninthe
p

_ larger metropolitan centers ttmt noise levels arouse social and civic awareness.

Thus, it is not surprising that certain foreign cities have already become thvoived in

-- practical noise research.

A typical approach to notse research usually begins with a city-wide survey

aimed at assessing the extent of the local noise problem. Such a survey may l_

based on eitheror bothofthe two fundamentalapproaches;i.e.,pbyslcalmeasure-

meets ofexistingnoise levelsata number oflocationsand socioteglcaisurveys of

I _ disturbance/annoyance reactions.

Some authorities consider Dortmund, Germany to be the leading city in this kind

of noise research. Others group Dortmund with London and Tokyo. Each of these

= ! cities has conducted extensive surveys, and each is well known for one or more

aspects of its noise research. Dortmund, for example, measured noise levels th

_ over 1400 different places and developed an intricate noise map_ with streets shown

,- indifferentcolorsaccordingto5-dB noise levelincrements. Tokyo has takena

number ofsurveys, each concentratingon a differenttarget,such as automobile

' noise,constructionnoise,industrialnoise, noiselevelsatschools,end noiselevels
_=_

by zone. London chose to cover as area of 36 square relics with 540 measuring

points systematically located 500 yards apart on a grid layout. These three cities

are by no means the only ones that have made noise surveys.
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Similar surveys have been made elsewhere, notably In Dusseldorf, Munich,

Viuuna, Berlin, Cologne, Toulouse, Paris, Athens, Madrid, Warsaw and Brno, as

well as in several populated areas and towns in Romania and the Netherlands.

F"
The findings of the various surveys tend to support each other, and thus, suggest !. :

that urban noise phenomena are muela the same from city to city. For example, Lon-

don, Tokyo, Dusseldorf, Madrid, and other cities all report that the average noise from

heavyvehleles is higher than the noise from ordlnaryoars. The London report shows LI

that the noise level next to a road increased by 4dBA (from a base varytugbetwoen 68 to

F
80 dBA) [f the traffic flow increases from 1000 to S000 vobteles per hour. Dusseldorf, l.J

though reporting in different measuring units, shows results of much the same magni-

tude. However, the Dusseldorf Investigators carried this one step further, flsdthg

r-

that a given increase in traffic density had less effect on tile noise level 20 or 40 El

meters away than it did next to tile roadway ItseLf.

One of the most frequently cited results of the London survey indicates tlmt over ,-

80 percent of Londonfs noise Is caused by vehicular traffic. It should he pointed out, I-
I

however, that this particular survey covered 36 square miles of Um inner city, where

r-
vehicles were the most numerous noise sources. In the survey report, it was shown I

that tile contribution of Industrial and other noise emission grow as one proceeded

F
toward the outlying areas. More specifically, traffic noise predominated in 84 per- L_

cent of the locations chosen for the survey, while in the remaining 16 percent of the !_

locations the predominant noise came from industrial plants, river boats, dochs,

railways, building operations, ete, While it ls evidently true that surfuce traffic _'

makes the largest contribution to urban noise, the fact that it is dominated by other

noise sources in certain nlty locations is significant.

r
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The relatively great impact of vehicular noise ta supported by the sceiologinai

suzweys made in several cities, but tlle results vary widely. Brae, Paris, and Lee-

_ don cfier typical examples. In Brae, 90 percent of tim people lnterrog-ated ranked

traffic noise as the most annoying, while 80 percent of the respondents in Paris

-- ranked it in first place. In London, where the responses were classified aneording

to location, the results showed 36 percent of the people at home, 20 percent of those

outdoors, and 7 percent of those at work rated trMfin noise as the most annoylsg.

Interestingly enough, 39 percent of the Londoners at home gave higher priorities

to home-generated noise from appliances, voices, televisics, pets, etc., while the

restcomplained abouteitheraircraftorindustry.

So far, researchers have been unable to find many meaningful correlations be-

: tween technological and sociological noise surveys. Admittedly this can be attributed

to the fact that the characteristics of a noise source as measured by an instrument are

...L not necessarily consistent with the complaints about it by a human being. Moreover,

'-_ neither sound level meters nor human ears can provide accurate Iden{ificatlon of all
F

the sounds that may have harmful effects. It becomes clear ouly that community

"_ noise is a cacophony of disturbances thatrequire much research and analysis.

Air Traffic Notm

Virtually every country is concerned In some way with noise prrxluced by air

- traffic. The disturbance caused by aircraft noise in residential areas around the

-- worldts major airports is generally regarded as a serious problem.

! Protests from aroused citizens have prompted planning agencies in most coun-

tries tomove cautlouslyinestablishingnew airports. London, for example, has

_j spentseveralyears debatingthe Iocatlonof itsthirdairport,and Tokyo itssecond.

The problem has reached the stage where public reaction is influencing the develop-

- ment of future aircraft. Not the least of the impediments is the publicity given to
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the prospect of sonic boom carpets to be laid across the world during flights of

supersonic transports.

Awareness of aviation noise problems has kept pace with both tile thcrcaso In air

traffic and tile advancement of aircraft technology, According to tile Airlines Itesoarch I.i

Bureau, for example, tile volume of international traffic in Europe during the period

of 1900 to 1969, exclusive of Intercontinental flights not originating or terminathlg !..

in Europe, increased from 10.4 to 24.9 million passengers. An even sharper rlse

oJ
was registered by freight and mall cargo. In view of increases in the power and size

of jet aircraft during this same period, the expressions of alarm over aircraft noise

are not surprising,

Typical ofairportproblsms over tills period of time is the experience of lieath-

row Airport in Leaden. Reacting to over 1200 complaints received in 1960, Heath-

row authorities found that 23 percent of the daytime flights and 35 percent of the -

nighttime flights were exceeding the airport's own maximum permissible noise F

levels. After campaigning to bring noise levels to the established limits, airport

f

authorities redticed noise levels to within 1 percent of standards for both day and

night flights by 1963, and the number complaints dropped to 500. However, the in-
7

creased traffic o:nd the increase tn the number of Jet aircraft brought the number of

complaints up to 2200 in 1969. Meanwhile, a survey of persons living in the two !-
L.

boroughs most seriously affected by Hsathrow noise showed that Inhabitants, wbo

in 1965 or 1966 were able to tolerate the noise, had begun to resent tt bitterly by as r

early as 1968.

Hoathrow's concern for the reactions of residents is by no means unique. AI- I

most every country considers It necessary to not only know the aircraft noise levels ,_....

produced on the ground and in the vicinity of an airport but also to assess the noise

disturbance in terms of public reaction. Consequently, the concept of tile Perceived !

fi-l.t iI
I

r
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Noise Level (PNdB), with various modifications and interpretations, Is commonly

accepted. This concept is reflected in the International Standards Organization pro-

csdure for the measurement and assesenmnt of aircraft noise. Although most coon-

"- tries agree with the principles behind this procedure, some object to its methodology.

i " Notableamong theseisSouthAfrica,which has been workingon thedevelopment of

_ a measure that involves more factors and fewer measurements. South Africa was

also among the countries to follow the recent trend toward the measurement of noise

__ levels in dBA rather than in PNdB units, as originally specified in ISO recomrnenda-

-- tines.

"-" One airport that has met reasonable success in the controlling noise is the ZUrich

-" KlotenAirport. More than fiveyearsago, thegovernment ofthe Canton Zuriches-

tablishedregulationstolimitexcessivenoise intheairportvicinity.The regulations

"_ themselves are of less lntersstD however, than the techniques used to achieve com-

pliance. The airportemploys a permanent monitoringsystem involvingstrategically

placedmicrophones connectedby cablesto a centralevaluationunit,where A-weighted

sound levels are continuously recorded. If a tripping level is exceeded, then the date,

time, and duration of the ovvnt are printed out so that the offending pilot can be [den-

tified. The resalts of the monitoring activity are published in a bulletin distributed

to all airlines every month. In this bulletin a rank order is given, showing the rela-
-i

-- tireproportionsof infringementsforthe variousairlines.No airlinelikestobe at

-_ the top of the list, and no pilot likes to be cited too often. These factors alone have
I

served to make the procedure effective; but they are reinforced on rare occasions

by the practice of asking a pilot with an excessive number of citations to report to the

traffic control office before each departure and receive a detailed briefing on the

, exact contents of the regulations. Even attempts to circumvent the system have pro-

vided unexpected benefits. For example, because knowledge of the system*e details
!
J
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is common, some aircraft have been avoiding the known locations of monitoring micro- , i

phones. Since these locations are at the outskirts of densely populated villages, the i"
i ,

evasive actions of the pilots have proved to be advantageous.

In other countries the techniques for enforcement of airport noise standards tend

to be more formal. Moreover, emphasis elsewhere seems to be placed on the estab-
r-

lishmont of acceptable criteria or on the selection of suitable sites. In common with ', ;

nations from other centthents, the rest of the European countries are interested in

problems such as: noise certification, satisfactory methods for specifying noise

levels, location of airports where land usage in their vicinity is reasonably compatible

with the degree of noise disturbance likely to be experienced, and production or eper-
r-

ation of aircraft to achieve noise abatement without sacrificing safety or economy. --,

A few countries have experimented with other approaches for protection from _-

aircraft noise, both flyover disturbances and airport effects. In 1963, Tokyo tried

a ban against jet flights between 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. In later years Japan, _"

Norway, and Great Britain experimented with such physical measures as the constrtlc- r-

tion of acoustic baffles and groenkeRs, the installation of double windows, the use of

sound insulation in the walls and ceilings of buildings, and the erection of concrete _-

wallsaround schools. Whileallthese measures were at leastpartiallysuccessful,

circumstances often negated their effects. In some cases, for instance, the absence [

of air conditioning in such protected buildings prompted the occupants to open the win-

dows inthe summer° ..

The worldwide concern over aircraft noise comes at a time when the present _.,
: i

generation of Jet aircraft will probably be in use for at least another eight to 10 years.

Accordingly, attention has been directed to retrofitting existing jet engines to make i']

them quieter. Although the International Civil Aviation Organization sponsored a

#w
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._ retrofit meeting in November 1971, little hope is held for general agreement on its

. recommendation, because the estimated cost per engine is beyond the means of many

foreign natloes_ Air traffic noise thus promises to be a challenging problem for the

decade of the seventies, a problem with technical, economic, and political overtones

"_ of considerable magnitude.

Surface Trefflo Noi_

! Of all the irritant noise sources in both urban and rural settings, traffic noise has

i "_ been isolated as the most significant, Many countries have undertaken sociological

surveys that support this thesis. For example, Table 6-2 presents data gathered from

i_ a British survey in 1968.

Table 6-2

I._ BRITISH TRAFFIC SURVEY

Number of People Disturbed
Per lO0 Questionnd

Description of Noise When at Home When Outdoors When at Work
Road traffic 36 20 7

Aircraft 9 4 1
Trains 5 1

Industry/construction work 7 3 10

Domestic/Light appliances 4 4

Neighbors' impact noise
(]moelting, wall_ng, etc,) 6

Children 9 3

Adult voices 10 2 2
Radto/TV 7 1 1

-_ Bells/alarms 3 1 12
Pets S
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The absolutepercentagesmay vary from countrytocountry,but therelative

positionoftrafficnoiseversusthatfrom othersources ts constant. InNorway, u

relativelythinlypopulatedcountry,a pollof1600 peopleyieldedthe datepresented

inTable 6-3.

Table 6-3
NORW'EGIAN NOISE SURVEY

F
Number of PsopleAnnoyed per tOO

Type of Noise Questioned

Area [.IAllQuestioned Urban Rural

A. Noise from motor vehicles ]-7 20 t£
t.J

B. Noise from aircraft 3 4 1
r-

C. Noise from railroads 4 5 1 I i
t.a

D. Noise from neighbors 5 6 3
r-
E

A Swedish study shows that cultural dLfferanees are significant in assessing the r_

socialimpact oftrafficnoise. _1_lscomparative study,witha sample population _-

r<
(matched in terms of age, social, and occupational stetus) of 200 in Stockholm and L

166 in Ferrara, Italy, came up with a stutlsticalty significant difference--92 per-
F:

cent inStockholm versus63 percenttn Ferrara spostnneouslymentioned traffic

noise, and 61 percentinStockhoLm versus 43 percentinFsrrara were disturbedby _.,

trafficnoise. The conclusionwas drawn thatresultsconcerningannoyance reactions

totrafficnoise inone countrycannotbe directlyextrapolatedtoanother.

Road Traffic Noise Leve/s

In 1970 a reportonurban trafficnoiseby the Organizationfor Economic Cooper-

ationand Development the observation is nmde that effective enforcement of traffic Ii

6-18
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noise regulations requires the availability of simple, reliable noise monitoring lnetre-

• ments. Experience attests to the ineffectiveness of Legal enforcement of noise lcgis-

--; latinn without adequate equipment {or manpower). It impUes that even though not all

governments experience equal deficiencies, a universal need for improvement does
"7

exist. For research purposes, however, modern equipment satisfies all current

.._ requirements.
i

-_ Behveon 1963 and 1965, in roadside surveys made in Great Britain traffic noise

was isolated from all other sources. The measurements were made in a wide range

of situations, to learn how to relate the variables of traffic flow and road gradlsnt to
"7

noise levels. The procedures followed were those specified tu British Standard 3,t25.

A useful method of displaying the time-varying nature of traffic noise is a sla-
T

J

ttetlcal distribution. Figure 6-1 shews such distributions measured by I_amurs and

Auzou, in Francej for light and heavy urban highway traffic, A straight line on the

figure represents a Gausstan distribution. In this case, the heavy traffic situation

is described well by such a distribution, while the distribution of the light traffic

situation is skewed by the occasional noise peaks.
r_

_ The data is essentially self.explanatory. It shows, for example, that in light

-_ traffic 80 dBA is exceeded g percent of the time, 70 dBA 20 percent of the time and
I

-_ that in heavy traffic 80 dBA is exceeded 60 percent of the time and 70 dBA 97 per-

-'] cent of the time. These noise levels far exceed those recommended by the Organi-
I

zatten of Economic Cooperation and Development as acceptable.
_7

A noise map plotted for Toulouse, France, showed that in the center of the city

the noise level rarely falls below 80 to 90 dBA and sometimes even exceeds 100 dBA

-- at peak periods.

_ Recordings made uninterrupted for 2,t-hoar periods inside a number of buildings

th Paris showed that inside a building perticclarly exposed to urban traffic noise,
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Figure 6-L Typical Statistical Distribulions of Urban Traffic Noise _-

L:

the average total noise during the day (from 6:00 a.m. to 11:00 p. m. ) varies betweell

50 and 60 dBA and that during the night (from 11:00 p. m. to 6:00 a. m.) Is varied be-

tween 40 and 50 dBA, with frequent peaks of 60 dBA, During the day, the minimum

noise never falls below 45 dBA and falls below 30 dBA only he_veen 1:00 a, m. and ....,

3:00 a, m.

Control of Traffic Noise ,

Traffic noise abatement can be achieved by attacking either the source, the trans-

mission path, the receiver (buildings), or any combination of these elements. There i

appears to be no consistency among the countries surveyed in their approach to the _ ,
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control of traffic noise. In Sweden as well as Great Britain, busses have been
J :
J 5

modified with special acoustic liners around the engines and exhausts. While an 8-

to 10- dBA reduction is being claimed, the Organization for Economic Coope_tion

and Development cautions that such measures may be temporary unless relatively

ti expensive maintenance procedures are observed.

Soviet experiments have shown positive results through dynamic balancing of the
engine, gear box, wheels, and tires as well as through extensive use of soundproof-

Lag materials. A Britishstudyby the NationalPhysics Laboratory achievednoise

levelreductionsof5 dBA for dieselenginesand 9 dBA for gasblineenginesby vary-

ingthecompression ratiosand timingpatterns.

Regarding transmissionl_thnoisereduction,allcountriessurveyed agreed tbat

t_ depressed highways with either slanted or vertical walls offered best results. Shni-

larly,noiseshieldingstructuresappear tobe a popularapproach, atleastinSweden,

Great Britain,and theWest German Republic. Ina London noisestudyemploying

[__ a protective barrier three meters from the edge of a road g0 meters wide, it was

m_

found that 30 meters from the screen the total noise reduction varied from 9 to 15

dBA for a 1.5-meter barrier, from 17 t_ 22 dBA for a 5-meter barrier, and 22 to

!_ 25 dBA for s 10-meter barrier. Noise reduction doe solely to distance was about !

9 dBA.

! Many countrieshave introducedstripsofgrussand treesalong highways. %_Q|ile

such measures are aestheticallypleasing,Swiss and Scandinaviandatashow typical

._ attentuution of 5 dBA per 100 meters for dense plantings of trees. The Swiss study

states that such a measure may be worthwhile from a psychological point of view:

_" when the source of the noise is not visible, it is less irritating.

Many largo urban governments are redesigning entire sections of their cities

to provide more pleasant environments that include reduced tmffte noise levels
' I
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outsideand Inslderesidences and other buildings. For example, an Amsterdam pro- _

jeercallsforwide spaces, plantedwlthgrass and trees,between highways and resi-

dences. Only low nonresldentlalbuildingsare allowedalong tilehighway. !

Enforcement '

Nearly all countries surveyed have explicit notional or local legislation regulating

noise emissions by motor vehicles. The Organization for Economic Coolmratten and

Development Urban Traffic Noise Survey of 1970 observes: .--
I

"In order to be realistic these standards should reflect a compromise

between social considsrattens, what the" pubtlc is willing t5 pay, and what Y"
i:

industry can manage to produce in tile light of available technology, Some

reductions In noise emission could be achieved in tile fairly short run sire- k.:

ply by adding acoustical absorbers and by detailed attention to silencers, r--

L
air intakes and cooler fans. More significant noise reductions would, in

many cases, require alterations in tile design of the engine, and could 7"
L:

therefore become effective only after a longer period. The Important

point is that standards should be set, and set on a sliding scale, so as to [

continue to reflect the current state of noise reduction technology." V"

A number of countries actively enforce noise emission standards by various

metbods. Denmark, for example, has compulsory noise inspection whenever ears _"
i

over five years old are sold. In SwRzorland, cities such as Iglusuono, ZUrich,

Berne, engage regular police noise patrols empowered to flue the driver or to

temporarily confiscate vehicles that have been altered to increase exhaust noise.
I :

Tokyo elicits public cooperation and consciousness regarding street noise by using

illuminated signs that continually flash tile noise level readings at busy Intersec- :_

tions.
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NOISE ENVIRONMENTS

The Residential Environment

.-_ Much has been said about the effects on residential areas of noise from aircraft,

!
surface vehicles, industrial plants, and other external sources. Itowever, a close

review of foreign literature shows that other countries devot_ significant attention to

the identification and control of disturbances that originate in and around residential

i buildings. Some of the annoyances already mentioned in connection with tl_e I_mdon

noise survey have been cited by representatives of other countries us wall. Much of

their dtscuseiou revolves around the transmission of sounds th_'oughpoorly insulated

walls and floors. These sounds include human voices, footsteps, radios, musical
i" I

lnstrements_ end many others generated either by neighbors or by members of the

I same household.

At least 15 major countries have insulation specifications for dwellings, especi-

• _ ally for apartment buildings, A common characteristic of these countries is that

apartment buildings predominate in a new residential construction. A typical ex-

ample is Sweden, where, as early as 1961 73 percent of all new dwellings wore

apartments. This country was one of the first to introduce thsulatien requirements

that cover wall and floor insulation between living rooms and tlmt set limits for noise

' i

,._ produced by the turning on or off of faucets in bathrooms and kitchens.

._ In some countries, specifications are presented as requirements, while in others

L.
they are merely recommendations. Although most of the specifications center around

r_,r International Standard Organization recommendations, particularly with respect to

the measurement of airborne and impact sound transmissions, each country has

introduced special features of its own. For example, in Poland us well us in other

• I East European countries, all apartments must be separated longitudinally by double ,

'_ walls, Several countries recommend floating floors for control of impact noises and ',
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leod-based foundations for tile attenuation of ground-transmitted vibrations, Most i i

European countries specify insulation of water pipes from the structural members of .._
I

buildings to avoid transmission of water hammer vii)rations and faucet noise, '

Not all domestic noise sources are directly refuted to thstdation. Elevators, i
i

heating or air eooditioning equipment, doorbells, household appliances, and other de-

vices have been cited as offenders. Sweden and tile USSR have conducted notable {

studies of such items, particularly of individual household appliances.

Tile Swedish Institute of Building Research has analyzed 68 noise sources such as _'J

vacuum cleaners, refrigerators, kitchen exhaust fans, freezers, heating fans, and

hair driers. The highest noise levels in the Swedish study (70 to 80 dB at one meter)

came from vacuum cleaners. A Soviet study of home appliances ranked an electric I

floor pollsher as the noisiest, followed by a vacuum cleaner, a shaver, and a sowing
,--,

machine. This study also included some appliances that had been designed specffi- _,

cally for quiet operation. Notable among these were a wmuum cleaner wltil the motor F
L

insulated from the housing, u centrifuge-type laundry extractor with a robber pillow

in the base, some noiseless melodic doorbells, and a washing machine that used high-

pressure steam and had no moving parts.

An interesting viewpoint on household appliances was offered in tile Ituogarian i

monograph submitted for this year's environmental conference sponsored by the
r ,

Economic Comraission for Europe. The writer expressed the opinion that appliances '-'

made in lfungary had little value for export purposes because they were noisier than ?']

appliances manufactured in other countries. The Hungarian report introduces a rarely

expressed evaluation of noise as an oconomtu factor. In genci-al, studies of domestic

noise center around the same effects as do studies of other noises. Although home-
i't

generatud noises are surpassed by disturbances from traffic and industry, they are _--_{

by no means disregarded in other countries. _ I
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Public Institutions

. • Many countries have conducted special studies and surveys of public institutions.

-_ Most commonly studiedhave been schoolsand hospitals;but other institutionsfor which

• i
some foreignnoisecontroleffortscan be observed includemuseums, concertballs,

"_ libraries,and publicadministrationbuildings.

The USSR has developeda standardVibronolee-Imeasurement laboratoryfor

_-.i measuring noiseand vibrationincertainbuildingsfor instructionand controlpurposes.

.-. Much of theequipment isportable,so fieldmeasurements can be made insci_oois,

..2 hospitals, health stations, juvenile institutions, etc. Over 350 Vthronoise-I units

_'_ were produced and distrlbutedbetween !967 and 1970.

Studiesconducted inAuetrla,Czechoslovakia,and Gel'many explorenoiseas a

"_,_ negative factor In the educational environment. These studies conclude that excessive
_d

noise not onlydistractstheattentionofstudentsbut affectsthem physicallyand pey-

1-2 choioglcally.Observationsshow thatexcess noiselevelsinclassrooms produce

,- fatigue, reduce concentration span, raise blood pressure, and sometimes cause

neurosis. These observationsconcur withthe maximum classroom levelof45 dBA

v_
L ' recommended by Great BritaintsWilson Committee. A Swedish recommendation
L2

placed the maximum classroom level at 35 dBA.

_. Great Britain, Germany, Austria, Italy, Poland, Sweden, the USSR, and South

,_ Africaare among theoouotrtesIn which studieshave been undertakentodetermine

"- the noise levels in hospitals and to analyze the ofincts of noise on patients. Most of

"-_ the surveys showed excessivenoise levelsrangingfrom 50 to 90 dBA withinthe roomsi

as compared tothe recommended maximum levelsof55 dBA during theday and 25

-- dBA atnight. Allinvestigatorsagreed thatnoiselevelsconsidered tolerablefor

• . healthyindividualscould be unbearableordamaging tohospitalpatients.
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Effects of Industrial Noise on the Community _ ,

Although Industrial noise receives some attention In general studies and surveys,
L

I t

much of the information about it is generated in special studies. Often, such studies

are limited to Isolated Instances In single plants. For example, a cyclone extractor I J

in Australia wus studied after residents complained about it. As a result of this study,
?

the unit was modified and shielded so that the emission was reduced to a level that was _i

not objectionable. In another Australian case, the loud hissing noise of the oil burn- --

ors in an Industrial kiln was the subject of complaints and It subsequent tevestigatlon. ! j

A speolally designed muffler system eliminated this problem. ' _'

The praetloe In London preufudes the appearance In print of many reports on in-

vestigations of this nature. There, the control of industrial noise is tile reeponsI- i_i

bility of the local boroughs, and investigations of complaints are made by the public _.

health inspectors. In most cases the investigations consist of informal discussions L+

with the offending firms.

A more extensive approach to Industrial noise problems was taken by tile Federal
r"

I_publlc of Germany in a study of noise In the metal industry. Tlis study identified L

noise sources and measured their noise 19vole at various points In the surrounding r..

communities. The worst sources tdentl$ted included high speed blowers, drop ham- ._

mere t and material handling equipment. In most instances, file residents had failed ,!-

to register complaints, except when unusual t_vel'tts occurred.

Unlike the residents near fixed Industrial plants, citizens exposed to temporary

construction nativities usually find the attendant disturbances objectionable. Con-

sideratten Of this has caused some countries to shorten the work shifts for construe- .._

ties activities. Switzerland has developed a formula that determhms the allowable i l

work time on tile basis of the average noise level of tile operation. "
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In the Communist countries, allowance for industrial noise is often included in

town planning, Plant screens, greenbelta, and distance standards are customarily

; employed.

r-1
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SUMMARY t*

Most countries surveyed have viewed noise abatement and control as a major I r

environmental tanns for more than a decade. Research efforts have been and are be-

ing supported largely by national governments. On the basis of research results, a i i

large number of countries have enacted comprehensive laws and regulations, and,
in many instances, national laws are stricter than the corresponding International '

Standards Organization recommendations. _"

It is difficult to attribute these national concerns to a common basis, since there

are varying levels of emphasis. For example, economic effects of noise have been

frequently expressed, such as the impact of noise on labor productivity, the lack of r_
foreign acceptability of domestic (noisy) industrial products, or the impact of a noisy [';

community environment on a tourist-oriented economy. Similarly, the concern for

social welfare brought about the enforcement of numerous specific regulations.

There arc several international organizations that have promoted noise control _i

to mui,_ber nations, The World Health Organization has made a number of sweeping

recommendations. Similarly, the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Develop-

ment has pressed theissue oftrafficnoise,has issueda report,"Urban TrafficNoise" !_

(Pavia, 1971), aJld is presently sponsoring a comprehensive stud_' nn the environmen-

tal Impacl ofthe automobile,includingair pollutionand noise. The U.N. Economic 7_

Commission for Europe (ECE), issuedin 1968, recommended "Maximum Limitsof
m..

Sound Level -New Vehicles" (Rule No. 9, Uniform Provisions Concerning Approval

ofNoise -ECE Geneva; and the CouncilofEuropean Communities (CEC) has issued f.,
!

a directive to the Common Market nations to provide for uniform noise limits for new

vehicles. This rule is to become effective by the end of August 1972.

t
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In general, all countries surveyed recognized the following sources as noise

polluters (listed In order of impact):

1. Surface traffic

2. Aviation

: 3. Industry (as a community noise source)

_" 4. Community activities.

Depending upon the political structure of each country, enforcement is guided

nationallybut Implemented regionally.Many countrieshave been successfulinthclr

noiseabatement efforts,but uniformityofapproach isnotevident.

l

-i

2
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Appendix A

SOURCE DOCUMENT INFORMATION

The Technical Information Documents used as the basts for the preparation of this

report are:

_ NTID300.1 - Noise From Construction Equipment and Operations_ Bulldin_

:-- Equipment, and Home Appliances, prel_ared by Bolt, Beranek and Newman under
!

EPA contract 68-04-0047.

NTID300.2 - Noise From Industrial Plants, prepared by L.S. Goodfrlend Associ-

ates under contract EPA 68o04-0044.

NTrB300. 3 - Community Noise, prepared by Wyle Laboratories under EPA con-

tract 68-04-0046.

NTID300. 4 - Laws and Regulatory Schemes for Noise Abatement, prepared by the

George Washington University under EPA contract 68-04-0032.
NTIDSO0. 5 - Effects of Noise on Wildlife and other Animals, prepared by Memphis

State University under EPA contract 68-04-0024.

NTID300. 6 - An Assessment of Noise Concern in Other Nations, prepared by

' _ Informaties, Inc. under EPA contract 68-01-0157.

,'_ NTID300. 7 - Effects of Noise on People, prepared by the Central Institute for the
q

J
Deaf under EPA contract 68-01-0800.

NTID300.8 - State and Municipal Non-Occupational Noise Abatement Programs,

prepared by the staff of the EPA Office of Noise Abatement and Control.
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NTID300.9 - Noise Programs of Professional/Industrial Organizations, Universi-

ties and Colleges, prepared by the staff of the EPA Office of Noise Abatement and
'it

Control.

NTID300. 10 - SummarY of Noise Programs in the Federal Government, prepared i ;

by the staff of the EPA Office of Noise Abatement and Control.

NTID300. 11 - Social Impact of Noise, prepared by the National Bureau of Standards i

under interagency agreement with the Department of Commerce. _"
[

NTID300. 12 - Effects of Sonic Boom and Other Impulsive Noise on Structures, pre-

pared by the National Bureau of Standards under Interagency agreement with the _" i
i._

Department of Commerce.

NTID300. 13 - TransportationNoise and Noise From Equipment Powered by Inter- _,._

hal Combustion Engines, prepared by Wyle Laboratoriesunder EPA contract _-_

68-04-0046. '"'

NTID3O0. 14 - Economic Impact of Noise, prepared by the National Bureau of Stun- I
L:

dards under interagency agreement with the Department of Commerce.

NTID300.15 - Fundamentals ofNoise: Measurement, BatingSchemes, and Stun- '._

dards, prepared by The National Bureau of Standards under interagency agreement _-

withthe Department of Commerce. "-:

!
To obtainthese documents contactthe Environmental ProtectionAgency,

Office of Noise Abatement end Control, Washington, D.C. 20460. '/i

Also used in thepreparationofthisreportwas testimony obtainedatpubRc hear- ,.,
i

ings held by the Office of Noise Abatement and Control under authority of the Noise '-

!,
I ,
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Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970 -Title IV to the Clean Air Amendments of 1970

(PL 91-604). The cities in which those hearings were held and their subjects covered
I

,,j
are as follows:

_'] Atlanta Noise in Construction
i

Chicago Manufacturing and Transportation
r-T Noise (Highway and Air)
t'_J

Dallas Urban Planning, Architectural Design;
and Noise in the Home

r __,' San Francisco Standards and Measurement Methods,
Legislation and Enforcement Problems

1_ Denver Agriculture and Hesrsational use Noise

,,_ New York Transportation{Ralland Other),Urban Noise-_ Problems and SocialBehavior
I! t_J

': Boston Physiologicaland PsychologicalEffects

_ WashLngton, D.C. Technologyand Economics of Noise Control;
NationalPrograms and theirRelations

__ With Stateand Local Programs.
The transcriptsoftheseheartngsmay be obtainedthroughthe UnitedStatesGovern-

meet Printing Office, $upertntendant of Documents, after announcement of their avafl-
ability in the Federal Register.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTtON AGENCY

WASHINGTON.D. C. 20460

_! Dear Mr. [President/Speaker] :

Enclosed is a draft of a proposed bill "to
:_ control the generation and transmission of noise

detrimental to the human environment, and for

other purposes."
:[

The proposed legislation would expand and
coordinate Federal efforts to control noise, which

._! presents a growing threat to the health and welfare
of the American people. Particularly in congested

urban areas, the noise produced by the products of
our advancing technology, and in the manufacture
of those products, causes continual annoyance and

in some cases serious physical harm. While the

_ States and localitles have the responsibility to
deal with many aspects of noise, effective Federal

action is essential with respect to major noise

problems requiring national uniformity of treatment.

The proposed bill would achieve three primary
_' functions. First, it would establish, in the

Environmental Protection Agency, authority to

coordinate existing Federal noise research and
control programs, and authority to publish criteria

and control-technology documents relating to noise.
-- Second, it would supplement existing Federal

authority to regulate the noise characteristics
of articles that are major sources of noise, and

_ authorize Federal noise labeling requirements for

_i such articles. Third, it would direct all Federal i

agencies to administer their programs, consistent
•"_ with existing authority, in such a manner as to

minimize noise.

A detailed section-by-section analysis of the

, bill is enclosed. A s_milar letter is being sent

B-]



to the [President of the Senate/Speaker of the House].

i:
The bill is part of the President's environmental &i

program as announced in his Environmental Message of

February 8, 1971. It will be administered by the _-
Environmental Protection Agency and was developed I_|J
in coordination with the Council on Environmental

Quality.

The Office of Management and Budget advises

that enactment of this bill would be in accord with
the program of the President. LI

Sincerely yours,

/s/ william D. Ruckelshaus

Honorable Spiro T. Agnew
President of the Senate i_
Washington, D.C. 20510

Honorable Carl B. Albert _
Speaker of the House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

L'
6_
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A BILL

TO control the generation and transmission of

noise detrimental to the human environment, and for

other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Rep-
L_ reeentatives of the United States of America in Con-

gress assembled, That: This Act may be cited as the
"Noise Control Act of 1971"l

SECTION 2. FINDINGS AND POLICY

(a) The Congress finds --

(i) that inadequately controlled noise

_-_ presents a growing danger to the health and welfare of

the Nation's population, particularly in urban areas;

!_ (2) that the major sources of noise

L_ include transportation vehicles and equipment, machin-

ery, appliances, end other manufactured articles that

move in commerce; and

i_ (3) that, while primary responsibility

for control of noise rests in many respects with the

:i _ States and local governments, Federal action is essen-

_ tial to deal with major noise problems requiring

national uniformity of treatment.

(b) The Congress declares that it is the
policy of the United States to promote an environment

for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes
p_

their health or welfare. TO that end, it is the pur-

pose of this Act to establish a means for effective
coordination of Federal research and activities in

noise control, to supplement existing Federal authority
for regulation of the noise characteristics of arti-

cles moving in commerce, and to authorize Federal noise

F_ labeling requirements for such articles. Nothing in

this Act is intended to diminish the responsibilities

of State and local governments to regulate other as-

!q pects of noise within their jurisdictions.
SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS

As used in this Act the term --

fq (a) "Administrator" means the Admini-

strator of the Environmental Protection Agency7

(b) "person" means any private person,,_
r or entity, any officer, department, agency, or instru-

mentality of any State or local unit of government,

and, except with respect to the previsions of section
r-1
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12(a), any officer, department, agency, or instrumen-

tality of the Federal Government;

(c) "product" means any article or good ._i

manufactured for sale in, or introduction into,

commerce, including but not limited to transportation

vehicles and equipment, machinery, and appliances, _ ,

provided, that it does not include (i) aircraft, air-

craft engines, propellers, or appliances that are

covered by Title VI of the Federal Aviation Act of i !

1958 (49 U.S.C. Secs. 1421-32), (ii) those military

aircraft, weapons, or equipment that are designed for

combat use; or (iii) those aircraft, rockets, or equip- _,[

ment that are designed for research or experimental or

developmental work to be performed by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, or other machin- h

ery or equipment designed for use in experimental work

done by or for the Federal Government;

(d) "ultimate purchaser" means the first !_,

person who in good faith purchases a new product for

purposes other than resale;

(e) "new product" means a product the _°,

equitable of legal title to which has never been trans-

ferred to an ultimate purchaser;

(f) "manufacturer" means any person en- L,

gaged in the manufacturing or assembling of new prod-

ucts or who acts for, and is controlled by, any such r

person in connection with the distribution of such _

products;

(g) "commerce" means trade, traffic, _-

commerce, transportation, or communication among the

several States, or between a place in a State and any

place outside thereof, or within the District of _

Columbia or a possession of the United States, or be- ;

tween points in the same State but through a point out-
side thereof, t'_

SECTION 4. COORDINATION AND EVALUATION OF FEDERAL _I

PROGRAMS

(a) The Administrator shall promote coordi- 'i

nation of the programs of all Federal departments and

agencies relating to noise research and noise control.

Each Federal department or agency shall, upon request, !I
furnish to the Administrator such information as he _ i

may reasonably require to determine the nature, scope,
and results of the noise-research and noise-control _'

ii
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programs of the department or agency.

(b) On the basis of regular consultation with

appropriate Federal departments and agencies, the

Administrator shall compile and publish, from time to

time, a report on the status and progress of Federal

activities relating to noise research and noise con-

trol. This report shall describe the noise programs of

each Federal department or agency and assess the con-

tributions of those programs to the Government's over-
all efforts to control noise.

.... SECTION 5. NOISE CRITERIA AND CONTROL TEC}_OLOGY

(a) The Administrator shall, after consulta-

tion with appropriate Federal departments and agencies,

develop and publish such criteria for noise as in his

judgment may be requisite for the protection of the

public health and welfare. Such criteria shall reflect

the scientific knowledge most useful in indicating the

kind and extent of all identifiable effects on the
J

public health or welfare which may be expected from

differing quantities and qualities of noise. The

_. Administrator shall confer with the Secretaries of
; ! Health, Education, and Welfare, and of Labor to assure

consistency between the criteria published under this

subsection and the criteria and standards for occupa-

tional noise exposure produced under the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970.

(b) The Administrator shall, after publication

of the initial criteria pursuant to subsection (a) of
this section and after consultation with appropriate

Federal departments and agencies, compile and publish

a report or series of reports identifying major sources

of noise and giving information on techniques for con-
-- trol of noise from such sources. This information

shall include such data as are available on the tech-

nology, costs, and alternative methods of noise
control.

i (c) The Administrator shall from time to time

review and, as appropriate, revise or supplement any

i'_ criteria or information on control techniques published
pursuant to this section.

(d) The publication or revision of any cri-

_ teria or information on control techniques pursuant to
this section shall be announced in the Federal

Register, and copies shall be made available to the

B-5
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general public. ';

SECTION 6. NOISE-GENERATION STANDARDS
(a) If the Administrator, in a report pub- i

lished pursuant to section 5, identifies as a major

source of noise any product or class of products of

one or more of the following types:

(i) construction equipment, ' _

(2) transportation equipment (including

recreational vehicles and related equipment), or

(3) equipment powered by internal com-

bustion engines,
he may, after consultation to the extent desirable with !

appropriate Federal departments and agencies, by regu-

lation prescribe and amendstandards limiting the

noise-generation characteristics (including reasonable

durability over the life of the product) of such prod-

uct or class of products. The standards so prescribed

shall be the standards that the Administrator deter- I

mines, consistent with criteria published pursuant to

section 5, to be requisite to protect the public
health and welfare. In prescribing and amending such _,_
standards the Administrator shall consider whether any

proposed standard is economically reasonable, tech-

nologically practicable, and appropriate for the par-
ticular products to which it will apply, and whether

the particular products can more effectively be con-

trolled through Federal regulation of interstate com- I

merce or through State or local regulations. Pro-

vided, that no standards prescribed under this section _-,

shall apply to products manufactured on or before the ! :
effective date of such standards.

(b) The Administrator shall publish any .4,_

standards proposed under subsection (a) in the Fed-
eral Register at least 60 days prior to the time when
such standards will take effect. In addition to sub- ._,

missions of written views, any person who will be ad- _ :

versely affected by such proposed regulation may,

within 45 days of the date of publication of the pro- !:

posed regulation, or within such other time period as J

the Administrator may prescribe, file objections with

the Administrator and request a public hearing. _....

Requests for a public hearing made by a manufacturer ! :

of a product covered by the proposed standards shall be

granted. Requests for a public hearing by other _,
!
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persons may be granted at the discretion of the Admini-

strator. If a public hearing is held, final regula-

_- tions will not be promulgated by the Administrator

until after the conclusion of such hearing.

(c) Section 611 of the Federal Aviation Act

of 1958 (49 U.S.C. Sec. 1431) is amended as follows:

(i) In subsection (a), after "with the

[ Secretary of Transportation" insert "and subject to
i _ the approval of the Administrator of the Environmental

i _; Protection Agency".
(2) At the end of subsection (a), insert

_ "Standards, rules, and regulations prescribed and

_d amended under this section shall become effective only
upon approval by the Administrator of the Environmental

Protection Agency; provided, that, all standards,

_._ rules, and regulations prescribed pursuant to this
section prior to the effective date of the Noise Con-

trol Act of 1971 shall remain in effect until amended

I or revoked by subsequent standards, rules, or regula-

tions prescribed and approved pursuant to this

section."
(3) After subsection (a), insert the

following new subsections:

"(b) The Administrator of the
Federal Aviation Administration shall not issue e

type certificate under section 603 of this act for

any aircraft, or for any aircraft engine, propeller,

or appliance that affects sianificantlv the noise or

sonic boom characteristics of any aircraft, unless heshall have prescribed standards, rules, and regulations

under this section that apply to such aircraft, air-

-- craft engine, propeller, or appliance.

"(c) If at any time the Admini-

strator of the Environmental Protection Agency has

c_ reason to believe that an existing standard, rule, or

regulation under this section does not protect the

public from aircraft noise or sonic boom to the msxi-

,-, mum extent that is consistent with the consideration

listed in subsection (d) of this section, he may re-

quest the Administrator Of the Federal Aviation Admini-

,-! stration to review and report to him on the advisa-

bility of revising such standard, rule, or regulation.

Any such request shall be accompanied by a detailed
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statement of the information on which it is based."

(4) Subsections (b) and (c) are redesig_

sated as (d) and (e). , ,
(d) No State or subdivision thereof shall

adopt or enforce, with respect to any product for which

noise-generation standards have been prescribed by the i;
Administrator under subsection (a) of this section, any

standard limiting noise-generation characteristics

different from the standards prescribed by the Admini- _ !
strator. Nothing in this section shall diminish or

enhance the rights of any State or subdivision thereof

otherwise to control, regulate, or restrict the use, I .
operation, or movement of such products.

SECTION 7. LABELING

(a) The Administrator may by regulation desig- I :

nate products or classes thereof:

(i) that produce noise capable of
adversely affecting the public health or welfare; or

(2) that are sold wholly or in part on

the basis of their effectiveness in reducing noise.

(b) For each of such products or classes the i

Administrator may, after consultation to the extent

desirable with appropriate Federal departments and

agencies, by regulation require that a notice of the [4

actual level of noise generation, or notice of the

actual effectiveness in reducing noise, be affixed to

the product and to the outside of its container at the
time of its sale to the ultimate purchaser. He shall

prescribe the form of the notice and the methods and

units of measurement to be used for this purpose, i

(c) Nothing in this section shall preclude or

deny to any State or subdivision thereof the right to I-:
regulate product labeling in any way not in conflic_
with regulations promulgated by the Administrator under

this section. ,_.

SECTION 8. PROHIBITED ACTS _

(a) The following acts or the causing thereof

are prohibited: ?

(i) in the case of a manufacturer of new _

products, the sale, the offering for sale, or the

introduction or delivery for introduction into commerce !,

of any product manufactured after the effective date of

regulations promulgated under section 6(s) (respecting

noise-generation characteristics) that are applicable !i
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to such product, unless it is in conformity with such
regulations (except as provided in subsection (b) Of
this section);

(2) in the case of an owner or operator

of a product, the use in commerce of such product after

the effective date of regulations promulgated under
section 6(a) that are applicable to such product, un-

less it is in conformity with such regulations (ex-
cept as provided in subsection (b) of this section);

'...: (3) the removal or rendering inoperative

by any person, other than for purposes of ma_ntenence,

repair, or replacement, of any device or element of
L [ design incorporated into any product in compliance with

regulations promulgated under section 6(a), prior to

its sale or delivery to the. ultimate purchaser or

.... during its term of use.
(4) in the case of a manufacturer of new

products, the sale, the offering for sale, or the

_ introduction or delivery for introduction into com-

merce of any product manufactured after the effective
date of regulations promulgated under section 7 (re-

l

specting noise labeling) that are applicable to such

product, unless it is in conformity with such regula~
_. tions lexcept as provided in subsection (b) of this

section);

(5) the removal by any person of any

notice affixed to a product or container pursuant to
regulations promulgated under section 7, prior to sale

of the product to the ultfmate purchaser;

(6) the importation into the United
States by any person of any product in violation of

regulations promulgated under section 13 that are

_' applicable to such product; and

-. (7) the failure or refusal by any person
to permit access to, or copying of, records or to make

_'" reports or provide information required under section
9.

(b) (i) The Administrator may exempt any prod-

: I uct, or class thereof, from paragraphs (I), (2), (4),
,_ and (6) of subsection (a), upon such terms and con-

ditions as he may find necessary to protect the public
_~_ health or welfare, for the purpose of research, inves-

_ tigations, studies, demonstrations, or training, or

for reasons of national security.
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(2) A product intended solely for export,

and so labeled or tagged on the outside of the con-

taioer and on the product itself, shall not be subject _ _
to paragraph (1), (2), or (4) of subsection (a).

SECTION 9. RECORDS L REPORTS t AND INFORMATION

(a) Every manufacturer of a product for which L_
applicable regulations have been promulgated under

section 6(a) or section 7 shall establish and maintain

such records, make such reports, and provide such _

information (which may include the availability of b_

products coning off the assembly line for testing by
the Administrator) as the Administrator nay reasonably

require to enable him to determine whether such manu-

facturer has acted or is acting in compliance with this

Act and shall, upon request of an officer or employee

duly designated by the Administrator, permit such _'

officer or employee at reasonable times to have access

to such information and to copy such records. :_

(b) All information obtained by the Admini- "_

stratcr or his representatives pursuant to subsection

(a) of this section, which information contains or _

relates to a trade secret or other matter referred to

in section 1905 of title 18 of the United States Code,
shall be considered confidential for the purpose of

that section, except that such information may be dis- _

closed to other Federal officers or employees, in

_ose possession it shall remain confidential, or when ;

relevent in any proceeding under this Act.

(n) This section shall apply only to manu- ...
facturers in the United States. !

SECTION i0. FEDERAL PROGRAMS

The Congress authorizes and directs that all ['_ i
agencies of the Federal Government shall, to the _
fullest extent consistent with existing authority,

administer the programs within their control in such [-ia manner as to further the policy declared in section

2(b).

SECTION ll. RESEARCH t TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE m AND PUBLIC ["iINFORMATION _

In furtherance of his respossibilitles under

this Act and to complement, as necessary, the noise- ,.

research programs of other Federal departments and
agencies, the Administrator is authorized to:

(a) Conduct research, and finance _,

B-]0 !
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research by contract with other public and private

bodies, on the effects, measurement, and control of

noise, including but not limited to:

(i) Investigation of the psychological

and physiological effects of noise on humans and the

effects of noise on domestic animals, wildlife, and

property, and determination of acceptable levels of
noise on the basis of such effects;

(2) Development of improved methods and

standards for measurement and monitoring of noise, in

_. cooperation with the National Bureau of Standards,
Department of Commerce_ and

(3) Determination of the most effective

- and practicable means of controlling noise generation,
transmission, and reception;

.... (b) Provide technical assistance to State and

local governments to facilitate their development and

enforcement of ambient noise standards, including but

not limited to:

(i) Advice on training of noise-control

personnel and on selection and operation of noise-

_ abatement equipment_ and

(2) Preparation of model State or local

p legislation for noise control; and
(c) Disseminate to the public information on

the effects of noise, acceptable noise levels, and

techniques for noise measurement and control.
SECTION 12. ENFORCEMENT

(a) (I) Any person who violates section 8(a) of

this Act shall be subject to a civil penalty of not

more than $25,000 for each violation, which may be

._ assessed by the Administrator or by a court in any

action authorized by subsection (b) or (c) of this
section.

(2) In any proceeding by the Administra-

tor to assess a civil penalty under this subsection,

no penalty shall be assessed until the person charged

shall have been given notice and an opportunity for a

i hearing on such charge. In determining the amount of

the penalty, or the amount agreed upon in compromise,

the Administrator shall consider the gravity of the

violation and the demonstrated good faith of the person

charged in attempting to achieve rapid compliance after

notification by the Administrator of a violation. Upon
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failure of the offending party to pay any penalty tI

assessed, the Administrator may request the Attorney

General to commence an action in the appropriate
district court for appropriaterelief, il

(3) For the purpose of this subsection,

the commission of any act prohibited by,paragraph (i), _
(2), (3), (4), (5), or (6) of section 8(a) shall

constitute a separate violation for each day or prod-

uet involved, i
(b) The district courts of the United States

shall have jurisdiction of actions brought by and in
the name of the United States to restrain violations

of this Act or to enforce civil penalties authorized ....

by this Act. Any civil action authorized to be brought
by the United States under this Act shall be referred
to the Attorney General for appropriate action.

(c) By agreement with any State, with or with-

out reimbursement, the Administrator may authorize law

enforcement officers or other personnel of such State

to enforce the prohibitions of section 8(a) by bringing
actions in the appropriate State courts. When autho-

rized by State law, the courts of such State may enter-
tain actions brought by such officers or personnel to
restrain violations of this Act or to enforce civil i

penalties authorized by this Act. In any action under
this subsection, any civil penalty imposed shall be

payable one-half to the State and one-half to the
United States Treasury.

SECTION 13. IMPORTS ,__
(a) Products offered for importation shall be i

subject to the same general standards and labeling

requirements that are applied to like domestic prod- i_ucts. The Administrator shall by regulation prescribe

the procedures by which this will be accomplished with
a minimum detrimental effect on domestic and inter-

nationaltrade, i

(b) The Secretary of the Treasury shall, in

consultation with the Administrator, issue regulations ....,

to carry out the provisions of this Act with respect to
products offered for importation.

SECTION 14. APPROPRIATIONS ,.

There are authorized to be appropriated to
carry OUt this Act for Fiscal Year 1972 and for each

fiscal year thereafter such sums as are necessary. !!
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, SECTION 15. REPORT OF NOISE STUDY

Section 402 (a) Of the Clean Air Act is amended

e- by deleting everything before "a full and complete
investigation" and inserting in lieu thereof "The

Administrator shall carry out".

: i

1 J

I
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SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

The title of the proposed act is designated as i
"The Noise Control Act of 1971." _ _

Section 2 contains a statement of congressional

findings and policy. Subsection 2(a) states findings i :
that noise, particularly in urban areas, presents a

growing danger to the public health and welfare; that

the major sources of noise include a variety of menu- i,

factured articles that move in commerce; and that the

Federal Government bears a responsibility to deal with

major noise problems requiring national uniformity of l:

treatment. Subsection 2 (b) declares a Federal policy

to promote an environment for all Americans free from
noise that jeopardizes their health or welfare. This 1

i,

subsection further states that the purpose of the pro-
posed act is to establish a'means for effective

coordination of Federal noise programs, to supplement i

existing Federal authority for regulation of the noise
characteristics of articles moving in commerce, and _,

to authorize Federal noise labeling requirements for
such articles. The Act is not intended to relieve

States and localities of their responsibilities to
control other aspects of noise within their juris- !
dictions.

Section 3 defines certain terms used in the T_
proposal. Subsection 3(a) defines the official i
primarily responsible for implementing the legislation
as the Administrator of the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA). Subsection 3 (b) defines "person" in
such a way that all Federal, State, or local govern-

mental organizations, employees, and agents, along with _
private persons or entities, are included within the
enforcement provisions of section 12. However, Federal

organizations, employees, and agents are excepted from .-

the definition of "person" insofar as subsection 12(a), i

providing for civil penalties, is concerned. Thus,
Federal organizations, employees, and agents must ,,

comply with the prohibitions of section 8, but they are
not liable for or subject to the civil penalties
authorized in subsection 12(a). ._

Subsection 3(c) defines "product" to include iI

any article or good manufactured for sale in, or

introduction into, commerce with three general !I
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exclusions. "Product" does net include aircraft or

aircraft components that are covered by Title VI of
- the Federal Aviation Act of 1958. The noise

characteristics of these aircraft and aircraft

components are already subject to regulation under
- that Act, which will continue in effect subject to

the amendments made by section 6 of the proposed

legislation, discussed below.
"Product" also excludes any article that,

although otherwise within the broad definition, is

designed for military combat use. National security
requires that the responsible authorities be free to

determine to what extent noise control objectives must

be subordinated to military necessities in the use of
such articles. Therefore, they are excluded from the

definition of "product" to exempt them entirely from

the standard-settlng and labeling provisions of sections
6 and 7 without regard to the exercise by the Admin-

__ istrator of his power under section 8(b)(1), discussed

below, to grant specific exemptions for national

- security reasons. The policy of the proposed legis-
_ lation will, however, dictate that all feasible steps

be taken to improve the noise characteristics of even
these articles. "Product" also excludes equipment

i designed for use in experimental work done by or for

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration or

other agencies of the Federal Government.Subsection 3(d) defines "ultimate purchaser"

to he the first person who'purchases a new product for

a use other than resale. This excludes both thoseintermediaries who may handle the product before sale

to the first user, and subsequent users who may obtain

-- the product second-hand. Subsection 3(e) defines "new

_ product" to mean a product the title to which has not
yet been transferred to an ultimate purchaser.

- Subsection 3(f) defines "manufacturer" to

include any person who manufactures or assembles new

products or who acts on behalf of such a person in the
"_ distribution of new products. "Commerce" is defined

in subsection 3(g) to include all fo_s of interchange
involving two or more States, or a State and a place

-_ outside thereof or the District of Columbia or a

.. possession of the United States.
Section 4 entrusts to the Administrator of EPA
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the primary responsibility for promoting coordination ,!
of Federal programs relating to noise. To assist hi_

in exercising this responsibility, subsection 4(a)

directs each other Federal agency to furnish him with ,
any information he may reasonably request about the

agency's noise programs. Subsection 4(b) directs the
Administrator, on the basis of consultation with

appropriate Federal agencies, to publish a periodic
report covering the noise-related activities of all

Federal agencies. It is intended that this report

will provide a means for assessing the overall progress

of Federal noise control efforts, i
Section 5 gives the Administrator of EPA _ _

responsibility to develop and publish basic documents
on noise and its control. Subsection 5(a) directs i_

him to develop criteria for noise, taking into account _

up-to-date scientific knowledge on noise effects.

These criteria should make clear what quantities and !
qualities of noise are consistent with protection of _....
the public health and welfare under differing circum-

stances. The Administrator is directed to seek con- i
sistency between these criteria and the criteria and _'
standards for occupational noise exposure produced by

the Secretaries of Health, Education, and Welfare and F
Labor under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of _
1970.

subsection 5(b) directs the Administrator, F"

after initial publication of criteria under subsection

5(a), to publish one or more reports identifying major
sources of noise and discussing techniques for con-

trolling noise from such sources. It is not intended -

that any single report published under subsection 5(b)
must cover all or most major noise sources. Rather,
as information becomes available, the Administrator

may publish individual reports identifying one or more
major sources and outlining the noise control technology _-

applicable to each identified source. Subsection 5(c)

directs the Administrator to review and, when appropriate,
revise both the criteria and the control technology _

documents published under section 5, to ensure that
these reflect changes in available knowledge. Sub-

section 5(d) requires announcement of each publication i

or revision of criteria or control technology documents

in the Federal Register and release of copies to the
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public. This provision is intended to ensure adequate

-- public knowledge of the content of these publications.
Subsection 6(a) authorizes the Administrator

i of EPA to prescribe noise standards for construction

_ equipment, transportation equipment, and equipment

powered by internal combustion engines that he has

' ' identified as a major source of noise and for which he
has discussed control technology in a report published

pursuant to section 5. When the Administrator determines
.... to impose standards, subsection 6(a) requires that

_ they be set at the level required, in light of the

published criteria, to protect health and welfare,
- taking into account the feasibility of such a level

-- of control and the appropriateness of Federal regulation.
Standards under subsection 6(a) shall not apply to

-J products manufactured on or before the effective date

of the standards, subsection 6(b) alters the procedures

: ! under the Administrative Procedure Act by granting a
"_ manufacturer the right to a public hearing on proposed

standards that would cover his products.
Subsection 6(c) amends section 611 of the

"_ Federal Aviation Act, which authorizes regulation of the
noise characteristics of civil aircraft and a_rcraft

r components. Subsection 6(c) provides that standards,

rules, and regulations prescribed by the Federal
Aviation Administration under section 611 must be

! i approved by the Administrator of EPA, and that such
_" standards, rules, and regulations become effective

• _ only upon such approval. However, subsection 6(e)
i contains a saving clause which allows all standsrds,

rules, and regulations prescribed under section 611
.... prior to the effective date of the proposed legislation

to continue in effect until superseded by new standards,

-- rules, or regulations prescribed in accordance with

.__ the proposed legislation.
Subsection 6(c) further provides that after the

effective date of the proposed act the Federal Aviation

Administrator shall not issue a type certificate for any

i aircraft unless he has already prescribed standards,
-- rules, and regulations governing the noise character-

istics of that aircraft. This requirement also applies

to any aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance that

affects significantly the noise characteristics of any
aircraft in which it is to be used. This provision will
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li
ensure that in the future the noise characteristics of

any new aircraft or aircraft component will be

ascertained and controlled prior to its introduction i
into air commerce or air transportation. ';

Subsection 6(c) further provides that if the
Administrator of EPA has reason to believe that an

existing standard, rule, or regulation prescribed under _
611 of the Federal Aviation Act inadequately protects

the public from noise, he may request the Federal I
Aviation Administrator to review the standard, rule, ':

or regulation and report to him on the advisability !

of revising it. Any such request must be accompanied
by a detailed statement of the reasons therefor. The

Administrator of EPA may invoke this provision with
respect to a standard, rule_ or regulation prescribed

before or after the effective date of the proposed act. _,i
Subsection 6(d) provides that when the Admin-

istrator of EPA has prescribed standards for any product L:
under subsection 6(a), no State or subdivision thereof

shall adopt or enforce noise standards for that product
different from the standards set by him. Nothing in I-

section 6 preempts any existing powers of the States

or localities to set noise standards for product_ for
which the Administrator has not yet set standards under I

the proposed act, to set State standards identical to _-'

standards set by the Administrator for the same product,

or to regulate the use, operation, or movement of I""
products. '-

Section 7 authorizes Federal noise labeling
I_

requirements for products in commerce. Subsection 7(a) i
authorizes the Administrator of EPA to designate classes

of products that either produce noise capable of
adversely affecting the public health or welfare, or k

are sold at least in part on the basis of their effec-

tiveness in reducing noise. These products need not

be limited to those for which noise standards have been 'I"
set under section 6 or which have been discussed in

a control technology document under section 5. Sub-

section 7(b) authorizes the Administrator to prescribe !_
a noise-generation or noise-reduction labeling require-

ment for any product designated under subsection 7(a). 6 ,

To assure that such notices are informative snd useful

in facilitating choices by buyers in the marketplace,
the Administrator is directed to prescribe the form of

!
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the notice and the methods and units of measurement

used in its preparation. Subsection 7(c) leaves intact

any existing powers of the States to regulate product
_ I labeling, except that such regulation may not conflict

with regulations promulgated by the Administrator under
section 7.

_ i Subsection 8(a) prohibits a number of acts in

violation of the proposed legislation. Paragraph 8(a)

(i) forbids any manufacturer to sell a product manu-
I i factured after the effective date of noise-generation

standards prescribed under subsection 6(a) that apply

_m to the product, unless the product conforms with such

I:_ standards. Paragraph 8(a) (2) forbids any person who

owns or operates a product to use it in commerce after

the effective date of noise-generation standards

i_ prescribed under subsection 6(a) that apply to it,

unless the product conforms with such standards.

Paragraph 8(a) (3) forbids any person to remove orrender inoperative, other than for maintenance, repair,

or replacement, any device or element of design

incorporated into a product to make the product complywith noise-generation standards prescribed under sub-

section 6(a). This prescription applies both prior

14 to sale of the product to the ultimate purchaser and

iu during its term of use.

Paragraph 8(a)(4) forbids any manufacturer to

sell a product manufactured after the effective date oflabeling regulations promulgated under section 7 that

apply to the product, unless the product conforms to

I_ such regulations, paragraph 8 (a) (5) forbids any person,prior to sale of a product to the ultimate purchaser,

to remove a notice affixed to the product or its con-

!'J tainer pursuant to regulations promulgated under
l section 7. Paragraph 8(a) (6) forbids the importation

into the United States of any products in violation of

i I regulations under section 13, discussed below, relating
to imports. Paragraph 8(a)(7) forbids any person to

fail to comply with the provisions of section 9, discussed

!,,! below, respecting access to required records and reports.

Subsection 8(b) creates two exceptions to the

prohibitions in paragraphs 8(a) (i), (2), (4), and (6).

'-I First, the Administrator is authorized to exempt any

[ new product from those prohibitions, upon such terms

and conditions as he may find necessary to protect the

l
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public health or welfare, for the purpose of research,

investigations, studies, demonstrations, or training, or
for reasons of national security. Second, subsection ii

8(b) provides that a product produced solely for export,

and visib].y labeled or tagged to that effect, is exempted

from the prohibitions of paragraphs 8(a)(1), (2) i I
and (4).

Section 9 requires every manufacturer of a
product covered by noise regulation or labeling ii

regulations under subsection 6(a) or section 7 to

maintain such records, make such reports, and provide _--

such information as the Administrator may reasonably .
require to enable him to determine whether the manu-

facturer has acted or is acting in compliance with the

proposed act. This may include the availability of _.
products coming off the assembly line for testing by

the Administrator. The manufacturer shall, on request, r'

permit a representative of the Administrator to view _i

and copy such records. Any information obtained by
the Administrator or his representstives pursuant to
section 9, if it contains or relates to a matter _._
referred to as confidential in section 1905 of title

18 of the United States Code, shall be protected from _'

disclosure as provided in that section, except that

it may he disclosed to other Federal employees Or when

relevant in any proceeding under the proposed act. ["
Disclosure to other Federal employees or in a pro- t

ceeding under the proposed act will not terminate the
confidential status of the information. C'

Section i0 authorizes and directs all Federal i

agencies to administer the programs within their control
in such a manner as to further the policy of the proposed _'

Act, to the fullest extent consistent with the agencies' ;_

existing authority.

Section ii authorizes the Administrator of EPA, r
in furtherance of his responsibilities under the proposed

act, to conduct end assist noise research, to provide

technical assistance to State and local governments, and r_
to disseminate to the public information on noise. The

enumeration in section ii of particular activities within

these categories is not intended to exclude other Ii
activities but only to stress the importance of those
enumerated. However, it is not intended that the

activities of the Administrator under section ii will !I
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duplicate activities carried on in other agencies.
-- Section 12 provides for enforcement of the pro-

hibitions in subsection 8(a) of the proposed act. Sub-

'' section 12(a) establishes a civil penalty of not more
than $25,000 for each violation of subsection 8(a), and
provides for imposition of this fine either by the

Administrator or by a court in a proceeding authorized

-- by subsection 12(b) or (c), discussed below. Sub-
section 12(a) further provides that in any administra-

tive proceeding for imposition of such a civil penalty

-- by the Administrator the person charged must be given

notice and an opportunity for a hearing, and the
_-+ Administrator must, in determining the penalty or the

_- amount accepted in compromise, consider the gravity of

the violation and the efforts of the person charged to
achieve rapid compliance after notice of the violation.

If the offending party fails to pay any penalty

+ _ assessed, the Administrator may request the Attorney
-- General to sue in the appropriate district court for

appropriate relief. For the purpose of imposing

cumulative penalties, the commission of any act
prohibited by paragraph 8 (a) (i), (2) , (3), (4), (5),

or (6) will be s separate violation for each day or

! I product involved. For example, sale of i0 identical
products in violation of noise-generation or labeling

regulations would constitute i0 violations, punishable

by s maximum cumulative fine of $250,000.

_ Subsection 12(b) gives jurisdiction to the
Federal district courts to entertain actions brought

Ii by and in the name of the United States to restrain

violations of the proposed act or to enforce civil
psnalties authorized by it. This provision will allow
the Administrator of EPA, by recommending that the

Attorney General bring suit, to seek equitable relief

or judicial imposition of a civil penalty, or both,"7
as an alternative to the administratively imposed fine

-- also authorized by section 12.
Section 12(c) enables the Administrator to enlist

ii the aid of State or local governments in the enforcement
of the proposed act. While neither the executive nor the

judicial bodies of any State will be required to

_: participate, they may do so where this is authorized
by State law and also by the Administrator of EPA in

an agreement with the appropriate State authorities.

' i
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Under this provision the Administrator may authorise _

State personnel to sue in State court both to restrain

violations and to impose civil penalties; he may not I:
L_

authorize State personnel to impose fines admin-

istratively. Any civil penalty i|_possd nndsr the

proposed act by a Stats court in a suit under sub- !I

section 12(c) will be payable one-half to the
appropriate State authorities and one-half to the

United States Treasury. I i
Section 13 directs the Administrator and the "_

Secretary of the Treasury to issue regulations to

apply to imports the same general standards and II
labeling requirements that are applied to like domestic
products.

Section 14 authorlzes the appropriation for
Fiscal Year 1972 and for each fiscal year thereafter

such sums as are necessary to carry out the proposed
act.

Section 15 amends the Clean Air Act by deleting

the requirement that there by an Office of Noise Abate-
ment and control in the Environmental Protection Agency. _

I,
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Noise inConstruction

Atlanta,Ga., July8-9, 1971

PANEL:

: Dr. Alvin F. Meyer, Jr., Office of Noise Abatement and Control, EPA,
,- Washington, D.C.

Dr, Erich Bonder, Dolt, Doranek & Newman
Dr. D. Lyons, Clemson University

! Mr. R.A. Baron, Citizens for a Quieter City
Mr, Gerald P. McCarthy, Governor's Councilon theEnvironment, State

.-. of Virginia
i Dr. Daniel A. O!mn, University of.North Carolina

ATTENDEES:

._ K.S. Kronoveter,NationalInstitutefor OecupatlonalSafety& llealth
George Allgood, FAA (AtlantaAirport)

James Rlckard, FAA
_ Lutz Kohnagel, Engineer

Dr. Alvin F. Meyer, Jr.
Alice Surer,NationalAssociationofHearing and Speech Agencies

Earl Ellwood, UnitedStatesGypsum Company
_:-- Frank H. Walk, ProfessionalEngineer, Walk, Haydel & Associates,Inc.,

New Orleans, Louisiana

George Diehl,Ingersoll-RandResearch, Inc.CaptainDavid H. Riley,TrainingDivision,AtlantaPoliceDepartment
Edwin Jackson, ExecutiveVice Prooldent,DeltaP Incorporated

_e Roger D. Wellington, Staff Engineer, Testing and Development, Detroit
I _ DieselAllisonDivision,Gonbral Motors Corporation

Charles L. Sld_nnert Managing Director, Georgia Motor Truclctsg Associa-
tion, Inc,

i=! John Palazzi,The AssociatedGeneral ContractorsofAmerica
¢._ Lylo G. Munson, Director of Engineering, Colt Industries, Quincy Com-

pressor Division
_-_ R.F. Ringham, Vice President, Engineering, Chassis Test Construction
, ! Equipment Division,IntorrmlIInrvesterCompany
-- J.R. Prosok, Chief Engineer, Chassis Test ConstructionEquipment Division,

InternationalHarvester Company
_'7 Jack Hasten, Manager, Products Control Department, Caterpillar Tractor

Company
Lestor Bergeteu, StaffResearch Engineer, CaterpillarTractorCompany

_" J.B. Codlin,Manager, SpecialEngineeringAssignments. Construction
Machinery Division,Allls-Chalmero Corporation

-- William Hansell, Director of Environmental Health, Georgia Public Health
Department
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I
ATTENDEES (Cont'd,): J '

R.L. Smelley, Southeast Regional Director, N.O.I.S.E.
Mrs. Wirt Jones, Sierra Club _ I
George H. Grindley, Audiologist, Administrator of Doctors Memorial _lospltal

Hearing and Speech Center, Atlanta, Georgia, on belmlf of S.A.V.E. .i
Thomas Muehlenbeck, City Manager, College Park, Georgia ,_Lr
William J. Doughorty, North Georgia Chapter, American Institute of '

Architects
J.M. Benson, College Park, Georgia
James Rielmrd, Air Traffic Division, Southern Region, Federal Aviation _ i

Administration
Glenn E, Bennett, Executive Director, Atlanta Region Metropolitan Planslng ,-

Commission
Mrs. Adele G, Northrup, Mornlngstde-Lenox Park Community, Atlanta,

Georgia. ,,
John Glenn, Citizens for Clean Air- ' i
Peter Chanin and George Lipton, LCL Corporation, Atlanta, Georgia _-,
L.E. Absrnnthy, Atlanta Area Association of Senior Citizens Clubs
Ruby BaUard Zumbrook, Decatur Civic Association
W.E. goyner, Decatur Civic Association _,,'l
Stephanie Coffin, Great Speckled Bird, Newspaper
Maura Enrlght,Crisis Center, Atlanta, Georgia ,.
Mrs. Charles Holman, Private Citizen i
Edwin EcMee, Mtagledorfffs,_nc. i_
Corwin Robertson, Carrier Air Conditioning
William Hansnll, Georgia Public Health Department Director
Wilson Smith, City of Atlanta Department of Planning _,.i
B.J. Dasher, Georgia Institute of Technology
W.E. Bloant, Georgia Power Company _-,
Dan Shepherd, Shepherd ConstructionCompany !

t

..
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Manufacturing and Transportation Noise
Chicago, Ill., July 28-29, 1971

PANEL:

Dr. Alvin F. Meyer, Jr., Director, Office of Noise Abatement and Control,
"- EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, Washington,D.C.

Dr. Mel Whiteomb, Executive Director, Committee on fleering, Bioacoustics,
! and Biodynamics, National Research Council-National Academy of
! _ Sciences, Washington, D.C.

!__._ ProfessorSheldonJ. Plager,UniversityofIllinois,Schoolof Law,

! Champaign-Urhana, Illinois
._. Mr. Henry Martin, Manager, Resource Development, Society of Automotive

Engineers, New York City, New York
_ Mr. Lloyd Hlnton, Executive Director, Metropolitao Aircraft Noise Abate-

ment Council, Minneapolis,Minn.

['_ Professor John Kcrrebrock, Professor of Aerospace, Massachusetts insti-
:.. tats ofTechnology, Cambridge, Mass.

ATTENDEES:

I
"" Hen. Roman Puelnskl,Member ofCongress, llthDistrict,Illinois

Dr, Edward Herman

Commissioner Iterbert W. Poston, Department ofEnvironmental Control,
Chicago,Ill.

Mr. FranklinKolk, Vice 13resideht,American Airlines,New York City,
New York

! ! Mr. William Becket, Vice President, Air Transport Association of America,
Washington, D.C.

T-. Mr. A.M. McPike, McDonnell-Douglas Corp., Long Beach, Calif.
Mr. John Cornell,GeneralElectricCo., Locldand,Ohio
Mr. J.g. Corbett,U.S. AirportOperatorsCouncilInternational,Washington,

D.C.
"- Congressman Abner Mikes, 2ridCongressionalDistrictof Illinois

CaptainPdehard Holler,AirlinePilotsAssociation,Chicago,Illinois
Mr. Lmvis Goodfrlend,Ooodfriend-OstergaardAssociates,Cedar Knolls.

New Jersey
Mr. Hatter Rupert, Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D.C.
Mr. WilliamCarey, ExecutiveDirector,lllghwayResearch Board, National

Research Council,Washington,D.C.
_ Dr. Ernest Starlm',an,Vice PresidentforEngineering,GeneralMotors Corp.,

Warren, Mich.

C-3
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ATTENDEES (Cont'do)

John Damian, Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
Ted Shrevee, Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Lee Reach, Chrysler Corp., Detroit, Mich.
Richard Kolb, Iteavy Truck Manufacturer's Association, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Roger Ringham, [nternationa[ Harvester, Chicago, Illinois
Mr. Jack Hasten, Caterpillar Tractor, Inc,, Peoria, Ill.

Mr. Joseph Ktgin, Rubber Manufacturer's Association, Washington, D.C.
S.J. Lippmann, Rubber Manufacturer's Association, Washington, D.C. ,
Mr. Sheldon Samaele, AFL-CIO, Washington, D.C.
Laura Fermi, American Association of University Women
Jo Ann Horowitz, American Association of University Women IL
Omar Marcus f,

Ted Decca
Richard Blomberg i
Warren Edwards l=;
John Kerr_gan

Wendell P. Bcrwick r_
Dr. Richard Marcus 11
Noah Roberts
A1 Romeo, Jr.
Alfred Etter ,_'
John D. Harper "'
IIerbert 0. Poertner
Henry Karplus _'
Samuel Peskin L_
CarlCarlson

Richard Young
George J, Franks
William Singer
Fred H. Tabak

John Watts FClevelandWalcutt
Glenna Alevtzoe

Jaeloe Del Calzo
John Desmond _,
John Varble, Representative, National Organization to Insure a Sound-

Controlled Environment

Herman Spahr l_
George Dayiaetis
Elizabeth Lewis

C_4 I,
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_- Urban Planning and Noise) Architectural Design and Noise)
: Noise In the Home

Dallas, Texas, August 18-19, 1971

r-
PANEL:

.- Dr. Alvin F. Meyer, Jr., Director,OfficeofNoiseAbatement and Control,
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.

- Theodore Berland, President, Citizens Against Noise (Author: The Fight
for Quiet), Chicago, Illinois

! _- Professor Leon Cole, Department of Urban Planning, U:ffversity of Texas,
_ Austin, Texas

Dr. Aram Glorlg, Director, Callier Hearing and Speech Institute, Dalls s,
-_ Texas

Dr. Robert Newman, Dolt, Beranek, and Newman, Cambridge, Mass.
'_ Dr. W. Dizen Ward, Rearing Research Institute. University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, Minnesota
"_ Dr. Jack Westman, Department of Psychiatry, University of Wisconsin,

Madis Wis sinOIl, con

ATTENDEES:

Wee Wise, Mayor, Dallas,Texas
Mr. Edward C. Fritz,Air QualityCoalitionofNorth Texas, Dallas,TeXas

'_ Dr. Hal Watson, Jr., Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
Mrs. Roger C. Fletcher, Arlington Conservation Council, Arlington, Texas
Mrs. Franldya Wright, Conservationist, Dallas, Texas

• _-_ Mrs. Robert Sapp, American Association of University Women, Dallas, Tex.• i !
,_ Mrs. Richardson, Private Citizen, Dallas, Texas

Dr. Robert Finch, University of Houston, Houston, Texas
. Mr. J.W. Joiner, Joiner, Peltoa, and Rose, Inc., Dallas, Texas
! Mr. J.A. Shirley, Private Citizen, Dallas, Texas

-_ Mr. Rod Rylander, Texoma Outdoor Club, Sherman, Texas
Mrs. Sharon Stewart, Citizen:,' Survival Committee, Lake Jackson, Texas
Mr. Tom Maddocks, Chairman, North Texas Group of the Lone Star Chapter,

Sierra Club, Dallas, Texas
Mr. Dan DeGrassi, Conservationist, Dallas, Texas

:-, Mr. Joe _llen, Texas House of Representatives, Baytown, Texas
! Mr. Bob Johnston, Environmental Action Center, Dallas, Texas

Cecil Sparks, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas
-. Bart Spans, Polysontos, Inc., Washington, D.C.
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ATTENDEES (Cont'd.): iJ

Charles Parrott, Director, Redevelopment Authority, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Bailus Walker, Department of Environmental Services, Cleveland, Ohio :L!
Robert Wogner, American Instituteof Planners,Arllngton,Texas
Gone Sohrlekel,American Societyof Landscape Architects,Arlington,Texas
John Burdis, EnvironlstiasDivision,InstrumentSystems Corp. Jcrico,

New York ' ['_
David McCandless, McCandless Associates,VisitingProfessor ofArchitecture,

Universityof Texas, Austin,Texas
Dr. Elmer HLxon, Department ofElectricalEngineering,Universityof Texas, _,I

Austin, Texas
Herbert Phillips,Associationof Home ApplianceManulhcturors,Chicago, Ill. _,
John Dorn, FrigidaireDivision,General Motors Corp., Dayton, Ohio _i
J.E. Duff,Hoover Corp. Research Laboratory, North Canton, Ohio
E. B. Thompson, W.G. MartIn, IH, Home Ventilating Institute, Chicago, Ill. ..
Arthur Meling, Scott Bayloss, Air'Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute, ' I

Arlington, Virginia !':

E
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• Standards,Measurement Methods, Legislationand Enforcement Problems
San Francisco, Calif,,September 27-29, 1971

.... PANEL:

_- Dr. AlvinF. Meyer, Jr., Director,OfficeofNoiseAbatement and Control,
: Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.

Robert Alexander Baron, Citizens For A Quieter City, New York, N.Y.
_ Dr. Charles Dietrich, Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Cambridge, Mass.

James L. IIildebrand(Editor:Noise Pollutionand the Law), Tokyo, Japan
"- Prof. SheldonPlager, Univ. ofIllinoisLaw School,Urblma, Illinois

"-7 Henry Martin, American Society of Automotive Engineers, New York, N.Y.

ATTENDEES:

EllenSternHarris, CouncilforPlanning& Conservation,Los Angeles, Calif.
,_ Robert Watlclns,CaliforniaDivisionofI{Ighways,Sacramento, Calif.

GlendonCraig, Inspector,CaliforniaStetsHighway Patrol,Sacramento,
Calif.

_' Raymond Lucia, Motorcycle Industry Council, Washington, D.C.
Stephen Mayne. Dinkelspeil, Stefel, Levitt. Weiss, & Douovan, San Francisco.

Calif.
i _ James Taylor, Research Development Associates, Los Angeles, Calif.
i _ John Parnell,Environmental Acoustics,Palos Verdes, Calif.

Thomas Young, Executive Director Engine Manufacturer's Association,

r_ _ Chicago, III.JonathanHowe, Legal Council,Engine Manufacturer'sAssociation
f '-- Arthur Snyder, CityCotmcil, Los Angeles, Calif.

Louis Baliczky,AFL-CIO, Akron, Ohio
Erin Fenton,Automotive Parts and AccessoriesAssociation,Gardens, Calif.

.. H.T. Larmore, ConstructionIndustryManufacturer'sAssociation, Mihvaukee,
Wisconsin

'- John J. Bueholtz,PiasterInformationCenter,San Jose, Calif.
, G.P. Hohn and Associate,American NationalStandardsInstitute,Now York,

N.Y.

Bruce Jeff,AcousticalSciencesInstrumenL'tlionData Systems, Arlington,Vs.
!-_i Carol Tanner, Hydrospace Research, San Diego, Calif.
'-- William Burtis,Dr. MarJorle Evans, CaliforniaSocietyof ProfessionalEn-

glneers,Los AltosHills,Calif.
"-; Roger Mngham, IninrlmtionalHarvester,Inc., Chteago,Ill.
:_ Richard Staadt, Truck Division, International ltarvestsr. Inc.. Chicago, III.

Dr. George Steinbruegge, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
: , - Ralph Hillqulst,General Motors, Detroit,Mich.

: C-7
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ATTENDEES (Cont'd.): I6

Ralph Van Demark, Motor and Equipment Manuincturer_sAssociation,New 'T
York, N.Y. ,1

Seymour Ltppmann, Rubber Manuincturcr's Association, Washington, D.C,
Arthur Meling, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute, Arlington, Va,
G.B. Ribnick, Institute of lteatIng and Air Conditioning Industries, Los i I

Angeles, Calif.
Pat Russell, City Council, Los Angeles, Calif.
Dr. Hayes, President,Save Our Valley,Santa Clam, Calif. '_
Nicholas Yost, Deputy Attorney General, California, Sacramento, Calif. i l
Albert Cooper, California ttighway Patrol, Sacramento, Calif.
Randall L, liurlburt, City of Inglewood, California

!

Dale Hogs, Director of Standards in the R & D Department Automotive Parts LI
and Accessories Association

William Scott, Chairman, Vehicle Sound Level Committee, Society of Auto- _, r
motive Engineers

Bobby J. Greer, Computer Sciences Corporation [i
Meyer S, Bogost, Environmental Engineer, Hawaii State Office of Environ-

mental Quality Control
Richard Dyer, State of California Business and Transportation Agency, i-i

Department of Aeronautics i
Inspector Glendon Craig, California Highway Patrol, Sacramento, Calif.
Bob Smith (representing himsell)
John Surfer,Oakland cityCounciland Bay Anti-NoiseGroup i..:
Donald A. Belt,Audiologist
Gary Compton, Northern CaliforniaAuto DismantlersAssociation,etal
David S. Lawyer, Walnut Creek, Calif. _,..
Steven R. Skale, San Mates, Calif.
Bradley Collins,Seattle,Wash,
Douglas T. Corbin, Richmond, Calif. L_
Donald W. Baldra, Walnut Creek, Calif.
T. D. Harriman, Fairfax, Calif. p-

Joseph J. Hillner, Walnut Creek; Calif. !
Peter B. Jansen, Berkeley, Calif.
Mrs. Mitchell Madison, Los Altos, Calif.

Joseph Heizer, San Francisco, Calif. ? i
W. C. Reynolds, Stanford, Calif. k_
AntionetteRiley,Redwood City,Calif.
David Parker ,.,

i
Mrs. Dennis G. Drake, San Rafael, Calif. _
Joseph E. Cornish, Redwood City, Calif.
John L. Burton, CaliforniaStateAssemblyman, San Francisco, Calif.
Milan Dostal, City Councilman, Newport Beach, Calif. I I
Dobie Jenkins, Northern California Field Representative for U. S. Senator

Alan Cranston of California
Wee Uhlman, Mayor, City of Seattle, Wash. ,,
Diane Feinstein,President,San Francisco Board ofSupervisors :
Warren Boggess, Supervisor,Contra Costa County, RepresentingRegional

Airport Systems Studyofthe AssociationofBay Area Governments
p
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ATTENDEES (Cont'd.):
..,-

Richard Nagel, City Councilman, E1 Se_undo, California, Representing the
: League of California Cities

Alba Bly, City Councilwoman, Palmdale, Calif.
A. M. Matt, Barrio Planners, Los Angetes, Calif.

_ Mrs. Thomas Souza, Walnut Creek, Calif.
Donald Miller, Los Altos Noise Abatement Committee
Pat Russell,Councilwoman, Los Angeles, Calif,

James K. Carr, DirectorofAirports,Cityand County ofSan Francisco
Thomas L, Geers, Chairman, PortolaValleyNoise Abatement Committee,

Coordinatorofthe PeninsulaNoise Abatement Leagao
Kenneth Schetdlg,AssistantCityAttorney,Walnut Creek, Calif.

- Michael Berger, Attorney for Fadem & Tanner, Los Angeles, Calif.
loneMaxwell, PointRichmond, Calif.
Dr. C. Michael Hogan, EnvironmentalSystems Laboratory,Sunnyvale, Calif,

_.. Bar Hesselgrave, Pale Alto,Calif.
Ann Flblsh, San Francisco, Calif.
Charles Christmas, San Franeiscol Calif,

: t RobertShaw, Sunnyvale,Collf.
_-: Raymond Carrington,Vaeaville,Calif.

MarkTarses, Berkeley, Calif.
LloydKrauan, StanfordResearch Institute
Jay Beckerman
Ronald Pclesi,Supervisor,San Francisco,Calif,
Jim KnotttPresident,San FranciscoTomorrow
Storm Goranson, Oakland, Calif.

*_ CoL John Reagan, Foster City, Calif.
Dr. R, W. Procunler, StanfordCommittee for EnvironmentalInformation

Michael Moriarty, Oakland, Calif.Mrs. Faille Davison, Airport Cities Action Committee, Playa Del Bey. Calif.
Loretta Fontechto, North Runway Residents, Los Angeles, Calif.

JaniceCrulkshank, WatchfulRye .Women's Councilfor Community Preserva-
tion,Los Angeles, Calif.

Marian Ruble, San Francisco,Calif.

i
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Agricultural and Recreational Noise ._
Denver, Colo., Sept. 30-Oct. 1, 1971 _ J

_F
PANEL: i_

Alvin F. Meyer, Jr., Director, Office of Noise Abatement and Control,
Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. _.._

Dr. Clyde Berry, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
James Botsford, Bethlehem Steel Corp., Bethlehem, Penn. r_

Dr. John Fletcher, Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn. i i
Beyd Norton, Friends of the Earth, Denver, Colorado _
Sheldon Plager, University of Illinois Law Scheol, Urbann, Illinois

Richard Strunk, Bolt, Beranek & Newrmm, Chicago, Ill. _

ATTENDEES:

John A. Green, Regional Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency, '
Rocky Mountutu-Pmirie Region, Denver, Colo. L._

Dr. Steven Williams, Planned Boulder Commission, Boulder, Colo.
Prof. Olwia Olpin, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah _-
Hal Weber, Colorado Dept. Public Health, Denver, Colo. _
Jim Monaghan, CSU Environmental Corps, Fort Collins, Colo.
Jolm Green, Boulder, Colo. r_
Beb Mlchener, Denver, Colo. L
Dr. James Wright & Representatives, Balarat Center for Environmental

Studies, Denver, Colo.
Donald Ahrenheltz, Colorado Farm Bureau, Denver, Colo. _
Tom Logan, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo.
Robert Million, Environmental Control Group -- Technical Service Co.,

Denver, Colo. I'l
Howard McGregor, Engineering Dynamics, Denver, Colo.
Nicholas Pohllt, National Environmental Health Association, Denver, Colo. I
Ralph Hill, Colorade Wildlife Federation, Denver, Colo. j._ !
BernieGoetze,WildlifeConservationOffice,ColoradoDivisionGame, Fish, _

& Parks,Denver,Colo.
Mrs. W.H. McAnally,Lakewood,Colo.
AI Hlne and Representatives, Colorado Motorcycle Dealers Association, _1

Denver, Colo. L_
Bernie Bevee, Denver Colo.
Tom Martin,NoiseControlOfficer,Boulder,Colo. _I
Dr. Denald Billings, Director, Astro-Physics, University of Celorade,

Boulder, Colo.

'i
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ATTENDEES (Cont'd.):

_- Dr. Robert Chanaud, Civil Engineering. University of Colorado, Boulder, Colo.

! John Cooper, Rocky Mountain Cycle Shop, Boulder, Colo.
Donald V. Glenn, Boulder, Colo.
Cecil Sparks, Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Tex.
Leo Lechtenberg, Briggs-Stratton Co., Mihvaukee, Wis.

:- Jack Williford, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colo.
Roger Fooger, University of Illinois, Urbane, Ill.

_ Dr. Glen Poterson, Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn.
_ ; Anthony Wayne Smith, National Pnrlm and Conservation Association, Wash-

ington, D.C.

Robin Harrison, Sierra Club, San Dimes, Calif.
David Beach, Beating Industry Association, Chicago, Ill.

-- Dick Lincoln, Outboard Marine Corp., Mihvaukee, Wte.
Itnns Von Barby, National Wildlife Federation, Evergreen, Colo.
John Nesbitt, International Snowmobile Industry Association, Minneapolis) Minn.

__ Robert Turner, Audubon Society, Boulder, Colo.
Newton Sacks, Deere and Co., Moline, I11.

_-_ R.W. Bandt, Farm and Industrl,_l Equipment institute, Chicago, Itl.

i _ Arnold SkarJane, White Farm Equipment Co., Hopkins, Minn.
Roger Btngham, International Harvester, Chicago, Ill.

! ,-_ R.T, Bennett, Farm Equipment Division,InternationalHarvester
_ Dr. Ed Simpson, UniversityofNebraska, Lincoln,Nob.

: _ Professor David Cook, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
• Dr. William Gatley, Society of Professional Engineers, University of Missouri

f-_ Rolla,Me.
Dr. William Splinter, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nob.

I _ Dr, Irwin Deshayos, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nob.

:- C-11
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Transportation, Urban Noise and Social Behavior

New York, N.Y., October 21-22, 1971 i i

PANEL:

Dr. Alvin F. Meyer, Jr., Director,OfficeofNoise Abatement and Control,
Environmental Protection Agency

John Burdis, Environietics, Inc., Jericho, New York t i
Cyril Harris, Columbia University
Albert Rosenthal,Columbia University SchoolofLaw ,._

Lloyd Hinton,MetropolitanAircraft,Sound Abatement Council i.
George Wilson, Wilson,lhrigAcousticalConsultants
Dr. PhyllisGildstan,Chairman, Subcommittee on Noise, New York Scientists'

for PublicInformation "_

ATTENDEES:

Robert Rtekles,Commissioner, New York CityDepartment ofAir Resources, _2
New York CityEnvironmental ProtectionAdministration

William Bentley,New York StateDepartment ofEnvironmentalConservation

Honorable William F. Ryan, U.S. House of Representatives ._
Miss Anne MacNaughten, New York State Department of Highways
Richard Rosenthal, Lincoln Square Community Council
Mrs. Betty Little, Coordinator, Citizens for Conservation of Bernard's _'

Township, N.J. _-
Councilman Theodore Weiss, New York CityCouncil
Arlene Weltman, Consumer ActionNow ,-,

4

Paul Housberg, EnvironmentalControlClass, Boslyn High School L_
Thomas E. Carroll,Asst. AdministratorforPlanningand Management,

Environmental ProtectionAgency ,..:
Mr. StanleyWelgnmn, Brooklyn SchoolofPharmacy
Edward T. Hall,NorthwesternUniversity '_
Robert Alex Baron, Citizensfora QuieterCity,New York, N.Y.
Abraham Cohen, EnvlronlstlcsDivision,InstrumentSystems Data Corp. '_'
Dr. Ernest Zelrdek,Noise PollutionConsultants,Inc. ,..
William Harris,AssociationofAmerlcnn Railroads,Washington,D.C.

Kenneth Knight,Chairman, InstituteforBapld TransitNoise Control, ,_
Washington, D.C.

George Wilson, Wilson, Ihrig& Associates,Berkeley, Calif. "
Anthony Paotillo,Engineer, New York CityTransitAuthority,Divisionof

Noise and VibmttionControl !l
llonorableJohn W. Wydler, U.S. House ofRepresentatives _._
Francis Purcell, Presiding Supervisor, Town of Rempstead, New York
Honorable Norman F. Lent, U.S. Rouse ofRepresentatives , ,

C-12
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ATTENDEES (Cont'd.):

Iferbsrt McCollum, Hearing Conservation Center, Lancaster, Penn.

! Robert Cusumano, Chief of Air Pollution Control, Nassau County Health
Department

Honorable Lester L. Wolff, U.S. House of Representatives
_': Ernest Litschauer_ Town of Greenwich, Northwest Greenwich Association
l,_j Lewis Rotendo, Conncy HiU Associates, Armonck, New York

Clifford Deeds, Town Village Aircraft t Safety and Noise Abatement Corn-
r-- mission, Lawrence, New YorkI

i_ Richard Carleon_ President t CRASH (Citizens Reaction Against Sudden
Holocausia_, Halbrook_ N.Y.

Robert Cheek, President, Metro-Suburban Air-Noise AssoniaUon, Inc.,
Inwood. N.J.

William Webster_ New York State Department of Environmental Conserva-
tion

Jack Marshall, Port of New York Adthority
i_ Arthur Podwall, M.D., Director, .Syossett Hearing and Speech Center,

Syossett,New York
•-_ James Rogers, Jot Sonies, Ins., Hauppage, New York
I_._ Clifford Bragdon, Associate Professor of City Planning, Georgia Instithte

of Technology, Atlanta, Ga.
FredRobertst Sierra Club Princeton, New Jersey

DavidLondon,Citizen

,

r-.

r_ _
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Physiologlcal sad Psychological Effects
Boston, Mass. p October 27-28, 1971

PANEL: T_

Dr, Alvin Meyer, Jr., Director, Office of Noise Abatement and Control,
EPA, Washington, D.C. _,

Dr. James Botsford, Senior Noise Control Engineer, Bethlehem Steel Cer- _ J
potation, Bethlehem, Pa.

Dr. Donald Elderndgc, Central Institute of the Deaf, Washington, D.C. _,
Dr. Sanford Fidnll, Bolt, Bemnek e Newman, Cambridge, Mass. i
Dr. Hensing vonGinrke, Aerospace Medical Laboratory, Wrigllt-Pattcrson

Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio
Dr. Milton Whtteomb, Natiolml Academy of Science, Washington, D.C. I

ATTENDEES:

Fred Salvueel. Representative, Mayor's Office, Boston, Mass. _,i
Guy D. Rosmarin, Assistant Transportation Secretary, Boston, Mass.

The Honorable Ralph E. Sirtanni, Jr., Massachusetts State Representative,
Boston, Mass. L..

Statement of The Ifonorable Edward M, Kennedy, U. 8. Senator, State of
Massachusetts, Washington, D. C.

Dr. Robert J. Cunitz,Psychologist,NationalBureau ofStandards,Gaithers- _"
burg, Md.

T. Jack Kelley,Commission Member, City ofPittsfieldNoise Control
Commission, Pittsfield, Mass. r-

Mr. David Sinndley, Executive Director, City of Boston Air Pollution Control I
Commission

Dr. Aram Olorig, Collier Roaring and Speech Institute, Dallas, Tox. !.,
Dr. Bruce Welsh, Friends Medical Science Research Institute, Baltimore, Md. _
Mr. Tom Callahan,Assistanttothe ExecutiveDirector, MassachusettsPort

Authority
Monsignor Mimie Pttaro, State Senator, East Boston !'
Mr. Charles Sehmid, Private Citizen discussing noise on Cape Cod
Mr. Dcsmond McCarthy, representing Sierra Club and Friends of the Earth
Mr. Jerry Falbo, Massachusetts Air Pollution Noise Abatement Committee _,

(MAPNAC)
Mr. Allen Morgan, Executive Secretary, Massachusetts Audubon Society "
Mr. John Reagan, Chairman, FacultySenate,Barnes JuniorHi6en Schnol,

East Boston '
! r

Dr. John Dougherty, Schoolof Publicllealth,Harvard University, Cambridge,
Mass.

Dr. Jerome Csrr, EnvironmentalSpecialist,PollutionControlDivision, ,!
Lowell Technological Institute Research Foundation, Lowell, Mass.

C-14 __
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ATTENDEES (Cont'd.):

Dr. Arthur Sackler, M.D., and Dr. Stanley Waltman, M.D., Laboratory for
: ! Therapeutic Research, Brooklyn College of Pharmacy, Long Island

University, Brooklyn, N.Y.
r- Dr. Michael Baron, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
, Dr. Edwin Newman, Psychological Lab, Harvard University
.... Dr. Robert Grlnell, Institute of Psychiatry and thnmn Beharlor, University

of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland
Dr. W. Dixon Ward, Hearing Research Laboratory, University of Minnesota,

- Minneapolis, Minn.
Dr. Glen Jones, Bolt, Beranvk &Newman, Cambridge, Mass.

_- Dr, Paul Borsky, Department of Environmental Hygiene, Columbia University,
' New York, N.Y.

Stanley Weltman, Ph.D,
Dr. John Dougherty

__ Miehnel S. Baram, Ph.D.

E
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Technology and Economies of Noise Control; National Programs

and the Relations with State and Local Programs ' i
Washington, D.C., November 9-12, 1971 ' J

PANEL: , I

Dr. Alvin F. Meyer, Jr., Director, Office of Noise Abatement and Control

John Johnson, Acoustical Society of America, State College, Pennsylvania _,l
Theodore Berinnd, President, Citizens Against Noise (Author: The Fight

for Quiet), Chicago, I11. ,._
Leo Beranek, Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Cambridge, Mass. _ i
Henry Martin, Society of Automotive Engineers, New York, N.Y. ''
Wen Wise, Mayor, Dallas, Tex•
Ken Eldred, Wyle Labs, Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles Dietrich, Bolt, Bernnek & Newman, Cambridge, Mass. _.}

ATTENDEES:
p
, !

Prof. Richard Bolt, Aoouetleal Society of America

Dr. Keith Lumsdon, Dept. of Business Administration, Stanford University '-_
Emerson Rhyner, California State Dept. of Public Works, Sacramento, Calif. I
Dr. C. Kenneth Orski, Head, Division of Urban Affairs Environmental .._

Directorate, OECD, Paris

Terry Trombull, Institute of Public Administration, Washington, D.C. _"

Robert Smith, Council of Economic Priorities, New York, N.Y.
Ray Leonard, U.S. Forest Service, Syracuse, New York

C.A. Wold, Corporative Noise Control Consultant, Boise Cascade Corp., I-
Boise, Idaho ,

Dora McGrath, American Institute of Planners .-_

Dan Hanson and Ray Crows, American Society of Road Builders, Washington,
DC o--

Representative of the Itomebulldors of America, Washington, D.C.
Representative from the International Association for Pollution Control

Allan Surosky, General Testing Labs, Arlington, Va. ,.
Roger Ringham, International Harvester, Chicago, Ill.
David Wulfhorst, Cummins Engine, Co., Columbus, Indiana

Franklyn Kreml, Automobile Manufacturers Association, Washington, D.C.
Representative of the Transportation Association of America, Washlngton, D.C. i'i

C-16 *
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ATTENDEES (Cont'd.):

Jerbis Kester, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, lIartford, Conn.
Representative of BoetagAtrcraft, Washington, D.C.

'- G.F. Dllabto, Northrop Aircraft, Los Angeles, Calif.
[ Franklin Kolk, American Airlines,New York, N.Y.

Dr. Louts Mayo, George Washington University, Washington, D.C,
r- Thomas Young and Jonathan Howe, Engine Manufacturers of America,

i. Chicago, Ill.
John Lcntz, Washington Metropolitan Council of Governors, Washington, D.C.

:_. Representative of the Conference of States, Washington, D.C.
Wes Gllbertson, Conference of State Sanitary Engineers, ltarrisburg, Pa.

_- John Moore, Bureau of Noise Pollution Control, Illinois State EPA
Don Schcisswohl and David Scott, Florida State Department of Air & Water

"- Pollution Control, Tallahassee, Florida
__ Representative of the Texas State Dept. of Health

Dwight Metzlcr, New York State Dqpt. of Environmental Conservation,
_- Albany, N.Y.

Representative of the Conference of Mayors, Washington, D.C.
"_ Robert Benin, New York City Environmental Protection Administration,

New York, N.Y.
Representative of Los Angeles Mayor's Council on Environmental Management

L
Mrs. Betty Little, Citizens for Conservation of Bernard's Township, Basking

Ridge, N.J.

Robert Cusamano, Nassau County Bureau ofAir Pollution,Nassau County,
Long Island, New York

Joseph Kigtn, Rubber Manufacturers Association, Washington, D.C.
N. Larmore, Construction Industry Manufacturers Association, Chicago, Ill.
George Washnls, Centerfor Governmental Studies,Washington,D.C.

_'_ Herschel Griffin, Dean of the University of Pittsburgh School of Public Health
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GLOSSARY

The following explanations of terms are provided to assist the reader in under-
i

_-_: standing terms commonly encountered in the literature of "noise poIlution" as well as

_'_ terms commonly employed inthisreport.

ABSORPTION --Absorptionisa propertyofmaterials thatreducesthe amount of
"" sound energy reflected.Thus, the introductionofan "absorbent"intothesurfaces

ofa room willreduce the sound pressure levelinthatroom by virtueofthefact
,'?, thatsound energy strikingthe room surfaceswillcot be totallyreflected.It
L_[ shouldbe mentioned thatthisisan entirelydifferentprocessfrom thatof trans-

mission lossthrougha material,which determines how much sound getsIntothe
r_ room via thewalls, ceiling,and floor. The effectofabsorptionmerely reduces
II the resultantsound levelinthe room produced by energywhich bas alreadyentered
tm_

the room.

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT --The sound-absorblngabilityofa surfaceis giveninterms ofa sound-absorptioncoefficient.This coefficientisdefinedas the frac-
tlonofincidentsound energy absorbed orotherwise not reflectedby thesurface.

Unless otherwisespecified,a diffusesound fieldisassumed. The valuesof
== sound-absorptioncoefficientusuallyrangefrom about0.01 for marble slateto

about I.0 forlung absorbingwedges suchas are used inanechoic chambers.

--An clectroacoustlctransducerthat
ACCELEROMETER (ACCELERATION PICKUP)

responds to the acceleration of the surface to which the transducer is attached,
and deliversessentiallyequivalentelectricwaves.

ACOUSTICAL POWER --See sound power.

I. ACOUSTICS --(I)The scienceof sound, includlngthegeneration,transmission,and
' = effectsofsound waves, bothaudibleand inaudible.(2)The acousticsofan audi-

torlum or ofa room, the totalltyofthosephysicalqualities(suchas size,shape,
amount of sound absorption,and amount ofnoise)which determine theaudibility

iiC
and perceptionof speech and music.

AIRBORNE SOUND --Sound thatreaches thepointofinterestby propagationthrough
r'_ air.
i
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AMBIENT NOISE LEVEL -- The ambient noise level, for purposes of this report, _ I
followstheusage oftheword "ambient" throughouttheenvironmentalsciences
(exceptacoustles),Thatls, theambient noiselevelisthatlcvelwhich existsat _

i
any instant,regardlessof source, _J

ANALYSIS -- The analysis of a noise generally refers to the composition of the noise
into various frequency bands, such as octaves, third-octaves, etc. , i

ANECHOIC BOOM --An anechoicroom isone whose boundarieshave been designed
{withacousticallyabsorbentmaterials}toabsorb nearlyallthesound incidenton
itsboundaries,therebyaffordinga testroom essentiallyfreefrom reflected _
sound.

ARTICULATION INDEX (AI)--A numericallycalculatedmeasure ofthe intelligibility
of transmittedor processed speech. Ittakesintoaccountthelimltatlonsofthe
transmissionpathand the background noise, The articulationindexcan range in
magnitude between 0 and 1. 0. If the AI is less than 0.1, speech intelligibility is !
generally low. If it is above 0.6, speech intelligibility is generally high. _'

AUDIO FREQUENCY -- The frequency of oscillation of an audible sine-wave of sound; ._,
any frequency between 20and 20,000 hertz. See also frequency. ,.,

AURAL -- O[ or pertaining to the ear or hearing. ,.,

AUDIOGRAM -- A graph showing hearing loss as a function of frequency. "J

AUDIOMETER --An instrumentfor measuring hearingsensitivityor hearingloss,

A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL --The ear does notrespond equallytosounds ofall
frequencies, but is less efficient at low and high frequencies than it is at medium
or speech range frequencies,Thus, toobtaina singlenumber representingthe
sound level of a noise containing a wide range of frequencies in a manner repre-
sentative of the earrs response, it is necessary to reduce, or weight, the effects ,_*
of the low and high frequencies with respect to the medium frequencies. The re-
sultant sound level Is said to be A-weighted, and the units are dB. A popular
method of indicating the units, dBA, is frequently used in this report. The A-
weighted sound level is also called the noise level. Sound level meters have an _":
A-weighting network for measuring A-weighted sound level.

BACKGROUND NOISE --The totalofallnoise ina system or situation,independent _.,
ofthepresence ofthedesiredsignal.In acousticalmeasurements, strictly k,#

speaking, the term "background noise" means electrical noise in the measure-
ment system. However, in popular usage the term "background noise" is also
used with the same meaning as "residualnoise." :I

BAFFLE --A baffleisa shieldingstructureor seriesofpartitionsused toIncreas'e
the effective length of the external transmission path between two points in an _
acousticsystem. For example, bafflesmay be used insound traps(asinair _.
conditioningducts}or inautomotivemufflers todecrease the sound transmitted

while affording a path for alr flow. ,
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BAND CENTER FREQUENCY -- The designated (geometric) mean frequency of a band
of noise or other signal. For example, 1000 ifz is the band center frequency for
the octave band tl_tt extends from 707 ltz to 1414 Hz, or for the third-octave band

_- that extends from 891 Rz to 1123 Hz.
F

BAND PRESSURE (OR POWER) LEVEL -- The pressure (or power) level for tim
r- sound contained within a specified frequency band. The band may be specified

either by Its lower and upper cut-off frequencies, or by its geometric centerL

frequency. The width of the band is often indicated by a prefatory modifier; e. g,,
octave band, third-octave band, 10-tiz band.

r COMMUNITY NORSE EQUIVALENT LEVEL -- Community Noise Equivalent Level
(CNEL) is a scale which takes account of all the A-weighted acoustic energy re-

'- eeived at a point, from all noise events causing noise levels above some pre-
i._: scribed value. Weighting factors are included which place greater importance

upon noiseeventsoccurringduringthe eveninghours (7:00p.m. to 10:00p.m. )

and even greater importance upon noise events at night (10:00 p.m. to 0:00 a. m. ).

i,_ COMPOSITE NOISE BATING --Composite noise rating(CNR) isa scalewhich takes
accountofthe totalityofallaircraftoperationsatan airportInquantifyingthe
total aircraft noise environment, It was the earliest method for evaluating com-

i.i patiblc land use around airports and is still in wide use by the Department of
Defense in predicting noise environments around military airfields.

i_ Basically, to calculate a CNR value one begins with a measure of the maxi-mum noise magnitude from each aircraft flyby and adds weighting factors which
sum the cumulative effect of all flights. The scale used to describe individual

r'_ noise events is perceived noise level (in PNdB), the term accounting for number
of flights is 10 lOgl0N (where N is the number of flight operations), and each
nightoperation countsas much as I0daytime operailons.Very approximately,
the noise exposurelevelata pointexpressed inthe CNR scale willbe numerically

I_ 35-37 dB hi_.her than if expressed in the CNEL scale,

CONTINUOUS SOUND SPECTRUM --A continuousSound spectrum iscomprised of
l"_ components which arc continuoaely distributed over a frequency region,

C-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL (dBC) -- A quantity, in decibels, read from a standard

!,,_ sound-level meter that is switched to the weighting network labeled "C". The C-
, _ weighting network weights the frequencies between 70 Hz and 4000 Hz uniformly,

but below and above these limits frequencies are slightly discriminated against.
Generally, C-weighted measurements are essentially the same as overall sound-

_ pressure levels,which requireno discriminationatany frequency.

CYCLES PER SECOND - See frequency.

DAMAGE-RISK CRITERIA (HEARING-CONSERVATION CRITERIA) --Recommended
maximum noise levels that for a given pattern of exposure times should, if not
exceeded, minimise the risk of damage to tim ears of persons exposed to the
noise.

, l"!
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DAMPING --The dissipationofenergywithtime or distance. The term is generally __'
appliedtothe attenuationofsound ina structureowing tothe internalsound-dls-
sipativepropertiesofthestructureor owing tothe additionof sound-dissipative
materials, i I

DECIBEL -- The decibel (abbreviated "dB_ is a measure_ on a logarithmic scale, of =_
the magnitude of a particular quantity (such as sound pressure, sound power,
intensity, etc.) with respect to a standard reference value. = '

DIFFUSE SOUND FIELD -- The presence of many reflected waves (echoes) in a room =_
(or auditorium) having a very small amount of sound absorption, arising from re- _ t
peated reflections of sound in various directions,

DIRECTIVITY INDEX --Ina givendirectionfrom a sound source, thedifferencein
decibels between (a) the sound-pressure level produced by the source in that di- t
rection, and (b) the space-average sound-pressure level of that source, measured
atthe same distance.

m;

DUCT LINING OR WRAPPING --Usuallya sheetof porous materialplacedon theinner
or outerwall(s)ofa ducttointroducesound attenuattonand heatiusulation.Itis ?_
often used in air conditioning systems, Linings are more effective in attenuating ' '
sound that travels inside along the length of a duct, while wrappings are more

effectiveinpreventingsoundfrom beingradiatedfrom the duct sidewallsintosur-
roundingspaces. "

IJ

EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (EPNL) -- A physical measure designed to
estimatethe effectlve"notslnass'_of a singlenoiseevent,usuallyan aircraftfly-
over; itisderivedfrom instantaneousPerceived Noise Level (PNL) valuesby ....
applyingcorrectionsfor puretones and for thedurationofthe noise.

ELECTROACOUSTICS --The scienceand technologyoftransformingsound waves into _._
currentsin electricalcircuits(andviceversa),by means of microphones, loud-

speakers, and electronicamplifiersand filters, _-

FAR FIELD -- Consider any soundsource infree space. At a sufficientdistancefrom .-
the source, the sound pressurelevel obeys theinverse-squarelaw, and the sound
particlevelocityisinphasewith the sound pressure, This regioniscalled.the _
farfieldofthe sound source, Regions closertothe source,where these two con-
dltionsdo not hold,constitutethe near field,Now considera soundsource within

an enclosure. Itisalsosometimes possibletosatisfythe far-fieldconditions ,
over a limitedregionbetweenthe near fieldand the reverberantfield,ifthe ab-
sorptionwithin the enclosure ta not too small so that the near field and the rever-
berant field merge.

• i

FILTER --A devicethattransmitscertainfrequencycomponents ofthe signal(sound
or electrical)incidentupon it,and rejectsotherfrequency components oftheinci-
dentsignal. _ 1

FREE SOUND FIELD (FREE FIELD) --A soundfieldinwhich the effectsof obstacles
or boundarieson sound propagatedinthatfieldare negligible.
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! FREQUENCY -- The number of oscillations per second (a) of a sloe-wave of sound,
and (b) of a vibrating solid object; now expressed in hertz (abbreviation Iiz),

r- formerly tn cycles per second (abbreviation cps).

IIEARING DISABILITY -- An actual or presumed inability, due to hearing impairment,
to remain employed at full wages.

d.. IIEANING 1.1ANDICAP -- The disadvantage imposed by a hearing impairment sufficient
to affect onets efficiency in the situation of everyday living.

r . tIEARING IMPAIRMENT -- A deviation or change for the worse in either healing
structure or function, usually outside the normal range; see hearing loss.

_ ItEARING LOSS -- At a specified frequency, an amount, in decibels, by which tile
'- threshold of audibility for that ear exceeds a certain specified audiomctrie thresh-

old, that is to say, the amount by wbleh a personts hearing is worse than some
selected norm. The norm may be the threshold established at some earlier time

',_ for that ear, or the average threshold for some large population, or the threshold
selected by some standards body for audiometric measurements,

[ HEARING LOSS FOR SPEECII -- The difference in decibels between tbe speech levels
at which the average normal" ear and a defective ear, respectively, reach the
same intelligibility, often arbitrarily set at 50_.

HERTZ -- See frequency.

"'_ IMPACT -- (1) An impact is a single collision of one mass in motion with a second
, mass which may he either in motion or at rest. (2) Impact is a word used to ex-

press the extent or severity of an environmental problem; e.g., the number of
persons exposed to a given noise environment.

IMPACT INSULATION CLASS (IIC) -- A single-figure rating which is intended to per-
mit the comparison of the impact sound insulating merits of floor-ceiling assem-

blies in terms of a reference contour.
IMPACT SOUND -- The sound arising from the impact of a solid object on an interior

r-_ surface (wail, floor, or ceiling) of a building. Typical sources arc footsteps,

_._ dropped objects, etc.

INVEP-qE-SQUARE LAW -- The inverse-square law describes that acoustic situation
_I where the mean-square sound pressure changes in inverse proportion to the
a.. square of the distance from the source. Under this condition the sound-pressure

level decreases 6 decibels with each doubling of distance from the source. See
l'_ also spherical divergence.

ISOLATION -. See vibration isolator.

;! LEVEL -- The level of an acoustical quantity (e. g., sound power), in decibels, is 10
_ times the logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the quantity to a reference quantity

i of the same physical kind.
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LINE SPECTRUM --The spectrum ofa sound whose components occur ata number of

discrete frequencies.
I L

LOUDNESS --Loudness isthe intensiveattributeofan auditorysensation,interms _,

ofwhich sounds may be ordered on a scale extendingfrom softtoloud. Loudness
dependsprimarilyupon the sound pressure ofthe stimulus,butisalsodepends

upon thefrequencyand wave form ofthe stimulus. ',Jj

LOUDNESS LEVEL --The loudness levelofa sound, tnphons, isnumericallyequal
tothe median sound pressure level,Indecibels,relativeto 0.0002 microbar, of
a freeprogressivewave offrequency1000 Hz presentedtolistenersfacingthe i
source, which ina number oftrialsIsJudgedby the listenerstobe equallyloud.

MACH NUMBER -- The ratio of a speed of a moving element to the speed of sound in t,_l
the surrounding medium.

MASKING --The actionofbringingone sound (audiblewhen heard alone)to inaudibility
or tounintelligibilityby theintroductionofanother,usuallylouder,sound. See i ,
masking noise.

MASKING NOISE - A noisewhich isintenseenough torender inaudibleor untntellibt- _J
bleanothersound which issimultaneouslypresent.

t

MICROPHONE -- An electruacoustic transducer tltat responds to sound waves and _i
delivers essentially equivalent electric waves,

NEAR FIELD -- See far field.

NOISE -- Any sound which is undesirable because it interferes with speech and hearing,
f-

or isintenseenough todamage hearing,or isotherwiseannoying, i

NOISE CRITERION (NC) CURVES --Any ofseveralversions (SC, NC, NCA, PNC) of
criteriaused for ratingthe acceptabilityofcontinuousindoor noiselevels,such !-
as produced by air-handlingsystems:

NOISE EXPOSURE FORECAST --Noise exposure forecast(NEF) isa scale(analogous _-.
to CNEL and CNR) which has been used by the federal govermnent in land use I !
planningguidesfor use inconncctloowith airports.

Inthe NEF scale,the basicmeasure ofmagnitude for individualnoiseevents
isthe effectiveperceivednoiselevel(EPNL), inunitsof EPNdB, Thle magnitude
measure includestheeffectofdurationper event. The terms accountingfor hum- _
ber offlightsand forweightingby time periodare thesame as inthe CNR scale.
Very approximately,the noiseexposure levelata pointexpressed intheNEF _
scale will be numerically about 33 dB lower than if expressed in the CNEL scale.

NOISE INSULATION --See sound insulation, a..

NOISE ISOLATION CLASS {NIC)--A singlenumber ratingderivedina prescribed
manner from the measured valuesofnoise reduction,Itprovidesan evaluation
ofthe sound isolationbetweentwo enclosedspaces tluttare acousticallyconnected , I
by one or more paths.

| i
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] NOISE LEVEL -- See sound level.

r- NOISE AND NUMBER INDEX (NNI) -- A measure based on Perceived Noise Level,
and with weightlng factors added to account for the number of noise events, and

' used (in some European countries) for rating the noise environment .cal" airports.

r- NOISE POLLUTION LEVEL (LNp or NPL) --A measure ofthetotalcommunity noise,
i postulated to be applicable to both traffic noise and aircraft noise. It is computed

from the "energy average" of the noise level and the standard deviation of the
_" tlme-varytng noise level.

NOISE REDUCTION (NR) -- The noise reduction between two areas or rooms is the
numerical difference, in decibels, of the average sound pressure levels In thoser"
areas or rooms. A measurement of "noise reduction" combines tim effect of the

i_ transmissionlossperformance ofstructuresseparatingthe two areas or rooms,
plusthe effectofacousticabsorptionpresentin thereecivlngroom,

i_.i NOISE REDUCTION COEFFICIENT (NRC) --A measure oftlmacousticalabsorption
performance ofa material,calculatedby theaveragingitssound absorptioncoef-
ficientsat250, 000, 1000, and 2000 Ilz,expressed tothenearestintegralmulti-
ple of0.05._d

NOYS --A unitused Inthe calculationofperceivednoiselevel.

L_ OCTAVE -- An octave is the interval between two sounds having a basic frequency ratio
of two. For example, there are 8 octaves on the keyboard of a standard piano.

OCTAVE BAND All of the in sound whoso frequencies
components, a spectrum, are

between two sine wave components separated by an octave.

_, OCTAVE-BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL -- The integrated sound pressure level ofonly those sine-wave components i. a specified octave band, for a noise or sound
_ having a wide spectrum.

OSCILLATION -- The variation with time, alternately increasing and decreasing, (a) of$i:

some feature of an audible sound, such as the sound pressure, or (b) of some fea-
ture of a vibrating solid object, such as the displacement of its surface.

' i
PEAK SOUND PRESSURE -- The maximum instantaneous sound pressure (a) for a tran-

sient or Impulsive sound of short duration, or (b) In a specified time interval for

a sound of long duration.
PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL (PNL) -- A quantity expressed in decibels that provides a

subjective assessment of the perceived "noisiness"of aircraft noise, The unitsof Perceived Noise Level arc Perceived Noise Decibels, PNdB.

PHASE -- For a particular value of the independent variable, the fractional part of a
!"_: period through which the independent variable has advanced, measured from an

arbitrary reference.
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PHON -- The unit of measurement for loudness level. I i I

PITCH -- A listener's perception of the frequency of a pure tone; the higher the Ire- :
quency, the higher the pitch. _,

PRESBYCUSIS -- The decline in hearing acuity that normally occurs as a person grows
older, l,I

PURE TONE -- A sound wave whose waveform is that of a sloe-wave.

RANDOM INCIDENCE -- If an object is in a diffuse sound field, the sound waves that t I
comprise the sound field are said to strike the object from all angles of incidence

at random.
RANDOM NOISE -- An oscillation whose instantaneous magnitude is not specified for

any given instant of time, It can be described in a statistical sense by probability
distribution functions giving the fraction of the total time that the magnitude of the t
noise lies within a specified range. _'

RESIDUAL NOISE LEVEL -- For purposes of this report, the term *'residual noise"
has been adopted to mean the noise which exists at a point as a result of the ecru- _:_
bination of many distant sources, individually indistinguishable. In statistical
terms, it is the level which exists 90 percent of the time. (Acousticians should
note it means the same level to which they have customarily applied the term _le*

"ambient. _

RESONANCE -- The relatively large effects produced, e.g., amplitude of vibration,
when repetitive sound pressure or force is in approximate synchronism with a free '_'
(unforced) vibration of a component or a system.

r"
RETROFIT -- The retroactive modification of an existing building or machine. In ;.,.:

current usage, the most common application of the word "retrofit" is to the

question of modification of existing Jet aircraft engines for noise abatement _-
purposes.

REVERBERATION -- The persistence of sound in an enclosed space, as a result of
multiple reflections, after the sound source has stopped. _....

t_

REVERBERATION ROOM -- A room having a long reverberation time, especially de-
signed to make the sound field inside it as diffuse (homogeneous) as possible. ,_

REVERBERATION TIME (aT) -- The reverberation time of a room is the time taken
for the sound pressure level (or sound intensity) to decrease to one-millionth $ i

(60 dB) of its steady state value when the source of sound energy is suddenly
interrupted. It is a measure of the persistence of an impulsive sound in a room
and of the amount of acoustical absorption present inside the room.

ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE (RMS) -- The root-mean-square value of a quantity that is _,
varying as a function of time is obtained by squaring the function at each instant,
obtaining the average of the squared values over the interval of interest, and r ,

taking the square root of this average.

I
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SINE-WAVE -- A sound wave, audible as a pure tone, in which the sound pressure Is
a stnusoidal fimetton of time; sound pressure -sine of (2v x frequency x time).

SONE -- The unit of measurement for loudness.
f

SONIC DOOM -- The pressure transient produced at an observing point by a vehiob,f--

: that Is moving past (or over) it faster than the speed of sound,

SOUND -- See acoustics (1).

!_ SOUND INSULATION -- (1) The use of structures and materials designed to reduce the
transmission of sound from one room or area to another or from the exterior to

the interior of a building. (2) The degree by which sound transmission is reduced

L_ by means of sound insulating structures and materials.

SOUND LEVEL (NOISE LEVEL) -- The weighted sound pressure level obtained by use
"_ of a sound level meter having s standard frequency-filter for attenuatiog part of
i_) the sound speetrum.

,_ SOUND LEVEL METER -- An instrument, comprising a microphone, an amplifier, an
output meter, and frequency-weighting networks, that is used for the measurement

_'_ of noise and sound levels in a specified manner.

SOUND POWER -- Of a source of sound, the total amount of acoustical energ 5, radiated
into the atmospheric air per unit time,

SOUND POWEI1 LEVEL -- The level of sound power, averaged over a period of time,,

the reference being 10-]2 watts.

, SOUND PRESSURE -- (1) The minute fluctuations in atmospheric pressure wblch ac-

i _ company tim passage of a sound wave; the pressure fluctuations on the tympaniciI membrane are transmitted to the inner ear and give rise to the sensation at
audible sound, (2) For a steady sou_.d, the value of the sound pressure averaged

i !_ over a period of time. (3) Sound pressure is usually measured (a) In dynes per
; ,, square centimeter (dyn/om2_, or (h) in newtons per square meter (N/m2).
I 1 N/m2 = 10 dya/em 2 = 10 -_ times the atmospheric pressure,

! "-!: SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL -- The level of Sound pressure; squared and averaged over
i '- a period of time, the reference being the square of 2 x 10-5 newtons per square
I meter.
f V"I

_' SOUND TRANSMISSION CLASS (STC) -- The preferred single fit,rare rating system
designed to give an estimate of the sound insulation properties of a partition or a

:-i rank ordering of a series of partitions, It is intended for use primarily when
I speech and office noise constitute the principal noise problem.

SOUND TRANSMISSION COEFFICfENT -- The fraction of incident sound energy trans-
_ mitred through a structural configuration.
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SOUND TRANSMISSION LOSS (TRANSMISSION LOSS) (TL) --A measure of sound Insu-
lationprovided by a structural configuration. Expressed in decibels, it is I0
times the logarithm to the base 10 of tile reciprocal of the sound transmission J'1
coefflelent of the configuration. _ 1

SPECTRUM -- Of a sound wave, tile description of its resolution Into components,

each of different frequency and (usually) different amplitude and phase, t I

SPEECH-INTERFERENCE LEVEL (SIL) -- A calculated quantity providing a guide to
the interfering effect of a noise on reception of speech communication. The speech- i
interference level is the arithmetic average of the octave-hand sound-pressure k ¢
levels of the interfering noise in the most important part of the speech frequency
range. The levels in the three octave-frequency bands centered at 500, 1000, and ,_
2000 IIz are commonly averaged to determine the speech-lnterfereace level.
Numerically, the magnitudes of aircraft sounds in the Speech-Interference Level
scale are approximately 18 to 22 dB less than the same sounds In the Perceived
Noise Level scale in PNdB, depending'on the spectrum of the sound. 1

i-r

SPEED (VELOCITY) OF SOUND IN AIR - The speed of sound in air is 344 m/see or
1128 ft/see at 78OF. _'_

SPRERICAL DIVERGENCE -- Spherical divergence is the condition of propagation of

spherical waves that relates to the regular decrease in intensity of a sphericalsound wave at progressively greater distances from the source. Under this con-
dition the sound-pressure leveldecreases 6 decibelswitheach doubllngofdis- ""
tense from tllesource.

SPIIERICAL WAVE -- A sound wave in which the surfaces of constant phase are con-
centrie spheres. A small (point) source radiating into an open space produces a

r-
free sound fieldofsphericalwaves, i

STANDING WAVE --A pertodlcsound wave havinga fixeddistributioninspace, the
resultofinterferenceof travelingsoundwaves ofthe same frequency and kind.
Such sound waves are characterizedby the existenceofnodes, or partialnodes, "-
and antlnodea that are fixed in space. ;-'

STEADY-STATE SOUNDS --Sounds whose average characteristicsremain constant V'
intime. Examples ofsteady-statesounds are a stationarysiren,an air-condi-
ttonlngunit,and an aircraftrunningup on the ground.

STRUCTUREBORNE SOUND --Sound thatreaches thepointofinterest,over at least
part of its path. by vibrations of a solid structure. '-

THIRD-OCTAVE BAND --A frequency hand whose cut-offfrequencieshave a ratioof _"
2 to the one-third power, which is approximately 1.26. The cut-off frequencies ;-

I of 891 lit and 1123 llz define third-octave band In See also band
a common use.

center frequency. *

THRESHOLD OF AUDIBILITY (THRESHOLD OF DETECTABILITY) - For a specified
signal, the minimum sound-pressure level of the signal that Is capable of evoking !
an auditory sensation in a specified fraction of the trials.
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_, TIIRESHOLD SI_[FT -- An increase in a lmarlng threshold level that results from ex-posure to noise.

TRAFFIC NOISE INDEX (TI_) -- A measure of the noise environment created by ve-i hlcular traffic on highways; it is computed from measured values of the noise
levels exceeded 10 percent and 90 percent of the time.

TRANSDUCER -- A device capable of being actuated by waves from one or more trans-mission systems or media and supplying related waves to one or more other trans-
mission systems or media. Examples are microphones, accelerometcrs, sad

loudspeakers.
TRANSIENT SOUNDS -- Sounds whose average properties do not remain constant in

time. Examples arc an aircraft flyover, a passing truck, a seato boom.
TRANSMISSION LOSS (TL) -- See sound transmission loss.

VIBRATION ISOLATOR -- A resilient support for machinery and other equipment thatmight be a source of vibration, designed to reduce the amount of vii)ration trans-
mitted to the building structure.;I

WAVEFORM -- A presentation of some feature of a sound wave, e.g., the sound pres-
sure, as a graph showing the moment-by-moment variation of sound pressure
with time,

WAVEFRONT -- The front surface of a sound wave on its way through the atmosphere,

WAVELENGTH -- For a periodic wave (such as sound in air), the perpendicular dis-taace between analogous points on any two successive waves. The wavelength of
sound in air or in water Is inversely proportional to the frequency of the sound.

Thus the lower the frequency, the longer the wavelength.

I 1
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